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FOREWORD

This Symposium on the Engineering Problems of Fusion Research held

at Ios Alams April 8 - 11, 1969, was the third United States Symposium.

The papers represent a wide spectrum of engineering disciplines but all

focused directly on fusion engineering. An equally important function

of this Symposium was to provide direct personal contact between the

engineers working in the various U. S. fusion laboratories. The Steering

Committee believes that this personal contact is essential for the growth

of fusion engineering. The papers contained in these Proceedings represent

the ideas of the author without technical editing.

The Steering Committee is grateful to the Atomic Energy Commission and

the Us Alamos Scientific Laboratory which sponsored the Symposium, and to

Dr. N. E. Bradbury, Director of the laboratory, and Dr. R. F. Taschek,

Division Leader of the Physics Division. We are particularly grateful to

ws. Harriett Sass who worked tirelessly during the planning phase of the

Symposium and also organized the Proceedings for publication. Furthermxe,

we would like to recognize the valuable services of the Laboratory Public

Relations group under R. Y. Porton. Special thanks also go to Mrs. Barbara

RSY, Mrs. Sue Wooten, and Tom C. Ianghorst.

The next Symposium is planned for the fall of 1970 at the Naval Research

Laboratory in Washington, D. C.

1%. L. Kemp, LASL, Chairman

T. H. Batzer, LRL

W. F. Gauster, ORNL

W. C. Gough, AEC, Washington

R. G. Mills, PPL

H. W. VanNess, LRL

M. P. you1’lg,NRL



WEIXOMtW ADDRESS

by

N. E. Bradbmy, Director
Los AlamcIs Scientific Laboratory

It is my pleasure to welcome you here this morning for this conference.

I am amazed at its depth and length, and am also very pleased. first, it

is quite clear that the problems which are faced by all of us in the Sherwood

business are not entirely separate to each laboratory. They cut across all

laboratory activities to the extent that we can save dollars or earn dollars

by learning what other people have done, what problems they have solved, to

that extent they can learn what we have solved -- all of us profit. It is a

tragedy to have to reinvent things at different places or invent them in

parallel. Secondly, I can be very sure that the questions you are facing

today -- engineering design, engineering detail -- are mrely the embryos of

problems which you will be facing in some number of years. I wontt hazard

a guess as to how many. In smne number of years you will have to face these

problems for a real, power-producing fusion demmstration, so you might as

well get to work on them now. They are hard enough today, but I suspect

they will be tougher. Anyway, it is a very great pleasure to have this

meeting here. I have taken a quick look wer its agenda. I am impressed,

as I said, with its length and detail, the breadth of its problems, and I

wish you every success in dealing with it. I hope your time is both

pleasant and constructive. Thank you for coming.
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Opening Remarks

by

R. F. Taschek, Division Leader

Physics Division, IASL

I just want to extend a welcom from the Physics Division, in particular

from the Sherwood or Controlled Thermonuclear Research people, and tell you that

if you have problems of any kind, the Division office is quite close by and you

can readily find access to it through Ed or any one of the local people. I think

I can only perhaps reiterate some of the things Dr. Bradbury mntioned about en-

gineering and technology in this particular field. I have had the impression that

nearly all activities that end up in an applied form at some time or other go through

sort of an evolution. That obviously is an oversimplified term -- if it is a physics

type of application, it begins with physics; it then goes through a stage which is a

combination of physics and technology and then goes into technology, and I am not

attempting to distinguish between technology and engineering as long as they are

intermingled so intensely nowadays that one doesn’t know precisely where one begins

and the other ends. In any case, I think right now the (XR activities are probably

in this intermediate phase of physics and technology. Certainly the physics prob-

lems haven’t been solved, and as Dr. Bradbury mentioned, one is only just beginning

to get into the technology that one might foresee som years hence. This is quite

an exciting time to be in the field because almost all people in the field and many

out are pretty nmch convinced by now that the CTR program won’t die and there will

indeed be a true application. I think that the status of the technology is indicated

in part by your program. At present it involves such very sophisticated things as

use of superconductors, levitated systems, intense magnetic fields, and so on. It

seems to me that if you compare what you might look forward to ten years from now

in this field, that there even now exists no other technology either in nuclear

reactor systems or nuclear weapons or rocket propulsion that is likely to contain

more than a fraction of the difficult technological materials, engineering, and

similar problems that this field is likely to have. It is therefore, good to be
.

in on the beginning of it to see, and guide also, the directions in which you are

heading at this particular time and in which YOU are really mapping out the future;

so I leave you to start the real business of this meeting. Thank you.
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HOOP LEVATOR DESIGN FOR A PLASMA OC TUPOLE

Nell C. Lten and Igor N. Sviatoslavsky

Physical Sciences Laboratory, The University of Wisconsin

Stoughton, Wlscons in

I
ABSTRACT

Plasma confinement time lnamultlpole device la limltedto a large extent by the

supports which hold up the hoops during an experiment. For this reason, the new

University of Wisconsin Octupole is designed with removable supports which leave
the hoops suspended freely in a magnetic field when the device is electrically

pulsed. The levator mechanism is des lgned to operate in a IO-8 torr vacuum and

support a 335 pound load on the end of a ball-socketed probe which follows a path
such that the ball moves in a vertical straight line. The available room to mount

and operate is small to obtain the stroke lengths of 4-1/2 in. and 6-1/4 in. which

are required. High strength and light weight materials are used to minimize
inertia effects. A bellows seal at the pivot point of the mechanism eliminates the

need for sliding seals. The actuator is an electrically pulsed, pneumatic device

designed to withdraw the probe support in 20 milliseconds, hold it withdrawn for

20 milliseconds, then partially reinsert it in 20 milliseconds to catch the hoop
and absorb its energy of fall, and then return it tn its original position. The

actuator is pulsed by a three-way pilot-operated solenoid valve connecting it

alternately to a high pressure and a low pressure pneumatic source. An inter-
mediate pressure is used to give the initial thrust for removing the probe.

Check valves and volume chambers are used to provide damping cushions and
the means for probe location at the instant when the hoop is caught. Forces are
directly transmitted through a ball-socketed connecting link from the levator to

the actuator and through rigidly mounted body and end caps to the vacuum tank.

An adjustable dummy piston rod guide determines the stroke and hoop elevation.

Test results indicate the desired requirements are met.

Plasma confinement time in a multipole device is

limited by the presence of supports which hold up the

conducting hoops that in turn provide the magnetic field.

The Wisconsin Levitated Octupole, Figure 1, is de-

signed to withdraw the hoop supports during the time
the experiment is electrically pulsed for plasma in- 3.

j ection and confinement and later reinsert them to
catch the falling hoops. The device for removing the

supports is called a levator. Each outer hoop, 4.
weighing 1,680 pounds, has five levators and each

inner hoop, weighing 935 pounds, has three ‘Ikwators.
The Ievators have the following desQn requirements:

1. Simple, dependable and economic,

5.

2. Time sequence.

a. Hoop supports withdrawn in

30 ms or less.

b. Hoop supports remain withdrawn

20 ms or more.

c. Hoop supports partially re-

instated in 20 ms or less.

d. Reproducibility to within

f 1 ms.

The kinetic energy of the hoop fall to be

absorbed at any elevation without bounce.

Probe steady state adjustment capability:

a. f O.4 in. in the vertical direction.
b. f 0.25 in. in the radial direction.
c. O. 125 in. eccentrically.

Probe tip motion to be in a vertical straight

line, to make it capable of catching the hoop

at any elevation. Probe stroke 4-1/2 in.
upper, 6-1/4 in. lower. When withdrawn

the probe tip should be outside t# critical

the last MHD stable flux surface.

Al-l



6. The probe to be electrically insulated from

the remaining mechanism, and a lead pro-
vided for connecting to instruments outside

the vacuum chamber.

7. Probe load desfgn criteria:

Normal vertical loading, 335 lb.

;: Emergency vertical loading,

1000 lbs.

c. Radial loading, f 250 lbs.
d. Tangential loading capable of

deflecting probe 0.125 in. _ 50 Ibs.

8. The probe housfng to be part of a 10-8 torr

vacuum system with a metal bellows vacuum

seal suitable for angular motion. One seal

to be used for attachment of the housing to

the vacuum chamber.

9. All valves, restrictors and volume chambers

to be an integral part of the actuator.

Actuator body and end caps to be rigidly

mounted to the vacuum chamber wall with

all porting accomplished from below.

10. Connecting link to be ball socketed at piston

and probe driving arm to allow for angular
displacement. Both sockets to be access-
ible for greasing.

11. Assembly of unit to be accomplished within

a 5 in. radial distance.

12. All materials to be non-magnetic.

The support mechanism, Figure 2, was designed

to be assembled and to work withtn the limited space

boundaries. The mounting to the vacuum chamber is

accomplished with one “O” ring seal. The hoop 1s

supported in a socket on the ball end of a probe

extending intothe vacuum chamber through a small

hole in the wall. This probe constitutes one bar of

a four bar 1inkage geometrically proportioned such
that the center of the ball end travels in a vertical

straight line within the angular displacement of its

supporting bars. The actuator is attached to the end
of one bar called a drive arm. The angular displace-

ment of this arm is sealed across the vacuum barrier

by a bellows. Using a bellows in this manner greatly

reduces the force and velocity propagation between

convolutions and substantially increases its life. The

pivot bearings are of a teflon-lead compound impreg-

nated into a spherized bronze interlayer backed by a

bronze sleeve. These bearings are capable of op-

erating fn a 10-9 torr vacuum without lubrication.

The drive arm of the box section construction is made

from type 205 stainless steel for high strength and
welding compatibility to type 347 stainless steel

bellows.

The probe made from titanium 6A1 4V for light-

ness was designed for the design loads taken s imul-

taneously. U the hoop is displaced up to 1/8 inch side-
wiae during magnetic levitation, the hoop socket is

designed ta catch the ball end and deflect the probe to

home with approximately a 50 pound lateral load. The

probe is also electrically insulated from its mounting

and a wire extending externally is provided for instru-

mentation purpose and fail safe electrical circuits.

The ball end position is radially adjustable f 1/4 inch
by varying the shim thickness between the drive arm

pivot block and the housing in addition to a 1/8 in.

eccentric adjustment of the ball center by rotating the

probe about its mounting axis. The lower position of

the ball center is adjustable by changing the length of

the connecting link as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The

vertical upper position of tbe ball center is adjustable

f .4 in. by rotating the threaded dummy piston rod

guide. To overcome the detrimental effects of inertia

on an oscillating mounted actuator the actuator body
was rigidly mounted to the vacuum chamber and a

light ball socketed hollow connecting link was designed.

Each end of the connecting link is lubricated through a
common grease fitting. Driving the piston of the

actuator upwards withdraws the probe from the induced

magnetic field to a position outaide 1#critical.

Pneumatics was chosen over hydraulics for the

actuator for reasons of simplicity and economy while

retaining dependability.

Basically, the principle of operation of the actu-
ator is very simple. A piston is manipulated between

a constant intermediate pressure P-3 on one side and

a high pressure P-1 or low pressure P-2 on the other.

Switching from P-1 to P-2 then back to P-1 drives the

piston in one direction and back. Check valves and
adjustable volume chambers provide the desired

characteristics.

A detailed discussion of the operation of the

levator follows. It is divided into five sections, each
referenced to a figure corresponding to it.

Starting Conditions

Figure 4a shows the actuator and probe in their

primary function, that of supporting the hoop,
which they will do 99. 7% of the operating time. The

solenoid is de-energized, P-1 is connected to the top

of the piston. The force of P-1 (z 200 psig) has to be
greater than the combined weight of the hoop and the

force of P-3 to provide the necessary reaction for
countering the energy of the hoop fall. This additional

force also holds the piston against the adjustable
dummy piston rod guide, thus properly locating the

hoop vertically.



Probe Withdrawal Absorbing the Energy of the Hoop Fall
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In Figure 4b we show the probe being retracted.

The solenoid valve has been energized connecting the

top of the cylinder to P-2. The piston starts moving
when the pressure above it falls below P-3 (+ 7’0 pslg).

The delay between the start of the electric pulse and

the piston movement is 35 ms and depends on the

values of pressures as well as line impedances and

inert ia of moving parts. The value of the intermediate

pressure P-3 depends on the speed needed for probe
withdrawal.

Probe Deceleration

Figure 4C shows the piston being tush ioned and
the probe about to clear 1#critical. The main exit

port is blocked by the cushion nut and CV-2 prevents
the air from leaking out of the cushion.

A soft cushion is desirable for prolonging the life

of the mechanism but it also stores a lot of energy

causing the piston to bounce, and the probe to penetrate

~ critical at the very instant plasma is being confiied.

The problem was solved by incorporating an adjustable

volume chamber AV-1 in the cylinder head with a check

valve CV-3, such that this volume was part of the cush-

ion only in one. direction. The stored energy in it was

trapped, and was unavailable to do work on the piston
to bounce it. The air in AV-1 bleeds out through a

restricted line into the cylinder exit port. This line

gets blocked off as soon as the cushion nut enters the
cylinder port. In this way we have almost eliminated

the bounce while retaining a soft cushion.

The duration the probe remains withdrawn depends

on the length of the electric pulse to the solenoid
valve. At present, it is adjustable between 10-35 ms.

Partial Reinsert ion of the Probe

In order to catch the hoop as it is dropping, the

probe has to be partially reinserted into the plasma

chamber. Figure 4d shows the probe catching the

hoop which had dropped from the level where it was

released.

The solenoid valve is de-energized, returning the

top of the cylinder port to the high pressure P-1.

Check valve CV-2 allows the pressure to act over the

whole piston moving itrapidly downward. As the

piston moves down itcompresses the air under it.

The air cannot return to P-3 because of CV-1 but can

go intothe adjustable volume chamber AV-2 through

CV-4. The piston slows down and stops against a

very soft cushion.

As the hoop contacts the probe (Figure 4c) it

drives it down forcing the piston up. Check valve

CV-4 is closed and the alr in Av-2 is trapped. AfI
the piston moves up, the air under it expands and its

pressure drops. CV-1 remains closed until the

pressure drops below P-3 after which it stays at P-3.

The pressure on top of the piston rises above P-1 as

the piston moves up since the air is trapped in the

line due to cV-5. It is tb is constant pressure rise
which counters the fall energy of the hoop. The

system IS now equivalent to a mass on springs and

performs several oscillations with a period of 300 ms

before it damps out. Then as the air in AV-2 bleeds
back to P-3 through a needle valve the piston slowly

moves down, returning the hoop to its starting

location as shown in Figure 4a.

A primary concern in the design of the actuator

was to insure that the hoop would not bounce off the

probe at any time. If while approaching the maximum
point of its first oscillation (region of possible hoop

bounce as marked by asterisk on Figure 4e) the probe,

on which the boon 1s now supported (but not attached

to), decelerates faster than one g, then the hoop can

separate from the probe. The rate at which the air

bleeds out of AV-2 during the first oscillation
determines how far the piston returns downward and
how fast it decelerates. The adjustment of the needle

valve which bleeds the air out of AV-2 is critical,

but once done, should not have to be readjusted. In
our tests we were actually able to make the load
bounce at will. A simple adjustment of the needle

valve corrected this condition.

A prototype levator was constructed and tested

extensively with and without load. Check valve modi-

fications were necessary to improve performance and
prolong life. Otherwise, performance was as Pre-

dicted.

The load consisted of a steel bucket filled with

lead bricks. It was suspended from the probe on

straps which were fitted with an aluminum block and

a socket of Ampco alloy similar to the hoop socket.
The levator was then pulsed and the load caught

under strictly gravity conditions. This is the

toughest situation the levator will ever be confronted
with. A total of 15,000 pulses with full load have

been made on four different Ievators with no

apparent signs of wear or failure. These tests were
performed under simulated operating conditions with

two levators fed from one set of pressure reservoirs,

as will be the case in the actual device.

The bellows was also tested under simulated
opera~~ng conditions with the probe in a vacuum
chamber. Although more teats are forthcoming, the

bellows has so far withstood 2000 pulses with no ill

effects.
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Linear variable differentialtransformers and

convent Lonal piezoelectric pressure transducers were

used to monitor displacement and pressure respec-

tively. The outputs were displayed on a memory

scope which proved to be invaluable for studying re-

producibility. Outputa of an upper and a lower

levator were also simultaneously displayed on the

scope . From these tests ltbecame apparent that

separate electric pulsing systems for the solenoids

of the upper and lower levators would be desirable.

It also became apparent that throttling valves or the
P-2 lines of the upper levators would be useful for

impedance matching.
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NAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF THE ORNL LEVITATED TOROIDAL QUADRUPLE*

by

M. Roberts, I. A3.exeff, W. L. Stirling, and W. Halchin

Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee

ABSTRACT

Electromagnetic levitation of internal conducting hoops

in a toroidal quadruple has been achieved, producing a
magnetic field for plasma confinement experiments. High
magnetic field strengths are now available in this low-
inductance quadruple and a possible technique for pro–
ducing time-invariant magnetic fields in the device is
presented.

INTRODUCTION

The useful plasma confinement properties of the

toroidal multipole field configuration require the

current carrying conductors to be embedded in the

plasma. Optimum use of this geometry necessitates

levitation of the conductors, the highest magnetic

field strength and time invariant magnetic fields.

LEVITATION

Electromagnetic levitation is accomplished by

the induction of eddy currents in the walls surround-

ing the current carrying conductors (Fig. la). The

-1
eddy current magnitude is proportional to R or a’12

(since the wall thickness (rh) is greater than the

electromagnetic skin depth (6)). With liquid nitrO–

gen cooling (from 273”K), eddy currents are increas-
1/2

ed a factor ~ 10 and most (> 90%) of the field is

confined to the vacuum space; cooling also increases

the L/R magnetic field decay time. As the ratio of

repulsive (hoop-wall) forces to attractive (hoop-

hoop) forces (Fig. lb) is equal to u
1/2

‘hh/‘hw

equilibrium is achieved by both cooling and sepa-

rating the hoops; it is necessary that rhh Z 2rhw

to prevent collapse of the toroidal quadruple.

A downward displacement of the hoops produces a

difference in magnetic pressures equal to the force

*
Research sponsored by the U. S. Atomic Energy

Commission under contract with the Union Carbide
Corporation.

of gravity (Fig. lc). When sinusoidally excited

the hoops oscillate at a low frequency (f ~ 16 Hz)

with a small amplitude (Ax/x < .25) apparently re-

sulting from the non-smooth time variation of the

force. In model experiments, severe hoop oscil-

lations have resulted when the iron core was driven

into saturation resulting in a nonlinear coupling.

The sketch (Fig. 2) shows that the quadruple

is basically a transformer with the plasma filling

the toroidal chamber between the two hoops and the

contoured wall. Figure 3 shows the lower half of

the quadruple (with the hoops levitated); the en-

tire apparatus is enclosed inside a four foot dia-

meter vacuum tank.

HIGH MAGNETIC FIELD

A maximum magnetic field (or current) requires

a minimum of secondary inductance since the iron

core has a maximum flux density. The simplest scheme

of making a minimum inductance quadruple is to form

a dual coaxial toroid (Fig. 4), driving the wall

currents and inducing the hoop currents; this scheme

requires an extremely high supply current (.4 MA)--

but has very little excess energy storage, using a

strip-line connection from the generator. In

practice, a transformation ratio (Fig. 4b) is usua-

lly used, which then introduces a third element,

(Fig. 4c) the wall carrying induced eddy currents.

This current carrying wall serves as a magnetic wall

A2-1



to minimize stored energy in the coupling field. The

field between the hoop current and eddy current is

the confining field, and that between the primary

current and eddy current, the coupling field. Energy

comes from the source through the coupling field to

the quadruple field via the connecting gap. Since

the confining wall has a radial cut to prevent short-

ing the emf there is a section of azimuth at which

the magnetic wall (the eddy current distribution)

does not match the vacuum field shape. Proper place–

ment of the primary windings matching the wall current

density can provide a nearly continuous azimuthal

current pattern, although only an approximation (two

horizontal current sheets) to that density profile

exists in our present model.

At present, 1/3 of the maximum fields (Fig. 4d)

are available for use (representing 140 kA out of

possible 420kA). The wall currents are carried

around the iron core by a copper jumper inside which

the primary coil is placed. The total quadruple

inductance (calculated and measured) is about 170 nH

and the total jumper-primary inductance is about

30 nH. With the fields in the jumper strip-line

presently at ‘W 6-1/4 kG (~ 1/3 max), the pressure

separating the coil from the copper is 1.5 atm

(% 1/10 max).

Figure 5 shows the three components of the power

supply. A slow (high inductance) 18 kJ capacitor

bank is being used to supply the single half-cycle

main field. The levitating field is supplied by a

triangle shaped pulse envelope of 60 Hz sine waves;

the 3 ilresistor prevents the capacitor discharge

from shorting through the a.c. supply. A battery

supplies mmf biasing currents through a protective

diode. All three supplies use the same 38 turn

primary coil pair. Biasing the iron core allows a

change of magnetic flux from -$ to + $ inducing 21

in the secondary, although only a single half cycle

is possible in this nmde.

TIf4E INVARIANT MAGNETIC FLUX

The difference

r

where k(r) varies from O to 1 in the cross section

represents an azimuthal electric field at radius r

having consequences potentially dangerous3 to plaama

confinement. There is a decay of $ or an in-
quad

crease in $Core because the ohmic loss in the hoop

must be supplied either from the quadruple magne-

tic field or from the driving source. The poynting

vector can be made zero (no energy input) only by

providing a source of energy inside the material of

the hoop or using superconductivity.

Taking advantage of the low propagation veloci-

ty of energy into a good conductor, it is possible

to store energy in the copper material in the form

of the magnetic field of a non-simple current dis-

tribution (Fig. 6). The amount of energy available

is the difference in magnetic field between the

initial current distribution and the final relaxed

distribution. The material thickness (radius) must

be greater than about two electromagnetic akin–

depths to allow a radial current variation; the re-

laxation time varies inversely with the excitation

frequency.

Figure 7 showa an equivalent circuit for the

energy storage. The net current passes through

parallel annular patha in the copper hoop represen-

ted by the parallel L-R strings. Upon active crOw-

barring of the primary (supplying the primary ohmic

loss) the chargad internal inductors can relax,

supplying the internal ohmic losses aa long as

dLinC/dt = R, a time related to the excitation

frequency. The equality dLint/dt = R represents a

possible mode, but not a necessary one and it pre-

sumably requires deliberate programming of the

current excitation for optimum benefit. As long as

‘Lint
/dt = R, then I and $Core are constant result-

ing in a steady, time invariant situation indis-

tinguishable from the superconducting case. The

wall current also must not change if there is to be

no time varying flux anywhere; the same energy

storage arguments do apply to the wall as well.

Figure 8 shows the type of measurements made

with a typical result indicating a reduction of 250

in electric field when a solid cold hoop is used

instead of a hollow cold hoop. A factor 6 in this

representa the reduction in driving force resulting

.
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from the smaller resistance in the solid hoop leaving

a factor 40 of improvement attributable to energy

storage. More recent accurate data show two orders
e

of magnitude reduction in E for 10 Bsec and one

order of magnitude reduction for 100 usec. These

* data (using the solid hoop only) come from comparing

E at the same B but during the second and first

quarters of the cycle, when one would and would not

expect energy storage. Further experiments with

programmed currents are evidently necessary to

,.__. t.A_ .L - ---. ..3 -c ---- .-..--<---- r-- ..--c..,
L~K1~LILCIL !-11= ~ISLLUU UJ.

results.
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MECHANICAL DESIGN OP A QUADRUPLE INJECTION EXPERIMENT

.

.

by

R. W. Kewish, Jr., R. S. Dike, J. E. Hammel, and A. R. Sherwood

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, University of California

LOS Alamos~ New ~ico

ABSTRACT

A plasma gun is frequently used as
ment experiments in controlled fusion.
with low plasma energy output have been

a source of plasma for contain-

In these experiments usually guns
used. We have designed and are

building an injection experiment using the much more energetic plasma from

a coaxial gun. The coaxial gun plasma with its highly directed energy will
be injected into a quadruple geometry capable of stopping the 2.5-keV

stream. The limitations placed on the design by the experimental require-
ments are: (1) an injection field of at least 6.5 kclbut less than 10kG
(for self-depolarization of the plasma stream); (2) anMHD stable config-
uration which has at least 10 gyro radii across the stable region for 2.5-
keV protons; (3) a msxinsxn of 0.8 lfJ in the magnetic field (because of
availability); (4) coils suspended at one point by a dipole guarded current

feed. With 2.5-keV ions it is mandatory that the support and feed be
guarded because bombardment of any obstruction would hopelessly contaminate
the system; (5) a maximum field of 40 kG; and (6) maximum current of 600 kA
(because of current joints which lead to the necessity of designing a two-
turn coil).

The quadruple coils, liners, and flux-smoothing shrouds were designed
with the aid of a computer code developed by Baker and Msnn.1 The guarded
feed is a force-free configuration with its null line closed by a cross-feed

at the coil surface. The design of this complicated region was guided by an
examination of the analytic expression of the dipole field supplemented by
probe measurements of a model of the feed region. This paper will discuss
the results of the model analysis and the mechanical design of the experi-
ment with the imposed constraints.

I. INJ2RODUCTION

A plasma gun is frequently used as a source of

plasma for containment experinnmts in controlled

fusion. The process by which a plasma stream enters

and is trapped in the containment geomtry is not

well understood. A toroidal quadruple has been de-

signed which will be used to study the injection and

trapping processes and the efficiency of these pro-

cesses in producing a quiescent plasma within the

*
Work performed under the auspices of the
Atomic Energy Commission.

1

D. A. Baker, J.E. Hammel,
Phys. Sot. Ser. 2 lZ, No.

and L.W. Mann,
6, 909 (1967).

u. s.

Bull. Am

quadruple

guished by

field. This quadruple design is distin-

an arrangement in which each interior coil

is suspended from a single support which is magnet-

ically guarded by a linear dipole current. Also in

this experiment the increased plasma loss produced

by such a dipole guarding field will be m?asured.

The experiment is designed within certain con-

straints which are as follows: (1) a minimum of about

10 gyro-radii of MHD stable field for 2.5-keV ions

was felt to be reasonable; (2) the maximum field must

be no larger than 40 kG, a restriction imposed by de-

sign considerations and materials available; (3) the

total field energy must not exceed 0.81 Ml, because

this is the bank energy readily available in the
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esperinw?ntal area; (4) from past experiments with

the coaxial gun streams, the limits of the injection

field must be between 6.5 and 10 kG to aasure plasma

penetration and self-depolarizatim; (5) coil design

must include a dipole guarded current lead from which

the coil can be suspended or supported; and (6) msx-

imum current should not exceed about 700 kA because

of design limitations on current connections.

II. GENSSAL GONFIGUSATION

The quadruple field is formed by a pair of

driven coils inside a conducting liner and baffle

system. The usual toroidal multipole has an outer

wall which completely encloses the confinement re-

gion (Fig. 2a). With the magnetic field geomtry

independent of the vacuum vessel, greater freedom in

the quadruple design is possible. It is desirable

to have the outer field shaping conductors as open

as possible for ease of injection and diagnostic ob-

servation. A completely open design (see Fig. 2b)

could not be found because the requirements on the

injection field strength could not be met. A baffle

arrangement was able to produce the desired injection

field strength while retaining many of the advantages

of a completely open design. The baffles are shown

in Fig. 2c. Openings to the interior of the contain-

ment geometry are completely synnietric which allows

injection and diagnostic access without field perturb-

ing ports. Since the baffles see large magnetic

forces, they are supported by aluminum channels which

are in turn supported by steel rods from the liners.

All these supports are well outside the containment

region.

A computer code developed by Don Baker and

LaWrY Mannl was used to calculate the field config-

uration from many possible coil, liner, and baffle

arrangementts. The computation assumsd the skin depth

to be infinitely thin. The design chosen was that

configuration which had the largest number of ion

gyro-radii of MID stable flux within the imposed con-

straints. Some results of the optimized computer de-

sign are shown in Fig. 1. A schematic of the final

design is shown in Fig. 3. The outer conductor sur-

faces are not part of the vacuum vessel so the whole

machine is placed within a 7-ft.-diam. stainless steel

tank. More detailed views of the arrangement are

shcwn in Fig. 4.

III . COIL DESIGN

Because of limitations in current joint design,
2

the coils each have two turns. In order to match the

calculated current distribution, the ring was split

along the symmetry axis for the two-turn configura-

tion. The major problem on the design of the coil

itself is the cross-over region where the first turn

connects to the second turn. Figure 5 shows the de-

sign of the region in expanded view. Epoxy and

fiberglass hold the two parts together; this is dis-

cussed later.

By previous experience we knew that the two-turn

coil would have perturbations in the magnetic field

caused by the two-turn design. A solution to this

problem is the use of a copper shroud covering the

coil as seen in Fig. 6. The shroud is more than two

skin depths thick, which forces the field to conform

to the shape of the shroud. In order that the shroud

not be a shorted secondary turn for the coil, it is

interrupted by two l/2’tMLcalex insulators which are

held in place by the epoxy. The coil assemblies are

thus a three-part sandwich of an Al alloy two-turn

coil covered by an epoxy-fiberglass insulator which

is in turn covered by the copper flux-smothing shroud.

Great care has been taken to assure impregnation of

the fiberglass with no voids. The space occupied by

the fiberglass is evacuated prior to the epoxy pour

with the copper shroud itself being used as the pot-

ting vessel. Figure 7 shows the apparatus for cast-

ing. Epoxy is mixed and heated in a separate container

then evacuated to resmve all of the air. The fiber-

glass-wrapped coil and the shroud are evacuated in the

same tank that will house the final assembly of the

experinrmt. The epoxy is then pressure-fed into the

bottom of the coil in several places. Several stand

pipes indicate when the coil is fully impregnated.

Fimlly the apparatus is let up to air, and the coil

with the epoxy is cured in water at 90°C for 24 to 36

hours. A prototype coil has been so made, and careful

disassembly showed that there were no voids in the

epoq.

The highest field is (+0kG at the surface of the

inner coil and this puts the inner coil at high ten-

sional stress. A computer problem was run by D. Baker

and L. Mann on the stress in a coil when energized
3

and crowbarred. On the basis of these results it was

decided to use a special aluminum alloy to met the
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strength requirements. This alloy, 7039-T64, caused

us many problems. Vendors bidding to make the coil

have not been able to demonstrate that they can sat-

isfactorily weld 7039; therefore, Kaiser Aluminum

Metallurgical Laboratory (the original developer of

the alloy) was finally called in to do the welding.

Iv. DIPOIE GUARD AND CURRE~ FEED

Because bombardment of a current feed with 2.5-

keV protons would contamimte the system, it is msn-

datory to use a current feed magnetically shielded

by dipole guarding. The dipole guard field added to

the quadruple field produces a field similar to

that depicted in Fig. 8. This configuration can be

arranged to produce no net magnetic force on the

leads and thus reduces the strength requirements on

the leads. Two line nulls in the field are produced

by this arrangement, and plasma entering the null re-

gion will flow unimpeded along a null line. To pre-

vent contamination, only flm toward the outside of

the machine can be tolerated; therefore, a special

design is made which closes these nulls as they ap-

proach the inner conductor. The closing of the nulls

is accomplished by adding a steeply rising field to

the dipole field as the coil is approached. This

added field ia produced by a cross-over current be-

tween dipole legs just before the coil surface is

reached. A computer solution to the field of a sim-

ple hairpin of current in a background field showed

that the null region could thus be effectively closed.

A more accurate study of the effect of the dipole

cross-over current in closing the null was studied

by magnetic probing of a mock-up of the dipole guard

region. A full-scale mock-up of the dipole and cross-

over combined with a background field simulated by a

Helmholtz coil was used to find the configuration

needed. The model was driven at 1 kHz (to approxi-

mate the skin depth in the real case) and probed by

a small coil mounted ao that amplitude and direction

of the field could be measured. Figure 9 shows the

field in the plane of the nulls and hcw the field

lines dip under the dipole cross-over current element.

Figure 10 shows one of the field plots made in study-

ing the dipole. The length of each arrow is propor-

tional to the field strength. In a later design,

Fig. 11, the dipole cross-over is lowered to the sur-

face of the coil. The advantage of this design is

that it minimizes the perturbation of the dipole on

the quadruple field.

Thus the design at the two dipole legs feeding

the coil is as shown in Fig. 12a and it is equivalent

electrically to the current shown in Fig. 12b. The

legs of the dipole field elenumts are mde of Ammrk,

a high-strength, high-conductivity copper alloy.

v. 13.NERS

The liners are 1/4” copper cylinders backed by

aluminum rings for mechanical strength. The 24 alum-

inum backing rings on each liner form a cylinder 2~”

thick . Each liner must have a port through which the

dipole current feed for the coil can pass, but a sim-

ple port in the liner wuld cause a large perturba-

tion in the field.

To reduce this perturbation, a scheme similar to

that proposed by John Marsha114 was employed in the

liner design. This schem depends on the fact that

a wall can be moved outward from the containment re-

gion of the machine without disturbing the interior

field, if the wall is placed on a flux surface which

would be an extension of the interior field. If this

is done locally at the port position, the port per-

turbation can be reduced to a negligible amount. In

our case the extension is not straight-forward be-

cause a separatrix is crossed in nmving the wall.

An analog method was used to give an approximate

shape and position for the wall, and a magnetic prob-

ing of a nmdel of the port region gave the final con-

figuration for the port region. For this reason the

liner is slotted down its entire length with small

tabs extended from the edge of the slot. A bridge

the same width as the coil crosses the slot at a

larger radius than the liner surface, Fig. 13. This

bridge has a hole to acconmwdate the dipole current

feeds. Extensive probing with the model shows no ap-

preciable perturbation of the magnetic field in the

experimental region due to the dipole port, and only

a small perturbation at the baffles which are com-

pletely circular. A conducting shield is placed in

the slot at the same radius as the inside surface of

the liner to minimize the field distortion due to the

baffles.

VI. HEADERS AND CRUiBARRING

The machine includes headers which feed the

coils coaxially up to the point where the configura-

tion is changed to form the dipole. The field rises

to the peak in 250 ~sec. Finally, this experiment is

to be crowbarred using a fast mtallic solid dielectric
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switch.’” The entire assembly

shown in Fig. 14.
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~QUADRUFOI.E DESIGN

Field energy

Turns /Coi 1

Alamos Scientific

0.81 MJ

2

Number of gyro-radii acrosa stable region 5.5
(2.5 keV deuterOns)

Injection field 7.3 kG

Maximumfield inner coil 40.0 kc

Msxirsumfield outer coil 24.1 kc

Field inner bridge at the separatrix 32.4 kG

Field outer bridge at the separatrix 19.6 kc

Current/turn, inner coil 0.61 M

Current/turn, outer coil 0.41 m

Fig. 1. This table shows some of the results of the
final computer design.
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Fig. 2. Altermtive designs of the machine, open
and closed, and the final design baffled or
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Fig. 4. Simple picture of the quadruple without the
baffles.
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Fig. 6. Cross-sectional view of a coil.
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Fig. 7. Epoxy casting apparatus.

- DIPOLE

Fig. 8. Representati.on of the conbined dipole field
and the field produced by the coil. Line
null is shown.

A OIPOLE

Fig. 9. Field in the mid-plane of the dipole legs.
Field Mnes from the region of the null be-
come large before dipping under the cross-
over.
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Fig. 10. Magnetic field plot of the model near the
current cross-over.
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region than the design shown in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 13. Liner with slot and hole for current leads.

(b)

Ill

II

EQUIVALENT

Fig. 12. Real configuration (a) of the coil feed in
cross-section, (b) equivalent current.

QUADRUPLE INJECTION EXPERIMENT
CROW-BAR HEADER
PLATES FOR OUTER COIL

PRIMARY CABLE
/ HEADER TO OUTER COIL

DIPOLE F
TO INNE

EED LINES
R COIL

COIL

PRIMARY

CA
CABLE HEADER
TO INNER COIL

T?%!

r
‘INNER COIL

~COAX CONDUCTORTUBES
TO ENERGIZE INNER COIL

b

Fig. 14. A detailed i,llustrat~on of the final design
of the machine.
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THE PRINCETON SPHERATOR*

by

P. Bonanos, U.R. Christensen, D.H. Mullaney

Plasma physics Laboratory

Princeton University

Princeton, New Jersey

ABSTRACT

The engineering aspects of the Princeton spherator

are presented. The magnetic and mechanical design of the

coils, structure, and vacuum system are described. Recent

modifications including the installation of a superconducting

poloidal field coil suspended within the vacuum tank are also

related.

A cross section of the spherator assembly is

shown in Fig. 1. The main elements of the ma-

chine are:

a. A 60-inch diameter, 40-inch high vacuum

tank with an internal volume of 1900 liters.

b. A ring coil of circular cross section

suspended within the vacuum tank, which produces

a poloidal field. (PF coil)

c. A system of four coils external to the

vacuum tank arranged in symmetric pairs and

producing an axial field. (EF- 1 and EF-2 coils)

d. A linear conductor centered about the

vertical axis of the machine which produces a

toroidal field. (TF coil)

The magnetic system of the spherator is a

superposition of the three field configurations.

The poloidal field opposes the axial field witbin

the bore of the PF coil giving rise to two stag-

nation points. The addition of a toroidal field

component generates a set of nested toroidal

surfaces. The surface passing through the stag-

nation point is a separatrix within which the sur-

faces are closed. It is the visible plasma boundary.

*Work performed under the auspices of the U. S.

Atomic Energy Commission.

Figure 2 shows how the separatrix varies with the

ratio of poloidal to an ideal homogeneous axial

field. If the height and radius of the separatrix

surface are equal, the plasma volume appears

spherical, hence the name of the device.

The magnetic geometry is altered by

s electing, in advance, the number of active turns

in each of the four EF coils. Each EF coil con-

tains 24 turns, 4 layers at 6 turns per layer. Each

layer is provided with an electrical tap at the in-

ner and outer turns and one layer has a tap per

turn. With suitable external jumpers, therefore,

from 1 to 24 turns from each coil may be ener-

gized. The polarity of each coil is reversible.

The cross section and tap arrangement of EF - 1

and EF - 2 coils are identical; the only difference

is their diameter.

The center conductor of the toroidal field

coil has a cross section as shown in Detail “A’!

of Fig. 1. Eighteen hollow trapezoidal copper

conductors are arranged in a circle around a

phenolic core. Each conductor is taped with

Dupont l!Hll fib, and the assembly is overwrapped.

Around the conductor bundle are the OH coil s eg-

ments - three copper sheets running the length

A&l
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of the conductor. The composite is again over-

wrapped and enclosed by a stainless steel pipe

that is also the central wall of the vacuum vessel.

The return bus, also of hollow copper construct-

ion, completes the series connection of the TF

coil and is visually the dominant feature of the

machine. The coil is rated at 520, 000 ampere-

turns when pulsed.

The major engineering effort on the spher -

ator since the original assembly has been in

modifications to the poloidal field coil.

The first coil was of hollow copper con-

struction, water cooled and with a substantial

lead passing through the plasma volume to feed

current and coolant to the coil. It was supported

and guyed by six 1/8-inch diameter Inconel 718

rods. The coil was rated at 130, 000 ampere-

turns. Early experiments with the machine in-

dicated a high plasma loss to the supports and

current lead. A second coil wouud with solid No.

15 AWG enameled wire with a O. 148 inch O. D.

coaxial lead was installed. The coil, weighing

200 pounds, is hung on three wires, each with a

diameter of O. 035 inch. The coil was rated at

34, 000 ampere-turns, could be pulsed 200 times

a day, and then had to cool down overnight. The

third coil is a superconductor suspended from

three 5/32-inch O. D. tubes, which are also used

to fill the coil Dewar with liquid helium and allow

the vent gas to be recovered and liquified. The

coil is rated at 130, 000 ampere-turns.

The spherator structure consists of two

main elements, the EF support rings and ribs

and the TF support cage. The major load on the

EF - 1 coils is mutual attraction, while the EF-2

coils experience vertical loading in either direc-

tion depending on the poloidal field geometry.

The self load on the TF return bus tends to open

the rectangular loops. Interaction with the axial

field produces a torque on the horizontal rays.

The torque is in one direction on the upper rays

and in the reverse direction on the lower rays.

Figure 3 is a photograph of the assembled

machine. The top structural spider, vertical

TF bus support columns, cross bracing to

restrain the applied torque, and vacuum tank

are clearly visible.

A general specification is shown in Table 1.

Table I

Spherator Characteristics

Toroidal Field Coil

No. of turns

Ampere-turns

Maximum current (amperes)

Pulse duration (eq. sq. wave sec. )

Maximum current density (amps fin. 2,

Material

Resistance cold/hot (milliohms )

Peak power (megawatts)

18

520, 000

28, 900

0.6

145, 000

Hollow OFHC Copper

11. 2/15.4

12.7
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Axial Field Coils (EF Coils]

No. of turns (max)

Ampere-turns

Maximum current (amperes)

Pulse duration (eq. sq. wave sec. )

Maximum current density (amps /in. 2,

Material

Resistance cold/hot (milliohms )

EF-1 coils

EF-2 coils

Peak power (megawatts )

EF-1 coils

EF-2 coils

Poloidal Field Coils

First Coil

No. of turns

Ampere-turns

Maximum current ( amperes)

Pulse duration (eq. sq. wave sec. )

Maximum current density (amp/in. 2,

Second Coil (Installed June 1968)

No. of turns

Ampere-turns

Maximum current (amperes)

Material

Third Coil (Installed March 1969)

No. of turns

Ampere-turns

Material

Maximum current (amperes)

Dewar capacity (liters)

Liquid helium consumption ( ~ /hr)

Superconducting life with 200 liter

supply Dewar (hrs)

Vacuum System

Volume (liters)

Internal Surface (sq. cm. )

Base Pressure (torr)

Pumping Speed (1 /sec. )

24

260, 000

10,830

1.5

13, 500

Hollow EC Aluminum

15.4/ 16.0

9.4/9.8

1.88

1.15

12

130, 000

10, 830

1.5

94, 000

1, 62o

48, 600

30

No. 15 AWG ETP

Copper Wire

2, 275

130, 000

Nb3 Sn

57.1

12

20-32

6

1, 900

105

4x 10-8

2680

U-3
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Fig. 1. Spherator cross section.

HO

SEPARATRICES AS A FUNCTION OF FIELO RATIOS

Fig. 2. Separatrix as a function of poloidal to
axial field.

AL-4

Fig. 3. View of assembled spherator.



COILS FOR THE SUPERCONDUCTING LEVITRON*

d

.

INTRODUCTION

Clyde E. Taylor and Thomas J. Duffy
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory

University of California
Livermore, California 94550

ABSTRACT

The Superconducting Levitron system now under construction consists
of an 80 cm diam, 600 kA, superconducting levitated ring wound with
Nb3Sn tape conductor; six stationary superconducting coils wound with
Nb-Ti wire; and an array of stabilizing control coils, also supercoTn:~;t~dg,
wound with multi- core Nb-Ti material designed for low ac 10SS.
system is described in detail. Tests were made on several inductively
energized Nb Sn coils to determine critical temperatures.

J
These tests

are describe .

The Superconducting Levitron is a dc single

floating-ring apparatus which represents about the

minimum advance over the present Levitron in size

and complexity which will achieve significant plasma

parameters. It is designed to produce a variety of

field configurations including a minimum (B? well,
**

and the quasi-linear field. Alt bough initial plasma

will be produced by gun-injection, the machine is

designed to accommodate neutral beam injection at a

later date.

Figures 1 and 2 show a cross section of the

machine. The main features of the magnet system

are:

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

The floating ring.

Six non-floating coils which provide a va-

r iet y of field shapes.

Twelve super conduct ing stabilizing coils

which are elements of the servomechanism

which maintains the ring in the desired

position.

The toroidal coil which is water-cooled Al

and Cu.

The large magnetic damping plates located

on either side of the ring.

The main purpose of this paper is to describe

the main parameters and design considerations

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S.
Atomic Energy Commission.

**I B [ = constant on flux surfaces.

involved in each of the above mentioned magnet

systems. The vacuum chamber is a rather con-

ventional, all-metal, stainless steel tank with 77

flanged aluminum foil gasketed joints. The large

cover flange is 82 in. in diameter.

FLOATING RING

This coil must be superconducting because any

support member or electrical lead would penetrate

the plasma which completely surrounds the ring

and would therefore seriously limit plasma lifetime

because of collisions with the solid material.

The ring parameters are listed as follows:

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

h)

i)

j)

k)

Major diam— 80 cm.

Minor diam (overall) — 9 cm.

Design current— 160 A/turn at 12” K.

Maximum field at conductor — 34 kOe.

Heat capacity between 5° and 12” K— 500 J.

Number of turns—3750.

Stored energy — 250 kJ (self -ind. only).

Inductance— 19.5 H.

Conductor— Nb3Sn tape, 0.5 cm wide

X 0.0065 in. total thickness, varnish insu-

lated. Thickness includes 0.002 in. copper

on each side.

Conductor length-32,400 ft.

Mass of ring (incl. steel container)— 109 kG.

The minor diameter of the ring must be as

small as possible to allow maximum plasma vol -

ume; therefore, high current density is a require-
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ment. The operating time available between ring

re - cooling cycles depends on having minimum heat

input and maximum heat capacity. The latter re-

quirement favors Nb3Sn as the superconducting ma-

terial because its high critical temperature of 18° K

allows a much higher operating temperature com-

pared to Nb-Ti, and therefore a much greater heat

capacity. Figure 3 shows the internal energy per

unit volume vs. temperature for a number of ma-

terials. It is apparent that helium gas at a density

corresponding to 100-atm pressure at 300° K has a

much higher heat capacity than nearly all metals,

with the notable exception of Hg. The supercon-

ducting levitron ring will be pressurized with helium

gas to about 100 atm at room temperature and per-

manently sealed. Thus, all available void volume

around the conductor will be filled with helium. At

4.2” K, the pressure will be about 1 atm, and the

ring will contain very little liquid. The coil oper-

ating environment will therefore be gaseous helium

rather than liquid.

The limited space available in this small ring

makes it difficult to design electrical leads which

pass through a highly stressed, internally pressured

shell, and which are reliable for ultra- high vacuum

service. Therefore, the ring will be inductively

energized, thus eliminating the need for external

electrical connect ions. The coil turn-on procedure

is to energize the external coils while the ring is in

the normal state; this generates a pre-determined

magnetic flux linking the ring. The ring is then

cooled to the superconducting state. The currents

in the external coils are then set to the desired

levels (in general, with opposite direction from that

used to generate the ring flux) and the ring current

will automatically adjust to maintain the initial flux

linkage constant.

After much testing, the material selected for

the ring conductor is O. 5-cm-wide by 0.0065-in, -

thick tape made by General Electric Company. This

tape has 0.002 in. of copper soldered to each side

of the core, which is a O.001-in. -thick Nb alloy

strip with Nb3Sn in a thin layer on both sides. The

tests that were necessary to evaluate this material

required operation at temperatures well above

4.2° K in order to duplicate the actual ring operating

conditions. Several small coils were made using

0.5-in. -wide material of various designs. These

coils were energized inductively in a gaseous helium

environment and, while persistent, were allowed

to slowly warm up to the temperature where resis-

tive heating begins. It was discovered that under

certain conditions a maximum temperature is often

reached which is well below that temperature which
IIshort-sample” perf Orm-might be expected from

1
ante. This appears to be a type of “ stabilit y“

limit imposed by the existence of local diamagnetic

currents which cause critical conditions to be

reached locally somewhere in the conductor while

the overall transport current in the conductor is

well below critical. This general type of “stability”

problem has been analyzed by Hart.2 Figure 4

shows some preliminary results using several types

of tapes. The main problem is that the critical

temperature of high current-density coils which

are “stability limited” is apparently decreased

when the thickness of the Nb3Sn superconducting

layer is increased. Therefore, there is an optimum

conductor design which will allow maximum cur-

rent density under any given operating conditions.

Our small coil tests are continuing using an im-

proved calorimeter and 0.5-cm-wide tape.3 Our

condition of 160 A at 34 kOe and 12°K requires

enough superconductor to carry 656 A at 34 kOe

and 4.2”K, 4 or 152 A at 100 kOe and 4.2”K.

The ring consists of six double “ pancake”

modules. Each module has one “spiral-in” and

one “spiral-out” coil connected in series at the

inside radius. The entire coil is connected in

series. Three different grades of tape are used,

depending upon the maximum field expected at

various locations within the winding. There will

be about 30 internal series connections in the tape.

Figure 5 shows a cross section of the ring.

RING RE-C~LING

Many re - cooling methods were considered, but

the simplest appears to be heat conduction to helium-

cooled blocks which are mechanically pressed

against the ring. Since heat conduction across

mechanical contacts in high vacuum is poor, espe-

cially at low temperatures, an experiment was con-

ducted to obtain design data.5 Figure 6 shows

typical heat flux vs. temperature of the warmer
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contact surface for a particular contact pressure,

using one iridium- coated surface and one plain copper

surface. These data agree closely with some earlier

preliminary measurement made by Bradford at

Culham.
6

An approximate analytical model of ring

cool-down time can be easily calculated by approxi-

mating the data of Fig. 6 by the straight-line rela -

t ion:

q/A (W/cm2) = 0.03 (T - 4.2” K).

Since the ring heat capacity is mainly due to

the helium gas, the change in internal energy of the

ring is approximately CVAT where the average Cv

between 6°K and 12°K is, from Fig. 3, 2.8 J/g -“K

for v = 65.2 cc/g.

The cooling rate is given by

where

m = mass of helium gas, g

t = time, sec

q = watts

u = internal energy, J/g.

Separating variables and integrating, we get the

time T for cooling from temperature T, to temper-

ature T:

From above, du = Cv dT where Cv = 2.8 J/g - 0K

and

q/A = B (T-TO)

where B = 0.03 W/cm2 - “K. We have

T

!

mC
T=-m Cv dT/A B (T-TO) = & log -.

Ti o

In this case, m = 25 g of helium, A = 10 cm2,

T1 = 12” K, T = 6“K, To =4.2” K, T = 5.5 minutes.

Actually, we expect about 15% greater heat capacity

due to the internal energy of the metal, but a more

refined calculation allowing for this additional effect

(i.e. C v metal = C.T3) does not change the time very

much. We will use a higher contact pressure than

the data of Fig. 6, which will increase heat trans-

fer. Therefore, retooling is expected to require

less than 10 minutes.

Data on a copper-mercury contact using a

copper cone in a socket was reported by a group at

Garching,7 who found a higher heat transfer coeffi-

cient than we find for flat copper-iridium contacts.

However, the later contact system was chosen

because it is simpler for our configuration and

seems to result in a reasonably short re - cooling

time.

The ring coil form is also the inner half of the

pressurized toroidal shell. The remainder of the

shell is formed by welding two additional segments

in Place after the coil is wound. This shell must

withstand not only the 100 atm internal helium pres -

sure but must also withstand the bending forces

that occur if the ring drifts laterally out of its mag-

netic equilibrium position, which can happen if the

servo-system faila. High local stress can occur

if the ring goes out of control at maximum current

and comes to rest against the surrounding stops.

For this reason, the shell material is forged

ARMCO 21-6-9 steel which has high strength and

toughness at cryogenic temperatures.

TO keep ring heating minimum, a single re-

flective heat shield is placed outside the shell.

MAIN FLELD COILS

Table I gives the dimensions and maximum

performance required of the non-floating coils.

Dimensions are for the winding, and not the coil

form.

These coils will be layer-wound, using a

single- core Nb-Ti composite conductor with oxide

“ insulation” and with fiberglass cloth between

1ayers. The smaller coil uses 0.01 5-in. core,

0.030-in. o.d. wire, and the two larger coils use

0.014-in. core, 0.032 -in.- o.d. wire. Total wire

required is 50,000 ft of 0.015-0.030 and 133,000 ft

of 0.014-0.032. The coils are now being wound

using Super con wire. Each coil is wound in a

single-piece stainless steel form with 0.25-in.

inner wall thickness and O. 5-in. wide flanges; the

thick sections are required for stiffness. A 0,060-in.

cover is welded over the coil after winding. Liquid

helium is supplied to the enclosed coils by a gravity

cir culat ion system. The coil leads pass through

the helium piping to the external supply dewar
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where a terminal connection is made between the

superconducting leads, the normal leads, and a

persistent switch.

STABILIZING COILS

The ring de- stabilizing forces, which can occur

at maximum current levels, are expressed as

“spring constants” for small displacements from

the central position. Referring to Fig. 7, the major

“spring constants” are identified as

~ AFz AMx
Ay’Az ’~”

In the presence of a toroidal field, there are, in

addition to the above,

~ A MX
A9X ‘ ~“

The above forces are given for two field configura-

tions produced by the currents given in Table H.

The ring current is -600 HI and the toroidal

current is 1200 W. Table III gives the forces on

the ring. These forces are very large; for example,

in Case 1:

‘Mx -3,330 ft-lb/cm.~ = 2,220 lb/cm and ~ -

Note that the axial force AFz/Az is negative, indi-

cat ing that the ring is highly stable for axial motion.

It is obvious that very high velocities can be acquired

by a ring which is out of control. Therefore, two

large plates are located parallel to the plane of the

ring, above and below the ring outside the plasma

region. The plates provide eddy current damping

which will limit the velocity of the ring to safe values

in case of loss of control.

The control coils are superconducting. The

choice of superconductor rather than conventional

copper

a)

b)

c)

coils is based on several factors:

Lower cost.

High current density, therefore smaller

coils.

It is easier to cool the coils with liquid

helium in our case, than to shield the low

temperature environment against thermal

radiation from warm coils.

d) Mechanical support is simpler if the coils

can be attached directly to the eddy-current

plates.

Much recent progress has been made in the

development of low-loss conductors for pulsed

applications. One of the control coils is now being

wound with a twisted multicore material for testing.

The four pairs of x-y control coils are located at

z = + 17 cm, parallel to the plane of the ring (see

coordinate system of Fig. 7), with the centers at

x, y ’48 cm, coil diam = 56 cm. The coil cross

section is shown in Fig. 8.

To balance the maximum AFy/Ay destabilizing

for ce for 1-cm displacement, given in Table III,

these coils must carry 7342 A-turns each or 14,684

A-turns for a “gain” of two.

The two pairs of tilt-stabilizing coils are located

with their centers at x, y = 60 cm, normal to the

plane of the ring, with coil diam = 50 cm. The coil

cross section is identical to that of the x-y coils.

9790 A-turns are required for a “gain” of two.

TOROIDAL WINDING

This coil is water-cooled and located outside

the vacuum tank. It must be easily remountable to

gain access to the vacuum tank for removal of the

cover, etc. The return conductors are located at

a radius of 200 cm to permit a man to have access

to flange covers on the perimeter of the tank.

The coil must be matched to four existing

300-kW Temescal power supplies. This requires

90 turns. Direct current operation allows 600

kiloampere-turns using the four power supplies in

parallel and 1200 kA-turns at four times overload

for 45-see pulses using the supplies in series-

parallel. At 1200 Ml-turns, the current is 13,333 A,

V = 250 volts, and the overall current density in

the 6.5-in. -diam core is 5800 A/ cm2. The core is

subjected to very large twisting forces and the con-

ductors must, therefore, be integrally bonded to-

gether to have enough strength.

The core will be copper, using wedge-shaped

hollow conductors to fit together efficiently, and the

remaining conductor will be aluminum, water-

cooled. About 0.8 of the total power is dissipated

in the core.
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Azimuthal uniformity requirements on the to-

roidal field will allow grouping the 90 return con-

ductor8 into 30 equal groups of 3.

It is interesting that this single piece of appa-

ratus includes four quite unique types of coils.
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Fig. 1. Cross section of superconducting levitron, showing the coils.
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Fig. 2. Top view of superconducting

showing the coils.
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ring.

Table I

Fig. 8. Cross section of control coil.

.

*

i. d. o.d. Length N turns A turns i B
max

17.480” 21.500 2.5 4380 657,000 130a

43.138” 44.898 2.5 1720 258,000 150a

61.403 64.363 2.5 2827 424,000 150a

Table J_I

Nominal Case 1
Current

Case 2
coil diam

B2
“quasi-linear”

50 cm 540 kA 658 kA

112 cm 258 kA -72 U

160 cm 282 kA 424 kA

Table H-I

()AgydJTJ () AFz &~~ —
Ay cm ()Az an %% (%&) %% P’:;”)

Case 1 9.89X 108 7.89X108 -1.98X 109 4.42 X 109 4.52 X 1010

Case 2 6.16X108 7.89X108 -1.23 X 109 8.54 X 109 4.52 X 1010

105 dynes = 0.2248 lb
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THE PRINCETON F’LOATING MULTIPOLE MACHIIWE*

J. File

Plasma Physics Laboratory

Princeton University

Princeton, New Jersey

ABSTUCT

The Plasma Physics Laboratory has undertaken the fabri-

cation of a major toroidal quadruple machine (FM- 1 ) that

utilizes levitated superconducting rings. The device has the

flexibility to be used as either a spherator or a quadruple.

The detailed design of the FM- 1 represents the major effort

of the Engineering and Development Division of the laboratory

during the past year.

The vacuum vessel, external coils, superconducting rings,

cryogenic equipment, stabilizing servo system, and associ-

ated equipment are described. The design of some of the major

components is presented, and the progress to date of the effort

is summarized.

INTRODUCTION

The Plasma Physics Laboratory has

since December 1967 undertaken the design and

fabrication of a major toroidal machine. It is

designed to operate with stabilized, levitated

superconducting rings of the type described by

File et al.
1,2

The device is to be operated in

two modes: with one sixty-inch diameter ring

as a spherator, and with two rings, forty and

eighty inches in diameter respectively, as a

quadruple. Figure 1 shows a partial full

scale mock-up of the spherator mode. Figure

2 shows the major components of either mode

and demonstrates the steps required to convert

from one mode to the other. The spherator

mode will be the first assembled and unless

otherwise noted, all discussions pertain to this

mode. Some major components of the FM-l

will be described.

DESCRIPTION

A. Vacuum Vessel

The vacuum vessel, shown in Fig. 3,

,X
Work performed under the auspices of the U.S.

Atomic Energy Commission.

is made of Type 305 stainless steel. The main

tank is diffusion pumped while titanium sub -

Iimation is used in the divertor section.

B. Toroidal Field Coil

The toroidal field is generated by a linear

conductor centered about the vertical axis of the

machine. The current returns along rectangular

loops which extend beyond the outside diameter

of the vacuum vessel. The toroidal field coil

is shown in Fig. 3.

The return loops are subjected to sub-

stantial magnetic forces that tend to open the

rectangular loops. The coil was designed to be

self-supporting, and therefore the loops are

constructed of six-inch by one-inch hollow,

water-cooled aluminum ( Grade 6106 ) ex-

truded conductor, which dually serve as beams

and columns capable of carrying the loads.

c. The Ring Positioning and Emergency

Ring Catching Systems

The ring positioners, shown in Fig. 3,

are hydraulically operated cylinders that move

into position in about two seconds. They are

capable of the following:
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The enlcrgency ring catchers, placed on

the top and bottom of the vacuum vessel, arc de-

signed to move eight inches in 100 milliseconds.

They are pneumatically operated cylinders prc -

loaded in the catch position. The catchers are

actuated by any one of several fault conditions

when the stabilizing system ceases to hold the

ring. A pneumatic solenoid valve opens that

actuates a pneumatic cylinder, which in turn

releases the piston.

D. The Sup port Structure

The gravitational and magnetic loads are

generally moderate except for those on the to-

roidal cage. In the case of that cage, shown in

Fig. 3, which experiences large forces tending

to open the rectangular cage, and to twist the top

and bottom of the cage, a unique method of sup-

port is used. The vertical members of the

toroidal coil are se f.f-supporting in compression

and tension. They are kept from bowing out by

glass epoxy structural channels placed flange to

flange to form a box beam with the toroidal coil

ins ide the box. These shapes have the dual role

of supporting against the forces and acting as

electrical insulators. Glass epoxy shapes have

become commercially available in the past few

years. The remainder of the structure is con-

ventional and made of standard aluminum shapes.

E. Other External Coils

Other external coils for the spherator

mode are shown in Fig. 4. They are conven-

tional, glass epoxy insulated, and pancake-

wound of water-cooled, hollow copper conductor.

The pancakes are then vacuum impregnated.

F. The Supe reconducting Rings

The spherator mode has one ring 60

inches in major diameter and is shown in Fig. 5.

Wound from RCA 90 mil Nb3Sn ribbon, it will be

capable of producing 375, 000 ampere -turns.

The coil form is constructed from Type 305

stainless steel drop ring forging.

The quadruple mode will have two rings,

40 inches and 80 inches in major diameter re-

spectively, with current ratings of 500, 000 and

250, 000 ampere -turns. They, too, will be

wound of RCA ribbon.

In both modes the rings will be operated

isochorically from 4.2 to 12°K. In conventional

Dewars experimental time of two to three hours
2,3

is expected. Recently Martin4 has described

a new lead-shielded Dewar that will increase the

experimental time by a factor of five or more.

Figure 6 shows a cross section of such a Dewar.

The lead shield is cooled to 5- 10°K, and all

heat leaks are dissipated in the lead shield. The

very favorable properties of lead up to 30- 40°K

are then exploited. Figure 7 shows the expected

life of a lead - shielded DeWar with varying shield

thicknesses and stainless steel supports between

the respective layers. Experimental re suits

from this type of Dewar are expected shortly.

G. The Levitation and Stabilizing System

Levitation of the ring is accomplished by

energizing a conventionally wound levitating

coil, placed on the bottom plate of the vacuum

vessel. The signal from the optical control

system, shown in Fig. 8, is amplified and in

turn energizes the proper stabilizing coils shown

in Fig. 2, moving the ring opposite to the direc-

tion sensed.

H. Power and Controls

Steady state power for the conventionally

powered coils will be provided by the existing

motor-generator facility.

b

.
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The FM- 1 control system is unique in that

it will use a stored program digital controller.

This permits a much greater flexibility in

the use of the controls as described during this
5

conference in the paper by Simon et al.

PROGRESS TO DATE AND SCHEDULE

The development and de sign of compo-

nents are mostly completed. Purchasing of

materials for all of the components is in an ad-

vanced stage. Manufacture of the structure,

vacuum vessel, external coil, and supercon-

ducting ring has started and, in the case of the

external coils, is almost completed. Initial

stages of machine assembly should begin early

in June 1969. The controller is on hand, and

test programs are being debugged. The expected

completion date is July 1970.

1,

2,

3.

4.

5.
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rig. 1. Photograph of partially completed, full
scale mock-up of the FM-1 spherator mode.

,

I

i
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I
Fig. 2. Sketch of both quadruple and spherator

modes showing cons truction differences.
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Fisz. 3. Sketch of the vacuum tank and sow attached

components.
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External coil configuration for the
spherator mode. The vacuum vessel is
shown by dotted lines.
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Fig. 5. Sixty-inch diameter Nb3SN ring and DeWar
shcwing construction details.

SUPERINSULATION

I

SURFACE

Fig. 6. Cross section of a lead-shielded super-
conducting ring and Dewar.
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THE PROBLEM OF CONTROL OF THERMONUCLEAR REACTORS*

?

.

.

R.G. Mills

Plasma Physics Laboratory

Princeton University

Princeton, New Jersey

ABSTRACT

Of the various types of hypothetical thermonuclear reactor that

have been considered as candidates for the eventual generation of

commercial electric power, none has yet been proven to be physically

possible. If a number of them proves to be possible, the most eco-

nomical type will be adopted for practical applications.

It appears at the present time that the least expensive would
probably result if a machine could be fabricated in which a steady-
state nuclear fire burns continuously with cold fuel injection. If such
a machine is not possible, and the injection of energetic particles is
necessary, the cost of such injection equipment would tend to raise

the investment cost of a fusion power plant.

Assuming a cold fuel injection machine, one in which the fuel is
heated to the operating temperature by the plasma itself, it can be

stabilized by feedback control of the plasma confinement time as well

as other operating parameters. It is interesting to note that Bohm -
type diffusion (in the sense that the diffusion rate varies with the

plasma temperature ) results in stable operation.

It should also be noted that the operation of such a system re-
quires a particular value of the product of the ion density and the

plasma confinement time of the system. This n.7 criterion also
implies a certain fuel percentage burnup per pa~s through the ma-

chine.

I AN EQUILIBRIUM CONDITION 0?7 A REACTOR

If sufficient plasma confinement ti.rne can d ni n.

be achieved, a steady-state reactor may be pos-
—=
dt

m--$ (1)

sible in which cold fuel, possibly in the form where T is the confinement

of small droplets of liquid DT, is continuously losses for the plasma ions.

injected at a rate of m ions per cubic centimeter equilibrium
n.

per second. This fuel would be heated to reactor m.~
T

the against all

In a steady-state

(2)

temperature by the heat being released by fusion
represents particle conservation.

and retained in the plasma in the form of the 3.52

MeV alpha particles that result from D-T fusion.
Energy conservation in the plasma re-

quires that

In such a system the ion density, ni,
d

will change in time as given by
‘i =

(:k(Ti+Te)) = 2‘ip(l-p)(=)c E*

-~mk(Ti+Te)

*
Work performed under the auspices of the U. S.

Atomic Energy Commission. (3)
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where p is the tritium fuel !Irichness”, orn In.,
T1

(Tv ) is the reactivity of the plasma, E* is the

3520 keV liberated to an alpha particle in a D-T

fusion event, and c is the fraction retained in the

plasma, the balance being radiated. Ti and Te

represent the ion and electron sea temperatures

respectively.

For steady state we may replace m

by (2 ) to give

2
‘ip(l-p)(=)c E* . +~k(Ti+Te) ,

which leads to an n:r equilibrium condition:
L

3k(Ti+Te)

n.’r . .
1

(4)

2p(l-p)(~v)c E*

This exact condition must be maintained, as can

be seen from ( 3 ), if the plasma conditions are

not to change.

Since the rate of reaction in the

plasma is nDnT (Yv ) events per cm3 - second,

the probability per second of the loss by fusion

of a triton is n~ (7v ). The mean life for fusion

loss of a triton, TF, is therefore given by

1 1
‘F ‘

‘D
(TV ) - ni(l-p)(~v)

and

1
n.’f =

IF
(1-p)(w) “

(5)

Thus the relative burnup, b, of tritium in a single

pass through the reactor can be found from the

ratio of (4) to(5)or

3kfTi + Te )

b= (6)
2pc E*

which for practical cases is a few percent.

Figure one shows, on the left, the

percentage burnup as a function of the ion tem-

perature. On the right is shown the ni7 criterion

vs ion temperature. Below the equilibrium

1
condition is shown the Lawson criterion,

frequently referred to in the literature. The

Lawson criterion represen~s the minimum

niT at which a fusion reactor is physically

possible. Neglecting brems strahlung, which

is small except near the ignition point, one can

derive it by equating the energy needed to heat

the fuel to the reacting temperature, T, to the

entire energy content of the reacting gas multi-

plied by a recovery efficiency, q , or:

( )3nik T+n~p(l-p)(~v)UT q . 3nik T

(7)

where U is the total energy released per fusion,

about 23.3 MeV. This yields an nir criterion

shown in Fig. 1 for efficiencies between 35%

and 45%.

It is remarkable that these two criteria

differ by a factor of only six, especially when

one finds that an ni’r representing classical

confinement lies five orders of magnitude above

the top of Fig. 1, while Bohm confinement lies

below the bottom.

It is not known yet what ni’r‘s will be

achievable in plasma confinement apparatus.

A device producing an niT greater than (4 )

could be applied only to transient or pulsed

reactors. One providing a value below the

Lawson region cannot be a reactor, and one

falling between the two criteria requires energetic

injection of fuel, possibly an expensive propo -

sition. One would prefer to control his reactor

to keep it exactly at the equilibrium condition.

II THE TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE

BETWEEN THE ELECTRON AND ION SEAS

In order to compute ni? , percent burnup,

and other related quantities, it is necessary to

find the electron temperature as a function of the
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ion temperature. At temperatures of principal

interest the alphas deliver most of their energy

to the electrons. The electrons radiate some

of this energy. The ions receive some energy

directly from the ions but must receive most

of it from the electrons. This requires the

electron sea to have a higher temperature than

the ions to permit this heat flow. An earlier

misconception that the necessary heat flow was

so great that electron temperature runaway could

result under some conditions has been corrected

by R. Carruthers.
2

Consideration of the amount

of heat directly passed from the alphas to the

3
ions results in the electron sea temperature

elevation shown on the upper left of Fig. 2. At

higher ion temperatures a greater spread is

needed for heating the incoming fuel unless the

electron temperature is high enough that a sig-

nificant amount of heat passes directly from the

alphas to the ions. The necessary temperature

difference then declines.

After Te has been found, a number

of interesting characteristics can be computed.

For example, in order to find the optimum op-

erating temperature of the reactor, the quantity

—2 4
uv/T is relevant. D. J. Rose has pointed

5 — 2
out that the quantity ov/( Ti + Te ) is more

precise, and this function is shown on the upper

right in Fig. 2. The optimum temperature is

about 12 keV, The quantity~/ (Tit Te ) is

significant for stability and is also shown in

Fig. 2.

III STABILITY CONSIDERATIONS

Let us examine the stability of this

equilibrium. From (4 ) we find a quantity that

must be constant

ni7p(l- p)c(~)/(Ti+Te ) .

The quantity, c, could be written in the form

( 1-6 ) where 5 is relatively small at tem-

peratures of principal interest and which varies

with the square root of the temperature when

bremsstrahlung dominates the radiation loss.

The effects of synchrotrons radiation have not

been included in this paper. Known to be

small in the neighborhood of 10 keV, it is ex-

pected to be relatively unimportant even at the

higher ranges considered in this paper, but

this point remains for further study. At any

rate c will be treated as a constant in the cur-

rent work.

The quantity ~/( Ti + Te ) is a function

of the ion temperature. For convenience we

shall represent it as being proportional to T;

as illustrated in the lower half of Fig. 2.

Finally by inserting n. = m T , we derive a
1

function, $, which must be constant for equi-

librium.

v ‘ mT2p(l-p)T: .

For stability of the equilibrium, the variation

must vanish. Taking the logarithmic variation,

we shall have stability when

Thus the equilibrium

6T.
Q+n~.O .

P 1

(8)

is unstable against

fluctuations in the fuel feed rate, the confine -

ment time, the fuel mixture (unless p . 1/2 ),

and the ion temperature, except when n falls

to zero. From the graphs of ml ( Ti+Te )

( Fig. 2 ), it is seen that this occurs at about

28 keV. Since c will not be strictly constant as

assumed here, further study is required to

find the exact location of the maximum as the

inclusion of synchrotrons radiation ( which tends

to depress Te ) will extend this point to higher

temperature. Certainly one would prefer to

operate at a lower temperature, near the
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1.2keV optimum. It is clear that at low tem-

peratures control of the reactor will be

necessary to avoid departure from the equili-

brium condition. This control might be

exercised through the feed rate, the mixture,

or even the radiation losses (by injection of

impurities ), but probably the best method will

be to control the confinement time, T .

The variables in (8 ) may not be

independent, and it is intere sting to note that

Bohm-type confinement, in the sense that

-1
T-T is a strongly stabilizing influence.

e

Let m and p be held fixed, then (8 ) becomes

~6T 6Ti .0
~+n —

T
.

i

We may replace a variation with a differential

if the physical system admits a continuum of

equilibrium states reversibly accessible to one

another, If the confinement time is a direct

function of the temperature, a state of neutral

equilibrium will result if

(9)

Stable equilibrium will re suit if a differential

temperature increase results in greater re-

duction in confinement time than given by this

condition.

The solution of ( 9 ) is

‘r.., T-
nj 2

.
i

The refore Bohm-type diffusion will stabilize

for n < 2 or for all temperatures between about

7 and 28 keV.

Figure 3 shows the development in time

of the density and temperatures of the ions and

electrons as calculated by an approximate

iterative procedure.

that the confinement

Here it has been assumed

time is governed by Bohm-

“like diffusion of sufficiently reduced coefficient

to allow equilibrium conditions. Future work

is planned to improve the accuracy of this

code.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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George E. Vogtlin
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ABSTRACT

The data systems on the 2X Machine are rapidly changing to meet
the requirements of increased plasma life and density. In particular,
the study of multiple ion species, including the effects of carbon impuri-
ties, has greatly increased the number of channels and the complexity of
measuring the ion cyclotron frequencies.

The present data system on the 2X Machine uses oscilloscopes and
Polaroid film cameras. A key diagnostic system is the raster oscillo-
scope, which permits the measurement of frequencies to 100 MHz and
has recently been delayed between sweeps to permit sampling at intervals
of 10 pseco An important feature of these measurements is the use of
band-pass filters. A computer program was written to speed the design
of M-derived filters.

The use of computers is now limited because of the time required
to digitize and process the data. In addition, the recent extension of
plasma life has made the time-resolution of the present oscilloscope
inadequate. A new data system is being purchased that has a 40-channel
analog disc recorder and a digital computer. This unit should be able
to record 30 msec of data with a 500-kHz frequency response and a high
signal-to-noise ratio. The information can then be digitized by a single
analog-to-digital converter and processed on a computer.

The rotational speed of the disc permits the computer to sample data
recorded on a channel at 30 times per second. The data will be processed
for immediate use and stored in digital form.

INTRODUCTION

The 2X Machine is a pulsed mirror machine

with a quadruple. The deuterium ion density is

5 x 10’3per cm3 “with energies from 1 to 50 keV.

The plasma life is of the order of milliseconds.

Some of the diagnostic measurements are (1) ther-

monuclear reaction rate (energetic neutrons),

(2) plasma density, (3) analysis of the transverse

charge-exchange flux to derive the ion-energy dis-

tribution as a function of time, (4) correlation of

multiple ion probe and/or electron probe data,

(5) electron temperature as a function of time

(derived by means of neutral beam techniques), and

(6) end-loss patterns or radial density distributions.

All of this data is taken simultaneously during each

firing of the machine.

To achieve the necessary

*
Work performed under the

analysis of the exper -

imental results requires processing of all of this

data by computer. Several alternative systems for

feeding the data to the computer were considered.

The one selected is described in the following sec-

tion on “The Basic System, ” and the reasons for

its selection are discussed. Particular problems

in acquiring the data and specific solutions for

them are presented in succeeding sections.

THE BASIC SYSTEM

Disc Recorder

The present data system for the 2X Machine

uses Polaroid film and oscilloscopes. This system

is marginal for the present operation. The time of

plasma confinement has been extended from hun-

dreds of microseconds to milliseconds, and many

additional measurements have been added, such as

auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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ion-energy distribution as a function of time. To

achieve time resolutions of 10 gsec over 3 msec

may require as many as six oscilloscopes with the

present methods. Many alternatives were consid-

ered, including tape recorders. However, their

cost-per-channel and signal-to-noise ratio at the

required bandwidth have appeared marginal. Besides,

the data would have been stored with no quick way

to make the extensive calculations required for the

ion-energy distribution as a function of time. An-

other alternative was analog-to-digital conversion

and then operation on the stored data by computer.

The cost of 40 channels of high speed analog-to-

digital (A -D) conversion and the necessary core

storage made this system prohibitively expensive.

The system now being purchased and con-

structed will have a disc recorder as an intermedi-

ate storage device, and a single, slow-speed A-D

converter to put the information into a computer.

The characteristics of the disc recorder are a

signal-to-noise level exceeding 46 dB with a band-

width of 500 kHz. The bandwidth limitation can be

extended to at least 6 MHz with signal-to-noise

ratios above 40 dB. The cost of this system is

significantly lower per channel than that of tape

recorders, and slow-speed A -D conversion by

repetitive sampling each disc rotation results in an

extremely flexible and powerful data system. This

system is shown in block diagram in Fig. 1.

The initial uses of the computer will include

(1) thermonuclear reaction rate on both linear and

log plots, (2) plasma density on linear and log plots,

(3) the ion-energy distribution as a function of time

(this measurement, which is derived from the

charge-exchange flux by the use of the multichannel

mass-energy analyzer, may use as many as 10 to

20 channels), (4) correlation of multiple ion probe

andlor electron probe data, (5) electron temperature

as a function of time (derived by means of neutral

beam techniques), and (6) end -loss patterns or

radial density distributions.

SPECIFIC DATA ACQUISITION PROBLEMS

A particular challenge has been the reduction

and recording of high-frequency signals on the ion

and/or electron probes. The probes used have been

shielded Faraday cups, loops, or, more commonly,

a Langmuir probe. These particular Langmuir

probes are 50-ohm coaxial from the plasma to their

termination. A miniature Teflon-insulated coaxial

cable is used at the plasma end. Signals from

these probes are in a frequency range of from 1 to

100 MHz and from 100 V to below the ambient noise

level. The noise problem on this machine is

particularly difficult because ignitrons are used to

fire and crowbar the capacitor banks.

Filters

One of the most effective ways found to improve

the signal-to-noise ratio on the Langmuir probes

was to incorporate band-pass filters. The kind of

filter generally used is designed according to the

equations in Terman’s “Radio Engineers Handbook”

The filters, M-derived ladder types with passive

components, have been found to meet all our re -

quirements.

To speed the designing and improve the selec-

tion of components, a filter design was written by

C. Harris, an LRL summer student. All that is

required is four data cards specifying the following

information: M, load resistance, lower frequency

limit, and upper frequency limit.

Comb Filter

The measurements of radio frequencies have

been greatly assisted by the design of comb filters,

These are of the standard M-derived type, but are

constructed without the shunt portion of the end

sect ions. They have been used in up to six sections.

A standard setup uses diode detectors and a multi-

channel scope to present all bands for direct com-

parison. Figure 2 gives an example of the data

from a filter of this kind. There is a single input

with six outputs. This response was generated with

a sweep generator operating into the input. This

comb has pass-bands of 1-4, 4-8, 8-15, 15-28,

28-50, and 50-150 MHz.

Raster Oscilloscope

The frequencies of the signals on the Langmuir

probes are from 2 to 100 MHz. The particular

predominant frequency on one of these probes

can be distorted by in-phase higher harmonics or

two or more frequencies occurring simultaneously.

A filter alone camot determine this. An extremely

4
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useful device for direct observation of frequency is

the standard LRL raster oscilloscope Model L- 10,

which, however, was designed for accurate mea-

surement of time and not as a linear device. The

incorporation of wideband amplifiers resulted in

adequate data (Fig. 3). Each sweep is 2.5 bsec in

duration with approximately 0.1 ~sec retrace time.

Timing marks are 0.5 ~sec apart.

A problem is that these scopes cover only about

40 psec. A useful modification was to delay each

sweep for 7.5 ~sec. This gives a 2.5-psec sample

every 10 psec, and the oscilloscope then covers

150 to 200 usec.

Predominant Frequency Device

Attempts to determine the frequencies present

are made more difficult by variations in amplitude

of from 100 V to the ambient noise level. A system

wae devised that always gives the predominant

frequency. It consists of six or more amplifiers,

which are diode -clipped at the input and connected

in series to give sufficient gain so that the ambient-

plus -s ystem-noise is fully clipped at the output.

System overload is prevented by fast diodes that

limit the swing, positive or negative, to *005 V.

Each amplifier in turn has a gain of 10 and an over-

load voltage of 8 V. The result is a system that

detects all zero crossings. Assuming that noise is

random it is quite simple to observe coherent

signals. A raster picture of the clipping is shown

in Fig. 4.

Digital

I
I

Analog
I
I

~ll!~ t I n

I I
.,“, ,0 ... ,” I

I logic I m———II
I

Fig. 1. Proposed 2X data system.

I
● 1-4

. 4-8

0 8-15
015-28

0.1 v28 -Xl

● 50-150

v

0.01:

‘Cmb.ol
I

0.1 1 10 100

Frequency— Miz

Fig. 2. Electrical response of the ccmb filter,
1 to 150 ~Z, 50 ohms.
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G. A. Sawyer, and D. M. Weldon

Los Alemos Scientific Laboratory,University of California
Los Alamo8, New Mexico

ABSTRACT

An automatic data acquisition and processing system utilizing a small digital
c~uter is being constructed for use with the Scyllac toroidal theta pinch.
“Scan converters” (storage oscilloscopes)will be the principal means of re-
cording data. In a scan converter tube the signal ia stored on a zinc sulfide
screen in the form of low mobility electron holes written on the screen with a
conventionaloscilloscopegun. Reading of the data is accomplished by scanning
the opposite side of the screen with a l-kV electron beam and recording the
position of those points where a change in secondary electrons from the screen
indicates the presence of holes. The screen is scanned in a non-interlaced
raster format with the read-beam position controlled by digital to analog
circuitry so that the position of the beam is available in digital form when
the stored trace is found. Accuracy of 0.2% (512 steps) is expected in reading
either the vertical or time axis. On the write side of the tube, the sweep
speed is variable from l-~ec to 5-msec full scale
is adjustable to a 5-nsec minimum.

, and the vertical rise time

Output from the scan converters is fed to an on-line digital computer for
processing. Permanent storage on magnetic tape and temporary storage on a
0.37 million word (16bit)magnetic disc will be available. Data from any
scan converter can be brought into core from the disc on command, processed
as desired, and sent to a CRT display system for inspection. ‘NIisdisplay
system is fully buffered by a second magnetic disc which stores the data in
the form of a televisionsignal. The display scopes are ordinary television
monitors driven by read heads scanning different tracks of the dieplay storage
diet.

The computer will aleo monitor performance of Scyllac power supplies and spark-
gap switches.

I. INTRODUCTION

The size and

9 pinch now under

made it necessary

of the order of 100 psec. Ideally a data acquisition

complexity of the Scyllac toroidal system should be able to record automatically

constructionat Los Alamos has initial conditions for each shot (e.g., charging

to develop methods of autcmetic voltagea of the.capacitorbanks), monitor the be-

data acquisitionand processing in order to carry

out the experimmtal program expeditiously. Details

of this system have been, for the most part, dic-

tated by the properties of the Scyllac machine it-

self. The Scyllac device is a toroidal 9 pinch of

5-m major diameter and 10-cm minor diameter.

Energy for the main B= field and auxiliary fields

comes from capacitor banks switched and crcwbarred

by over 6000 spark gaps, and each machine pulse is

havior of the spark-gap ewitchea, and process and

display signals from various diagnostic devices.

Detailed considerationsshcw that approximately

100 parameters are required to specify initial con-

ditions, 6480 data readings are required to monitor

the firing time of the spark gaps, and roughly

30,000 data points to record the signala from 100

diagnostic devices. Estimates of these numbers

come from a typical selection of diagnostic devices

B3-1
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and their sampling times which can range from once

every 1 Mec for simple magnetic pickup loops mea-

suring Bz, to once every 50 nsec for measurement

pertaining to the initial implosion. The high

sampling rates preclude the possibility of record-

ing data in real time. Accuracy of 1/2% should be

adequate for all of these data readings.

Because of the high frequenciesrequired to

sample diagnostic devices,we have decided on scan

converter tubes for recording fast data rather than

storage on magnetic tape or disc. Each scan con-

verter, or recording oscilloscope,records data by

storing a trace on a ZnS screen in the form of

electron holes written with a conventionaloscillo-

scope gun. A second gun scans the screen and the

position of the trace ia marked by a change in

secondary electrons frcm the screen. Position of

the trace is digitizedwith a maximum accuracy of

512 steps in either the signal or time axis. Ex-

ternal controls are similar to those of a conven-

tional oscilloscopewith a sweep speed variable

from l-psec to 5-msec full scale and variable gain

amplifiers to adjust for signal size. Rise time of

the vertical amplifier ia variable dcwn to a 5-nsec

minimum. Data frcm each scan converter is read in-

to an on-line digital canputer for further process-

ing and display. The required to read a single

scan converter is about 0.1 sec if the maximum

number of vertical and horizontal stepa (512) is

selected. Reading the full complement of 100 tubes

should be accomplished in a few seconds.

Recording of the initial conditions of each

shot is accomplishedby a relay multiplexerwhich

continuously ssmplea voltages from pmer supplies

during the Scyllac charge cycle and passes these

voltages to an analog to digital converter (ADC)

for digitizing and examinationby the computer.

Values sampled just prior to a machine pulse will

be saved for permanent record. The computer also

exercises a control function during the charge

cycle in that it uses its internal clock to calcu-

late charge rates and will terminate a cycle if it

detects a malfunction.

Successful operation of the Scyllac device

requires each of the spark-gap switches to fire at

the correct time with less than 50-nsec jitter. By

meaauring the firing time of all gaps it will be

possible to identify not nnly those gaps which are

ccsnpletelymalfunctioningbut also those whose

anomalous behavior indicates the need of preventa-

tive maintenance. The gap firing time is measured

by starting to charge a small low-leakagecapacitor

at the time the trigger is sent to the gap and termi-

nating the charging when the gap fires. The voltage

on each measuring capacitor gives the firing time

of the respectivegap. Reed relays isolate the

measuring capacitors after each shot and a second

aet of relays connects each measuring capacitor in

turn to an ADC to measure the firing time. Prefir-

ing gaps can also be identifiedwith this device by

allowing a prefire of any bank to start the measur-

ing cycle. Prefiring gaps will have zero time be-

tween the atart of the measuring cycle and the gap

firing time.

Once all the above informationis read into the

computer it ia processed and the resulta of the cal-

culation presented either by printing out on a

teletype or displaying data in graphical form on a

cathode ray tube (CRT), display system. The tele-

type haa the advantage of producing a hard copy of

data for later reference, but its apeed of only 10

characters per second is a drawback. Therefore a

software character generator will be made to allcw

display of alpha-numeric data of transitory interest

on the CRT display. A line printer may be added at

a later date if the need arises for a hard copy of

large amounts of data.

II. DETAILS OF THR SCAN CONVERTERRECCRIIINC SYSTEM

The scan converter tube consists of two in-

dependent sections, a write-aide and a read-side;

the only camnon part being a zinc sulfide semi-

conductor target that records and stores information

in the form of low mobility holes. Figure 1 is a

picture of a scan converter tube. A conventional

10-kV electron beam performs the “writing” by pro-

ducing secondary electrons that are collected on a

positive ring, leaving a positive charge where the

beam strikes the target. The input connections to

the tube are the same as for an oscilloscope in that

a sweep voltage is applied to a set of electrostatic

deflectionplates to provide a time axis and the

signal is connected to an orthogonal set of plates

to record the signal as a function of time.

A l-kV electron beam is utflized on the read

sfde to retrieve the recorded information. This

read operation can follow the write operation by

?
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anywhere from zero to about 72 hr. The presence of

stored informationon the target ia detected by

observing the rate of collection of secondary elec-

trons emitted as the read beam moves over the tar-

get; when the beam hits a region of the target where

the hole concentration is high (the written trace)

the number of collected secondarieschanges. Cover-

ing the target in a non-interlacedraster manner,

the read beam is controlled by special digital-type

circuitry (the logic chassis) that outputs digital

informationautomatically. Each set of orthogonal

electrostaticdeflectionplates is driven by a

separate digital-to-analogconverter (DAC) and a

synchronousbinary counter serially connected to a

2.5 mHz clock. The “horizontal”counter indexes

once for each complete scan of the “vertical”

counter, and a frame is cmnpletedwhen the horizontal

counter reaches full count. The terms counter and

DAC are used interchangeablyhere because the DAC

output is an accurate analog voltage proportional

to the count of the counters. Figure 2 is a sche-

matic diagram of the scan converter controller.

The “horizontal”read deflectionplates are

closely aligned parallel to the sweep plates of the

write-side. Since the digital informationobtained

on each vertical scan is proportional to the record-

ed signal at a time related to the count of the

horizontal counter, and since the horizontal counter

and DAC index sequentially,the digital output repre-

sents a serial sampling of the signal where the

sampling interval is the reciprocal of the product

of the write sweep-speed in steps per second and the

number of horizontal steps taken on the read-side.

Only the vertical counter words need be recorded;

the position of the word in a frame sequence indi-

cates that time at which the samplewas taken.

The procedure by which actual reading is accom-

plished involves the uae of a current activated

switch and a gate for the read beam. A preamplifier

for the switch monitors the secondary electrm cur-

rent frrm the read beam. When that current is

larger than a set thresholdvalue, the switch tog-

gles, the counter is stopped, and a command is sent

to the cmnputer to read the contents of the counter.

Because of transientsat the DAC output whenever it

changes state, the read beam or the switch must be

disabledwhile the DAC settles followingeach step.

Gating or unblinking of the beam is the more

economical in that target information is conserved

while the bean is off. A convenient procedure is

to unblank the beam during the second half of each

clock pulse while the counter is running.

Becauae the width of the written trace varies

with writing rate, focus conditions, etc., the trace

my C@er several read positions of the read beam,

resulting in several output words per vertical

scan. (Words on the same vertical scan are dis-

tinguished frctnthose in adjacent scans by a flag

bit inserted in each data word indicatingeven or

odd scan number.) In addition, there may be “noise”

spots on the target that cause spurious word output.

The read logic may transmit all data words, letting

the ccmputer determine the center of each trace; or

it can autmnaticallydetermine and transmit the

trace center (or spurious noise spot center). In

any event, the computer or computer operator must

decide which data is spurious.

The logic chassis can be programmed to read a

tube either one or three times; the latter is to

provide more reliable data when desirable. In the

output flow of data words, each frame will be sepa-

rated by a word of all zeros (a zero word) and

successive tube will be separated by two zero words.

The counter and DAC are connected such that there

will be no zero or zero cmnplement data words. In

the event that a large signal produces an off tar-

get deflection of the write beam so that the writ-

ten trace disappears, the logic chassis will in-

sert words containing all ones for the vertical

read scans of the lost section of the data. These

events will cause an operator flag to be raised

indicating the need for a change in gain.

Informationavailable on the scan converter

tube indicates that the target is capable of a

resolution of about one part in 600. The maximum

number of horizontal and vertical steps was there-

fore chosen to be 512, requiring a 9-bit counter.

However, the logic chassis can be programed to

select for each tube either 64, 128, 256, or 512

steps for either the vertical or horizontal direc-

tion. The time required to read one frame is pro-

portional to the product of vertical and horizontal

steps. Therefore, total readout time can be re-

duced by using fewer steps for readout of those

signals that do not require higher resolution.

Because the digital output of the system is a
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sampling process, it is possible that signal infor-

mation can be lost if there are components in the

signal having frequenciesgreater than twice the

equivalent sampling frequency. The digital data

msY be meaningless if the high-frequencycomponents

are large. The signal can therefore be filtered at

the input to the write amplifier to limit the band-

width to a value consistentwith the selected

sampling rate. As an example, a 50-mHz signal can

theoreticallybe faithfullyrecorded and reproduced

where the write sweep-speed is 5-~ec per target

width and 500 samples are taken on the read side.

Since for Scylla or pulse-type experhnts the most

rapidly time varying part of most signals occurs

during the first few microseconds,a simple pro-

cedure to allow faithful recording over 100 Usec or

so is to use an exponentialwriting sweep that

expands the ttie scale during early parta of the

sweep.

The design philosophy is not unusual in that

every attempt is being made to build the circuitry

for utmost reliability, freedom from maintenance

and adjustment,and ease of any maintenance that is

necessary. The use of capacitive coupling to de-

flection plates with multi-turn potentiometersand

stable pcwer supplies should remove all beam drift

problems. This requires DAC’S having zero average

output. The circuits are all solid state with

maximum use of integratedcircuits. Nearly all of

the componentswill be built up on plug-in printed

circuit boards that can be easily replaced.

It is anticipated that eight scan converters

will be plug-in mounted in pairs in one 84-in. high

standard relay rack. Each scan converterwill have

its mm read and write amplifiers and sweep genera-

tors, but the eight in one rack will share pcwer

s~pplies, gun filament transformers,and read logic

chassis. The prototype model will be an independ-

ent unit with automatic sequencing of tube readout.

As such, the prototype, as well as the “production”

model, can be used independentlyof a computer on

any experimentwith the addition of a recorder such

as an IEM card punch, paper tape punch, etc., and a

recorder controller. The prototype uses a paper

tape punch as a recorder. To convert for Scyllac

use only one printed circuit card in the logic

chassia must be changed. Ffgure 3 ia a preliminary

printout frcm the prototype.

For Scyllac operation each logic chassis will

be slaved to a master controller that directly con-

nects to the ccmputer. The controllerwill direct

the reading sequence for all of the tubes in a

selected order, or it will be able to allow the

cmnputer to select any or all tubes in any sequence

desirable. The controllerwill insert a few words

preceding each tube readout giving the date, the

shot number, the ncminal signal gain, and the sweep

speed. In addition it can prwide a progrmmued

contact closing signal to a reed relay at the front

end of selected signal amplifiers,connecting the

amplifiers to a time and vertical axis calibrating

source. The cmnputer will then take the readout of

the selected tubes and calculate calibration factors

for these tubes where maximum accuracy is desired.

III. PROCESSING AND DISPLAY OF DATA

A. The Computer

The computer configurationused in the data

acquisition system consists of an SDS Sigma 2 pro-

cessor containing 16,384, 16-bit words of core

storage, a 375,000 word disc, a 7 track magnetic

tape unit, and an ASR 35 teletype. Figure 4 is a

block diagram of the computer configuration. The

central processor contains hardware multiply and

divide, 2 real time clocks, 4 priority interrupts,

and digital input/outputadapters for interfacing

the scan converters and display system. Cycle time

of the ccmputer is 0.9 p.eec. Temporary storage of

data and subroutinesused for processing data is

prwided by the magnetic disc. Average access tinw

to the disc is 17 msec. Permanent recording of

data is prwided by the magnetic tape unit; tapes

written on this unit are compatible with tape units

on larger computers in the Los Alamos central cmn-

puter facility. Until such time as the computer is

prwided with a card reader, the magnetic tape unit

will serve to read programs into the computer. Con-

trol of cmnputer operations,selection of data for

display or printing will be chiefly through the

teletypa.

Several points relating to the ccmputer soft-

ware shculd be pointed out. All of the programming

can be done in Fortran except for the 1/0 handlers

for the scan converters and other special peripheral

equipment being built at Los Alsmos. Because of the

size of the data acquisition program (-J30,000 words)

v
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and the large volume of data read into the canputer

(--36,000words/pulse) we make profitable use of

that part of the software system which can auto-

matically overlay subroutines from the disc, and

which can perform all the bookkeepingconnected

with maintaining data files on the disc. The Real-

time batch monitor provided with the computer is

capable of writing an executing program onto the

disc upon receiving a priority interrupt,reading

in a second program to work on data requiring

innnediateprocessing, and then restarting the in-

terrupted program. This feature is to be used to

allow the operator to interrupt the data process-

ing at any time to prepare a new CRT display. In

this way maximum delay time in changing a display

will be a few seconds.

Although the word length is just 16 bits, the

Fortran compiler optionallyallows multiple pre-

cision of either 2 or 3 cmnputer words for floating

point words so that accuracy of 6 or 9 decimal

digits is possible in performing calculations.

B. The Display System

The display system being developed for use with

the Scyllac data acquisition system is a medium re-

solution, (~480 x 250) law cost, (.-$12K) system.

Figure 5 is a block diagram of the display system.

The memory used for refreshing the CRT’s is a

rotating magnetic disc. The CRT’s used are stan-

dard T. V. monitors which are refreshed once each

revolution of the disc (i.e., once every 1/30 see).

The disc has four independentread/write heads

and one sync track which is used to synchronizethe

T. V. monitors with the disc. These four heads

supply the video signals for refreshing four moni-

tors, each one having a different display. In

addition, one of the heads can be mewed radially,

so that up to 50 different displays (tracks)can

be recalled independentlyof the computer which

generated them.

The control panel of the display system has a

video mixer. ~is consists of a set of switches

which allows the video signal of one or more dis-

plays to be superimposedon any of the monitors.

Also it is possible to record this mixed signal on

any of the four tracks independentof the ccmputer.

The informationto be displayed is outputed

frrm the computer as the coordinate of a series

of points. The display “writes” these points on

the disc at the appropriate time (in relation to the

sync track). Once written, a point is outputed on

the T. V. monitor(s) connected to that track each

time the point passes under the read head (i.e., 30

times a second).

The information for the display is outputed from

the Sigma 2 Direct 1/0 interface in a series of 16

bit words. The time to output a single display not

counting time to generate data to be displayed is

1-3 seconds, depending on the complexity of the

display. Each of the T.V. monitors is rotated

through 900 so that the raster lines are in a verti-

cal direction. In plotting a point, the abscissa

of the point determines the number of the raster

line on which a point is written while the ordinate

determines the position along line. Data is sent

to the display system as 16 bit words which are sent

to one of four registers. WO bits in each word are

resemed for selecting the proper register. The bits

in the first register (CcnmnandRegister) select

which of 4 write heads is to be used and whether

data is to be written or erased. An erase cammand

cauaes the entire track to be erased.

The bits in the second register (Line Selec-

tion) are the binary value of the T. V. line on

which the data in the “Data on the Line” register

will appear. Because of the verticsl retrace time

of the T. V. raster only about 480 lines will be

visible and the first line visible will be about

number 22. Due to the field interlace in the T. V.

raster the next line visible would be line (262 +

22) = 284. The lines then follow in sequence 23,

285, 24, etc.

The binary value of the bits in the third

register (Position of Data) determine the relative

position of the data on the selected line. A value

of zero corresponds to the atart of a T. V. line

(left end of line in a normal T. V. raster) while

a value of 1023 corresponds to end of the T. V.

line. Althcmgh any one point can occupy any of

1024 positions along the line the next point on the

same line should be separated by at least the reso-

lution of the disc (i.e., - 1024/250 =4) in order

to be visible.

The third register (Data on the Line) contains

the bit pattern that will be written along the

selected line. The first bit (if = “l”) wI1l be

written as a point on the line at a distance from
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the start of the line as determinedby the “Position

of Data” register. The second bit (if also equal

to “l”) would be written one resolution element

further along the line. This continues for the

other eight bits. This registerwill be useful in

writing parts of letters that appear on the same

line and in writing a coordinate axis on a T. V.

line. After the 10 bits of data are written on to

the line the contents of this register will be reset

to output a single point (i.e., the first bit = “1”

and all others equal zero). Note that all other

registers are unchanged by a write or erase opera-

tion. One bit of every word sent to the display is

reserved for an execution command. Upon reception

of this comnand a signal is written on the disk at

the place correspondingto the contents of the

various registers. After the write ccmnnandis

executed, this bit is reset to zero.

Iv. CONCLUSION

The data acquisitionccmputer has been received

and is being installed temporarily in the Scylla IV

area. The computer will be used on Scylla IV until

Scyllac is ready. A prototype scan converter system,

and the CRT display unit are nearly completed. We

will be able to test the system on Scylla IV before

Scyllac is operating.

t?,,...

Fig. 1. A scan cnnverter tube. Read-side is to
the left.
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Fig. 3. Preliminary printout of a _i*e wave
recorded on a scan converter tube.
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DATA ACQUISITION FOR THOMPSON SCATTERING EXPERIMENT ON CHALICE* SIT-2582-30
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by

Wayne E. Carr
Stevens Institute of Technology

Hoboken, New Jersey

A8STRACT

In a fast-rise, single-shot experiment such as Chalice, there are
several difficulties which must be overcome in data acquisition.
The rapidly rising magnetic fields induce large emfs which must be
discriminated against. In addition, the maximum possible amount
of information must be obtained from each shot. Presented here is
a system for collecting data from a Thompson scattering experiment.
This system measures the frequency width of the scattered light
from a 2 joule pulsed ruby laserby means of an 8-channel poly-
chrometer. The detection device consists of a Spex 3/4 meter mono-
chrometer spectrometer, 8 plastic light guides connected to photo-
multipliers, followed by fast self-contained preamplifiers driving
coaxial cables. These outputs are passively delayed and conbined
in such a way that the information is displayed on one oscilloscope.

Introduction

In the course of experimental plasma research

it is usually necessary to know the temperature of

the plasma in question. High-8, pulsed plasmas,

such as CHALICE,l offer some particularly

challenging problems in attempting to make measure-

ments of the plasma electron temperature.

There are several possible methods which may

be tried, each having its own particular problems.

Impurity line spectra give some temperature infor-

mation, but the regime where present calculations

apply is limited. In addition, time resolution is

not possible except at low temperature.

Continuum radiation offers another possibility.

Here, however, the temperature dependence is not

very pronounced, radiated intensity is propor-

tional to T1’2. In addition small amounts of high-

2 impurities render this method useless, since

radiation emitted from the impurities % (Z)2.

Probably the most reliable method is Thompson

scattering. The experiment is quite clean and it

is possible to obtain both spatial and temporial

resolution through the use of a focused, pulsed

laser.

The characteristic features of the scattering

depends upon the relative magnitudes of the Debye

wave number kD and the wave number of the light!

k. For k; >> k2 the scattering is essentially

from free electrons. In the Chalice experiment we
16 -3

have densities, ~ 3 x 10 cm and temperatures,

T w 100-200 eV.
8 -2

T+5X’O cm “ ‘era
ruby laser k2 ~ 8 x 10 , and hence the scattering

is from individual electrons. For this case the

scattered power is given by

Ps = N($) 2f(:) .~,.,s

where N is the total number of electrons partici-

pating in the scattering process, ff&) is the 1-

dimensional electron distribution function evalua-

ted at the incident minus scattered frequency

divided by incident minus scattered wave vector.

AQ is the solid angle which intercepts the recei-

ver and Aus is the frequency width of the receiv-

ing system.

With a very sensitive, selective receiver one

could, in principle, determine the electron dis-

tribution function quite accurately, but our first

task is to determine the temperature.
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The Scattering Experiment

The experimental arrangement is shwn in fig.

1. The laser light is admitted from below into

the cusp region. ,The receiver is positioned

horizontally at 90° with respect to the incident

beam. For the laser source we are using a pulsed

ruby laser, capable of delivering several joules

in approximately 40 nanoseconds. It belongs.to

Dr. W. H. Bostick, of the Stevens Physics Depart-

ment, who has consented to our using it.

We now turn to the subject to be given major

emphasis here, the receiver system. The scatterwd

light from the plasma is transmitted through a

SPEX model 1700, 3/4 meter, spectrometer, equipped

with a spectrograph attachment. This is admirably

suited to the scattering experiment since the

spectrograph has a 500 E spread with a dispersion

of 11 fl/millimeter.

The expected frequency width of the scattered

light is approximately 200 E, thus to make the

temperature determination we decided to use 8

regions of width 1 millimeter, each separated by 1

millimeter, at the focal plane of the spectro-

meter. The number 8 represents a somewhat ar-

bitrary decision. The number of points necessary

for a temperature determination is 3. To improve

the accuracy one would like 5. The center of the

region, where unshifted laser light from incidental

scattering is presented, is useless. In addition,

there may be one to two emission lines strong

enough to mask the scattering. Thus the number 8.

The light from the 8 regions is transmitted to

eight Amperex photomultipliers by means of plastic

light guides. The photomultiplier output thus

gives the scattered intensity vs. frequency needed

to determine the temperature.

Engineering Considerations

We now turn to the problem of collecting and

displaying this information. There some obvious

solutions; 8 oscilloscopes equipped with polaroid

cameras; 8 pulse height analyzers. Solutions of

this type are very costly, and they suffer from

other drawbacks.

The Chalice experiment has a very rapid

capacitor bank, and the magnetic field rises to %

50 K Gauss in 1 microsecond. With this type of

rapidly varying field, every cable leading to the

experiment represents another inductive loop in

which an extraneous emf is induced. Thus receiver

systems with many cables and connections to earth

must be avoided. Additionally it is undesirable

to have too many complex components because of the

chance of malfunction.

Incidentally, the possibility of simply photo-

graphing the scattered light was considered. Here

the scattered light spectrum could be measured

after the shot with a densitometer. The intensity

is too low for photography, but not by as much as

one might think. The total received energy is

% lC112 joules. This falls on about 1 cm2 of film.

We experimentally determined the intensity of red

light needed to expose Polaroid 3000 speed film,

using a 1 m gas laser. The energy required is

about 2 x 10
-9

joules/cm2. Strangely, we have not

noticed in the literature any quote of the energy

density required to expose film.

The Data Acquisition System

The system which we finally designed and

constructed is shcwn schematically in figure 2.

The photomultiplier outputs are amplified in self-

contained preamplifiers, admitted into coaxial

cables of various lengths, combined into one com-

posite signal and displayed on one oscilloscope,

The photomultiplier preamplifiers are very

simple transistor circuits, diagrammd in figure

3a. The circuit is a Oarlington pair emitter-

follcwer. The 8 circuits are powered by one 6 volt

battery which is inside the shielded container

holding the photomultipliers. The amplifiers are

forward biased just enough so that they are in the

conducting region. Quiescent current is approxima-

tely 1 milliampere each, so the battery lifetime is

quite long. Transistors are T1XM101, which have a

cutoff frequency of lGHz. The input capacity is

less than 1 pf. It is this very fast preamp which

allows us to resolve the 40 nanosecond laser

scattering pulse.

To observe these outputs on one oscilloscope

it is necessary to delay the various pulses
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enough so that they do not overlap, To do this we

used RG8/U coaxial cable because of its relatively

low cost and high frequency response. We measured

the propagation speed and found it to be 1.6

nanoseconds/foot. Using this information we

determined the appropriate lengths. The cable

lengths for the eight signals are given by the

following formula:

reliable, inexpensive receiver system capable of

displaying the information from a Thomspon

scattering experimnt on a single oscilloscope

trace.

References

1. Paper by G. Yevick, given this symposium.

2. There are many articles in the literature. See

e.g. Gerry&Rose, J. App. Phys. 31, 2715 (1966).

*

LN = 5 + (N-1) 32 (feet)

where N is the channel number. Thus each success-

ive channel is delayed by 51 nanoseconds with

respect to the previous one. The 8 delayed

signals are then conbined in the circuit shown

in figure 3b. This operates similarly to a

logical “or” circuit in that the output voltage

is equal to the largest of the eight inputs. The

transistors here are 2N963, only 250 MHz since the

source impedance is 50Q and the capacity of the

transistor is not as important. Again, this

circuit is powered by batteries.

The delay cables, along with the combining

circuit, are housed in an ordinary 30 gallon steel

drum, connected to the photomultiplier housing via

a flexible pipe. These are physically close to-

gether. Thus the only electrical connections to

the entire receiver system are the high voltage

cable to power the photomultipliers and the com-

posite signal cable to the oscilloscope.

The actual scattering experiment has not yet

been performed but the main part of the receiver

system has been constructed and tested. Figure 4

shows an oscilloscope photograph of the perfor-

mance of the delay unit. It was performed under

the following conditions: an input pulse upper

trace, was simultaneously launched in the 8 cables.

The delayed, recombined pulses are shown in the

lower trace. Observe that the system is indeed

fast enough, since each pulse is distinct. The

lack of uniformity is due to slight variations in

transistor characteristics. This will be compen-

sated by adjustment of the photomultiplier pre-

amplifiers.

* Supported by the Atomic Energy Commission.

BLACK GLA5S
+ENERGY DUMP

OELkY UNIT

Figure 1: Schematic Diagram of Scattering Ex-

periment.

Figure 2: Schematic of Data Acquisition System.

In summary, we have designed a very simple,
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ABSTRACT

IMP (Injection into a Microwave Plasma) is a fusion device for
investigationof hot ion accumulationby injection of an energetic
HO beemanii trapping by resonant charge exchange on a target
plasma establishedby high-frequency (35 GHz and/or 55 GHz) micro-
wave heating. Principal componentsare a neutral injector, a
superconductingcoil system within a 200 cu. ft. vacuum chamber,
and a beam dump. After a brief description of these principal
components,we will review the design criteria and discuss more
fully mechanical assembly and the vacuum pumping system. Details
specificallyrelated to the magnet system (field contouxs,winding
layouts, winding techniques,and choice of superconductor)will
be covered in other papers.

TNTRODUUI!KN

IMP (Injection into a Microwave Plasma) Is an

experimentalfacility which ia being constructedfor

investigationof hot ion accumulationby injectionof

an energetic Ho beam. Proton production will be by

resonant charge exchange in a target plasma that is

establishedby heating electrons with high-frequency

microwave power (35 GHz and/or 55 GHz). The facility

will operate in steady state, that is, the magnetic

field is dc, the microwave power is CW, and injec-

tion is continuous.

Reference to Fig. 1 will make the scheme more

clear. Microwave power at kilowatt levels is fed

into a high mcde cavity, and the microwave electric

fields initially cause ionizationof some of the

ambient neutral hydrogen background. ‘l?he.resulting

electrons are further neated by these fields, and

a steady-statetarget plasma composed of hot elec-

trons and relatively cold protons is created. The

population of cold protons captures electrons from

*
Research sponsoredby the U.S. Atomic Enerw

Commissionunder contract with the Union Carbide
Corporation.
**

On leave from Culhem Laboratory,England.

t Denotes speaker.

the incoming 20 keV Ho atoms to form a 20 keV hot

proton component. Here we have made use of charge

exchange as a trapping rather than a loss process.
13 -3 andWe expect target densities of about 10 cm

conversion of several per cent of the fast neutral

beam to trapped protons.

The facility ia initiallybeing constructedwith

a mirror coil pair to provide the plasma confinement

field. Later this year we wI1l add four more coils

in quadruple configurationto make a “minimum B“

geometry. Our discussionsbelow relate to the

mechanical design for operation with only the mirror

coils, but the design philosophy for handling the

full coil.set is the same and most of the components

of the facility will not be affected by the change.

These coils are all superconductingat 4.2°K, so the

mechanical design has treated numerous cryogenic

problems. Further discussion of the magnet system

is outside the scope of this particular paper. We

refer those interested in the electrical design and

in winding techniques to other papers at this meet-

ing.
1,2

Also we are not concernedhere with much detail

on the microwave power sources. ‘l’heinitial power

will be 1 kilowatt at 35 GHz; 10 kilowatts at 55 GHz
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will be added next year. These items will be near

duplicates of those presently in use at our Division’s

ELMO facility,and are the reeult of some years of

development work by hi.C. Becker, R. A. Dandl, H. O.

Eason, Jr., and J. C. Ezell in collaborationwith

several manufacturers. Some basic design features

were reviewed in a paper at an earlier meeting, and

the two systems are being described in another paper

here?’4 We do note that the use of microwave power

has Influencedthe mechanical design, principally

from two considerations: first, kilowatts are dis-

sipated on the cavity walls and therefore the problem

of thermal protection of the liquid helium is severe;

and secondly, all ports and leads into the cavity

must be designed to permit only negligible leakage

of microwave power.

In the sections that follow, we consider in de-

tail the other principal componentsof the facility.

These are:

1.

2.

3.

the beam injectionand burial lines;

the main vacuum system; and

the cavity, coil assemblies,and helium ves-
sel (all suspended within the main vacuum
system).

We conclude with discussion of cryogenicaspects.

BEAM INJECTIONAND BORIAL LINES

The injectionsystem (Figs. 2 and 3) consists of

a modified duo-plasmatronion source optimized for

40 keV ~+ pKdUCti.OtI, a focusing coil, a beam

neutralizingsection, a COI1 system to remove the

chsrged portfon of beam, a flexible joint, and a

valve to isolate the system from the main tank.

Pumping in the injectionarea is accomplishedwith

one ten-inch and two six-inch oil diffusion pumps

with freon cooled baffles, two sets of titanium

evaporatorsand several square feet of liquid ni-

trogen cooled copper surfaces to pump the water

vapor that is used for neutralizing. Pressures in

this system vary from 25 millitorr in the source
-6

region to 10 torr in the region just before the

main tank.

The beam dump (Figs. 2 and 3) is for monitoring

and disposal of that portion of the neutral beam

(>90~) that has passed through the plasma volume.

Pumping in this section is by one six-inch oil dif-

fusion pump with freon cooled baffle aml titanium

B5-2

evaporated on liquid nitrogen cooled copper surfaces.

The neutral beam current is monitored on a water-

cooled beam stopper using a differential temperature

cell.

MAIN VACOUM SYSTEM

This system is outlined in Figs. 3 and 4. The

principal component is a 200 cu. ft. stainless steel

tank of welded constructionwith full penetration

welds. The removable lid is heavily ribbed since it

is 7 ft. in diameter. The tank was rough polished

on the inside after all welding was completed. At

present most of the openings are sealed with “O”-

rings, but about 1/3 use a shear type copper ring

seal. All openings are design~ so that they can be

used with metal seals if desired.

The pumping arrangementreflects a combination

of several design crfteria: fairly low base pressure

(10-9torr range), very high pumping speeds for

hydrogen gas, and an environment essentiallyun-

contaminatedby pump oil. These criteria arise because

of considerationsinvolving the electron cyclotron

plasma. Firat, this plasma requires a clean hydrogen

background In the cavity region at pressures which
-7

will probably not be less than 1 x 10 torr and for
-5

certain experimentsmay be as high aa 1 x 10 torr.

So pumping speed for hydrogen gas is emphasized

rather than very low baae pressure, Secondly, most

of the microwave power is transferred to the cavity

walls by energetic particle bombahent. !Ihisfact

coupled with the requirementof a clean hydrogen

background leads to the need for low hydrocarbon

contaminateon.

The pumping arrangement that has evolved in

response to these criteria Involves several elements.

From atmosphericpressure, the tank is initially

evacuatedby aspiratorsusing compresseddry nitrogen.

A vacuum of about 23 in. (Hg) is obtained in 20 min-

utes by this methcxl. At this time, the aspirators

are valved off and a valve to a pre-cooled Linde

SN-150 cryosorptionpump is opened. This pump
-5

reduces the pressure to 1 x 10 torr in a few min-

utes. Then a 15 m2 copper liner spaced close to the

tank walls Is brought to liquid nitrogen temperature,

and titanium evaporatorsare energized. Finally

the cryosorptionpump is valved off and the pumping

load transfers to the titanium-coatedliquid nitro-

gen surfaces, We use e totsl of 32 resistance-

.
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heated titanium filaments to insure full coverage

and long filament life. A 1000 .i?/secelectro-ion

pLunpis also installed for pumping inert gases and

for holding operation in standby conditionsafter

b:~sevacuum is reached. A premanentlymounted mass

spectrometerdefines the gas compositionand aids in

diagnosing leaks.

The tank system includes two freon baffled ten-

inch oil diffusion pumps. Without the coil system

in place and without baking, these pumps base out
-7

at - 1 x 10 torr. They have been useful in vacuum

tests of the main tank and in testa of the injection

and burial systems, but are not Intended for use

when the facility goes operational.

CAVITY, COIL ASSEMBLIES,AND HELIUM VESSEL

These elements, Figs. 3 through 5, are suspended

as a package from the lid of the vacuum tank. Each

of the two mirror coils fits into a liquid helium

vessel. The two vessels are rigidly spaced against

coil forces and are connected so as to share common

fill and vent lines. The helium assemblies rest on

angle supports which hang from the tank lid by thin

stainless tubing. The cavity section nestles be-

tween and extends through the helium vessels. The

cavity ia held in position by pre-loaded apoke

arrangements of stainless tubing which terminate

on the walls of the helium vessels. The whole

package is shrouded by a liquid nitrogen cooled

radiation shield. This shield is required because

of Vfle use of titanium evaporators in the space

between this asaembly and the tank shield, and also

because of interruptions in the outer shield at

numerous port openings in the tank. In conjunction

with the evaporators,it provides an additional 6 m2

of pumping surface.

The cavity is fabricated from 3/16 in. thick

copper and is liquid nitrogen cooled to remove the

power that originates from the microwave sources.

Ports for diagnostic probes are sealed against loss

of microwave power by locking a copper-platedstain-

less steel knife edge into a copper ring that is

part of the probe itself. Beam entrance and exit

ports are sealed against these losses by using 1/4

in. thick tungsten plates with 85% transparentpat-

tern of honeycomb grids cut by electrical.discharge

machining. The grid openings are beyond microw-ave

cut-off, (1/8 in. x 1/8 in.mesh size is used for

35 GHz operation). Some pumping out of the cavity

directly to liquid helium surfaces is provided by a

number of small holes through the cavity wall. These

too are beyond microwave cut-off.

The coils are series connected internally,and

the two external conductorsare brought through the

top of the helium can and then out of the lid of ~he

tank through helium gas-cooled leads.
5

A vacuum

tight electricallyinsulated joint waa required here.

One using brass and Stycast 2850 GT.epoxy was

devised to provide matched coefficientsof expansion

so that the integrity of the joint can be maintained

from room temperature to L.2°K.
6

The helium vessels are of 1/2 in. thick 304

stainless steel. All closures are welded, so future

access to the interiorswill require grinding away

weld seams. Since ultra-high vacuum is not essential,

the radiation shield about these vessels has delib-

erately been arranged for limited pumping conductance

to the helium surfaces. We estimate this conductance

to be a few hundred l?/secand believe that this

amount, along with the electro-ion pump, will provide

sufficienthandling capacity for inert gases.

CRYCGENIC ASPECTS

We have already mentioned several features of the

designs which are intended to minimize helium con-

sumption. Others include the use of thin wall

(0.010 in.) stainless tubing for helium fill and

vent lines, cool-down lines, instrumentationleads,

etc. that pass through the tank lid.

With mirror geometry, cool-downwill be accom-

plished by gradual cooling with cold nitrogen gas

flow through the radiation shields and through lines

built into the coils and into the helium vessels for

this purpose. Once the system is cooled to 77°K,

helium will then be transferred from a storage dewar

through the fill lines, which open at the coils

themselves. It is estimated that approximately300 f

of liquid helium will be required to reach 4.2°K.

Thereafter, standby losses are expected to be about

lCO ~/day, with an additional 2 .8/hourduring field

operation. No attempt to recover the helium gas

will be made since at the present time recovery,

purification,and reli.queficationia prohibitively

expensive.

The change to quadruple geometry will include
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installation of a helium refrigerator. Then the

nitrogen cool-down will be eliminated and all cool-

ing will be done with the refrigerator, which oper-

ates with a closed cycle and so does provide for gas

recovery except in the event of catastrophicloss of

liquid helium.

Thermal contractionduring cool-downmade it

necessary to use bellows seals on,the tubes through

the tank lid. Upward displacementof the coil system

axis has been calculated as 1/8 in., so ad~ustments

are provided for

with the axis of

precise alignment of the coil system

the neutral beam.

DIAGNOSTIC

/

PROBE

(Mldplane sectian; B is perpendicular)

Fig. 1 (ORNLDwg. 69-3596) Conceptual schematic
of the IMP facility.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

D. L. Coffey and W. F. Gauster, “Superconductor
Evaluation Tests for IMP”.

R. L. Brown, “Winding Techniques for Super-
conductingMagnets”.

H. O. Eason, Jr., “CW Microwave Systems for
Electron-CyclotronHeating Experiments”,Proc.
Engineering Problems of ControlledThermonuclear
Research Symposium, pp. 168-175 (Gatlinburg,
Tennessee, October 1966), CONF-661O16.

H. O. Esson, Jr., “Electron-CyclotronHeating
at Millimeter Wavelengths”.

K. R. Efferson, Rev. Sci. Inst. ~, 1776 (1967).

This development is also due to K. R. Efferson.

Fig. 2 (ORNL Photo 76636) Photograph of the IMP
facility. The beam injector is on the
right and the dump is on the left.
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Fig. 3 (OIWLDwg. 69-3253) Schematic diagram of
the IMP facility.
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Fig. 4 (ORNLDwg. 69-3332) Sectional view of the
IMP vacuum tank showing the suspended
assembly for mirror coil operation.

Fig. 5 (ORNL Photo 7663~ Photograph of the
suspended assembly minus radiation shielded.
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NEW ASTRON ACCELERATOR AND MAIN CHAMBER*

Charles A. Hurley
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory

University of California
Liver more, California

ABSTRACT

Astron has gone through a remodeling period in which the main trapping
chamber and the linear induction electron accelerator were completely
redesigned.

Greater operating reliability combined with mechanical flexibility and
accuracy were the desirable qualities included in the design criteria of
the main trapping chamber. This chamber consists of an aluminum
vacuum chamber approximately 90 ft long, 63 in. o.d., with 4-in. -thick
water- cooled walls, supports an “infinite” solenoid coil system of
1100 gauss at the center, and accommodates 250 diagnostic port pene-
trations. The inside diameter of the chamber is lined with 10-ohms-
per-square resistors made of 0.0015-in. tungsten wire. The chamber
can be aligned to within 0.040-in. in length and can be moved by floating
on a thin film of air. This chamber became operational in early
February 1968.

The primary electronic requirements for the new accelerator were to
increase the current output from 400 to 1000 amp, to include additional
space for the diagnostics and monitoring, and to increase the energy
above 4 MeV. The new accelerator is housed in a wing added to the
original building and is oriented to allow injection into the main trapping
chamber from the south at an angle of 94°.

The accelerator was completed early in December 1968 and the buildi-
ng in April 1968.

The physical design features of the accelerator consist of an increas-
ing gradient gun followed by four constant-gradient8-in.-bore injector
sections. Fifteen identical,20-core units, each with s 4-in. aperture,
make up the remainder of the accelerator. Between these units is
space for beam diagnostics,focussing, and steering.

Design changes in the gun were made to eliminate sparking. The diam-
eter of the ceramic seals have been increased from 13 to 15-1/4 in. and
the insulator length was approximately doubled. This change required
the construction of a larger vacuum furnace to braze the accelerating
column.

INTRODUCTION

The Astron program has been through a long

modification period in which the main trapping

chamber and the induction electron linear acceler-

ator were completely redesigned. The main

chamber construction was completed in early

February 1968 during a 2-month shutdown. The

accelerator, housed by adding a wing on the south

side of the existing building, was installed while the

existing accelerator continued to operate and inject

into the new main chamber. During a 1-month

shutdown in November 1968, the switch-over to the

new accelerator took place. As can be seen in

Fig. 1, injection into the main chamber is at a

radius of 35 cm and an angle of 94° and is now at

the bottom and on the opposite side of the chamber.

In the late fall of 1969, the old accelerator will be

cannibalized to extend the new accelerator from 4

to 6 MeV.

This report describes this modification

*
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program from a mechanical engineering view-

point.

MAIN CHAMBER

Mechanical accuracy and reliability were

found to be very critical in the operation of the

main chamber. These inadequacies prompted the

new construction which included a new coil system,

vacuum vessel, resistor hardware, and inflector.

The coilsystem (Fig. 2) consists of 116

individual18-turn coilsspaced on 9.6-in.centers,

with a 4~ in.gap between, for penetratingthrough

the vacuum chamber, an important feature which

did not existin the originalmachine. Details of

these coilswillbe covered by another Symposium

paper.1 The coilcross section is 4* in. by l; in.

with a 65 in. id. The assembly of coilsdevelops

a 1000-gauss infinitesolenoid fieldin the region of

the experiment.

The vacuum tank consists of eight 96-in. -long

units and one 48-in. -long unit (the injection section).

Each tank is 63 in. in o.d. with a 4-in. -thick double

wall with mild bakeout and water cooling capabil-

itiess. There are approximately 250 ports pene-

trating the walls. These ports are designed to flex

throughout the thermal cycle to minimize the stress

on the weld which forms the vacuum seal.

Plates of 1100 aluminum, 2-2/3 in. thick,

8 ftwide by 20 ftlong, were rolled so thatonly one

longitudinalweld was necessary. These cylinders

were machined, slipped together, end-welded, then

finish-machined.

The 4-in. -thick high-conductivity wall is

required to cancel or to reduce the slow time-

varying field (or “ripple” ) created by the main

magnetic dc power supplies. This field can have a

disturbing effect on the E-layer buildup, if it pene-

trates the vacuum chamber wall.

Accurate alignment of the vacuum tanks was

achieved, first, by fabricating to C1OSe tolerances

and secondly, by installing a fixed optical system.

The tanks are moved by floating on a thin film of

air (Fig. 3). At assembly they move on air to the

O-ring contact range, are lowered to rest on

rollers, are then aligned using outboard targets at

each end of the tanks and a system of adjust-

ments to control horizontal, vertical, and rotational

positions. The tanks are then bolted together and

the alignment is rechecked. This system will

allow an accuracy of 0.040 in. in approximately

100 ft.

Resistors are mounted in the i. d. of the tanks in

axial rails, which have leaf springs for electrical

contact. The resistors are 10 ohms per square,

made of 0.0015-in. tungsten wire mounted on

U-shaped stainless steel cans, 18-in. long, which

have built-in springs to keep the resistor wires

taut (Fig. 4).

This new main chamber design is quite successful

in that it yields improved experimental results and

saves operating and maintenance time.

1000 -A 4-MeV INDUCTION ACCELERATOR

A high current beam of electrons is one basic

requirement in the Astron program. The old ac -

celerator had some serious limitations in this

regard. Among its limitations, the inability to

increase the beam current output to desired levels

and the lack of diagnostics space between units and

at the end of the accelerator were the most critical.

To increase the beam current, it was de-

cided that an increase in beam focussing per unit

length was the most economical approach. As a

result, the accelerator sections were shortened to

approximately 20 in., with 20 cores per unit.

These units are constant gradient, have a 4-in.

aperture, with a ceramic-to-metal vacuum seal

(Fig. 5). There are 15 of these sections and each

section adds about 0.19 fvIeV to the beam energy.

The space between these units is used for

beam optics, diagnostics, and pumping. Fmussing
the beam is accomplished by iron-shrouded sole-

noid magnets, capable of fields up to 1000 gauss.

Combined with these are boxes which house

diagnostics gear that indicates the position and

current of the beam. Cosine -type air- core coils

to steer the beam and correct for the ambient

earth magnetic field are spaced at approximately

12-ft intervals. Included in some of these spaces

are the six vacuum pumping stations which con-

sists of 6-in. mercury diffusion pumps, valves,

and liquid nit rogen baffles, with an operating

*
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pressure of 1-3X 10-6 torr (Fig. 6).

All components are mounted for easy align-

ment and interchangeability by using jack screws

at three support points and gimbal-type mecha-

nisms.

The injection section of the accelerator con-

sists of a variable gradient gun with an output

energy of 0.55 MeV, and four 8-in. -bore units,

three of which have 22 cores and one 20 cores.

These units are identical to the accelerator units

except in size, and increase the beam energy 0.22

and 0.19 MeV, respectively.

The gun is installed in a pressure tank with

freon at 30 psig to provide cooling and to control

sparking and corona. This tank is mounted on air

pads for easy handling, by a method similar to

that used for the main chamber.

In an attempt to eliminate sparking, the gun

has been redesigned. This redesign involved in-

creasing the ceramic seal diameter from 13 to

15~-in. and increasing the insulator length between

electrodes, thus reducing the gradient on the

ceramic from 24 to approximately 10 kV/cm. This,

in effect, puts all the reentrant hardware inside

the vacuum, with the advantage of easier mainte -

nance and assembly as well as better voltage-

holding characteristics (Fig. 7). There are 44 in-

stead of 45 cores to accommodate more insulation.

--7r

To reduce the probability of freon contamina -

tion of the cathode, double O-ring seals with pump-

outs are included and the sliding seal will be

replaced with a bellows.

The new ceramic accelerating column is too

large for the old vacuum furmce, so one has been

built with the capability of heating parts 20 in. in

dia by 20 in. long to 12000C at a pressure of

\ 2X 10-6 torr.

1
Diagnostics at the end of the accelerator con-

sists of an on-line energy analyzer (still in design),

a spectrum energy amlyzer, a beam chopper, and

a beam emittance measuring device.

An extension of the accelerator to 6 MeV is

I planned in the late fall of 1969. An additional

80 ft is to be added to the building. The injection

section will be moved back and additional acceler-

ating unitswillbe inserted ahead of the present

system to give the 2-MeV increment.
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Fig. 2. Cverall view of Astron main chamber.

Fig. 3. Air pads Eor moving Astron main chamber.
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Fig. 4. Resistors in Astron main chamber tank.
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TECHNOLC@C~ PROBLEMS ASSOCIATEDWITH-THE ADDITION OF

A HARD CORE TO THE PHAR.OS2 MJ 8-PINCH

by

Marvin P. Young
Plasma physics Division

Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, D.C. 20sg0

ABSTRACT

An axial current conductor (hard core) has been
added to the Pharos O-pinch facility for a series
of stability experiments. The axial conductor
is made from thick-walled aluminum tubing (l.27-
cm outside diameter and ().16-cm wall th~ckness).
It Is wrapped with Mylar and polyethylene and
further insulated from the plasma by a quartz
tube (2.1-cm ou’tside diameter and O.S-cm wall
thickness) which forms the inner wall of the
plasma-containment vessel. An adjustable-tensi-on
wire structure inside the ass-cm-long conductor
el~minat’es its sag, and an overall axial align-
ment of less ‘than +1 mm is maintained.

A 700-kJ, 100-kV capacitor bank supplies the
energy for the hard-core circuit. The bank,
assembled from 20-kV capacitors and switches,
operates as a five-stage Marx-@pe circuit to
generate the required 100-kV energy source.

An oil-filled coaxial 100-kV current collector
terminates the 28 coaxial cables from the parallel
capacitor bank sections and mechanically supports
the axial conductor.

A molded polyurethane housing with an inflatable
chamber to affect a constricting O-ring surface
provides a vacuum seal for the ends of the
plasma-containment tubes. This technique allows
quick assembly and eliminates the heretofore
required close tolerances of eccentricity and
outside diameter of the large quartz tubes.

●

✎

INTRODUCTION

Magnetic-compression experiments,

relating to controlled thermonuclear

research, have been performed continuously

in the Pharosl 2-MJ facility since 1961.

A number of additions and changes of major

features have been made to investigate

various facets of plasma confinement23= Y4S5.

An axial current conductor (hard core) has

now been added, and a new series of experi-

ments is presently being conducted697>8

to explore the possibility of shear

stabilization in high-p plasmas.

Concurrent with the hard-core addition,

the Z-field load coil inside diameter was

increased to 18.4 cm, the plasma-contain-

ment tube inside diameter was increased to

17 cm, and mounting techniques were

included that allowed proper coil segment

alignment and eliminated the causes of the

previous collector-plate failures. Tw O

rooms were added in close proximity to the

experimental area to house the 700-kJ

hard-core capacitor bank.
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HARD-CORE CIRCUIT DESIGN CRITERIA

A hard-core current pulse is required

which will produce a 0-magnetic field at

the inner surface of the plasma that is

equal in rise time and amplitude to the Z

magnetic field at the outer surface of the

plasma. ‘TheZ field is generated by the

2-MJ energy-storage bank and load coils.

A full energy discharge current pulse of

11 MA, with a 25-psec rise time and sub-

sequently clamped to give a 200-ksec

decay time constant, generates a peak Z

field of about 70 kG.

Due to the mechanical configuration,

the hard core and return current conductor

will have a self-inductance of approximately

1.5 wH. Assuming a 2.5-wH total circuit

inductance and a current of 1 MA, the cor-

respcmding L(di/dt) = 100 kV. Therefore,

a 1-MJ energy source operating at 100 kV

to produce a l-MA current pulse is required

to produce the e-field.

ENERGY STORAGE BANK DESIGN

The economic and time advantage gained

by use of an existing 1 MJ of 20-kV

capacitors and high-voltage power supply,

proven designs and experience with 20-kV

starting switches, clamp switches, and

trigger system influenced the design of the

energy-storage bank. We therefore built a

bank consisting of 28 parallel sections of

Marx-type circuits (Fig. 1). Each section

has five 20-kV series stages to give a

100-kV output pulse.

Erection of the Marx-type circuit is

initiated by triggering the starting

switchesg of the first two stages.

The extreme insulation requirements

for a trigger system for the advanced

stages of a Marx-type circuit led us to

develop self-contained trigger circuits~”

for the clamp switches~~. These units,

mounted piggy back on each clamp switch

and using energy from the charged bank,

initiates a trigger automatically at the

first current maximum of the bank discharge.

THE PLASMA CONTAINMENT ARRANGEMENT

The plasma-containment tube, e-coils,

and hard-core load conductors are shown

in Fig. 2.

The vacuum seal and hard-core support

on the high-voltage input end is a flexible

polyurethane housing with constricting

O-ring surfaces. After the housing is

easily placed on the tube, it is inflated

to constringe the O-ring surfaces. This

housing permits greater diameter zmd

roundness tolerances for the quartz tubes,

provides the necessary electrical insula-

tion, and provides shock absorption of the

pulsed forces transmitted betwsen the ends

of the inner and outer quartz tubes.

The hard core consists of a 335-cm-

long aluminum tubing (1.27-cm outside

diameter and 0.16-cm-thick wall). The

type 6061T-6 aluminum has a resistivity

of 4.31 microhms-centimeter, which gives

a resistance for the hard core of 4 mllli-

Ohms . Numerous high-current contact

arrangements w~re used. The most satis-

factory for both mechanical assembly and

current-carrying capability was the

compressed split-ring type of the Imperial

fittings. The line-current density at this

connection point is 250kA/cm.

Axial alignment of the 335-cm-long

aluminum tube to better than +1 mm at each

coil slot is achieved by an adjustable-

tension-wire structure inside the l.2i’-cm-

diameter hard-core tube. The alignment

is verified by a cathetometer and mirror

arrangement. Field penetration of the

aluminum tubing for the 25-psec, l/2-cycle

pulse is insignificant; thus no current

flows on the wire bridge supports, and no

arcing is observed there. ‘Theself-swaging

forces for a 350-kA pulse were enough to

collapse the thin wall (0.09-cm) aluminum

tubing initially used.

DIFFICULTIES IN BANK OPERATION

Isolating the 100-kV high-energy

pulse from ac power lines, control cables,

.
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etc., in the small capacitor bank rooms

was a very difficult task. We therefore

eliminated all cables to the capacitor bank

room except the three basic ones: (a)
charge, (b) trigger, (c) discharge. The

bank is charged through a single RG 17/AU

coax cable from the externally located

20-kV charging power supply. An air-

actuated relay in the bank room switches

from charge position to grounded position.

A single RG 8 cable brings a trigger pulse

from the control room to a self-contained

trigger-distribution system inside the

capacitor bank room. Energy for the

trigger system is taken from the hard-core

main bank capacitors and comes on auto-

matically with the bank. A single RG 218/u

cable connects the output of each section

of Marx-type circuit to the load.

The trigatron starting switch on each

stage of the Marx-type circuit was designed

as a triggered switch. Used in this way

on the first two stages, it operates

satisfactorily. Used as an overvoltage

switch in the last three stages, it

deteriorates very fast. The failure point

is the insulating plate behind the elec-

trodes. This plate must be replaced about

every 50 shots to give a satisfactorily

low prefire rate.

The ground returns under the capacitors

cover the entire floor of the capacitor

bank room. To cover this large area, it

was necessary to use parallel sheets. Small

electrical sparks between parallel ground

sheets closely spaced eventually burned

through the Insulation and allowed a direct

breakdown, with catastrophic results. The

parallel sheets are now either solidly

connected or well insulated with spark-

resistant insulation included at the joints.

The vacuum switch clamp system has

operated satisfactorily on six sections;

however, they are considered too poor in

prefire reliability to use for the complete

system (140 switches). Vacuum clamp

switches used directly on the capacitors

will inherently prefire during the bank

charge; however, this action cleans the

vacuum switch, and performance improves

after a few initial prefires. In their

use on the Marx-type circuit, a clamp-

switch prefire will cause the complete

Marx section to pre-erect, and the result-

ing h~gh-energy discharge through a single

vacuum switch will tend to reduce its life

drastically rather than clean it up. The

vacuum clamp system has been removed, and

a single solid-dielectric type switch is

being considered.12

DIFFICULTIES IN THE TRANSMISSION LINE AND
COAXIAL COLLECTOR

Figure 3 shows the initial capacitor

bank, transmission line, and load arrange-

ment. This arrangement eliminated a

rotation of the 100-kV flat-plate trans-

mission llne that would be required for

the upstairs capacitor bank If its ground

return did not pass under the capacitors.

The current return conductors are

symmetrical, which results in symmetrical

magnetic forces on the hard core. However,

if either the upstairs or the downstairs

bank fires independently, the force from

the asymmetrical current would break the

plasma-containment tube. A coaxial current

collector is now being used so that the

return currents are always symmetrical

(Fig. 2). In this arrangement, RG 218/u

coaxial cable replaces the flat-plate

transmission line, which suffered numerous

failures. Most failures were caused by

surface flashover due to various debris on

the insulation from the experimental area,

and dielectric breakthrough at sharp edges

and junction points of the conductors. We

have experienced no failures in the RG 218/u

coaxial cables.

After experiencing two catastrophic

failures of the coaxial collector assembly,

it became evident that the static 150-

percent voltage tests (both in air and
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5-Psi freOn) with a high-impedance power

supply were Inappropriate. Subsequent

breakdowns with the high-energy bank

completely ionized the freon and disinte-

grated the chamber. The chamber is

presently filled with oil, and no failures

have occurred.

PRESENT SITUATION

Plasma-instability studies are present-

ly being made at reduced energies (150 kJ)

to optimize the early time and amplitude

relationships between reverse field, 0-

pinch field, and hard-core field.

Approximately 1500 discharges have been

made at this energy. The parallel opera-

tion of Marx-type circuits with the corres-

po~ding stages of each section directly

strapped together has been achieved.

Out-of-phase erections, reverse erections

resulting from prefires in other sections,

and erections both ways from center

stages will occur but without catastrophic

results.

Changes in the design and adjustment

of the circuit parameters continue to be

made as required to assure a reliable

operating system and to meet the changing

demands of the physics program.
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SOME REMARKS ON THE ENGINEERING PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED

IN THE CHALICE EXPERIMENT*

,

●

by

G. J. Yevick, R. Harvey, W. Carr, and J. Karol
Stevens Institute of Technology

Hoboken, New Jersey

ABSTRACT

The Chalice expet-iment(l) involves theproduction ofhot dense
plasma by means of two e-pinches. The plasma is then injected
into a cusp field for long time confinement. A description of
the new electrical tie-up is presented along with a novel self-
crowbarring, metallic contact, solid dielectric series switch.
A modular coil-switch system, now operating at 20 kV and 1.5
megamps, has been designed and tested. Diagnostic measurements
have included density measurements, with a Mach-Zehnder and
temperature measurements making use of the C line. In order

xto increase the sensitivity of the density m asurement a
Michelson interferometer has been built and tested. For tempera-
ture measurements, Thompson scattering will be performed. Serious
thought has gone into finding an inexpensive, powerful, easy-to-
handle method+f~r measuring the space-velocity distribution
function f (x,v,t) for both ions+and electrons. At the present
time, the aensity o (~,t) = ~f (x,v,t) d v is measured somewhat
crudely with a Mach -Zehnder. Thompson scattering does provide in-
formation+o~ the velocity distribution and in principle could
yield f (x,v,t). The possibility of using two different frequencies
and picking up the beat is now being investigated and preliminary
theoretical analysis indicates considerable promise in this direction.

Introduction

The Chalice experiment (1)
is a high density,

high temperature experiment which in essence

attempts to confine the hot plasma produced by two

fast e-pinches in a cusp field for as long a time

as possible.

The engineering problems encountered in

building the system have been described elsewhere

(2’3). Genuine improvements in switching(4) over

the past year have resulted in improved perfor-

mance of the system. Along with this, a new

effective means for high voltage isolation by

means of an air core transformer have been de-

veloped and the data on this is presented in a

separate paper in these Proceedings (4).

Our major effort, however, no longer lies in

engineering and building components but rather in

concerning ourselves with inexpensive, powerful

easy-to-handle diagnostic tools. Needless to say,

the going has been rough.

The basic physical data that we would like to

measure, subject to the three engineering criteria

of low cost, powerful in scope, and easy to handle,

is the position-velocity distribution function for

both electrons (n = 1) and ions (n = 2) as a func-

tion of time, i.e. fn (I,;,t). If we know these

two distribution functions for a plasma, we indeed

know a great deal and can begin to understand the

complex behavior characterizing a plasma. It is

important to stress, however, that history may

prove that this may not be enough and that a deeper

probing of the plasma will be required; e.g. it

may become necessary to measure the two-body time-

dependent correlation function.

Present Chalice System

Fig. (1) shows a schematic diagram of Project

Chalice as it now is electrically tied together.

The fundamental changes made in the old system
(3)

are (a) the two-coils of the e-pinch are now

energized by the same switch so that there is
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absolutely no question as to whether one e-pinch

fires before the other, (b) the single switch on

the fast e-pinch bank acts also as both series and

crowbar switch (see below).

Fig. (2) is a close-up view of the experi-

mental area of Chalice. Because of the mini size

of Chalice, the volum available for diagnostics

is small, and great ingenuity must be exercised in

order to fit the diagnostic equipment around the

plasma chamber.

Self-Crowbarrinq Solid-Dielectric Switch with

Metallic Crowbar( 4)

Because the coils are connected in anti-

parallel, only a single series switchis required

to activate them (See Fig. (l)). Since the in-

ductance of the e-pinch bank is around 3 nh, an

extremely low inductance switch is necessary, and

this is why considerable work has gone into die-

lectric switching. Following the pioneering work

done at Los Alamos(’) , we now crowbar our system

using metallic contact. Fortunately, Chalice is so

constituted that the gases generated by the series

switch can be used to drive the aluminum electrode.

Fig. (3) is a schematic diagram of the self-

crowbarring solid dielectric switch system in the

arc mode without the use of metallic contact. Fig.

(4) shows more clearly the folding arrangement for

the mtal-metal mode of self crowbarring; and Fig.

(5) illustrates the typical decay time involved.

Peak currents of 1.5 megamps have been handled and

the switch has been operated between 5 and 20 kV.

The closing time of the crowbar is very short,

around 1 ~second, and can be regulated by varying

the thickness of the dielectric. The e-folding

time of the current is 27 psec. Single channel

resistance is measured to be 0.26 milliohms and the

inductance of the single channel crowbar 0.4 nano-

henries.

New Coil Configuration

The present coil configuration is 10 inches

long and 1.5 inches in diameter. It is Constmctecj

in modular form so that it can easily be taken out

and put back in. A precision-built fiberglass box

serves as a mold into which accurately epoxied

interchangeable coils can be placed. Fig. (6)

shows the fiberglass strong-box with cusp coils for

a 2.5” assembly. Fig. (7) is a photograph of a

large diameter assembly. Fig. (8) shows the 1.5

inch assembly now in operation along with a top

view of the switch.

Magnetic Fields

At the present time, the e-pinch bank is

operating at 20 kV and the cusp bank at 10 kV. The

preheater is fired at around 7 kV. The various

magnetic fields for different voltages and positions

is shown in Table 1.

.9

.

TABLE 1

MAGNETIC FIELDS FOR 1.5” COILS

cusp
(LineBEscape)

B
Bank (& Center

of e-
Coils

10 kV 52 46 24 kg

e-Pinch
Bank

20 kV 10 20 40 kg

DIAGNOSTICS

Density Measurements

The density of the plasma has been measured

with a vertical Mach-Zehnder suspended with rubber

bands for mechanical isolation. Direct viewing

through the cusp allows density measurements in the

cusp alone. Unfortunately, because the length of

the plasma in the cusp is very short, only a frac-

tion of a fringe is measured even for high densities

(n %5x 1016 particles/cm3). In order to increase

the sensitivity, a Michelson interferometer (See

Fig, (9)) has been built which allows a double

transit of the light.

Temperature Measurements

Temperature measu~ments using the decay time

of Cv line have given us some indication of the

temperature. In order to improve on this data, we

have commenced to build the apparatus for a Thomp-

son scattering experiment. A separate paper (6) on

this subject is presented in this Symposium. Un-

fortunately a high powered laser and a number of

expensive photomultipliers apparently cannot be

avoided in this experiment.

.

.
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Some Remarks on Diagnostics

In Thompson scattering, using a finely focuss-

ed beam, and measuring in different directions at

different positions, we can theoretically evaluate

the one body space-velocity distribution (certainly

for electrons). This would be very difficult in

practice. The ion distribution function is even

more difficult to measure. Using two different

wavelengths and measuring the beat frequency, the

fu17 fourier transformof the spatial one bo@

distribution function plus the velocity distribu-

tion with only one integration in the direction of

the cross product of the two vectors involved can

be obtained.

I
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Fig. (2) General View of Experimental Set-Up in

Chalice.
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Fig. (3) Schematic Diagram Showing Cross Section

of Arc Mode for Self-Crowbarring Solid
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CAPACITOR Development’FOR SCYLLAC*

*

by

Grenfell P. Boicourt

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, University of California

Los Alames, New Mexico

ABSTRACT

The capacitor requirements for Scyllac are described. The history
of the developmentof the 1.85-@, 60-kV primary bank capacitor is
covered in detail. During the developmentof this unit, it was found
that many areas were not being properly controlled during manufacture.
As a result it is felt that the successful developmentof the 1.85-@
capacitor has resulted in a significantupgrading of general manufactur-
ing practices. The life characteristicsand electrical products of the
1.85-@?, 60-kV unit are given. Some attention is given to the develop-
mental problem of high density B- capacitors, the preionizationcapacitor,.“.
and high-Q stabilizationcapacitor.

I. INTRODUCTION

Scyllac is the latest in a series of theta-

pinch machines built at Los Alamos Scientific Labo-

ratory. The Scyllac proposall describes the aims

of the machine. In a very general way Scyllac is

intended to duplicate the plasma characteristicsof

Scylla IV* while at the sa~ time reducing the end

losses from the plasma. The overall engineering

aspects of Scyllac have been described by E. L. Kemp

in References 3 and 4. What I propose to discuss

here are the capacitor requiremmts for Scyllac.

The four main types of capacitors required are the

primary bank capacitorwhich supplies the energy

for the main discharge; the B. capacitor, so-called

because it supplies the energy for the bias magnetic

field; the preionizationcapacitorwhich is dis-

charged before the main bank to preionize the gas

in the discharge tube; and the high-Q stabilization

*
Work performd under the auspices of the U. S.
Atomic Energy Commission.

capacitor

a rapidly

which is intended as the energy source for

oscillating stabilizationsystem.

II. DEVELOPMENTPROCEDURS

In May 1966 a meeting was held in I.asAlames

to discuss the Scyllac capacitor requirexmmtswith

the capacitor manufacturers. Eight manufacturers

sent representativesto this meeting. The ground

rules for qualificationto bid on future capacitor

ordera for Scyllac were laid down at this meeting.

The procedurewas as follews: Upon receipt of word

from a manufacturer that he wished to qualify to

supply a given capacitor,we would buy two to four

tender-loving-careprototype units. These units

would be given a standard qualification test. If

these units performed satisfactorily,an order for

25 production units would be made. Qualification to

bid on Scyllac orders was to be contingent on the

satisfactoryperformance of this 25-unit sample.

Units which failed during testing were to be given

postmortem examinations to determine the cause of

CI-lJ



failure, if possible. Informationobtained from

these examinationswould be channeled back to the

manufacturer to be used in the design and manufac-

ture of subsequentunits. Both steps of the proce-

dure, the small group of T.L.C. units followedby a

production lot, were found to be justified by later

events.

III. PRIFL4.RYBANK CAPACITOR DBVEI.OPhilITI

We now turn to a detailed look at the develop-

ment of the primary bank capacitor. The primary

bank capacitor originallyassu=d in Ref. 1 was to

be a 60-kV, 2-@, low-inductanceunit similar to the

existing 50-kV, 2-p.Funit supplied by several manu-

facturers. The Scyll.acprimary bank voltage was in-

creased to 60 kV from the 50 kV used in Scylla IV to

offset the loss in transferefficiencywhich was ex-

pected to result from the use of longer transmission

lines to the load. The longer lines themselveswere

due to the 15-fold increase in total bank size. It

was hoped that the case size, the low-inductance,

and the 85% voltage reversal capabilitiesof the 50-

kV capacitor could be retained. For reasonswhich

will be given in the sequel, the specificationwas

subsequentlychanged to 1.85 @ at 60 kV.

When we first started on this developmentwe

expected only a few individual production problems

since the proposed 60-kV unit design was in essence

a copy of the 2-@, 50-kV unit used in the Scylla IV

primary bank. The original 50-kV unit, Fig. 1, was

developed jointly by several capacitor nvmufacturers

and Los Alanms specificallyfor Scylla IV. The orig-

iml unit installed in Scylla IV had a diphengl im-

pregnant and exhibited a life of the order of 3,000

to 4,000 shots in our standard test. After units

had been delivered for Scylla IV, the imPregnantwas

changed to castor oil with a dramatic increase in

pulse life. Figure 2 shows a schematic of this unit.

Life test data is taken in our standard capac-

itor-cable test system. The capacitor is constant-

current charged to its rated voltage then discharged

through six series cables which connect to a smell

doubling capacitor with load cables connected to it.

(See Fig. 3). The test repetition rate is 6 pulses

per minute. The min dischargeoscillation,so far

as the capacitor is concerned, involves the capacitor

and the load cables which are shorted fifty-foot

lengths of RO 218/u. This oscillationhas a period

of approximately 13 Wsec. The capacitorvoltage re-

versal in the test is 85%. We feel that it is de-

sirable to maintain this voltage reversal require-

ment even though it is expected that Scyllac will

be crowbarred since it seems inevitable that there

will be system malfunctionswhich result in the ca-

pacitors being subjected to equal or worse tran-

sients. It is known that a suitable decreaae in

the allowed reversalwould result in a ten-fold,

perhaps even a hundred-fold,increase in life of

theseunits. The test system is described in mere

detail in Ref. 6.

Figure 4 shows a Weibull plot of life &ta on

a set of 2-pJ?,50-kV castor oil-impregmted capac-

itors along with the 90% confidenceband. The medi-

an life of this sample is 76,000 shots and the dis-

tribution displays an 18,000-shotpositive location

param=ter. It was the existence of this relatively

large location parameterwhich made the step up to

60 kV appear easy, for it indicates that failures

earlier than 18,000 shots are not to be expected

from the 50-kV unit. A theta-pinchexperimental

aPParatus iS rarely used nmre than 3000 shots per

year and thus the life of the apparatus is quite

likely to be shorter than the capacitors. It thus

seemed reasonable to try to get a unit for Scyllac

with a locationparameter of approximately 10,000

shots. This was to be accomplishedby adding one

section to the 8-section, 50-kV winding and allowing

the pad stress to increase to keep the capacity un-

changed. Our data indicates that the pad life is

inversely proportionalto the 8th power of the

charge voltage in our test so we expected that the

Weibull median life would decrease mainly at the ex-

pense of the locationparamster. One other seeming-

ly minor change was rode, the interior margins were

reduced from 1“ to 314” in order to help keep the

capacity up.

The first two units delivered to this specifi-

cation operated well but as other manufacturersde-

livered,it became quite apparent that somethingwas

badly wrong either with the design of the units or

the manufacturingprocedure. Painstaking postmortem

examinationswere made on virtually all units after

failure. It was soon obvious that at least part of

the problemwas due to poor manufacturingquality

control. AIIKIngthe problem of this sort which were

found to have caused failure in the dissected units

v

9
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were low impregnant level, missing sheets OE dielec-

tric, missing foils, excessivewrinkling, shorted

foils, poor solder connections,dirt in the winding,

damaged major insulation,and icicles. Icicles are

stalactitesof solder which drop down between packs

during scrub solder operations. Perhaps one of the

more interestingitems found during the postnwrtem

examinationswere insects, in certain cases, large

numbers of them. In most cases these insects are

builtinto the paper. Figure5 showsone suchani-

mal. TO my knowledge nobody has investigatedthe

dielectricproperties of insects but when one drops

from the paper leaving a hole, there is little doubt

that the effect will be bad. These problems are con-

sidered in greater detail in Ref. 7.

Dimensional checks made in the windings showed

that in many cases the mschine set-ups were respon-

sible for producing the wrong margin and active

widths. Cross-checkswere made on the older 2-vF,

50-kV unit and it was found that roughly the same

absolute mrgin and active width variationswere

present but these were not as large percentage-wise

due to the smaller number of sections. A number of

the 50-kV capacitorswere then run at 60 kV. This

group had a Weibull median life of 17,500 shots

which is in close agreementwith an inverse 8th pow-

er law voltage dependence. An analysis of the de-

pendence of the voltage distributionin the pack m

the margin and active width variationswas made for

both the 8-section and 9-section packs.7 The re-

sults indicated that the 9-sectionpack with 3/4”

margins was marginal when the voltage enhancement

due to the variationswas considered.

It was decided to return to an 8-section pack

with 111margins. The insulating psd was increased

to increase the pad life and as a result a capacity

of 1.85 @ was achieved. The various manufacturers

were informed of the areas where better control was

needed. This new design gave the desired results

at leastwhen properly built. Figure 6 shows the

raw data from part of one production lot. The pro-

nounced angle in the plot is due to a dual failure

mechanism. In this case the reason for the steeper

sloped portion,which is also the portion with short-

er median life, is known. Gas formed by hydrogena-

tion of the castor oil collects in the top of the

case, the case swells and the oil level drops expos-

ing the header connectionswhich then arc over to

the case. Had these units been run at a slower repe-

tition rate, some of the gas would have been absorbed

and then these failures tight have been avoided; how-

ever, more complete filling of the case would also

have increased the life. A second productiongroup

from the same manufacturerappears to have a median

life of approximately70,000 shots.

The situation is not quite so good when manu-

facturing defects are allowed to creep in. Figure 7

shows the raw data on a lot of twenty units submitted

by a second manufacturer. The plot shows two steps

indicating that there are three separate distribu-

tions in the sample. Figure 8 shows the separated

data with 90% confidencebands. For the capacitors

in the very short-livedportion the cause of failure

though different from unit to unit was a glaringly

obvious problem, the median-lived portion showed in-

dication of lack of proper care during manufacture,

but it was usually difficult to pinpoint the cause

of failure. The long-livedportion failed due to old

age, the median life being close to that expected

from these units.

The knnwledge gained from the developmentof

this unit has resulted in a significantupgrading of

the general quality of energy storage capacitors.

IV. OTHER CAPACITORS LNDER DEVELOPFfHiT

We now turn to the other three types of capac-

itors under development. The B. capacitor is to be

a 170-@, 10-kV, high-energy density unit. Test sam-

ples of this unit have been under evaluation at IASL

for some time and it was felt that the savings in

cost and space obtained by the use of this unit will

be substantial. The relative isolation of the B.

bank from the rest of the system makes possible the

use of an ignitron crowbar which can hold the voltage

reversal on the B. capacitors down to below 25%.

Four companies have supplied the 170-@, 10-kV, high-

energy density, B. capacitor for testing. These

units were given three types of tests, a high-current

test to determine if the unit could withstand the

high currents caused when another unit failed close

by, an electrificationtest to insure that the life

of the unit would not be determinedby the relatively

long tius these capac~torswould be required to be

on charge, and a bank test which simulated the actual

bank discharge conditions.

The tests show that this design is feasible
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provided good quality control ia maintained during

manufacture. The test data indicate that a mdian

life of 50,000 shots is to be expected if the crow-

bar can hold the voltage reversal on the capacitors

to below 25%. However, the Weibull slopes are low,

usually about one-half, so early failures are to be

expected. Since only about 240 units will be in ser-

vice and these will have fairly easy accessibility,

this is considereda minor price to pay for the

great savings in cost and space effected by using

the high-densityunit.

The philosophyon the preionizationcapacitor

has changed considerablyfrom that proposed in Ref.

1. The Scyllac proposal called for the use of the

Tobe ESC Model 250 which is a 0.8-@, 120-kV capac-

itor. This unit is very bulky, expensive,and re-

quires a very expensive spark gap header. The ex-

tremely high-voltage rating is required because the

preionizationbank, unlike the B. bank, is not elec-

trically isolated from the system and as a result

gets pulse-chargedby the primary bank to approxi-

mately twice the primary bank charge voltage. The

dc charge voltage for this applicationneed not ex-

ceed 75 kV and NET-15 calculation indicate that the

voltage on the capacitor does not reverse during the

main bank pulse charge. These facts lead to the con-

cept of a capacitor nominally rated at 75 kV with

85% reversal but with margins and major insulation

designed to withstand dc pulses up to 3.20kV. The

present aim is a 75-kV unit with a capacity of about

1 pF in a case having the same base area but perhaps

taller than that used for the 60-kV primary capacitor.

Several types of 75-kV capacitorshave been

made. These include l/4-@, l/2-@, and l-@ models.

All these sodels were in the same case used for the

1.85-vP, 60-kV unit. The l/4-@ and l-pl models

were sude before we began to understand the voltage

problems accompanying large percentagevariations in

active widths. Consequently these units were made

with 10-sectionpacks and wide margins. The result

was that the l-@ units did not operate well while

the l/4-pF units operated adequately,mainly because

the pad was so thick that the pack would not fail

even with one section shorted. The l/2-@? and 2/3-@?

units are made by series connecting packs with fewer

sections. The l/2-pY design has been tested and op-

erates well. The 2/3-@ unit has not been tested yeL

The bushing used on these capacitorsis the same

as used on the 60-kV capacitor. Some bushing fail-

ures have occurred on capacitors from one manufac-

turer. This particular bushing has less radial

spacing between electrodes than is used by other

manufacturers. Gver-the-topfailures have also oc-

curred when developmentalspark gaps which projected

above the bushing barrier were used. Since the

spark gap problem has been solved no change in the

bushing for the 75-kV unit is projected at present.

The high-Q stabilizationcapacitor specifica-

tions call for a O.1-pF unit at 75 kV. The Q must

be as high as possible and at worst should be of the

order of 300 at 2 MIz. The physical dimensionsof

this unit are still open.

The high-Q developmenthas barely gotten under

way. This is a relatively new field for energy

storage units. Some of the first work in this field
8,9

was done by Mather , TenneylO, and Wurmaer11 at

Princeton. The work at Princetonwas concernedwith

an applicationat 100 kHz. Axel and Sangamo ulti-

mately produced productionunits with Q’s of approx-

intely 400 and 500 respectivelyat this frequency.

Preliminarychecks made on these units show that the

Axel unit has a Q of about 40 at 1 MHz while theQ

of the Sangamo unit seems to be about 75 at 600 kHz.

Other measurementsindicate that the Q of both units
8may now be below the values reported by Mather.

The units which we checked were from the sam group

measured by 14ttherhence our lcwer mssurement tends

to strengthen some previous evidence that the Q of
12these units may decreasewith aging. At the pres-

ent time only one new unit has been received at LOS

AISISOS. The packs of this unit show a Q of approxi-

mately 160 at 1 ~ but the Q of the assembled unit

is only about 60 at the same frequency. This still

representsan advance over the previous units but

indicates that a long path still lies ahead.

v. SUMMARY

Summing up the Scyllac capacitor situation,we

have developed a reliable, 1.85-@?, 60-kV, low-in-

ductance capacitor for the primary bank. During the

developmentof this unit we have shown that rigid

quality control is required during nxtnufactureif

these units are to perform properly. The proposed

lX@F, 10-kV,high-density,B. unit has been shown

feasible

kilovolt

and is close to realization. Seventy-five

preionizationunits and O.1-pJ?,75-kV,

Y

.
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high-Q capacitors are now under active development

and som successes have been achieved.

ACHNCWUHKEMNTS

Capacitor developunt is always a team effort

involving many people. Special mention should be

made of the contribution to the above work by E. L.

Remp, IL J. Hollen, and J. A. Wyer.
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THE DEVELOP~~ OF RELIABIE, HIGH-VOLTACE, LCM-INDWTANCE CASIJIFOR SCTLLAC*

by

G. P. Boicourt and E. L. I@mp

LOS Alamos Scientific Laboratory, university of califomia

Los Alamos, New Mexico

ABSTRACT

Scyllac requires over 750,000 feet of Ire-inductancecoax cable.
There will be over 25,000 individual cables operating simultaneouslyand
any cable failurewill stop operation of the entire system. A cable
developmentprogram involving several companies in the cable industry
was begun in 1966 to develop a reliable cable to operate as load cable
in a capacitor bank char~ed.to 60 kV and switchedwith pressurizedgaps.
The cabie has a foamed p~lyethylenecore and uses the b~aid of RC 1~/U
cable as the center conductor. The msin.insulationis extruded over the
inner braid and the outer conductor is braided over the insulation. A
final jacket is applied to make a cable that approximates the size of
RG 17/u. The inductance of cable made in this manner ia less than 40 nH
per foot but this cable will not operate reliably at 60 kV. It was fOund
during the developmentprogram that the voltage reliabilitycould be im-
proved by extruding conducting dielectric screens adjacent to each side of
the main insulation. Reliable cable with an inductance of about 45 nllper
foot is now commerciallyavailable. This uaper describes the tests used
for evaluation
development.

. . . .
and details some of the problems encounteredin this

I. INTRODUC1’ION

Coaxial cable has many advantages as a trans-

mission system for energy storage capacitor banks.

Cable is compact and mechanically flexible so m-my

lengths can be eaaily paralleled to transmit large

currents from numerous capacitors to a single load.

The cylindricalconstructionof cable presents an

optimum geometry for containing the magnetic forces

generated by large currents. When used in parallel,

coaxial cablea provide a low-inductancetransmission

system that competes favorablywith strip lines. It

is also a commercial product and is inexpensivefor

*
Work performed under the auspices of the U. S.
Atomic Energy Commission.

this type of application.

‘Theinductance of coaxial cable is directly

proportionalto the logarithrnofthe ratio of radii

of the inner conductor to the outer conductor and

for RG 17/U the inductance is 86 nH/ft at 40 kltz.

This inductance is primarily due to the relatively

small diameter of the inner conductor. About 1956

the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory required lower

inductancecoaxial cable for use in the Controlled

ThermonuclearResearch program. The first approach

was to use a center core of polyethylene,a braid

for the center conductor, then more polyethylene

braid, and a jacket. As capacitor voltage increased

it became necessary to increase the cable size in

order to nxiintainsufficientinsulation. A standard

CM-1
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cable when developedwas type 17/14 Which used a

foamed polyethylene core, the outer braid of RG 14/u

for an inner conductor, and the braid of RG 17/U as

the outer conductor. The inductance of this cable

was 36 rdI/ft at 50 kHz. For high voltage this de-

sign had the advantage of lowering the circumferen-

tial stress at the inner conductor boundary but it

increased the average radial stress when compared to

RG 17/U, since the total insulation thicknesswas re-

duced. Another disadvantagewas discoveredwith use.

The small wires composing the inner conductorwould

break and be restarted during manufacture. Often

these ends would penetratea small distance into the

polyethylenedielectricand form a high-voltage

stress point. Type 17/14 cable would often fail at

these points.

In 1962 Scylla IV was built using 50-kV capac-

itors and over 1300 individual type 17/14 cables.

In operation at 50 kV it was normal to lose one cable

for every 10 shots. Naturally this failure rate

could not be toleratedso a new cable design (see

Fig. 1) was developed.l The basic design change was

to add a thin conducting screen on the outside of the

inner braid and on the inside of the outer braid.

The function of these conducting screenswas to ter-

minate the wire ends in the screen and thus equalize

the stress. When properly manufactured,this design

greatly improves the high-voltagereliabilityof low-

inductance cable.

II. SCYLL4C CABIJ?REQUIREMENT

Scyllac will contain over 3000 energy storage

capacitors operating at 60 kV. Each capacitorwill

have a spark gap and use 6 low-inductancecoaxial

cables to carry the current from the capacitor to

the collector plate and load. The load is a single-

turn solenoid coil that appears electricallyas an

almost pure inductance. There are several connec-

tions between the capacitors and the load and each

connection presents an unmatched terminationpoint

which creates high-voltage transients throughout the

system during discharge. The cables must sustain

these high voltages without failures.

The energy density requirementof Scyllac dic-

tated close packing of the cables. Figure 2 shows a

one-quarter scale model of one collector plate of

Scyllac with 1/4” polyflm tubing used to simulate

cables. The model was used to determine the actual

cable lengthsand configurationsin the machine.

It is obviously very difficult to isolate and change

a failed cable and it is also not possible to oper-

ate with a failed cable in the system. Reliable

cable is absolutely essential for Scyllac.

III. DEVELOPMENT PROCEDURE

The need for reliable cable was recognized

when Scyllac was proposed. Some preliminarydevelop-

ment work had shown that voltage gradient screens

improved the life of cable but the use of screens

was not coummn among cable manufacturers. An opti-

mized cable was designed and a target specification

written using ~L specificationsas a guide. Three

well-known cable manufacturers,Amphenol, Belden,

and Plastoidwere invited to comment on the target

specification. Each company was visited to discuss

the specificationand also to become acquaintedwith

cable manufacturingmethods. Each company suggested

changes in the specificationwhich they felt might

improve the reliabilityof the cable. In some cases

these changes involved special manufacturing tech-

niques developedby the company. After all sugges-

tions had been evaluated, it was decided to write

eight different specificationsspecificallydesigned

to test the new features and methods. Each company

would make the two or three cable types which used

their uwn special expertise. One thousand feet of

cable was ordered to each specification. When the

eight different cables had been evaluated a com-

posite specificationwas written using the features

found to be essential from all eight specifications.

The composite specificationwas used to order 1000

feet of cable from each of the three manufacturers.

When the production problems were worked out for the

1000-feetprototype samples, 5000-feet production lot

samples were ordered and tested. When these produc-

tion samples operated satisfactorilyand met all di-

nxmsionsl requirements,the manufacturerwas approved

for supplying this cable for Scyllac. After the com-

posite specification was written, several other com-

panies becam involved in this development.

Iv. TEST PROCEDURESAND DISC~RIES

The first eight cables were =de to eight dif-

ferent specifications. The primary features eval-

uated were: the effectivenessof conducting screens;

the best method of applying conducting screens,

●
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wrapping or extruding;multiple extrusion of the in-

sulating polyethylenevs single extrusion; the best

type of braid wire to use, round or flat, bare cop-

per or plated copper; and finally, the best material

for the main insulation,normal polyethyleneor other

more exotic insulatingmaterials. A testing program

wss established to evaluate these parameters.

Three tests were used to evaluate each prototype

sample cable; a dimensionalcheck, an ac test, and

a pulse test. The dimensionalcheck was to determine

the actual diameter and radial thickness of each lay-

er of the composite system. The method of measure-

ment was carefully described in the specificationso

each manufacturercould perform the same test for

quality control.

The second test was a 60-Hz ac test; 55-kV rms

was applied to an 18-ft sample of cable, the ends of

which were terminatedin logarithmicspiral stress

cones. The time to failure was recorded for each

sample. Usually 6 or mere samples were tested from

each new reel of cable. It was hoped that the ac

test could be correlatedwith the pulse test so the

ac test could be used as a final test before instal-

ling the cables into theScyllacsystm. Unfortu-

nately,this test did not correlatewith the pulse

test. The ac test did show up cable with thin insu-

lation and cable with contaminatedpolyethylene.

However, it would not find certain other bad features

that the pulse test would disclose immediately.

The pulse test schematic is shcwn in Fig. 3. A

l.85-pF, 60-kV capacitor and 4-elesvantspark gap were

used to pulse charge a O.1-@, 120-kV capacitor.

Two lengths of shorted RG 218-u cable were used as a

load. The length of these two cables and the 1.85-

@ capacitor determined the fundamentalfrequency

which was 73 kHz, essentially the Scyllac ringing

frequency. The six test cables, each 16 feet long,

were connected to the O.I-@? capacitor and were open-

ended in a pot of oil. The initial current pulse-

charged the O.1-@ capacitor to about 88 kV. The

voltage on the test cables was a combinationof the

pulse-chargedcapacitor voltage and the reflected

voltage from the open ends. The peak voltage on

these cables was computed to be 123 kV. This test

was run at a rate of 6 shots per minute on a 24-hour-

s-day basis for 100,000 shots on each sample of six

cables. A microphone detectorautomaticallystopped

the test when a cable failed.

The ac test does not show up two types of cable

faults which have prwen to be disastrous for pulse

cable. The first problem is any short range peri-

odic variation in the cable insulation thickness.

These variations ariae from a manufacturingextru-

sion problem called galloping and from wrapped con-

ducting screens. Galloping occurs when the cable

is not pulled through the extruder at a uniform

speed. The resulting cable varies in insulation

thicknessat a periodic rate. The wrapped conduct-

ing screens have spiral ridges which are uniformly

spaced down the cable. The periodic discontinuities

which result from galloping or the presence of

ridges produce voltage reflectionswhen a pulse is

applied and the resultant increased voltage will

usually puncture the insulationafter a few thou-

sand shots even though the cable may run indefinite-

ly on ac. The second type of fault is a cut in the

insulation. This fault is usually the result of

careless dressing but may sosx?timesoccur during

manufacture.

Some cable gave poor performanceon both ac and

pulse test although no specific manufacturingprob-

lemwas apparent. A fourth test was used to identi-

fy the cause of the poor performance. The polyeth-

yleneinsulationwas carefully examined under a mi-

croscope and an inventory of all particulaterotter

was made for a typical one-inch sample. All cable,

good or bad, has some particleswhich are apparently

anti-oxidentthat is in the bulk polyethylenemater-

ial supplied to the cable manufacturer. When this

material is very small it seems to cause no degrada-

tion in high-voltageperformance. But in some cable

this material is easily visible under a two-power

glass and this cable displays a somewhat poorer per-

formance on both electrical tests. Other types of

particulatematter can make the cable unsuitable for

use. One large sample of cable was received and

found to have a considerableamount of metal par-

ticles imbedded in the polyethylene. The metal was

later found to have come from a worn part in the ex-

truding machine. This cable was also very poor on

‘bothtests. The ac test quickly identifiedall

cable with the contaminatedpolyethyleneinsulation.

The following conclusionswere made from the

test results of the first eight different cables.

The conducting screens improved the high-voltage per-

formance of this type cable. The inner screen iS
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essential. The outer screen seemed to have some ef-

fect although it may be argued that an equivalent

amount of active polyethylene would be equally effec-

tive. The final design uses both screens. Due to

the voltage reflection phenomma, wrapped screens are

worse than no screen at all for pulse cable. There

is no obvious difference between nmltiply-extruded

and singly-extruded polyethylene provided no dirt is

allowed to collect on the interior interfaces. No

improvement was detected for cable with ribbon braid

or with silver-plated round copper wire. The final

design uses bare, round copper wire. One cable was

made with high-density, cross-linked, polyethylene

insulation. ‘his cable performd well, especially

on ac, but it was not markedly better than well-made

standard polyethylene cable in the pulse test. It

was more expensive and considerably stiffer. The fi-

nal design uses standard polyethylene. From the di-

mensional analysis it was discovered that eccentric-

ity between the conductors is not a serious problem

provided that a mininmm insulation thickness is

maintained.

The final specification requires an inner foam

core of 0.370!! nominal diameter. Two layers of bare

copper are braided over this core. Then a thin layer,

0.027” of conducting polyethylene or conducting poly-

vinyl chloride is extruded over the braid. The min

polyethylene is then extruded with a nominal wall

thickness of 0.140”. The outer screen is conducting

polyvinyl chloride with a nominal wall thickness of.

0.030”. The outer braid of bare copper wire and a

PVC jacket is then applied to complete the cable.

The tolerance and absolute variation given for each

nominal dimension is specified. The method of meas-

urement and the method to be used for calculating

each dimension is given in an appendix to the speci-

fication. The philosophy of the specification is to

produce the best pulse cable possible while taking

into account the limitation of the industry. All

dimensions and tolerances in this specification are

within the manufacturing state-of-the-art of the

cable industry.

Cable made to this specification has a life in

the pulse test of over 100,000 shots with no fail-

ures. The median life on the ac test at 55-kV rms

should be approximately 70,000 cycles. Its induc-

tance should be 45 nH/ft and its resistance should

be about 1.25 mohms/ft.

v. MANUFACTURINGPROBIEMS

The test on the original eight types provided

most of the basic information for making reliable

cable for this application. The largest problem

was getting cables to the tolerances required in

the final specification. The first serious problem

for the manufacturer was the extrusion of the thin

conducting screens. Few manufacturers had any ex-

perience in extruding thin layers of this material,

in fact, conducting polyethylene has been cormnercial-

ly available only since about 1967. Conducting poly-

vinyl chloride is also a relatively new material and

certain of the companies experienced problems at

first in extruding it. A different problem was dis-

covered during the dimensional check of another msnu-

facturer’s cable. In this case the nxiin polyethylene

was applied in two passes through the extruder. Aft-

er the first pass, the warm insulation was sized

through a heated sizing die. Instead of merely re-

moving the outer irregularities, the sizing die also

compressed the warm cable assembly and reduced the

diamter of the inner braid. The final cable had

extra insulation and gave excellent high-voltage

performance but the inductance was high by about 15%.

The dimensional check identified this problem and

the manufacturer deduced the reasons and corrected

the processing.

In one case untrained personnel inadvertently

provided us with cable from which we gained the in-

formation required to design s preinstallation test.

Figure 4 shows a piece of this cable. When the outer

screen was being extruded, bubbles and bare spots

formed along portions of the cable. A workman re-

moved these portions of screen by cutting around the

cable, points A in the figure, and then along the

cable, B, in the figure. The whole area was then

wrapped with conducting polpinyl chloride tape.

The result in the pulse test, a blowout on one por-

tion of the cut, is ahcmm just below the right-hand

point A. It was possible to detect such areas by

nw+rely examLning the jacket of the cable. A group

of sections having such faults was assembled and

tested in the pulse test. The data, plotted accord-

ing to Weibull statistics , are shown in Fig. 5 along

with the 90% confidence band. This plot sham that

we need approximately 6000 shots to eliminate SCM of

the cables with cuts made during manufacture or

dressing.
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Even though the most serious manufacturing prob-

lems have been identified and corrected, it is still

possible that new problems will occur. For this rea-

son the production cable will undergo a series of

tests prior to installation. When the cable is re-

ceived for Scyllac, some typical samples will be di-

mensionally checked. Then the cable will be cut into

appropriate lengths and terminated on each end.

Then all cables will be pulse tested in a system

similar to the development pulse system. m-l conl-

putationsL indicate that the proposed test will be

equivalent to the standard development test and we

hope to eliminate all bad cable before installation

in the Scyllac system.

VI. s UMMARY

After testing and examination of a group of

different cable designs, we have been able to formu-

late a specification, which, when adhered to, will

result in a highly reliable, lm-inductance, high-

[

JACXt3
INNER SCREEN
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voltage pulse cable. The single most important fac-

tor in maintaining high reliability in such cable is

the strict adherence to good quality control proce-

dures duricg manufacture. We have been able to give

suitable criteria for a preinstallation test which .

should preclude very early cable failures in Scyllac.
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ABSTRACT

One of the critical components in the Scyllac system is the cable
cartridge. The primary function of the cable cartridge is to terminate
coaxial cables into a parallel plate transmission line. Each cartridge
has been designed for minimum inductance and must hold off the 60-kV
primary voltage plus any superimposed transient voltages which may occur
in the system. These short duration peak voltages may reach as high as
143 kV. In addition, the cartridge geomtry must efficiently transfer
120,000 amps. The magnetic forces which are generated between the col-
lector platea are retained by a through-bolt which is incorporated into
the design of each cartridge. Both mechanical and electrical problems
have developed with respect to materials used for the basic components
of the cartridge. These problems and solutions will be discussed. The
final design of the linear Scyllac system requires four different types
of cartridges. One hundred-twenty-three total cartridges are required
for each meter of machine of which there are 59 top-fed and 64 bottom-fed
cartridges. Each neter of machine uses only two types of cartridges.
Each adjacent meter uses a set of reversed polarity cartridges. Each
type of cartridge has been initially certified in a 75-kV test system
for a minimum of 5000 shots with voltages being applied that are
characteristic of the Scyllsc system. Each set of top- and bottom-fed
cartridges will have their final certification when they are installed
in the Scyllac prototype machine. The history of the development of
these cable cartridges and methods of testing and evaluation will be
presented.

The mechanical and electrical design of the

Scyllac system has been in process for the past two

and one-half years. One of the critical components

in the system is the cable cartridge. Figure 1

shows the physical location of the cable cartridge

as a part of a typical Scylla system. The primary

function of the cable cartridge i.a to terminate coax-

ial cables into a parallel plate transmission line.

In other words, it is a transition device for trans-

ferring electrical energy from a coaxial cable sys-

tem to a parallel plate system.

The evolution of the cable cartridge started

with a device which terminated a single cable. Prior

to this cablea were installed in Scylla systems in

the manner shown in Fig. 2. This method was adequate,

but cables had to be installed on the edges of the

collector plates and left little freedom in designing

collector plate systems. In addition, the strip-back

length on the cable had to be quite long to hold off

the system voltages.

A section of the single cable adapter is shown

in Fig. 3. The main reaaon for this device was to

have a hermetically-sealed unit which would allow

cables to be installed or removed in collector plates

without disturbing the SF6 system. A cable would be

installed into each unit with adequate strip-back in

air for the system voltagea. This device has the ad-

vantage that it can be installed at any location de-

sired in a collector plate geometry. A proposed work-

able geometry where this adapter is utilized is shown
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in Fig. 4. Twelve cables are grouped around a bolt

and a complicated molded polyethylene insulator is

required to meet the voltage hold-off requirements

of the system. The disadvantages are the added in-

ductance due to the space required for the mlded in-

sulator and the large number of penetrations in the

plates. Also it was found that the pipe thread on

the cable adaptera were not parallel with the longi-

tudinal axis of the adapters and this made reliable

installation very difficult. In addition, this type

of geometry was very costly.

The first cable cartridge system was installed

in the 50-kV Scylla IV machine three years ago. Prior

to this the method for terminating the cables had

been similar to the method as shown in Fig. 2 where

cables were installed along the aide edgea of the

collector plates except that the cables were instal-

led under oil with a short strip-back. Many electri-

cal failures had occurred using this method and the

decision was made to investigate other poasibilitiea.

Employing the basic concepts of the single cable

adapter, a cable cartridge was developed. This de-

vice is shmn in Fig. 5. Twelve cablea are grouped

around a bolt and the polarity of the cartridge is

such that the bottom collector plate ia at high volt-

age with respect to ground. The current is carried

down the center braid of the cable through a brass

connector to an aluminum block and down through the

cartridge through an aluminum sleeve around a bolt.

A close-fit alit-finger device transfers the current

to the bottom aluminum collector plate through a cop-

per washer current joint. After the current has been

transferred around the coil of the machine, its ground

return is back through a copper waaher current joint

to the horizontal aluminum flange of the can and up

the inner surface of the can to the top aluminum

plate. From here the current is transferred to the

outer braid of the coaxial cable that is clamped to

the top plate. Polyethylene insulators in a SF6 en-

vironment at 60 psig are used between the collector

plates to prwide sufficient voltage creepage path

between adjacent plates. oil is used as the dielec-

tric media in the region of the strip-back on the

cables. The main insulator was molded from diallyl

phthalate and it waa discovered that due to preload-

ing the 1#’-dia. bolt the insulator was developing

cracks in the area of the radii. These areas were

overstressed locally minly due to the stress concen-

tration at the radii. The insulators were finally

molded from glass-filled epoxy and the cracking prob-

lemwas eliminated. To date these cartridge have

proven functional in the 50-kV Scylla IV system.

With the knowledge and experience gained from the

Scyll.a IV cartridge and the previous single cable

adapter the design criteria was established for de-

signing the 60-kV Scyllac cable cartridge. The baaic

geo=try was to be similar to the Scylla IV cartridge

with the voltage hold-off requirements being 60 kV

plus any superimposed transient voltages on the sys-

tem. The current joints would have the capacity to

carry a minimum of 120,000 amperes or the current

from two 1.85-@?, 60-kV capacitors through twelve

cables. Sulfurhexofloride and oil would be used as

the dielectric media. A plug-in feature would be

incorporated for each cable. In addition, the geom-

etry was to be designed for minimum inductance, eaae

of assembly, and low cost. It was imperative that

the cartridge geometry be established to enable the

collector plate design to proceed since the collector

plate design was dependent on the geometry of the

cartridge.

With the basic design criteria established the

first Scyllac cartridge was designed and is shown in

Fig. 6. The polarity is shown as reversed from that

of the Scylla IV cartridge with the top collector

plate being at high voltage with respect to ground.

This allows the current to be transferred directly

to the top collector plate and eliminates using a

dielectric member of complex geometry which is re-

quired when transferring current to the bottom col-

lector plate. In addition, the basic geons?tries of

the components are of a less complex nature and

therefore are relatively inexpensive to manufacture.

The outer housing is fabricated from transparent

acrylic resin tubing. This allows for the oil level

to be nmnitored visually. A one-inch AISI C1144

steel bolt retains the complete assembly as well aa

restrains the magnetic forces which are generated be-

tween the collector plates. A brass sleeve around

the bolt acts as the ground return to the braid of

the cable through a slit-finger current joint geom-

etry. A cloth-base phenolic dielectric compression

member with laminations parallel to the axis of the

bolt is utilized.

This cartridge functioned successfully for 2000

shots in a 60-kV test system where the cartridge was

*
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subjected to 53.5 kV which was calculated by induc-

tive voltage division. The gas pressure on the car-

tridge was 60 psig. Following this initial certifi-

cation, 36 of these cartridges were installed in the

Scyllac prototype machine which is shown in Fig. 7.

The function of the prototype is to evaluate all com-

ponents and circuits of the Scyllac system. It was

believed that it was possible for the transients in

a multi-capacitor system such as the prototype to pro-

duce voltages that were not obtainable in the single

capacitor test system. The machine is essentially a

one-third scale model of one inter of Scyllac. Since

the l.85-pF, 60-kV capacitors were not fully develop-

ed at this time, seventy-two 2-@, 50-kV capacitors

were installed in the bank (180,000 joules). Sixty

kilovolt capacitors were to be installed as soon as

they become available. The geometry of the machine

is scaled to acquire ScylLac electrical parameters

at the coil. The horizontal collector plates are

23 in. wide by 97 in. long and have skirts which ext-

end 40 in. vertically along each si& of the machine.

The skirts increase the width of the machine and ef-

fectively lower the inductance. The coil bore diam-

eter was determined for a current density of 100,000

amperes per centimeter across the width of the coil.

TWO load coils were designed for this machine,

a low-inductance coil to test for current problems

and a high-inductance coil to test for voltage prob-

lems of the system. As initially assembled, the low-

inductance load coil was used. After assembly it

was found that the SF6 could not be maintained at

60 psig. This was due to inadequate surface finishes

and flatness of the surface of the collector plates

as received from the manufacturer. Nevertheless, it

was felt that 40 psig would be sufficient due to the

lowered bank voltage and the use of the low-induct-

ance load. It was also noted that the dc breakdown

voLtage in Sl?6 was higher at 40 psig than at 60 psig

even though the corona inception voltage was lower.

After 50 successful shota at full bank voltage

the decision was made to remove the skirts in order

to put more peak voltage across the cartridges. On

the first shot a major failure occurred on five car-

tridges at the rear of the machine. Figure 8 showa

the result of this failure. The mode of failure

appeared to be voltage creepage from the corner of

the bottom aluminum plate up the surface of the poly-

ethylene wrap located around the brass sleeve to the

ground return plate. This geometry was in a SF6 en-

vironment. Since all the energy of the bank was dis-

sipated in these cartridges, it was very difficult

to determine the cause of failure. It was discovered

that there was not a leak-tight solder joint at the

base of the brass tube which could have resulted in

gas leakage; thus it was possible that there may not

have been 40 psig pressure on the SF6. It was noted

at this time that the slit-fingered current joints

were arcing.

The decision was made to reassemble the machine.

Each brass tube was resoldered and checked for leak-

age and supplemental precautions were incorporated

to verify that there was in fact 40 paig pressure on

the SF6.

On the first shot at full bank voltage, the sec-

ond major failure occurred on a single cartridge at

the rear of the machine. The type of failure looked

identical to the first. It was also noted that the

creepage may have occurred on the surface of the phe-

nolic compression mmber rather than the surface of

the polyethylene wrap. There was also the possibility

that the creep my have been along the laminations in

the phenolic where air possibly could have been

trapped.

To alleviate these problem areas the cartridge

was redesigned as shown in Fig. 9. The phenolic in-

sulator was lengthened and was fabricated with its

laminations perpendicular to the center line of the

cartridge. In order to alleviate the arcing problems,

the slit-fingered current joint was replaced by ~’-

diam. copper tubing which was loaded in a confined

geometry between the phenolic compression member and

the top aluminum plate. The brass sleeve and 1“

through-bolt were replaced with a 1~’-diam. steel

bolt which performed the functions of the brass sleeve

and the L“-diam. bolt. In earlier tests this type

current joint successfully carried 400,000 amps ring-
1

ing with a period of 200 @ec with 50Z reversal.

TWO thousand successful shots were put on this car-

tridge geometry in a 75-kV test system which subjected

the cartridge to peak voltages of 140 kV2 calculated

using the NST-1 computer program. The SF6 in the

cartridge was pressurized to 60 psig.

Thirty-six of these redeaigned cartridges were

again assembled in the prototype machine and on the

first ahot at 50-kV charge voltage, six cartridges at

the rear of the collector platea failed. To say the
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least, this was very discouraging, but for the first

time the cartridges had not been completely destroyed

and the area of failure could be readily identified

unlike in the previous two failures. Voltage crept

along +“ of polyethylene insulator from the corner

of the high-voltage termination plate and punctured

0.100 inch of polyethylene wrap to the steel bolt.

From here the arc cascaded to the top ground return

plate. The problem was tentatively identified as a

corona phenomena which essentially broke down the

dielectric stability of the pressurized SF6. With

the main cause for failure identified a series of

tests were set up to try and determine the dielectric

characteristics of SF6 as it is used in the cartridge

environment. It was determined that a minimum pres-

sure of 60 psig was required on the gas to minimize

the effect of the corona.

The cartridges were again assembled in the pro-

totype system and the gas pressure was raised from

40 psig to 60 psig. The counterbores on the bottom

collector plates were opened up to accept O-rings to

minimize gas leakage. The system operated success-

fully for 100 shots at 50-kV charge voltage and a

significant amount of engineering data obtained. As

might be anticipated on the 10lst shot, a single

cartridge at the rear of the machine failed. Again,

sfter postmortem, it was established that the cause

of failure was the breakdown of the SF due to corona
6

generated on the edge of the bottom high-voltage ter-

mination plate. It was also clear that the voltage

at the rear of the collector plates was considerably

higher than near the coil. Figure 10 clearly shcws

the voltage gradient along the length of the collector

plate. This voltage gradient was also predicted by

the WET-1 calculations.

What is hopefully the final version of the top

surface cartridge is shown in Fig. 11. The resin

compression member has been redesigned to extend

through the cartridge and into the top collector

plate. This insulator will be molded glass-filled

diallyl phthalate. This geometry essentially hides

the corner of the bottom high-voltage plate from

ground. These cartridges have been installed in the

prototype machine that is now equipped with 60-kV

capacitors and the high-inductance load coil to inc-

rease the voltage on the collector plates. To date

the system has functioned without failure.

A one-meter section of the linear Scyllac machine

is sham in Fig. 12. The original concept called

for all cartridges to be of a single design. The

physical layout of the cable cartridges in the col-

lector plates is such as to optimize the inductance

of the geometry. There are a total of 123 cartridges

in each mater of the rmchine. The linear layout of

the machine alternates adjacent one-meter sections

of the machine 180° resulting in a continuous coil.

The current flow from each adjacent meter of machine

to its neighbor nmst be in the same direction around

the coil. This was to be accomplished by charging

one-half of the capacitor bank positive and the re-

maining half negative. After evaluating triggering

characteristics of the spark gaps, it was determined

that there was considerable jitter in the two polarity

systems. The conclusion was reached that the entire

capacitor bank would have to be charged to the same

polarity. This indicated that there had to be an

oPPosite PoJaritY cable cartridge for each adjacent

neter of machine.

Concurrently with the cartridge development, a

study was made to determine the feasibility and com-

plexity of actually installing the required 1476 coax-

ial cables in such a cartridge distribution. It was

concluded that possibly the first installation could

be made, but replacement of blown cables would be

very difficult. A design study was undertaken to de-

velop cartridges which would terminate cables into

the bottom of the collector plates. It was determined

that with a cartridge distribution of 59 top-fed and

64 bottom-fed cartridges that the average cable length

could be reduced from 30 feet to 22 feet. This also

would essentially split the mass of cables into two

groups and installation and replacement of blewn

cables now looked feasible.

With this new concept of cable distribution,

there is a requirement for four different types of

cable cartridges for the linear Scyllac system. The

four types are shown in Fig. f3. The top surface

cartridge @.S.) as described previously is shown in

the top right-hand corner. Its matching bottom-fed

cartridge (B.R.T.) is shown in the bottom right-hand

corner. In both geometries the top collector plate

is at high voltage with respect to ground. A set of

OPPOsite Pokrity cartridges is shown on the left-hand

side of the figure. Their geometries are such that

the bottom collector plate is at high voltage with

respect to ground.
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In both bottom cartridges the stripped-back por-

tion of the load cable ia located in a reservoir of

oil. The problem here has been to find a reliable

seal to prevent oil leakage around the cable inaula-

ti.on. The oil seal ia made on the polyethylene in-

sulator where the diameter can vary by 0.040’1 from

cable to cable. A compression gland device has been

designed for this purpose. Soft O-rings are seated

by loading a nylon pusher geometry after each cable

is terminated into the cartridge. The outer braid

of the cable is clamped to a brass sleeve which is

shrunk into the aluminum plate. Although this uthod

for sealing each cable is functional, it is difficult

to assemble. Several new methods are currently being

evaluated.

The bottom reach-through cartridge has been by

far the most difficult to design. In the cartridge

shown the oil level terminates at the bottom of the

brass connectors on the center high-voltage terminal

of each cable and consequently there is an oil-air

interface at this point. The oil could not be allow-

ed to cover these terminations since the center braid

of the cable forms a leakage path down the center

of the cable. The cartridge was tested in the 75-kV

test system and after 2000 ahots a failure was gen-

erated. A voltage-boring phenomena took place at

the surface of the oil and penetrated the nylon in-

sulator to the outer ground return cylinder. The

insulator is shown in Fig. 14. The cartridge was

redesigned to allow the oil to completely cover the

cable terminations and to extend upward into the

cartridge. The problem here was to find a reliable

method for sealing each cable end so that the oil

would not run down the center braid. The cablea were

successfully sealed by forcing a silica rubber com-

pound down the center braid of each cable. This re-

designed geometry was successfully tested for 5000

ahots in the 75-kV test system.

The top reach-through cartridge has the same

polarity as the original ScyLla IV cartridge but has

been designed to eliminate the problem areas of the

original cartridge. Two dielectric insulators re-

place the single complicated molded insulator in

which mechanical atrength problems developed when

preloading the cartridge. A glass-filled diallyl

phthalate insulator again is used as the main com-

pression member. Initial testing of this cartridge

yielded a puncture failure through the outer nylon

insulator from the bottom corner of the high-voltage

termination plate to the outer ground return cylinder.

The nylon insulator was replaced with a heavier walled

polyethylene insulator, additional space was obtained

for oil, and generous radii were machined on the high-

voltage termination plate. With these changes, 5000

successful shots in the 75-kV teat system were

obtained.

The bottom surface cartridge employs the basic

geometry of the top surface cartridge with minor de-

viations. The cast acrylic outer housing has been

convoluted for additioml voltage creepage path.

This cartridge has also been certified in the 75-kV

test system for 5000 shots.

The inductance of each of the four types of car-

tridgea has been experimentally determined. These

measured inductance are as follows:

‘&P e of Cartridge Meaaured L

1) Top surface 27.7 nH

2) Bottom reach-through 29.8 nH

3) Top reach-through 31.9 nH

4) Bottom surface 30.7 m

Each value of inductance includes the inductance

from twelve one-foot lengths of cable as well as a

representative area of collector plate.

The final layout of the cartridge distribution in

the Scyll.ac collector plate system is shmm in Fig.

15. The linear system uses the four types of car-

tridges. When the machine is converted to a toroidal

geometry a single polarity cartridge system will be

required. The top reach-through and bottom surface

cartridges will be installed since their respective

inductances are very close in value compared to the

set of opposite polarity cartridge inductance values.

At the present time we feel that these cartridges

will be functional in the final Scyllac design. Fi-

nal evaluation of the four typea of cartridges will be

accomplished in the 60-kV Scyllac prototype machine

and will be complete in the near future.
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Fig. 7. Scyllac prototype machine.

(0)

(b)

Fig. 8. (a) and (b). Cable cartridge failure.

9
Fig. 9.
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(b)
Fig. 10. (a) Photograph of arc tracking indicating

voltage gradient along edge of prototype
collector plates.
(b) Close-up of arc tracking phenomena.
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Fig. 11. Scyllec cable cartridge - design NO. 3.
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AN INERT-FLUID COOLED AND MAGNETICALLY

SHIELDED LOW-POWER KLYSTRON MILLIMETER SOURGE *

W. P. Ernst

plasma Physics Laboratory
Princeton University

Princeton, New Jersey

ABSTRAGT

The cooling effectiveness of completely Immersing a low
power, millimeter reflex klystron in an inert fluorochemical
liquid bath is reported. A closed cooling system, not requir-
ing liquid circulation, is provided by the boiling -- vaporization
-- condensation cycle of the cooling process. The operating
temperature of the klystron tube is controlled by the boiling
temperature of the fluorochemical. Klystron warm-up time
and long time frequency stability, using the inert fluid cool-
ing are compared to that provided by forced air. Since the
inert fluid cooling is a closed system, more effective mag -
shielding may be used. With the klystron millimeter source
applied to a microwave spectrum analyzer, operating per-
formance is compared using two types of cooling; (a) forced
air with klystron tube inside a long cylindrical magnetic
shield and (b) inert fluid cooling with magnetic tape com-
pletely lining the fluid reservoir.

INTRODUCTION

In the field of controlled fusion research,

microwave diagnostic techniques play an im-

portant role in the various measurements associ-

ated with the study of hot plasmas. The typical

plasma experimental machine always has a mag-

netic field associated with it, either steady state

or pulsed, and the stray magnetic fields fre-

quently are appreciable in magnitude. Diag-

nostic system microwave signal sources, e. g.

klystrons, magnetrons, and backward wave

oscillators, are extremely frequency sensitive

to magnetic fields, and also dissipate tens of

watts of power. We have then dual requirements

for cooling the microwave source and providing

an effective magnetic shield.

The usual method of cooling the micro-

*Work performed under the auspices of the U. S.

Atomic Energy Commission.

wave signal source is with forced air convection

cooling. Since the cooling process requires

free air flow, any magnetic shield will have

openings for intake and outgoing air passage.

These openings considerably reduce the effective-

ness of the magnetic shielding. Secondly, the

fan itself can introduce mechanical vibration to

the microwave tube elements and thus cause

unwanted frequency modulation, as can the stray

60 cycle magnetic field from the fan motor.

In this paper we will demonstrate the

advantages of an alternate cooling process --

evaporation cooling with inert fluorochemical

liquids. The system allows more effective

magnetic shielding and eliminates the disadvan-

tages of the forced air method.

Evaporation Cooling Using Inert Fluorochemical

Liquids



hv = vapor side condensing film coefficient,

watts/ in2/OC

h = air side film coefficient, watts/ in2/ ‘C
a

x . condenser thickne66, in

k . thermal conductivity of condenser material,

watts/ in2 /°C / in

A . condenser area normal to heat flow in2

C)a= heat flow rate, watts

u = overall heat transfer coefficient,
cond

watts /in2/OC

Test Results

Using the test set-up shown in Fig 3, the

following data were taken.

(1) Klystron body temperature vs time for

two conditions.

(a) forced air cooling 3“ fan 60 ft3/

min.

(b) vaporization cooling.

Figure 4 shows in chart form the warm

up time and maximum operating temperature

for each cooling method. Significant points are:

1. Maximum body temperature is

reached in a considerably shorter time with air

cooling (15 min vs 1.5 hrs). The relatively—

slow warm up time with the evaporation cooling

could be reduced by providing a heater element

to maintain the liquid near operating tempera-

ture when the klystron tube is off.

2. The maximum temperature attained

is approximately the same for each method.

3. At turn off there is a 10° rise in

temperature with the forced air cooled method

indicating for those applications using air cool-

ing it would be advisable to continue the cooling

for a short time after power turn off.

(2) Stability of body temperature with

ambient temperature change.

When the ambient temperature was raised

at a rate of 10°/hr to 54°C the klystron body

temperature increased at a rate of 4°/ hr to a

temperature of 99°C. The same change of

ambient temperature for the forced air cooled

method would have caused the body temperature

to increase to the maximum recommended of

120°c.

(3) Klystron output power spectrum .

A phase locked 35 GHz klystron (stability 1
8

in 10 ) was used with a harmonic mixer to heter -

odyne the output of the 70 GHz klystron under

test. The difference frequency was applied to a

low frequency spectrum analyzer. Figure 5

shows the spectrum with forced air cooling and

evaporation cooling. A signal from a low

frequency oscillator was also applied to the

spectrum analyzer as a reference. It is plainly

evident that there is significant frequency modu-

lation with tbe air cooled method, mainly due to

mechanical coupling of the fan vibration through

the magnetic shield. The evaporation cooling

method produces a more stable output frequency.

The fine structure on the spectrum is prima -

rily due to noise on tbe klystron power supply

voltages.

(4) Magnetic shield effectiveness .

For the forced air cooled tube a cylindrical

magnetic shield 3 1/ 2 inches in diameter and

8 inches long was used. (Manufactured by

Perfection Mica Co. , Magnetic Shield Division

under the brand name Netic Co-netic). The tube

was placed at the center of the shield with the

fan mounted at one end.

The direct evaporation cooled klystron was

shielded with a adhesive magnetic foil, 004”

Y
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A liquid that has a lower boiling point

than the surface temperature of the heat source

wII1 provide the highest rate of heat transfer.

The technique of cooling with an evaporating

liquid is known by various names; ebullient,

vaporization, ev-grav, and direct evaporation

cooling. The development of dielectric coolants
1,2,

has provided the ideal coolant for the

direct evaporation method. They are chemically

inert, have very high dielectric strengths, and

a wide range of boiling points. Below in table 1

we compare the properties of ‘f3M’~ brand,

FC-75 fluorochemical to that of water.

The heat is given off in the form of vapor bubbles

which rise to the surface of the liquid pool. As

previously indicated the heat is transferred from

the vapors, through the condenser and to the air.

The rate of heat transfer from the vapors to the

condensing liquid-condenser surface interface is

given by.

(2 =hv A (T3 - T4)
v

(2)

The rate of heat transfer across the condenser

is given by

(2= $ A (T4 - T5)
cond

(3)

.Table I

Properties of Inert Fluorochemical vs Water

Property F. C. -75

Nominal Boiling Point, ‘F 216
Vapor Pressure at 77° F, mmHg 30

Density @ 77°F, lbs/ft3 110

Viscosity@ 77°F, CP O. 8
Pour Point, ‘F -135
Heat of Vaporization at Boiling Point BTU/lb 38
Dielectric Strength @ 770F, Kv/ O. 1 inch 55
Dissipation Factor @ 77°F, 3 GHz O. 0065
Dielectric Constant @ 77°F, 1 GHz 1.87

Heat Transfer Process

Figure I is a simplified diagram of the

heat transfer process of the evaporation-conden-

sation cooling cycle. At steady state conditions

the process is as follows:

Initially the heat flow is from the klystron

tube body to the liquid and the rate of heat flow

is controlled by a liquid film coefficient, h
L“

In steady state conditions this rate of heat flow

is given by

Qc= hLAc (Tl - T2 ) (1)

where

Qc. rate of heat flow, watts

AC= surface area of klystron, inz

hL. boiling liquid film coefficient, watts/ in2/ ‘C

RI= component surface temp, ‘c

T2= bulk fluid temp, ‘c

Water

212
23.7
62.4
0, 89

32

969
---

0.15

78

And finally, the rate of heat transfer from the

air-condenser interface to the bulk air is given by

Q = ha A (T5 - T6)
a

(4)

In steady state operation

Q =Q =Q
v cond a

We may show that the final rate of heat transfer

is controlled by the individual thermal re -

sistance. So that

Q =U Cond A (T3 - T6)
a

(5)

where u
cond ‘ 1

1 1
7+ ?+h

v a

‘3
= vapor temp. ‘c

Td = vapor side condenser surface temp, ‘c

‘5
= air side condenser surface temp, ‘c

‘6
= bulk air temp, “c



thick, 80% nickle-iron alloy (Manufactured by

Magnetic Metals Co. under the tradename

Shieldmu 30). Two layers were wrapped around

tube and one layer lined the container walls.

The data obtained by observing the harmonic

mixer output frequency on the spectrum ana-

lyzer. A permanent magnet was placed a fixed

distance away from the tube and oriented to

produce the maximum charge in the observed

intermediate frequency. The hall probe placed

along the axis of the tube measured the peak

magnetic field. Following are the results of

this test procedure:

Condition Af MHz

1. Forced air cooled,
30

no magnetic shield

2. Forced air cooled,
1

with magnetic shield

3. Evaporation cooled,
30

without magnetic shield

4. Evaporation cooled,
3

with magnetic shield

Peak magnetic field was 50 Gauss when magnet

was 2 1/2 inches away from tube axis. No in-

crease of maximum operating temperature was

observed in the case of the magnetically

shielded, evaporation cooled tube.

Conclusions

Comparison has been made of two types

of cooling (a) forced air convection and (b)

evaporation condensation with inert fluoro -

chemical liquid. The latter type cooling had the

following advantages.

(a) More stable operating temperature with

ambient temperature changes.

(b) No spurious frequency modulation due

to the cooling method.

(c) Potentially can be made insensitive to

magnetic fields with a more effective shielding

CI-4-4

enclosure.

Disadvantages:

(a) Extra protection must be provided to

monitor liquid level or provide some interlocking

if tube temperature exceeds maximum.

(b) Relatively slow warm-up time which

could be improved by a pre-heating arrangement.
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considered for its ability to produce high power

pulses with control of the waveshape. This system

turned out to be more complex than the existing

thyratron-modulated system. Also, the vacuum

tube system would require considerable develop-

ment to produce a working, reliable accelerator.

Another method of increasing the output

energy from the accelerator is to improve the per-

formance of the existing system. A simplified

block diagram of this system (Fig. 4) shows that

this is basically a thyratron-switc heal, line-type

modulator. The output of the modulator is then

shaped with a resonant pulse shaper to produce a

flat topped accelerating voltage to the beam. The

energy is coupled to the beam of electrons through

a pulse transformer whose primary winding is

excited by the modulator, with the beam completing

the secondary. The pulse -forming networks are

first charged to approximately 32 kV, then dis -

charged which produces a 10 to 12 kV pulse at the

accelerating core. The cores are made of square-

loop magnetic material. A negative current pulse

to drive the cores to negative saturation between

accelerating pulses is supplied by the core reset

pulser.

Improving the Existing System

There are several ways to increase the ac-

celerating voltage from this type of system. The

PFN voltage can be increased, the source im-

pedance decreased, or the load impedance in-

creased. In this case, however, the PFN voltage

and the source impedance are limited by the

ratings of the thyratron.

The load presented to the modulator consists

of the beam current plus the core excitation cur-

rent. Since the beam current is fixed in the range

of 500 to 1,000 amperes, the core excitation cur-

rent is the only variable that can be used to

increase the accelerating voltage. The magnetic

cores used in the accelerator are toroids with an

8~-in. ID, 24-in. OD, and are ~-in. thick. They

are wound with 1-roil tape of 50-50 NiFe. It has

been determined that the core excitation current is

a direct function of the tape thickness, and is an

inverse function of the thickness of the core and the
1,2

inter-lamination resistance.

The inter-lamination resistance cannot be

significantly increased without seriously affecting

the stacking factor or volume of magnetic material

within the core. This leaves the tape thickness and

the width of the core as the primary variables for

increasing the output voltage from the modulators.

To permit using as much of the existing

hardware as possible, the overall dimensions of the

cores are to remain unchanged. With the dimensions

of the cores fixed, each modulator is required to

drive more than one core. Decreasing the excita-

tion current for a 1-roil lamination core requires

increasing the width of the core. Since the primary

winding for the cores is a single-turn, two cores

driven in series has the same effect as having a

core twice as wide as the originaL If the tape

thickness of the cores is to be reduced, the cores

must be driven in parallel to keep from saturating

the cores before the end of the pulse. Figure 5

shows the modulator output voltage as a function of

beam current for the two cases considered. Also,

a single I-roil core (as presently used in the ac-

celerator), is included for reference. This shows

that the greatest gain can be made by decreasing the

tape thickness. However, the cost of cores pro-

duced with ~-mil material is approximately three

times the price of a 1-roil thick material.

Economics then determined that the accelerator

would be improved by using two 1-roil cores driven

in series by each of the modulators.

System Details

The system designed on this basis is shown in

Fig. 6. The accelerator consists of an electron gun

section, 7 large bore accelerator sections, and 35

accelerator sections.

The electron gun section consists of 44 mag-

netic cores (18-in. ID by 33-in. OD by ~-in. thick)

wound from 1-roil tape. Alternate cores will be

powered by either two or three switch chassis and

pulse shapers. Two reset channels of the modular

reset system are supplied to each core.

Each large-bore accelerator section consists

of 20 magnetic cores wound from 1-roil tape. These

cores are 13-in. ID by 33-in. OD by ~ -in. thick.

Each core is powered by one switch chassis followed

8
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by one pulse shaper. Two reset channels of the

modular reset system are required for each core.

The remaining accelerator sections consist

of 700 magnetic cores, also wound from l-roil

material. These cores are 8~-in. ID by 24-in OD

by ~-in. thick. These are grouped in 35 sections

of 20 cores each. Each group of two cores, in

series, will be powered by one switch chassis

followed by one pulse shaper. One reset channel

is required for each pair of cores.

Figure 7 shows the expected beam energy as

a function of beam current for the accelerator

described above. This shows the design energy of

8 MeV at approximately 750 A of beam current.

CONCLUSIONS

The Astron electron accelerator, which is

rated at 4 MeV at 1,000 A, presently consists of

428 accelerating cores, driven by 504 modulators.

This accelerator can be extended to 8 MeV at 750 A.

It will consist of 884 accelerating cores, driven by

600 modulators. Doubling the energy will then be

accomplished by sacrificing 25% of the beam current

and by increasing the active electronics by approxi-

mately 2OYO. The remaining additions to obtain the

energy are magnetic cores, or passive components.

An intermediate step will be taken where no

additional electronics are added. This will give an

output energy between 6 end 7 MeV. The remaining

electronics and cores can then be added as required

for the Astron experiments.
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Fig. 1. Astron linear induction accelerator.
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Fig. 2. Twenty-core accelerator stack.

Fig. 3. Approximately $ of the modulators for the
Astron 4-WV Accelerator.
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ANALYSIS OF FLUX REVERSAL IN TAPE CORES*

?

S. D. Winter and R. W. Kuenning
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory

University of California
Livermore, California

ABSTRACT

Part of a study on magnetic cores which are used to couple energy to
the beam in the Astron accelerator was the development of a theory
explaining the drive requirements of the cores. The cores consist of
l-roil 50-50 NiFe tape, 1/2 inch wide, wound spirally to form a toroid
having a rectangular cross-section with typical id. and o.d. dimensions
of 8- 1/2 and 24 inches, respectively.

These cores have sufficient flux to support a 10-kV pulse for 400 nsec;
however, during the pulse, there is an increase of current losses within
the tape and more and more drive current is required to maintain con-
stant voltage output. An existing theory on flux reversal, “the saturation-
wave theory,!! predicts just such an increase throughout the pulse for
cores with an aspect ratio (o. d./i. d.) of 1. To obtain quantitative results
for the Astron cores, first it was necessary to extend the theory to in-
clude an aspect ratio greater than 1. Excellent agreement was then
achieved between predicted and measured values of !tgood” cores during
the latter part of the pulse. Next, a threshold level of the magnetic
field to cause a change of induction in the tape was introduced which
led to close agreement between the predicted and measured currents
throughout the entire pulse. Comparison of predicted and measured
currents are given for both “good” and “bad” cores with a qualitative
discussion on the causes of “bad” cores.

INTRODUCTION

Of prime importance to the operation of the

Astron accelerator is the performance of the 400

transformer cores which couple energy from the

pulse forming networks to the beam. The purpose

of this paper is to describe how flux reversal pro-

ceeds in the cores during the pulse in order to pre-

dict accurately the drive power required to support

a given level of acceleration per core.

The first set of cores for the Astron acceler-

ator were bought on a “best-effort” basis. Fortu-

nately, the manufacturer!s “best-effort” was com-

patible with the existing electronics and a workable

accelerator was achieved. However, the amount of

excitation current required among the cores varied.

The pros pect of having to obtain future cores without

specifications on the performance limits was not

encouraging. In order to write a set of specifica-

tions, a study program was initiated to educate

ourselves and core manufacturers as to what could

be expected from cores. This study proceeded

along two paths concurrently: (1) an empirical

investigation of the contributing factors to varia-

tions in the drive currents among cores and (2) a

theoretical determination of what should be the

minimum current required in a perfect core.

ANALYSIS OF FLUX REVERSAL

A review of the literature
1-4

showed one

theory, the saturation-wave theory, wh;ch appeared

to take into account adequately the eddy currents

which are present in each wrap of the core during

flux reversal. Figure 1 is a picture of a typical

core and some tape material. Figure 2 shows a

cross-section of a single wrap of tape and the

dimensions relevant to the analysis.

When a voltage pulse is applied, flux reversal

begins and three regions then exist within the tape:

(1) an interior region in which no flux reversal has

*
Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.



occurred, (2) an exterior region in which all of the

flux has been reversed, and (3) an intermediate

region in which flux reversal is taking place. Typi-

cally the thickness of the tape, d, is 0.001 inch and

the width, w, is 0.5 inch, so end effects can be

neglected. In our case, the intermediate region has

essentially zero thickness leaving only an interior

and exterior region separated by a “wall. ” 5 The

wall between these regions moves from the edge to

the center during the pulse. The velocity of this

wall depends on the position of the wrap in the core,

so “a,” the distance of the moving wall from the

surface, will be a function both of time and radius.

For a single wrap, the total change of flux 6$

up to time t in MKS units is

64 = 2ABsaw (1)

where ABs is the flux density change from the start-

ing value to positive saturation.

time t for one wrap is

6V=-&=-2ABsw+.

The voltage at

(2)

A path for eddy- current, ie, exists within

the saturated exterior region since this region sur-

rounds the changing flux. The resistance associated

with this eddy current, Re, is

(3)

where p is the resist ivit y of the magnetic tape ma-

terial.

Combining Eqs. (2) and (3) we achieve an ex-

pression for “a,”

a8a= lep
8t 2rrABs “

(4)

In order to solve this equation, infinite perme-

ability of the magnetic material is assumed. Thus,

negligible magnet ic field intensity, H, is required

to reverse the flux density; and since the flux den-

sity has not reversed in the interior of the wrap,

H must be zero there. Hence, H must go to zero

at the wall. For this to be so, the eddy current in

each wrap must be equal and opposite to the Primary ,

excitation current, i p. Since ie for all wraps is

equal, ie is not a function of radius but depends

only on time. Therefore, it is possible to obtain a

solution for “a” in Eq. (4) by assuming a product

solution for “a” in terms of radius and time. The

details of this analysis for the general case of non-

constant applied voltage is covered in three papers

by Kuenning.
6-8

From such an analysis, it is

found that the inner wrap will be the first part of

the core to saturate. The time at which it satu-

rates, ‘r i, can be found from the expression,

Prior to saturation of the imer wrap, the eddy

current, and hence the primary current, i
P’

is given by

nVad2 ~; Va(r) dr
ie(t) = ip(t) =

[.)

1/2
z . (6a)

4p AB~w2S2(i. d.) ~ - 1

From the onset of saturation at the inner wrap

until the core is completely saturated, the eddy

current can be found from

where A~ maximum is the total flux change avail-

able in the core and ‘rm is the time at which total

saturation occurs. If the voltage across the core

remains constant throughout most of the pulse,

Eq. (5) predicts that the drive current begins at

zero and rises linearly until the inner wrap satu-

rates. Figure 3 shows the comparison between the

predicted and measured currents for a typical 1-roil

core used in the accelerator. The values are in

good agreement after 150 nsec but lack agree-

ment prior to that, The measured current begins

with a step current of 500 A. Figure 4 shows a

similar comparison for a l/2-roil core. Here the

lack of agreement is even more pronounced. The

CI-6-2
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main reason for this discrepancy lies in the assump-

tion that H is zero at the wall. A more accurate

assumption would be that the velocity of the wall,

~, depends on H at the wall, Hw, by the relationv

VW=+W-HO(-:HW’H$] (7a)

which qualitatively fits most data that has been pub-

lished. In the above equation, u and HO are con-

s tants. Unfortunately, we were unable to obtain

analytical expressions for ri or ie except where

HO = O, which is equivalent to the analysis just

discussed. However, the problem can be ap-

proached numerically.

The core was broken into six concentric sec-

tions, each section having six concentric subsec-

tions. The voltages of the wraps within a subsection

were assumed to be equal. Also to simplify the

program, Eq. (7a) was replaced by a three-part

linear approximation of the form

v - cz(Hw - HOi)
w—

(7b)

.

●

where HOi takes on one of three values depending on

the value of Hw. At the end of short time intervals,

the voltage of each subsection, which depends on

the primary current, is calculated and added to-

gether. If the sum of the voltages is close enough

to the applied voltage, another time step is made;

otherwise, the current is changed and the calcula-

tions are made over. This continues until ~m is

exceeded.

While the program was being written and debug-

ged, cores consisting of six concentric sections

were obtained, and the relation of current and sec-

tion voltages to the applied voltages were measured.

These measured values were then compared to the

calculated values to determine appropriate values

for Ho and a which were 1.3 and 1500, respectively.

These calculations have made manufacturers

more willing to accept our specifications for pulse

performance. Figure 5 shows the comparison be-

tween the measured and computed values for re -

cently obtained l/2-roil and 1- mil cores. The

agreement is quite good throughout
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ABSTRACT

Two of the fundamental limitations on the Astron accelerator have been
the poor quality and uniformity of pulse properties in the accelerator
cores. An experimental and theoretical study to improve these properties
was undertaken. The primary goal of the study was to determine which
parameters affect the excitation current of a 1-roil tape-wound core when
it is energized by kilovolt pulses. The most significant conclusion from
our research is that eddy currents form the dominant component of
excitation current. Furthermore, eddy currents in several adjacent,
poorly insulated turns of tape seem to be the prime cause of the lack of
quality and uniformity of cores. Following this core study, an order for
266 cores was placed, and for the first time, manufacturers had the
knowledge to respond to performance specifications. The contractor
was provided with special pulse test equipment so that cores could be
tested and reprocessed, if necessary, until they did meet these speci-
fications. Consequently, cores of higher quality were purchasable.

.

4

INTRODUCTION

In the Astron accelerator, several hundred

large magnetic cores are, in effect, used as pulse

transformers in which the common secondary load

is the beam. The primary driving networks consist

of charged, coaxial transmission lines which are

switched to the cores when this beam is present.

The driving networks must SUpplY the excitation

current of the cores as well as that of the beam.

From Fig. 1, we can see that the accelerating volt-

age applied to the core (V accel) decreases as the

total primary current (iCore + ibeam) increases,

due to the source impedance, Zo. Therefore, to

obtain maximum energy from the beam, we must

have cores with minimum excitation current. Find-

ing the parameters affecting this excitation current

was the goal of the core study described here.

Typical core size is 8-1/2-in id. by 24-in.

o.d. by l/2-in wide, wound of l-roil, square-loop,

50-50 Ni-Fe tape. These cores are excited by volt-

age pulses of 10 to 12 kV, lasting for 0.3 #sec.

PROBLEM

Since the cores purchased for Astron in 1960 had

no specification for performance,

to be higher in excitation current

they were found

than anticipated,

and varied excessively from core to core. This

performance variation resulted not only in lower

total beam energy, but made core compensation

difficult as well. The compensating circuit forces

the voltage across the core to be flat, making the

beam energy constant throughout the pulse. The

lack of uniformity in excitation current resulted in

varying accelerating voltages from core to core,

or non-constant beam accelerating field gradients.

This complicated the beam-focusing problems.

Since there were plans to buy additional cores

for the extension of the accelerator, we began an

experimental and analytical study to determine the

parameters important to the excitation current of

thin-gauge cores at high-drive levels.

CORE ‘TESTER

The first need of the experimentation was a

core-testing device that would duplicate the drive

system of the Astron accelerator, but which would

still exclude all phenomena not resulting directly

from the core. We needed a flat-top voltage pulse,

but without the complicated compensating net work
~

Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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used cm the accelerator. ‘To keep current and voltage

independent, the source impedance should be

minimum. The circuit had to have a rise time of

tens of nsec and be capable of providing kV pulses

at thousands of amperes. Pulse length could be as

long as long as several psec.

Our solution was to fabricate a capacitor dia -

charge circuit with a low inductance switch coaxially

arranged to limit distributed inductance. The

capacitance of this system is large enough to pro-

vide the core with its excitation current until it

saturates with a negligible voltage drop. The switch

used is an air-pressurized spark gap. The gap is

adjusted so that at 100 psi it is just below the break-

down threshold. When the pressure is relieved, the

voltage-holding ability of the gap is reduced to

breakdown. The gap then ionizes and initiates

conduction.

The signals to be monitored from the energized

core are excitation current and core voltage as a

function of time. Since there is no secondary load,

all the primary current is core excitation current.

This is monitored by recording the voltage across

a small resistor in series with the primary turn

around the core. The voltage is measured from a

high-impedance secondary turn around the core.

These signals are applied directly to the plates of a

modified Tektronix 551 oscilloscope.

Since a number of experimental cores were to

be purchased with no application other than for this

study, we performed most of our experiments on

small cores, typically 2- to 3-in. o.d. (as compared

with 24-in. to 33-in. o.d. on the cores used in

Astron). Nearly all the results were applicable to

the large cores making the study less expensive.

Experiments

The experiments performed were concerned

with the effects of “interwrap eddy currents’; or

eddy currents circulating in more than a single turn.

This is a result of shorting between adjacent turns

due to various possible causes, such as: Inadequate

insulation between turns, which allowa metal-to-

metal contact; the formation of a burr on the tape

which bites through the insulation into the next turn;

or the scratching or marring of the surface of a com-

pleted core, which tends to pull one turn into the next.

The first experiment was an attempt to relate

dc “o.d.-i.d. resistance” of a core to its pulse prop-

erties. In a perfect core, the o.d. -i. d. resistance

would exactly equal the total strip resistance, since

the only current path for the ohmmeter is through

every turn. In the presence of interwrap shorts,

however, some turns are bypaased resulting in a

lower o.d. -i.d. resistance. This appeared to be a

quick and easy check on the interwrap shorting and

therefore, on the interwrap eddy currents. We

selected a core, which was pulsed, had a strip

resistance calculated to be 60 ohms, and a normal

o.d. -i. d. resistance measured at 26 ohms. The

core was then squeezed radially until the o.d. -i. d.

resistance dropped to 12 ohms, when it was again

pulsed. Finally, it was compressed to a point

where the o.d. -id. resistance was 2 ohms, then

once again tested. A comparison of the results

showed that there was detectable but slight degrada-

tion of pulse properties as the o.d. -i. d. resistance

changed by a factor greater than 10. One point of

touching between adjacent wraps of tape will signif-

icantly affect the dc o.d. -i. d. resistance, but two

points of touching are necessary to form a closed

path for interwrap eddy current flow. Therefore,

we can say that a core having a high o.d. -id. resis-

tance measurement should be relatively free of

interwrap eddy currents, but we can draw no con-

clusion about a core having a low reading.

The second experiment was an attempt to simu-

late interwrap shorting by connecting a one-turn

loop with a series resistor around part of the core,

The current generated in this loop has the same

shielding effect on core pulse performance as the

effect of interwrap eddy currents in the section

enclosed by the loop. The magnetic field in the

enclosed section is proportional to the primary

excitation current minus the current in the loop.

This causes the rate of change of flux in this area

to be reduced, but since the total rate of flux change

( ~), the fluxof the core must remain constant V =

rate outside the enclosed section is increased. As

a result, the non-shielded section will saturate first,

then the required total flux change must occur

within the shielded section. This results in an in-

crease in the alope of the excitation current at the

time of saturation of the non-shielded section. In

the simulation where the shielding is discreet, the
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changes are abrupt. In real cores, where the shorts

are uniformly distributed, the current tends to rise

non-uniformly, concave-upward, making compensa-

tion in the accelerator at the end of the pulse very

difficult.

In the third experiment, a core was deliberately

scratched across the windings and was checked for

changes in pulse characteristics at several stages.

The results show that the current increase due to

the scratching is not significant until the scratches

become extensive and are on both sides of the core.

This tends to confirm the results of the first experi-

ment.

In the fourth experiment, a core was selected

whose pulse waveforms had the concave-upward cur-

rent typical of cores having interwrap shorting.

This core was carefully rewound with 1/4-roil mylar

tape between the wraps. In this way we forcecj the

core to be absolutely free of interwrap shorting. In

the process of rewinding, however, some of the dc

magnetic quality was sacrificed, The formerly

“square” hysteresis loop was skewed until the

residual flux density differed markedly from the

maximum. As is shown in Fig. 2, the removal of

interwrap shorts greatly improved the pulse prop-

erties of the core. It also appears that the damage

done to the dc properties had little effect on the

pulse properties.

CONCLUSIONS

After the work on small cores was done, it was

necessary to buy several large cores to verify that

the conclusions drawn from the small cores applied

to the larger ones, and to check the manufacturers f

ability to apply these conclusions in making better

cores. It turned out that the large cores were in-

deed improved, but there was a greater difference

between the theoretical minimum excitation current

and the measured current in the large cores as com-

pared to those of the small ones. This seems

reasonable due to the increased bulk of material

and greater circumference per turn. For example,

if there is an average of 3 feet per short in the

magnetic tape, a small core would have about five

turns per short, whfle a large core would have about

two shorts on each turn.

After giving the manufacturers some parameters

to follow to make consistently good cores, we were

able to buy cores under a specification that had

pulse performance limits.

The bid winning company was provided with a

core tester to be located within their plant and

operated by their personnel. This enabled them to

test the cores, and to improve or salvage those

having excessive currents before the application of

the edge-strengthening material prohibited these

operations. The tester’s location in the manufac-

turers plant also allowed and encouraged experi-

mentation on improving our cores. Since the core

tester was to be operated by non-LRL personnel

who might not have high voltage puke experience,

it had to be made as safe, simple, portable and

self-contained as possible. The basic circuit was

identical to that used in the original study but was

scaled up to accommodate the large size cores

(see Fig. 3).

The cores that were received from this order

were considerably higher in quality and more

uniform than those from earlier orders. Table I

summarizes a comparison of magnetic core cur-

rents of this last core shipment with previous

orders, and with the theoretical optimum values of

current when driven with a 9-kV pulse.
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ABSTRACT

Operation of the FM-1 research device at the Plasma Physics Lab.
oratory will require an entirely new control complex. This system will
provide the functions of start-up, shutdowr., enable-disable, arm-disarm
and start-stop.

In providing these functions the control system must be designed in
such a way that failure will not cause a hazard to personnel or equip-
ment.

Experience with the existing control systems at PPL indicated the
following shortcomings in relay systems. First, they are very inflex-
ible. They do not provide detailed status information. Relay systems
are also very costly. By comparison digital process control is very
flexible and can give extensive status information but the initial cost is
high.

The FM- I operator will use lighted push buttons in the console.
Conditions which prevent the normal sequence of operation will be dis-
played on a storage scope. Field levels and timer settings can be set
by a 10-button “touch tone” input. The normal operations log will be
printed on the typewriter. Parameter settings will be punched on cards.

THE NEED FOR CONTROLS

The FM-1 research device will require the

simultaneous operation of some twenty separate

subsystems. Part of these systems is shown in

Fig. 1. Each subsystem interacts with the FM-1

device and in most cases a subsystem must inter-

act with a number of other subsystems. An obvi-

ous example of this is the need for removal of coil

current in the event of loss of water flow, followed

by removal of other fields due to the loss of the

first, and the cutoff of rf heating due to field 10SS.

This subsystem interdependence creates the

necessity of having an overall system which can

* Work

Atomic

performed under auspices of the U. S.

Energy Commission.

accomplish the following objectives.

1. Supervise all interactions between sub-

systems.

2. Cause subsystems to operate in a manner

that will not permit undesirable inter-

actions.

3. Protect operators and equipment from

injury.

4. Survey itself and revert to a safe condi-

tion in the event it is unable to continue

the above tasks.

5. Convey to the experimenter information

about the subsystems.

It is important at this point to emphasize that

if the experiment is to be an organized, efficient,

coordinated operation, the control system must be

CII-1-1



treated as an integrated system separate and dis-

tinct from the subsystems. Bringing together a

dozen remote control boxes does not of itself cre -

ate a central control system.

LEVELS OF OPERATION

The FM- 1 subsystems contain energy

sources which can be dangerous to equipment and

personnel. For this reason control action is taken

according to the following priority schedule.

1. Personnel safety.

2. Equipment safety.

3. Experiment parameter requirements.

4. Sequence timing.

The following levels of operation are stan-

dard on large research devices at the Plasma

Physics Laboratory.

1. Shutdown In this level, all ac power

sources are disconnected from a subsystem, ac-

cess may be had to all areas, and no connection

exists to the loads.

2. Startup but Disabled AC power is con-

nected, auxiliaries are energized and operating

access is not permitted to a subsystem. However,

no connection exists from subsystem to load and

access may be had to the FM-1 device. All high

voltage equipment is deenergized. This is the

normal access state when an experimental run is

made.

3. Enabled but not Armed The subsystem

is now connected to the load. Access to the FM-1

device is NOT permitted.

4. Armed but not Started All high voltage

sources are energized, energy storage banks are

ready, and generator fields are energized. System

only requires timer pulse to deliver energy.

5. Start All steady state fields come on,

sequence timer begins its operation.

The system may be placed in each succes-

sive level of operation if and only if all require-

ments for that level have been met. It is also re-

quired that increasing levels of operation be taken

one at a time. The ascending levels of operation

are shown in Fig. 2.

DIGITAL VS RELAY

Two approaches may be taken to plasma de-

vice control systems. One can utilize hardware

such as relays, gates, etc. , and produce the re-

quired logic of wire connections between ele-

ments, or one can utilize a computer and produce

the logic via programming. The relay system is

inflexible, requiring hardware changes to effect a

change in logic. The digital approach is very

flexible since all logic is incorporated in the pro-

gramming. since the logic is programmed, the

changes take less manpower and less overall time

to complete. A digital system also permits one

output device to convey detailed information on all

aspects of the control system.

Unfortunately, the initial cost of a digital

system is high and at first glance may indicate

that the digital system is not feasible. However,

a plasma device is a research device and re-

search demands change, change in controls as

weil as experiments. A large relay system may

demand the full time services of a draftsman and

a technician to make these alterations. Over a

period of years these changes will cost more than

the initial digital system cost. Further, the time

required to get a needed change operational on a

relay system seldornis less than a month, whereas

a digital system can be changed in days, including

debugging.

For these reasons, the FM-1 control system

will be based on a programmable digital computer,

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

.

.

The controller is an IBM 1800 data acquisi-

tion and control system. The control processor

has a 16, 000 word random access memory. k-

struction execution takes 2 microseconds. The

core memory is augmented with a 512, 000 word

disk storage unit. Programming input and output
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ia done via a card reader-punch which reads at 300

cards per minute and punches at 80 cardo per min-

ute. Since our system requires only occasional

printout, the output printer is a typewriter unit

which operates at 900 character per minute.

Process inputs include 416 binary points in

16 point groups and 128 binary interrupts in 16

point groups. Analog inputs include 45 analog

points multiplexed through one analog to digital

converter which has a conversion rate of 20, 000

conversions per second.

Process outputs consist of 480 binary

points in 16 point groups and 12 digital to analog

converters.

Supporting software on the system includes

an executive system which permits programs to be

transferred into core from the disk and executed

without external intervention. Time sharing with

non-process programs is also implemented.

Since this processor is responsible for pre.

venting injury to people or equipment the following

steps have been taken. The cpu and the disk unit

are equipped with two extra bits on every stored

word, one is a parity bit and the second is a stor-

age protect bit. Each is checked by the hardware.

There is an operations monitor which must be reset

every 5 seconds or an alarm is tripped. All out-

puts are pulse type with a duration of 80 millisec-

onds. The processor must up-date at the end of

80 milliseconds or the output reverts to a fail safe

condition. All inputs are seamed at the same rate.

Thus, any failure of cpu, disk, or program causes

a system shutdown.

CONTROL SYSTEM OPERATION

The FM- 1 control system and data acquisi.

tion station will share a room with another system

which is used on another research machine. The

room layout is as shown in Fig. 3.

In order to avoid problems with training

operators to be proficient typists, and in order to

make the FM-1 controls similar to existing sys -

terns, the processor-operator interface is a con-

sole with lighted push buttons. Each button lights

when it can be pressed and contains a micro in-

struction such a8 ‘iPush to Enable. “ When pressed,

the button goes dark and another button lights say-

ing ‘iPush to Disable. II Thus, in a darkened con-

trol room, all useful buttons are lighted. Further,

someone not intimately familiar with the system

can be lead through the operation by the push but-

tons themselves.

The push buttons will be augmented by stor-

age oscilloscopes on which system status informa-

tion will be written. A typical assortment of mes-

sages is shown in Fig. 4. These messages may

be followed up with supplementary information as

shown in Fig. 5.

Parameter settings such as field levels,

timer settings and voltage settings may be entered

via a ten button data entry panel. The operator

enters a 2 digital number, followed by a 5 digital

variable. Confirmation of the input appears at the

bottom of the scope face. When the operator is

satisfied that the data is correct, he presses

“ENTER” and the system updates that parameter.

A portable version of this terminal may be plugged

in right at the FM-1 device for on the spot debug-

ging of the interlocks. One of these units is

~—
T;f?#;AL SHAPING LEVITATION

POWER

[
VACUUM

OHMIC I

1HEATING FM 1

ION CYCLOTRON
RESONANT
HEATING

ELECTRON
CYCLOTRON
yy:p INTERLOCKS

L

Fig. 1. Major SYSterns on FM-1.
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Po#sible Levels of System Operation

UNSAFE

f

START (CommencePulse)

I STOP
>

(Chsrgeraon
ARM Readyto Pulse)

DL5ARM
>

(Loadsconnected
ENABLE Chargingckto off

Doorn locked)

I DISABLE
[ Em.rgency Di.ablel \

(Filamentnon Doors
Unlocked)

I START UP 1

1 SHUT DOWN (ac input. off)
[ EmergencyShutdown)

(Water off, All
SAFE Systems Down)

Fig. 2. Possible levels of svstem onera~in.
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Fig. 3. FM- 1 control room layout.

Fig. 5. Storage scope supplementary information.
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Fig. 6. Portable scope keyboard terminal.
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Fig. 4. Typical storage scope messages.
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ABSTRACT

The IBM 1800 Processor Controller responds to input signals from
push buttons or monitoring devices through several logic systems. These
include a priority interrupt level scheme, a continuous scan of all digital
input strips, and calls from a queuing table where programs are stored
with a given priority to await execution. Outputs are handled by pro-
gramming the controller to update all output terminal strips every 80
milliseconds. During this time interval any desired output changes are
made by programming these changes into the contents of the machine
addresses where the output information is stored.

Differences in design concept for an existing relay system and this
programmed system are described. Some of the problems which might
be encountered in the programming are pointed out, as well as the steps
necessary for establishing a program using the controllers full capa.
bilities.

Inputs and Outputs

Several different types of inputs are available

on the controller, and the machine recognizes and

processes the signals received in different ways.

One hundred twenty-eight input terminals are re-

cognized by the machine on different priority levels

Sixteen terminals may be connected on each one of

these levels, Figure 1 shows a layout of this pri-

ority system. Each terminal strip represents one

of the PISW (program interrupt status word) blocks

on the drawing. Other machine functions such as

typewriter, disks, etc. , also have assigned levels

in the controller as shown.

When a switch or monitoring device connected

to a terminal point operates, the controller inter-

rupts its present operation and immediately pro-

ceeds to execute the subroutine servicing the

* Work performed under auspices of the U. S.

Atomic Energy Commission.

activated terminal point. The only exception to

this rule is if an interrupt at a higher priority

interrupt level requires service. Servicing of the

lower priority interrupt would then be delayed until

completion of the higher.

Many input devices should have action taken

both when they are energized (contact closure) and

when they become deenergized (contact opening).

Examples of such devices are water flow switches

and door interlocks. These must be closed for a

system to be operable and deactivate the system if

they open during system operation. Eight digital

input terminal strips of sixteen contacts, or bits

each are employed for this. Any contact connected

to these points will not immediately be noticed by

the controller, since the strips are sensed only by

a program command.

At present each of these eight strips is scan-

ned every 80 milliseconds. Using an IBM-supplied

fortran subroutine, each one of the 16 bits or

CII-2-1
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contacts is compared against a corresponding 16

bit word located in core. If, for example, a con-

tact has closed since the last scan, the particular

terminal strip being compared will have a one in

the bit position associated with that contact. A

non-comparison will result when the subroutine

compares this word against the word in core and

the scanning program will branch to another sub-

routine. As part of the subroutine to which the

program branches, the comparison word in core

is changed and a one bit is now placed in the bit

position which did not compare. As long as the

contact which had closed remains closed the ter-

minal strip containing that contact will again com-

pare with the revised comparison word in core.

However, when the contact reopens another non-

comparison results and upon branching, the appro-

priate control action can again be taken.

Thought has been given to the problem of a

process controller failure and its resultant effect

upon machine operation. For example, if a con-

troller failure were to occur while the controller

was on line, it could enter a wait state and be un-

responsive to any inputs. hi order to prevent a po-

tentially dangerous situation, a fail safe system

for signal outputs is employed. All output signals

from the controller are on for a maximum of only

80 milliseconds. [f they are not updated at the end

of that time, they will immediately revert to their

off positions. Consequently, our programming

procedure is to update all outputs every 80 milli-

seconds. The actual updating is performed by

calling an IBM subroutine which sets the sixteen

transistor switches of the particular output ter-

minal strip either off or on depending upon whether

it finds a zero or 1 in each of 16 bits of some de-

signated address in core.

The 80 millisecond time interval is chosen as

a compromise. If this updating time is made much

shorter, the program begins to occupy an appre-

ciable percentage of the process controller time.

If the time were much longer there would be too

much delay in recognizing any depressed buttons

on the scanned input strips and in performing stop

functions.

Steps in Programming a System

Figure 2 shows a portion of a relay-oriented

control system for a motor generator set at Plas-

ma Physics Laboratory. The M-G sets can be

controlled from several locations in the building

through a control transfer system. Figure 3

shows the corresponding fortran programming to

perform the same functions. The section shown

controls the operation of the disconnect switches

linking the M-G sets to the load. This is known

as tie ,,enable-disable, i functiOn. Figures 4 and 5

show portions of the controls for the performed

function after the system is enabled.

The !Iarm-disarm’i circuit allows the fields

of each 2. 5 MW generator to be excited and start

the current flow into the load.

The most important priorities are assigned

high priority level input positions. Any “emer-

gency stop” procedure is on the uppermost level.

Normal stop functions generally occupy higher

priority positions than start functions. If the

length of time to perform a function is relatively

unimportant, the subroutine associated with it may

be stored on the disk instead of in core memory.

It can be called into core for execution in a maxi-

mum time of two seconds. This results in more

efficient utilization of the 16K word core and 500K

disk. However, the controller logic for handling

interrupts can cause a hazardous situation and

must be guarded against by the programmer. If,

for example, the operator pushed a start action

button associated with a disk routine and a machine

fault occurred within the two second period of ex-

ecution, an attempt to abort this start function by

pushing stop, which is on a higher priority, could

produce undesired results. The controller would

leave the start routine, which is not yet completed,
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service the atop and then revert back to the start.

The result being that the start action would con-

tinue.

Logic Differences

Some differences between control relay logic

and fortran logic are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 as ex-

amples. Note that while the re is only one relay

control ladder for this portion of the circuit,

there are two separate subroutines. SK063 turns

on or arms, the system and SK065 disarms it.

Comparing SK063 with the first relay chain,

shows that the logic consists of simply checking

different core addresses to see if either a certain

bit in the sixteen bit word at that address is on or

if some other criterion has been met before an out-

put can be given. Many relay logic necessities,

such as hold-in contacts around start buttons and

contact noise suppressors are eliminated. State.

ment 20 of the program is an example describing

in greater detail the exact technique used. This

statement checks to determine if the system has

been enabled, a necessity before arming, and cor-

responds to contact cS-2 in the relay chain. If the

MG system has been enabled, a 1 will be placed in

bit position one of a word called KOUT1 (2). This

is accomplished by statement number 60 of SK062

(Fig. 3). In that statement a 1 is placed in bit po-

sitions 3 and 15 which will perform other related

output enabling functions.

If the decimal number 20481 in statement 60

is converted to a 16 bit binary number, stored in

the controller, it will appear as 0101 0000 0000

0001. Note that bits 1, 3 and 15 of this word are

1‘s (16 bit words are label led starting from bit O

to bit 15). When a fortran IOR sub-program is

performed using the contents of KOUTI(2) and

20481, the corresponding bits of each word will be

compared and if either bit is on, a 1 will be placed

in that position of the resultant word. If not, a O

will be placed in that bit position. Hence bits 1,

3 and 15 will be turned on, but all other bits of

the resultant word will remain as they were.

b-i order for statement 20 of SKO63 to check

if bit number 1 of KOUT1(2) is on we perform an

I.AND sub-program with KOUTI (2) and binary

0100 0000 0000 0000 corresponding to decimal

16384. With this sub-program the corresponding

bits of each word must both be on in order for a 1

to be placed in that particular bit position of the

resultant word, otherwise a O will be placed there.

The entire resultant word will be either positive

if the bit had been on or zero if it had not. The

“IF” statement then determines what action to

take by either printing a message on the oscillo-

scope or continuing to test the other contacts.

This type of logic is used throughout the pro-

gramming. The versatility of being able to

change a fortran statement instead of rewiring

field components is a decided advantage in in-

creasing flexibility of the control systems.

/ I Plsb DIs&
#2 (23)0) I I I

9

)0

II

Fig. 1. Priority interrupt level tab le.
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DESIGN AND TESTING OF SERVO STABILIZING SYSTEMS*
FOR LEVITATED SUPERCONf)UCTING RINGS

P.A. Thompson, G. V. Sheffield, and F. H. Tenney

Plasma Physics Laboratory
Princeton University

Princeton, New Jersey

ABSTRACT

The general problem of providing stability for one or two levitated,
current-carrying rings is presented, and the desirability of using an
active system of correcting coils, servoed to ring displacements, is
discussed. Computer codes for calculating systems parameters for a
linearized analysis and for simulating complete ring dynamics for an
actual system design are described. A comparison of the computer
studies to results obtained with the magnetic model test stand for the

FM- 1 machine is given, along with technological developments as-
sociated with these results which have special implications to the
compute r work.

INTRODUCTION

As was described earlier in the Confer-
1

ence, the levitated superconducting rings in

the Princeton floating multipole machine will

be stabilized by means of a servo control system

of correcting coils. The either one or two rings

are in the mid-plane of the axisyrnrnetric ar-

rangement of external coils required for pro-

ducing the combined antiparallel poloidal and

toroidal magnetic fields necessary for mean-

ingful plasma experiments with these isolated

ring currents. The very nature of these requi-

site external or “shaping ‘j fields renders the

ring unstable for at least two of the three pos -
.
L

sible types of motion: slide, tilt, or vertical.

The gene ral problem of stably levitating

an object with electromagnetic fields has been
3-7

considered by many workers, all of whom

have concluded that it is possible only for dia -

magnetic or superconducting bodies. As applied

to non-servo stabilization of superconducting

“’Work performed under the auspices of the U. S.
Atomic Energy Commission.

rings of the sort of interest here, the most

significant studies are those by Rehban and

Salat6 and Neil and Cooper.
7

It can be shown

that lZarnshaw’s theorem as applied to the lack

of a stable region in the magnetic field con-

figuration produced by any system of fixed cur-

rent coils does not exclude the possibility of

finding such a region when flux conserving,

superconducting coils are involved. In fact,

there are at least two cases of field configura-

tions produced entirely by constant-current,

fixed windings that provide positive stability

for a single superconducting ring.
8

These

are shown in Fig. 1.

Despite the great academic interest in

these passive stabilizing schemes for levitated

rings, the demands of the experimental physi-

cist for flexibility in the external fields in which

the rings of a practical plasma device would be

immersed are such that it is deemed appropri-

ate to consider only a high gain, servo stabi-

lizing system.
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COMPUTER PROG~MS

We shall return to stability analyses for

levitated rings presently. First historically,

however, came a straightforward computer pro-

g ram for following the dynamics of one or two

floating supe reconducting rings in a system of

arbitrarily shaped and positioned windings with

both fixed currents and variable currents

se rvoed to the displacement in any of the five

significant degrees of freedom and to the as-

sociated velocities of the rings. For each step

of the time interval the mutual inductances be -

tween each ring and all other elements of the

system are calculated, the flux conserving

changes in ring currents are evaluated, and the

forces and accelerations determined. The

equation for the conservation of total flux

through a superconducting ring,

‘R1 = ‘RIO - ‘R1lI - ‘R212 - “ “ “ ‘Rnln ‘

determines the current in the ring at any time in

terms of its original current and changes in all

the other windings in the system. These changes

may take the form either of changed currents or

different mutual inductances re suiting from

changes in spatial relationship to the super con-

ducting ring. For the case in which there are

two superconducting rings, a pair of simulta

neous equations of this form must be considered.

Although neither especially elegant nor

extremely efficient, this Ring Dynamics Code is

perfectly general* and has proved quite useful

for calculating the POS itions and velocities of

rings uncle r a variety of conditions. However, it

simply simulates proposed designs, thus can be

used only for a rather expensive type of “cut

and try !1 design engineering.

*
Provision is made for superconducting correc-

tion coils.

Much more insight and guidance in mag -

netic design can be gained with a minimal ex-

penditure of computer time by a Stability Cri-

terion Code based on the small amplitude analy-
8

sis of the motion of a thin superconducting ring

about its equilibrium position in an axisymmetric

magnetic field. The geometry is that of the lower

diagram in Fig. 1; the equations of motion are

shown in Fig. 2, in which @ is the tilt angle

about a horizontal axis through the center of

mass. It should be noted that the lateral dis-

placement and tilting motions are coupled, but

that the vertical motion is completely decoupled

from the rest of the motion. The “spring con-

stant” variables, kl and k3, are introduced to

simulate the effect of stabilizing, non-axis ym -

metric, time dependent, magnetic fields. None

is provided in the equation for vertical motion,

since in the configurations of interest there is

always stability for this motion.

The formal stability trite rion ( the right

side of Fig, 2 ) is derived from the equations of

motion for x, y, ~ x, and ~ . Assuming a time
Y

dependence of the form exp( iw t ), these four

equations have a non-trivial simultaneous solu-

tion only if the appropriate determinant of the

coefficients of the unknowns vanishes. This
2

leads to a biquadratic equation in W , both

values of which may be made positive, thus

assuring real w and stable motion. The factor

(kl - n ) is identified with lateral motion and

the factor ( 1 + n + k3 ) with tilting motion. The

regions above and below the curves are stable,

and the second criterion relates the proper re-

gion for the ring being either in tension or

compression under the influence of the external

fields.

The computer coding of these stability

criteria calculates the fields and their spatial

.
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derivatives at the ring produced by all the other

coils in the system, and this together with the

size, mass, and current of the ring determines

whether it is an environment which is stable in

the slide and in the tilt modes. The code also

calculates the “spring constants!’ necessary for

producing minimal stability ( points A and B ).

By translating these constants into engineering

terms of forces and torques necessary to be

produced electromagnetically by external sta-

bilizing windings, it is possible then to determine

the minimum “gains” (in terms of amps/inch or

amps/degree ) required of a servo feedback sys -

temto given stabilizing winding geometries. In

fact, the differential force or torque azimuthally

about the ring ( which is printed out by the code )

indicates the relative efficiencies of the shape

and location of correction windings. And al-

though the analysis used in the Stability Criterion

Code is applicable only to single ring configura-

tions, this feature of describing the details of

the effectiveness of a given stabilizing winding

for producing forces and torques on one ring

with minimum effect on the other ring has been

extensively used in the design of the stabilizing

system for two-ring or quadruple -mode ma-

chines.

Another feature of this code is that it

calculates from the equations of motion the

growth rates of instabilitiess or the frequent ies

of normal mode oscillations. Thus, not only can

proposed machine designs be evaluated, but also

the parameters of a test setup can be pre-

scribed for a ring environment with any combi-

nation of slide and tilt stabilitiess.

EXPERIMENTAL STAND FOR LEVITATED
RINGS

In the first experiments at the Laboratory

with a single 20-inch-diameter levitated super-

conducting ring, stabilization was provided by

9
existing circular coils. After extensive analy -

ses with the Ring Dynamic Code of the problems

to be encountered in stabilizing a pair of such

rings, a system of winding was designed for a

general purpose test facility for experiments

using one or two prototype rings. These rings,

both wound with RCA SR-2100 superconductor,

are a 20-inch-diameter ring with a capability of

100 kiloampere-turns and weighing 65 pounds in

its Dewar filled with liquid helium, and a 3 6-inch-

diameter ring with 160 kiloampere -turns weigh-

ing 192 pounds.

The test stand was designed to leviate and

stabilize each ring separately or both rings

simultaneously in either the slide -unstable mode

alone or the combined slide-unstable, tilt-

unstable mode. The levitation coils, which are

shown schematically in Fig. 3, produce the

slide instability, while the shaping pair induce

the flip instability when desired. The circular

tilt-stabilizing coils shown in the single, 20-inch-

diameter ring case in Fig. 3 are simply moved

out radially for both the single, 36-inch-diameter

ring and the two-ring cases.

The shape and placement of the stabilizing

windings is dictated by the combined require-

ments that they be magnetically efficient in pro-

ducing the desired forces on the rings, yet

physically remote from what would be the plasma

region surrounding the rings. Stabilizing wind-

ings of the shape indicated in the conceptual

drawing in Fig. 4 fulfill these requirements for

slide stabilizing of the general two-ring configura-

tion. For tilt correction a rectangular coil on a

cylindrical surface is the most efficient. How-

ever, for ease of construction and so that the

same coils could be used with both the small and

the large rings, a less efficient circular coil

shape was used for the test stand.

I

I

I



From comparisons of experimental re-

sults on the test stand with calculated predic -

tions it has been possible to establish interpre-

tation criteria in terms of engineering parame-

ters. Compute r calculations have been thus

used to design a levitating and stabilizing system

for a support-free 36-inch-diameter ring for the

present Princeton spherator and to design a set

of interchangeable correction coils for both the

one and two ring modes of operation for the

floating multipole machine.

A detailed study on the current-accuracy

requirements for the non-s ervoed, axisyrnmetric

coils used for field shaping in these machines

indicates that special shunt-correction power

supplies will have to be used along with the M-G

set power to provide the necessary long-term

stability for ring positioning.

TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS

The feedback loop from the ring displace-

ments to the servoed power supplies for the

correction coils is provided by five autocolli -

mated combined light source -photocell heads,

the light beams from which graze the ring Dewar

and are returned by corner-reflector mirrors.

A recent improvement to the system has been

automatic head tilting motors connected to

circuits which seek a null in correction coil

currents, so that any non-axis ymmetric fields

from the stabilizing system can be eliminated

when the ring is properly positioned. It can be

shown that a knowledge of stability for each

mode of ring motion is necessary in order to

adjust the circuit for proper null seeking; the

Stability Criterion Code provides this informa-

tion.

machines were necessary as a result of another

technological advancement: The high heat

capacity Dewar, in which a thermal mass of

lead and/or mercury is substituted for part of

the liquid helium in order to obtain longer life -

times for isochoric ( non-vented ) operation in

the same overall size Dewar. The weights and

inertias of the rings increase by as much as a

factor of three in order to provide these longer

experimental times.
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REDESIGNED CONTROLS FOR THE ASTRON MAGNETIC FIELD
USING OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS*

Jerry W. Robinson
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory

University of California
Livermore, California

*

ABSTRACT

The Astron machine has undergone several stages of modifications.
Each of these changes has required either increased flexibility or
increased output from some subsystem. One of the more adaptable
subsystems has been the voltage reference scheme used to control
the shaping of the main solenoids field.

However, a recent 70 percent increase in the required number of
outputs, from 65 to 110, dictated a major expansion of the reference
subsystem. Complete redesign and rebuilding proved to be more
advantageous than expansion both in cost and system flexibility.
Several factors leading to this conclusion and a description of the
resulting system are presented.

REFERENCE SYSTEM

A system to control the magnetic field of the

Astron Machine has been in service for five years.

During this period the number of power supplies

has increased from 65 to 80, and operating methods

have changed several times. As originally built, 1

the system was flexible enough to handle these

changes with but minor modifications. As with

nearly all systems adapted to revised uses, there

were inconvenient and inadequate features.

The change from 65 to 80 outputs was not really

a problem since we had built in seven spare chan-

nels, and several power supplies needed identical

reference voltages and could be paralleled. Real

problems were encountered though, as soon as more

than two regions of control were needed.

At this point a brief description of the system

requirements is in order. The Astron chamber is

a long, evacuated tank in which relativistic electrons

are trapped in a shaped solenoidal field as a cylin-

drical current sheet. When the current level is

high enough, closed field 1ines will encircle the

electron layer forming a magnetic bottle.

A view of the Astron experimental area, Fig. 1,

shows one end of the tank with its encircling dc

magnet coils. Each coil is fed from a separate

power supply to allow fine control oi the dc sole-

noidal field shape.

Two separate areas of control are required.

One gives the basic mirror field shape and the

other reinforces the central field as it is opposed

by a field from trapped electrons. The transition

from one region to another must be gradual and

differences between adjacent coils should be small.

All of the current-regulated power supplies are

controlled with voltage from the reference system.

A block diagram of the original system is

shown in Fig. 2. The three reference supplies

“M,” “A,” and “B” are voltage regulated. The

main or master reference M is used to match the

field strength in Astron to the energy of electrons

injected so that the proper radius of gyration can

be obtained.

Mirror field shapes are set in with both the

series dropping resistors and percentage taps

chosen on the two voltage dividers across A and B.

In practice, a shape is chosen and expressed in

percentages of maximum. These percentages

determine divider tap settings and then with llA’!

or “B” turned up, the variable resistors are set

‘Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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to cancel the effect of the divider. Then, by taking

A or B from minimum to maximum, the mirror

depth will go smoothly from maximum to minimum.

M sets the general field level, while “A” and “B”

control mirror depth.

Reference voltage applied to each supply is a

function of six variables. In equation form,

‘R
=M+KA+KI B-( M+ KA+KIB/RS +RIN)RS

where M, A, and B are the voltages of those three

reference power supplies respectively, K and K!

are voltage divider tap percentages, RS the series

dropping resistance, and RIN the input resistance

of the power supply it is controlling. Choosing the

radio RS/ RIN equal to the ratio (KA + K! B)/ M for

each supply fills the requirement that the field be

flat or VR = M when mirror depth is a minimum.

This restriction that RS = RIN/ M - (KA + K! B)

makes it impossible to have two superimposed

shapes, since the two shape functions K and K! are

not independent.

As the system is constructed, the shape func-

tions are set on a patch board and RS is one of 72

in an array of potentiometers. If, during the course

of an experiment, it is desired to optimize the field

shape, the only readily available control is RS.

This could be adjusted for optimum conditions but

any change of A or B would then change the mirror

shape as well as depth, instead of just the depth as

intended.

Water-cooled voltage dividers are used across

A and B to handle the 200-A ditider current. These

are shown in Fig. 3. Although up to 6.5 A are taken

from divider taps, loading of the divider is tolerable

with 65 supplies but becomes marginal with 80 sup-

plies to control. Water leaks have been very in-

frequent, but, being in the control room, they attract

attention. Also unfortunate from the human engi-

neering standpoint is noise from the reference sup-

ply cooling blowers which are also in the control

room.

This background of reasonable operation, adap-

tation to evolving methods, and minor inconve-

niences preceded a request to expand the system to

accommodate 110 outputs. What formerly has been

a minor annoyance or slight inconvenience promises

to become an active problem as the system doubles

in size.

Reestablishing Criteria

Establishing criteria for the expanded system

has proven to be more difficult than would be the

case for an entirely new system. Most difficult

has been finding common ground in understanding

the operation of the old system. Each member of

the operation staff has developed his own effective

methods of operating based on his mental picture of

the system. Ideally, the new system either would

allow each person to maintain his unique approach

or it would be entirely different so he could learn

without interference from the past.

Several system features are not in question

and have been used as a very basic common ground.

First of all there are 110 coils each with its own

power supply. These dc power supplies are all

current-regulated and voltage- controlled, They

are used at the same basic level but are of four

different maximum ratings. Front panel controls

can be used to obtain identical transfer functions of

60 A per volt on all supplies.

Injection of electrons into the Astron machine

requires a field strength in the region of the in-

flector which is proportional to accelerator beam

energy. One master reference voltage (M reference)

can still be used to set the inflector region field

level for optimum injection. Any field shaping is

done as needed by adjusting the field in the rest of

the machine with respect to this basic level.

Individual coil currents along the machine axis

are changed in two ways, either as individuals or

in groups. Group changes using a single control

require that an intra-group relationship be set in

some part of the control circuitry in advance of the

desired group action. These settings should not

impose restrictions on the amount of field shaping

that can be done on an individual basis while smooth

proportional group control is maintained.

Since fine adjustment of individual coil currents

has sometimes proven effective in the past, this

capability should be included. For most effective

use of hand tuning, a proportionate change should

be made in the group settings at the same time.

This change in the proportion of group movement

*
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reflected in an individual channel should be such that,

for some one particular setting, the region current

profile would be flat. In this way the shape function

for a group (COS2, etc.) could be varied in amplitude

smoothly without the function itself being changed.

Since in the past, there have been more than

two regions of group control desired, the new sys-

tem should include provision for several regions of

group control with possible additional expansion.

Transitions between regions should be relatively

smooth but the option should be retained for a small

offset if desired.

Each person on the operating staff has at one

time or another wanted to superimpose two shapes

in one region. Knowing this to be impossible with

the old system, however, no one listed this as a

requirement for the new system until asked directly.

Functions to be controlled by the operator include:

1. Field at electron beam injection point.

2. Base field level for each region.

3. Transition between regions.

4. Magnitude of region shape,

5. Region shape.

6. Individual coil currents.

Design of The Reference System2

System functions and criteria point to each ref-

erence channel as being a basic level with some

superimposed amount of regional and individual

change.

First we need a basic level proportional to

accelerator beam energy and this forms a basis

for all shaping modifications. This master level

M modified by some function F2 provides a base

level for region B adjacent to the inflector. The
nth

channel in the B region needs the base level

F2M modified by some proportion ffn of the region
th

amplitude control B. Reference voltage to the n

channel of the first region should then be VR = F2M

* fnB.

For a smooth transition between regions, the

second region C needs to follow the base and shape

functions of the first. Base level for the C region

would be F2M + F3B. An individual nth channel

receives V
R

= F2M + F3B + fnC.

This form requires an algebraic sum of terms

for each channel. Operational amplifiers used as

gain of one summing amplifiers are a natural in

this service. Recent cost reductions and expanded

operating ranges of operational amplifiers have

allowed us to choose one that fits both our system

and budget. We need at least +14 V and +150 mA

per channel while the under $50.00 amplifiers pur-

chased will provide +20 V and +200 mA.

Refer back to a typical channel in the C region

where V
R

= F2M + F3B * fnC. Shape within the

region is determined by all of the fn terms. This

fn is also the individual coil control term so that

hand tuning the region shape automatically follows

hand tuning the individual controle and vice versa.

Figure 4 shows two typical channels of the total 110

channels and two regions of the seven which will

be used.

In addition, each channel will have provision

for an fn and an additional summing resistor so

that superimposed shapes will be possible.

RESULTS

The largest problem in designing the reference

system has been sorting memories out of the list

of requirements. Once the requirements have been

clearly stated, most other problems with the new

system become minor when compared with the

former system.

No longer will there be noise from large power

supplies in the control room or water leaks from

voltage dividers. Small 5-A supplies with grounded

center taps will be our new high current reference

supplies. These can be purchased off-the-shelf as

can the entire amplifier array with its bias supply

for less than regulated high current supplies would

have cost.

There will be no problems of divider loading

and all adjustments ‘and controls are noninteract ing.

All controls will be available for use during oper-

ation and no separate program boards will be

needed. Any future expansion of the system either

in number of channels or in regions of control will

involve only the addition of small modules.

Central to the ease of design are low cost,

high gain operational amplifiers. They have made

it possible to satisfy all electrical requirements

CII-4-3
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A COMPUTER-CONTROLLED ELECTRONIC SEQUENCE TIMER

S. Schweitzer

Plasma Physics Laboratory
Princeton University

Princeton, New Jersey

ABSTRACT

An Electronic Sequence Timer which may be controlled
either by a set of thumbwheel switches or by an IBM Model
1800 Process Controller is described. Unusual features of
the logic employed, and of the output circuitry, are described
in detail.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the requirements of the Princeton

floating multipole machine is a source of pulses

which are displaced in time from a start signal

in precisely controlled, adjustable increments.

These pulses may be used to trigger osciHo -

scopes and other diagnostic instruments, or to

trigger associated equipment such as the break-

down oscillator. The floating multipole machine

u-ill be controlled by an IBM Model 1800 process

controller. Although it is possible for this com-

puter to supply the required timing pulses, there

are several reasons for building a separate timer

which may be controlled by the computer. The

timing pulses must be 175 volts in amplitude

when driving a 75 ohm load. Also, each pulse

must be electrically isolated from every other

pulse. If the computer supplied the timing pulses,

a multichannel pulse amplifier would be required.

Also, during machine maintenance times, or

when the computer is down, it is very useful to

have timing pulses available. This is readily

accomplished by having a separate timer which

can be controlled either manually (by means of a

set of thumbwheel switches) or by the process

controller.

>:Work performed under the auspices of the U. S.

Atomic Energy Commission.

Specifications. The basic requirements

for the timer were the following:

Number of Channels: 20

Timing Range for Each Channel: 10US to

999.99 ms in 10 us steps.

Channel Start: Each channel may be

started by any other channel, or by the start in-

put .

Channel Setting: The channel timing may

be set by either of two sources. In local control,

all channels are set by means of twenty 5-digit

thumbwheel switches — one for each channel. In

external control, all channels are set by the

process controller.

Timer Output: The timer output is a pulse

of 175 volts amplitude into 75 ohms, with a rise

time of 1 microsecond maximum. The maximum

repetition rate is 10 pulses per second.

60 Hz Tie: There is a 60-Hz tie associ-

ated with the timer input such that the timer start

output will occur at the next positive slope zero

crossing of the timer 60-HZ power input after a

start signal has been received.

Recycling Timer: There is a recycling

timer output which may be connected to the timer

start input when a recycle mode is desired. The

recycling time is adjustable from O. 1 second to

99.9 seconds in O. 1 second steps.
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Basic Approach. The basic approach

selected for the timer was to use five BCD down

counters connected in tandem for each channel.

Each channel is preset to whatever time is re-

quired, and after a start signal is received, a

gate is turned on which allows a very accurate

100 kHz signal to be counted. When the counter

reaches zero, an output pulse is generated.

When the tinier is being controlled locally, each

output pulse presents its counter to the number

selected by the thumbwheel switch associated

with that counter and also gates off the 100kHz

clock signal. The channel is then ready to accept

another start signal, When the timer is being

controlled by the process controller, the output

pulse gates off the 100kHz clock only. At a later

time (before the next start signal) the process

controller must supply the channe I setting infor-

mation. It does this by utilizing twenty-six lines

of the process controller register outputs.

Twenty lines contain the channel setting in BCD

form. Five lines contain the channel identifica-

tion number in binary form. The twenty-sixth

line is used to insure that the information is

correctly interpreted by the timer. It goes to 1

after all the other lines have settled to their

proper value, and then it goes to O before any of

the other lines have changed. After the channel

is set, it is ready to accept another start signal.

DETAILED APPROACH

There are several refinements to the

basic approach discussed above. These will be

described in the following sections:

End of Count Determination. To de-

termine when the counters reach zero requires a

twenty-input AND gate or its equivalent. Since

standard, commercially available integrated

circuits were to be used for the timer, this would

require several packages including the necessary

inverters (since most logic families use inverting

gates). Also, because of propagation delays in

the counters, cross-over signals would be

generated, requiring additional gating, or de-

layed strobing, or some equivalent logic to in-

sure that only the correct all-zero condition of

the counters was recognized. Also, the printed

circuit pattern would become quite complex be-

cause the gate inputs would come from many

other packages. As an alternative, it was de-

cided to add an additional flip-flop to the counter

chain. This flip-flop would be triggered when

the counter chain changed from 00000 to 99999.

This provides a simple, unambiguous signal to

show when the counters have reached the aU -

zero state. However, this signal occurs one

clock pulse after the all-zero state. Also, this

signal is delayed by the full propagation delay

of the counter chain. Therefore, this signal

is used to gate the next clock pulse. The next

clock pulse provides a signal which is free of

propagation delay errors, but is two clock

pulses late. To make this signal occur at the

proper time, there is a circuit at the input of

the counter chain which adds two counts when-

ever a start signal is received. This circuit,

which consists of less than two IC packages is

simpler and more reliable than using a gate to

detect the all-zero condition. The two added

counts must occur before the first clock pulse

(in case the channel is set for one clock pulse,

or 10 microseconds). Therefore, a 1 MHz

signal is distributed to all the channels, and the

two added counts are added at a I MHz rate.

The system clock is actually a crystal-controlled

1 MHz oscillator. This is divided by ten, to

100kHz, to provide the 100kHz required by the

counters.

Counter Presetting. To preset the

counters to any number requires some special

techniques, because ripple counters are em-

ployed. Synchronous counters would ease the

presetting problem, but the large amount of
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additional logic required meant that it was more

cc,onomical to use the presetting system de-

scribed below. Each flip-flop set input is con-

nected to a dual two-input AND-OR gate. One

of the AND-gates is connected to the thumbwheel

switches, and the other is connected to the

process controller register buffers. The second

inputs of these AND-gates is controlled by a

front-panel switch such that one set of AND-

~ates is always off, so that timing control is

performed from one source only. Whenever a

counter set signal is received from one of the

three possible sources (a channel identification

number from the process controller in external

control, or a channel output pulse or a front-

panel reset switch operation in local control ),

a one microsecond pulse is generated and ap-

plied to all the flip-flop reset inputs. This sets

all the decades to a count of 15 (which normally

cannot occur in a BCD counter), which means

that all the flip-flop outputs which are used to

trigger another flip-flop are set to the O state.

After the one microsecond pulse has returned to

its normal state, whichever set gates are active

set their associated flip-flops. All the flip-flop

carry output transitions at this time are from

the O to the 1 state, which cannot trigger another

flip-flop. Thus all the flip-flops are correctly

set, independent of the flip-flop states before

the set command is received.

Multiplexer. For some machine experi-

ments, and for some maintenance procedures,

it is more convenient to have the timing set by

the thumbwheel switches, although the process

controller is controlling other machine opera-

tions. When this is done, it is useful to have

the channel setting available to the computer,

so that they may be displayed at remote com-

puter readouts, or possibly to be used in in-

ternal computations. This is done by having a

multiplexer built into the timer. In local con-

trol, when a channel identification number is re-

ceived, the settings of the thumbwheel switch

associated with that channe J are transmitted over

twenty lines to the computer. The computer can

request this information at any time without up-

setting the operation of the timer.

Output Pulse Amplifier. The output

pulses are generated in SCR pulse amplifiers.

The high voltage supply which is connected to the

SCR’s is isolated from the low voltage supplies

used for the rest of the timer. The trigger

signals from each channel are transformer

coupled to the SCR gates. Each SCR output is

transformer coupled to an electrically isolated

BNC connector, so that there is no common

ground connection between the outputs and any

other circuitry. A series diode protects the

SCR circuit from back-feeds from the load of up

to 1000 volts. Outputs may be short-circuited

indefinitely, because SCR current is limited

by an internal resistor. The output pulse is 350

volts with 75 ohm source impedance. When

terminated in 75 ohms, the pulse is 175 volts

with a width at half amplitude of approximately

seven microseconds.

Construction. With the exception of the

output pulse amplifiers and the power supply,

over 95% of the timer circuitry is comprised of

integrated circuits. Each channel is contained

on two plug-in printed circuit boards. Two

boards are used because of pin limitations of the

connector used. In addition to the forty channel

boards, there is a common board which contains

the recycling timer (which operates by counting

down from the 60-Hz line), the system clocks,

the 60-Hz tie circuitry, and the timer start

cicuitry. There are three computer interface

boards. One interface board decodes the channel

identification (which is in binary form) and oper-

ates the appropriate channel board. The second

interface board acts as a buffer for the channel
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setting information. It is necessary because

twenty channels are connected to each line. The

third interface board amplifies the multiplexer

outputs to the high voltages necessary for the

computer voltage sense inputs. The output

amplifiers are contained on three plug-in boards.

The timer is packaged in a 14 x 17 x 18 inch

package. The height is dictated by the control

switches on the front panel, since the circuitry

occupies only a portion of the total volume

avai Iable. The timer power supply is in a

separate 5 1/4 x 17 x 18 chassis.

?
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DIAGNOSTIC DRIVES AND CONTROLS*

by

V. S. Foote, Jr.
Plasma Physics Laboratory

Princeton University
Princeton, New Jersey

ABSTRACT
Present day plasma research devices, with their multiplicity

of diagnostics in combination with limited operator access, can
pose many probIems in the acquisition of the required data. The
evolution over a number of years of the drive and remote control
systems for diagnostic positioning devices now in use at PPL is
described with examples. Drives used with positioning devices
for both “in-pIasma” and “external” diagnostics are discussed,
as well as questions of reliability, safety, convenience, cost,
and standardization. Present trends in design such as auto-
matic logging and programmed control of probe positioning
mechanisms are discussed, and a new type of incremental drive
motor (utilizing stray magnetic fields between solenoid coils)
presently under test is introduced.

INTRODUCTION

The experimental devices and machines uti-

lized in present day physical research often have

inherent characteristics which necessitate the re-

mote operation of the diagnostic devices with which

they are equipped. High voltage, radiation, tem-

perature extremes, and often economics preclude

access to these diagnostics for repositioning be-

tween readings.

Experience over the last nine years at PPL

in meeting these requirements has resulted in a

philosophy or design approach utilizing standard-

ized (almost modular) components and techniques

to meet a broad variety of requirements.

DEVELOPMENT OF DIAGNOSTIC DRIVES

Initial Work

In 1.960, studie S1 of runaway electrons in the

E-3 stellarator, utilizing a lead x-ray collimator

which had to be re-aimed for each data point (with

*Work performed under auspices of the U. S.
Atomic Energy Commission.

attendant shutdown and restart of the machine)

suggested the desirability of a remotely operable

positioning device. A two-axis positioner (Fig. 1)

utilizing reversible, capacitor -run instrument

motors and potentiometers in a simple Micro-

positionerTM servo system permitted the experi -

mentalist to set in the desired coordinates from

the control room. Concurrently, several half

meter Jarrell-Ash Ebert Monochromators had

been more or less successfully modified for re-

mote operation. The significant improvement in

data-gathering speed and economy was apparent.

At this time the Model C stellarator was near-

ing first-stage completion and instrumentation

was being designed. A Smith-type Mass Spectro-

meter was being constructed for use in the vacuum

vessel and a request was made for a remotely- .

operable drive for the instrument. The drive

would position the device within 0.1 mm radially

with readout to O. 01 mm and, most importantly,

provide two 11 kilovolt breaks in series between

the vacuum vessel and the control room in
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accordance with C stellarator safety specifications.

These breaks were placed in the flexible shaft

between the positioning mechanism and the drive

unit. Never installed, the probe positioning me-

chanism and drive were duplicated several times

for an early Langmuir probe mechanism now re-

ferred to as a Type 1P (Fig. 2). Resultsz with

these probes, positioning mechanisms, and drives

have formed the basis for most subsequent work.

Other Approaches

During this period, the L-2 reflex arc device

was utilizing four Langmuir probes spaced axially.

On request, these were modified for remote con-

trol. Space limitations on the control console, to-

gether with operating procedures, suggested a

single switched readout of probe position with

ultimate expansion to 12 probes. To avoid syn-

chronization difficulties, an analog readout from a

position potentiometer (with buffer amplifier) to a

DIArsonval meter was utilized. The 1/270 meter

was calibrated from O to 64 mm into the plasma

and could be read to 1/2 mm or 1 part in 128.

Proven adequate in service, the system was later

expanded and provided with variable speed radial

scanning. It was subsequently duplicated on the

Q-1 cesiu.m plasma device.

Meanwhile, the C stellarator was being readied

for installation of the SF-2 stabilizing field coil. 3

Locating the position of the plasma in the U bend

dictated installation of four probes 900 apart at the

center of the U bend. Miniaturization fitted the

mechanisms through the SF-2 torus. Faced with

the requirement for four nearly identical drives

and with more in the offing, a modular design

was evolved. Featuring cast-aluminum gear

boxes, adjustable limit switches, metric conver-

sion gearing, reduced size and cost, and greater

reliability, these became the prototype for most

future work. Relaxation of the requirements for

position readout to O. 1 mm - permitting the use of

smaller synchros for transmission - allowed the

controls for all four probes to be mounted on one

5-1/4 inch high relay rack panel (a design which

holds to this day).

Standardization

As requests from C machine experimenters

for more and varied probes, mechanisms and

drives proliferated, an intensive development

program was begun. As outlined by Christie, 4

this work culminated in the Type I-HP mechanism

shown with its drive and control panel in Fig. 2.

Adoption of a metric lead screw in the probe

positioning mechanism eliminated the cumber-

some metric conversion gearing in the drive. One

revolution of the drive and flexible shaft moves

the probe tip one mm. The local and remote

counters (coupled by synchros) read out to O. 1 mm.

By use of readily interchanged floating gears, the

limit stop mechanism is easily modified to provide

travels of from 50 to 400 mm ~ O. 1 mm. Depending

on speed and torque requirements of the positioning

mechanism, gear head motors of from 18 to 186

rpm (both synchronous and induction) are installed.

Approximately 50 of these drives have been built

in this standard form. By suitable selection of

gearing, and if necessary changing the shaft 10-

cations, almost any reasonable requirements may

be met.

Fabrication and assembly of a drive and con-

trol panel represents approximately 70 man-hours

of shop time and $350.00 for components.

Special Drives

Development of the longitudinal “shuttle probe”

mechanism~4 for the Q-3 linear cesium plasma

device posed an interesting problem. The %-axis

position of the probe tip is a cosine function of the

input shaft rotation. By using a surplus mechanical

resolver (from a fire-control system) to drive the

synchro transmitter, this function was generated

to an overall accuracy of O. 5 mm in 197 mm.

.
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Also, experience on other linear machines with

use of the analog probe position voltage to drive

one axis of an X-Y recorder suggested the inclusion

of a potentiometer in parallel with the synchro

transmitter (Fig. 3). This output was used with

both recorders and oscilloscopes and the conve-

nience in data acquisition soon suggested the addi-

tion of readout potentiometers to other Q-3 drives

of the standard IIID type.

Figure 4 shows the most recent refinement of

this analog equipment. Experiment showed that

paralleling a second synchro receiver affected the

standard control panel readout by less than 0.05

mm. This second receiver drives a ten-turn

potentiometer through a 20:1 reducer. The assem-

bly can be quickly coupled to the readout for any

probe positioner. Application of the potentiometer

signal to the horizontal axis of an oscilloscope per-

mits the recording of probe voltage as a function

of both probe position and time, 5

External Diagnostics

A number of monochromators are in use at

PPL. Two Jarrell-Ash l-Meter Ebert Vacuum

Monochromators have been modified for remote

operation, with a novel counter assembly which

reads out wavelength directly in the first through

fourth orders and a calibrated vernier for correc -

tion of minute tracking errors. A tilting quartz

plate before the exit slit permits fine readout to

O. 01 figstrom. Also, a number of half meter

monochromators have been modified in an un-

sophisticated manner by addition of Size 5 Synchro

Receivers and chain drives to permit remote man-

ual scanning. Several control panels for these

have had a synchronous motor with six-speed

transmission added. By applying the detector out-

put to a strip-chart recorder, plots of intensity

versus wavelength are readily obtained. 6

An investigation of the decay of persistent

current in a superconducting solenoid 7 required a

special drive for a mechanism positioning an NMR

probe. The drive (Fig. 4) permits scanning (at

preselected speeds) between preset limits of trave~

automatic reversal or stop on reaching either lim-

it, and digital printout of the probe position.

Recent Work

A set of four “tiltable” probe mechanisms

(providing linear and angular positioning in a

normal plane) have recently been installed at one

port cross of the C stellarator. Equipped with a

1 mm square “flag”, each probe can sweep out one

quadrant of the 15 cm diameter aperture in con-

nection with electron gun plotting of line closures.

The desired one mm resolution requires some

2000 data points per quadrant, with radial and

angular repositioning of the probe between each

shot. Since operation at one pulse per second

will require about three hours to map out the

aperture, rapid and accurate positioning is es -

sential. Until now, monel flexible shafts have

been used to permit placing the drive motors and

position transmitters outside the machine’s mag-

2netic field. However, the spectre of eight flex-

ible shafts at one port cross (with perhaps four

additional probes and shafts and, probably, wave-

guides) coupled with the fact that the mechanism

ends would be tilting through a 40° arc led to a

different approach. By utilizing the stray field

( @ 600 gauss) between the confining field coils,

two nonferrous stepper motors consi sting of

orthogonal Faraday coils with slip rings could be

mounted directly on each probe positioning me-

chanism (Fig. 5). Each motor requires about 40

pulses (10 revolutions) to move the probe one mm.

A remote-readout counter (11 wires/digit) direct-

coupled to each motor transmits the probe position

via a local decimal-binary converter to the control

console and the data-acquisition system. Future

plans envisage the use of the process controller

sYstem8 to perform the coordinate transformations

required to permit the probe to follow any desired

path in machine coordinates.
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Fig. 1. X-ray coil.imetor, tvo-
axis positioning and re-
mote control panel.

Fig. 2. (Top) PPL Type 1P probe
positioning mechanism
wlkh gO: 1 reducer, Type
ID drive and conimol
cabinet.
(Bottom) PPL TyIE 111P
PPM (4 inch stroke),
Type IIID (b) WV’S and
Quadruple Control Panel.
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PROBE POSITIONING MECHANISMS*

by

?

●

R. S. Christie
Plasma Physics Laboratory

Princeton University
Princeton, New Jersey

ABSTRACT

For many years instrumentation of plasmas has made use
of movable probes usually provided with a linear motion only.
From these single degree of motion positioning mechanisms a
PPL “standard design” has evolved after three major develop-
mental modifications. Minor alterations in the design of this
probe mechanism and variations in the method of mounting it,
hat-e increased its flexibility and usefulness to the extent that
it is able to position a probe anywhere in a specified volume.
The standard device, special mechanisms designed to solve
particular positioning and measurement problems and probes
of an unusual and miniature nature are described and illus-
trated. The probe tip motions obtained by the mechanisms
are shown through use of multiple exposure photography.

●

✎

STANDARD MECHANISM

As plasma research machines become larger

and more complex so do the experiments perform-

ed with them. The advent of operating machines

on a shift basis, the desire for more data, and a

reluctance to break vacuum for probe changes led

to instrumenting machines with two or more sets

of probes. Because the number of diagnostic

ports on a machine is fixed, two or more probe

positioning mechanisms had to be located where

one had been previously. More than just in and

out motion also became a requirement. At PPL

there have been three major design modifications

made in the last several years which led to a

“standard design” probe positioning mechanism

used to meet these changing conditions aad re -

quir ements.

Early single degree of motion mechanisms

used formed bellows to obtain linear motion in

*work performed under auspices of the U. S.

Atomic Energy Commission.

ultra high vacuum systems. As length of stroke

and degrees of motion increased, formed bellows

were no longer adequate. Welded metal bellows

were introduced. The first major change in de-

sign came with the use of welded bellows. Ma nu -

facturers of these bellows were few, and they

were reluctant to guarantee the bel~ows’ ability to

perform. Outside diameters were relatively large

but stroke per inch of free length far exceeded

that of formed bellows.

As experience was gained, the diameters im-

proved favorably. Bellow diameters were reduced

from 2.75 inches to 1. L25 inches. The second ma-

jor modification came as a result of this reduction

and the use of an on axis lead screw instead of an

off axis ball screw as the means of stroking the

mechanism. The diameter of the positioning

mechanism was substantially reduced.

Removal of the bakable in place requirement

for the devices plus ingenuity resulted in the third

design change. Some parts which were stainless

steel only because of bake requirements were

CI1-7-I
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diameter ceramic container. In the center is a

“double-double” probe which is a modification of
3

a probe made by D. Dimock. There are two

grids and two collectors plates all in a shield.

The overall diameter is .096”. The tip shown

at the top of the figure is a miniature Langmuir

probe made of drawn quartz tubing over .001”

diameter tungsten wire. Miniaturization to this

extent, (tip diameter of . 004”) reduces the dis-

turbing effect of the size of the probe on the

plasma.

Many changes have been made in probe

positioning mechanisms. Standard components,

new materials, relaxation of restrictions on

materials used in vacuum systems and ingenuity

in design have r e suited in mechanisms which

provide a means of placing a probe anywhere

within a specified volume. Present designs,

together with remote drive, control and readout4

enable the mea surement and collection of data

to be accomplished with a minimum of difficulty.
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Fig. 4. Double probe and nultiple exposure
photograph of tip nmtion.

Fig. 6. Traveling probe Fig. 7. Probe tips.
mechanism. b
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Fig. 5. Shuttle probe positioning mechanism and
multiple exposure photograph of mechanism
motion.
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INDUCTIVE CIRCUIT SWITCHING *
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Plasma Physics Laboratory
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ABSTRACT

Two experiments of inductive energy switching are described. 1. A
direct current interrupter utilizes a relatively small external power supply
to drive the breaker current to zero. 2. Inverters in inductive storage
systems can be used to limit the voltage on interruption and to facilitate
efficient energy transfer.

1. DIRECT CURRENT INTERRUPTER

The difficulty in interrupting a direct current

inductive circuit lies in the fact that there is no

point of current zero where the arc channel can de-

ionize and build up dielectric strength to a value

where it can hold off the recovery voltage of the

circuit. Tests have been made to show that the

switching could be accomplished by providing a

current zero with a small pulsed power supply. As

a result of these tests, engineering of a dc inter-

rupter is possible for arbitrary circuits. The ac-

curacy in the prediction of breaker performance

has been found satisfactory.

Description of the Circuit

The basic circuit in the tests is shown in Fig.

1. A dc source of 2000 amperes, was used to

charge a ~ henry inductor with a 3 second time

constant. When interruption of the circuit was re-

quired, the circuit breaker was tripped and an arc

was drawn. After a few milliseconds, the dis-

charge circuit, which consisted of a capacitor C
d’

an inductor L
d’

and an ignitron IG1 was fired to

force a current zero. The bank of load resistors

(Z2) limited the peak voltage when the current was

* Work performed under auspices of the U. S.

Atomic Energy Commission.

interrupted. To protect the breaker in the event

of malfunction a crowbar ignitron was placed

across the breaker.

The circuit breaker used was a Westinghouse

type DB50, rated at 16OO amperes, 600 volts, 60

Hz or 250 volts dc.

Experimental Results

The time required for the breaker from ener -

gization to contact separation was about 25 milli-

seconds. The arc voltage climbed from 20 volts

to about 400 volts in 5 to 10 milliseconds. This

increase was interpreted as the result of the arc

traveling up into the arc chute.

The discharge circuit was fired when the arc

voltage reached 350 volts. This circuit then would

drive the current to zero in about O. 5 millisecond.

Typical currents and voltage waveforms are shown

in Fig. 2.

The highest current, within the limits imposed

by the load inductor, 2000 amperes, was inter-

rupted with peak voltages up to 16 kV generated

across the circuit breaker contacts. The maxi-

mum ~ was 10 kVlpsec. The energy required

to force a current zero was 2 kJ or O. 270 of the

stored energy in the inductor. The current inter-

rupted was 125~o of the breakeris rating, the

DI-I-1



voltage on interruption was 250070 of its ac rating.

These findings were utilized in engineering dc

breaker applications in inductive circuits. Per-

formance of the breakers confirmed the usefulness

of this method of using standard low voltage inter-

rupters in circuits where high induced voltages

are present.

2. INVERTER CIRCUIT IN AN INDUCTIVE
STORAGE DEVICE

An inductive energy storage system using ig-

nitron switching was developed and tested at PPL.

Preliminary results have been reported by E. D.

Simon.
2

On transferring energy from an inductive

storage device the voltage across the inductor can

reach undesirable levels. Most attempts to regu-

late this voltage are inherently wasteful. The ap-

plication of an inverter, however, can limit the

voltage without appreciable loss. A pertinent cir-

cuit is shown in Fig. 3.

An inverter was built to test the use of stan-

dard (5555) ignitrons in such a circuit. Provision

has been made to series and parallel inverter

bridges (Fig. 4), such that a bridge can be used

as a building block to assemble arbitrary systems.

The storage inductor was a 2000 ampere, O. 5

henry coil (Fig. 5), of 3 second time constant. The

plan view of the installation is shown in Fig. 6.

Description of the Circuit

Assume an initial energy stored in the induc-

tor (Ls) and an initial negative voltage on the com-

mutating capacitor C If we simultaneously fire
c“

IG1 and IG2 the storage current (is) will gradually

change the originally negative voltage of Cc. When

this voltage reaches a preset value, a sensing cir-

cuit will fire IG3 and IG4, thus an inverter action

begins. Meanwhile IG7 acts as a rectifier, CT as

a filter, and LL load can be supplied with dc cur-

rent through IG9 (Fig. 3). The object of the testing

was to determine: a) How much current can be in-

verted with one set of 5555 ignitrons. b) What

inverter voltage can be used. c) What ~ and &

can be tolerated. d) Finally to determine if series

and parallel combination of inverters is feasible.

Experiments

The charging circuit is separated from the

storage inductor by a string of 5 ignitrons (IG5 of

Fig. 4). At the end of the storage current buildup

the inverter is started. The first step of the in-

verter reduces the current in IG5 to zero thus sep-

arates the current supply from the inductor. The

rate of rise of voltage and the rate of current

change is determined by the size of Cc (of Fig. 4).

Changing Cc and finding the limits (in current and

voltage) of reliable commutation yields the per-
dv di

missible values of — and —. The inverter ac -
dt dt

tion continues until the stored energy is exhausted.

Failure of inversion results in short circuiting the

storage inductor, thus damage to any component is

unlikely. Ignitron life is quite long since the tubes

are not excessively stressed.

Concision

The experimental results show that about 1000

amperes can be inverted by s single set of 5555 ig-

nitrons. The peak inverter voltage has to be kept

below 4.5 kV. A rate of voltage rise of 1 volt/

psec, and a rate of current change of 1 Alpsec

are permissible. Series and/or parallel combina-

tions of inverters are quite feasible without any re-

duction in the performance quoted above.
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STANDARD COMMERCIAL IGNITRONS AS HIGH VOLTAGE SWITCHES

Nicholas M. Turitzin

Plasma Physics Laboratory

Princeton University
Princeton, N. J.

ABSTRACT

Test results performed on ignitrons types 5550 and NL-1053 used

as high voltage switches are given. Static voltage breakdown, dynamic

voltage breakdown, internal dark and bright tube resistance, tube voht -

age drop, arc transfer, ignitor resistance and factors influencing the

tube life have been investigated. A high voltage ignitron switch using

series connected ignitrons is described.

*

●

.
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At the beginning of the fusion research little

was known about the characteristics of ignitrons

used for switching and c rowbarring high voltage,

high energy capacitor banks. In 1959 the Plasma

Physics Laboratory conducted a testing program

of available ignitron tubes mass produced for re-

sistance spot welding to determine their pulse

1
characteristics. Since that time and after many

applications two tubes emerged which fulfilled ap-

proximately 90% of all the switching and crowbar-

ring requirement: the two inch ignitron size A,

type 5550, and the seven inch ignitron size D, type

NL-1053. To bring the data on these tubes up to

date and gain additional information, new tests

were initiated. The intention of these tests was

not to obtain exhaustive results but to secure suf-

ficient data for design purposes, and to find fac-

tors which could forecast the approach of tube

failure.

I. DESCRIPTION OF TESTS

The ignitrons were tested for the following

characteristics:

i< Work performed under auspices of the U. S.

Atomic Energy Commission.

1. Static voltage breakdown.

2. Dynamic voltage breakdown.

3. Tube resistance.

4. Voltage drop.

5. Arc transfer.

Eight tubes type 5550, and nine tubes type
23

1053 were tested’. The tubes were heated initially

for 16 hours with 250 watt heat lamps, which re-

mained on during all tests. The jacket of the type

1053 ignitron was filled with standing water.

Measurements were made before the beginning of

tests, and at the end of life after the tubes failed

repeatedly to fire. Table I shows the results ob-

tained experimentally.

1. Static Voltage Breakdown Test

The static voltage breakdown test indicates

the ability to withstand indefinitely a maximum

static or slowly rising voltage for positive and

negative polarities. All breakdowns for the 1053

ignitr Ons occurred internally. For the 5550 igni-

trons all breakdowns in the initial tests took place

across the outside of the glass neck, in the final

tests they all occurred internally. Thus the insu-

lation of anode limits the voltage standoff of the

5550 ignitron.



To test for the internal breakdown, the glass

neck was first coated with a layer of silicone rub-

ber sealant adhesive to provide an elastic bond

between glass and epoxy, and then potted to the

size of the external diameter of the tube with an

epoxy compound. Four tubes were thus treated,

they all broke down internally at an average value

of 31 kV.

2. Dynamic Voltage Breakdown

The dynamic breakdown voltage indicates the

ability of the tube to withstand a fast rising voltag=

The ignitrons were subjected to a voltage rising at

a rate of 7. 5 to 60 kV per microsecond. When the

value of the static breakdown voltage was applied

dynamically all the tubes withstood it. For the 50%

breakdowns the voltages are shown in Table 1.

Seventy-five percent of the times 1053 ignitrons

broke down externally. All the 5550 tubes flashed

over on the outside. For a 100% breakdown the

voltages were found 20yo higher.

The dynamic breakdown voltages were iden-

tical for rise times from 7.5 kV to 60 kV per mi-

crosecond. A tube selected on the basis of static

breakdown will be able to withstand a larger volt-

age applied dynamically. The test showed that

standoff voltage is not a reliable indicator of the

tube life.

3. Tube Resistance

The leakage current of unfired ignitrons with

15 kV rms, 60 Hz across, was measured to deter-

mine their dark resistance.

When 15 kV was applied to the failed 5550

tubes they broke down several times internally be-

fore they were able to support this voltage. The

leakage current was then measured. The similar-

ities of before and after resistance indicate again

that this is not a sure indicator of the impending

failure.

4. Internal Voltage Drop

The knowledge of the internal voltage drop is

necessary for the calculation of the tube impedance

and heating. This voltage drop is made up of two

parts: the cathode and anode fall of potential,

which is independent of the current and equal to

about 12 volts, and the bright resistance of the

conducting medium which varies with cur rent.

Figure 1 shows the results for the type 5550

ignitron. Two straight lines are drawn through

the experimentally obtained points; the fir st line

corresponds to the voltage drop before arc trans-

fer to the wall, and the second line after the arc

transfer. A similar condition has been obtained

for the type 1053 ignitron except that the break

point occurs at about 7 kA at a voltage drop of 28

volts . The slopes of these curves give the internal

resistance of a few milliohm shown in Table 1.

5. Arc Transfer

Arc transfer is said to occur when an appre-

ciable amount of current gets suddenly diverted to

the ignitron metal jacket. To illustrate this phe-

nomenon a type 5550 ignitron was cut horizontally.

A teflon ring was installed between the two sec-

tions, the tube was reassembled, pumped down

and electrical connections with current transform-

ers inserted were made from the two sections to

the return conductor as is shown in Fig. 2. The

ignitron was triggered to pass a large p~se of cur-

rent. As the current begins to rise it flows most-

ly through the mercury pool, then as it reaches a

certain value a sudden current jump is registered

in the upper portion of the tube showing the effect

of the arc transfer.

In the actual tests the current at which the arc

transferred to the wall was determined from the

ignitron current and voltage drop. A downward

jump of voltage indicates the arc transfer, as

shown in Fig. 3. The total coulombs (2T trans-

ferred by the tube is equal to the sum of C)M trans-

ferred through the mercury pool and f2J trans -

ferred through the tube jacket. Figure 4 shows

this for two waveforms of current carried by a

.5550 ignitron. Similar curves were obtained for

.

>

.
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type 1053 ignitrons, except the initiation of wall

current started at 7000 amperes.

6. Arc Transfer and Tube Failure

The arc transfer with its erosion of the steel

jacket appears to be the major cause of the igni-

tron failure. This assertion is based on a number

of observations such as pitting of the tube walls,

the measurement of ignitor resistance, the rela-

tionship of tube failure to fire to the maximum

current, operating experience and the study of

gamma ray photographs. Figure 5 shows two such

pictures of the same tube. The picture on the left

represents the condition of the mercury level in

the good 5550 tube before the beginning of the

tests. The surface of mercury is sharply delin-

eated and the meniscus at the walls is convex up-

ward. The picture on the right shows the same

tube at the end of its life after repeated passage of

high current. The mercury surface is now fuzzy

and the convex meniscus has disappeared. This is

due to the metal particles knocked off the metal

walls floating on top of mercury. It is well known

that certain impurities added to a liquid alter the
4

contact angle considerably.

When a hole was drilled in the metal jacket

the air oxidized the metal particles, restored

sharpness to the mercury surface and brought back

the convex meniscus.

The wetting action occurring at the walls also

takes place at the ignitor changing the mercury-

ignitor interface and reducing its resistance. In

both ignitron types the average resistance dropped

from the average original value of 32 ohms to 1

ohm or less at the end of life. This was found to

be the most reliable indicator of the impending

failure of the tube.

A certain amount of arc transfer can be toler-

ated by the tube without serious reduction of life.

As a case in point, one 1053 ignitron has been

pulsed for 1000 times at a repetition rate of 1 pulse

per minute, with a total charge transfer of 100

coulombs, of which 50 coulombs were flowing

through the jacket. During this time the igniter

resistance decreased from 42 to 36 ohms. The

charge was increased to 150 coulombs, with 100

coulombs transferred through the wall. The tube

failed after 73 pulses with igniter resistance de-

creasing from 36 to zero ohm. Similar results

were obtained for the 5550 ignitrons.

II. SERIES CONNECTION OF IGNITRONS

Both types of tubes just described have been

used extensively to switch high voltage circuits

either singly or in series arrangement. In these

applications the standoff voltage of the 555o igni -

tron without potting has been limited to 15 kV per

tube, while the 1053 ignitron was used to hold off

reliably 20 kV.

Figure 6 shows a switch with 5 ignitrons type

1053 connected in series. It has been used in a

100 kV circuit as a crowbar to discharge 2 mega -

joules of energy, as a series switch supplying

energy to rf oscillators, as a crowbar in the rf

tank circuit, as an oscillation suppressor in the
5

pulse forming network. In this switch the anode

current begins to flow one microsecond afte r the

input signal has been applied to the firing circuit.

III. CONCLUSION

The experience shows that while the change in

any of the parameters tested can indicate a deteri-

oration of the tube only the igniter resistance

seems to be a reliable measure of the impending

tube failure. It is suggested that all of the param-

eters tested be periodically checked in an actual

installation, and a trend if any be considered as

significant.

The standard commercial ignitron represents

a satisfactory building block for high voltage

switches. It is a standard industrial product,

easily obtainable, relatively cheap and rugged in

construction. It lends itself to series connections

for high voltage use. Up to ten ignitrons have been

operated in series and fired in a microsecond time.
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TABLE I

IGN ITRON TYPE I NL- 1053

T EST

POLARITY

STATIC BREAKDOWN kV

STAT.BKDN. STD.DEVIATION kV

500/e DYNAMIC BREAKDOWN kV
11 “ STD. DEVIATION kV

IGNITOR RESISTANCE OHMS
11 “ STD. DEVIATION “

INITIAL

POS.INEG

27.4 30.0

6.3 I 6. I

46.047.0

&Lk2
31.8

8.8

FINAL

POS.I NEG.

+

25.327.6

6.7 7.2

46.647.5

2.9 2.5

0.6

0.88

DARK TUBE RESISTANCE MEG. I 16.0 I I 5.9
11 11 STD.DEVIATION II 7.0 5.5

,
BRIGHT TUBE RESISTANCE

BEFORE ARC TRANSFER OHMS
AFTER ARCTRANSFER OHMS

2X10-3
0.87x 10-3
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5550.
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Fig. 3. occurrenceof arc transfer- i=itron 5550.
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100 KV PRESSURIZED TRIGATRON SWITCH

by

J.K. Burton
W.R. Glock
W.H. Lupton

c Plasma Physics Division
Naval Research Laboratory

Washington, D. C.

ABSTRACT

A pair of low-cost trlgatron switches have been
developed for use at 100 kV. The switches exhibit
a delay of less than 13 nsec and a jitter less
than ~ nsec. One of the switches was initially
designed for low-current use with medium inductance
for a 10= volt LC generator. The second switch
was destgned for a system requiring a low-inductance
switch with high current capability (140 kA). No
degradation appears in the operating characteristics
of the high-current switch after 200 operations.

.

INTRODUCTION

In many areas of plasma physics

research there is a frequent need for high-

voltage switches capable of controlled

operation ovsr a voltage range of 20 to

100 kV. The requirement for switches in

the 100 kV range was undertaken as part

of the high voltage generator development

program. These generators w=re of two

types - the multistage impulse type and

the pulse transformer type. The multistage

generator is a variant of the Marx-type

c~rcuit and is known varicmsly as an LC

gen+rator or “swinging Marx.” This machine

o?erates at 100 kV per stage and requires

triggering of all switches. The second

generator is a storage capacitor pulse

transformer type hi-gh-voltage device that

produces sOO’to 600 kV. This machine

requires only one switch with command

triggering and a high current (100 kA)

capability.

LOW CURRENT SWITCH

Our previous experience has been with

low voltage (20 kV), unpressurized triga-

1 The electrodes for ttlistron switches .

type switch, which was designed and

developed for the Pharos program, were

available at NRL, so these were incorpora-

ted into a pressurized housing with no

major redesign of the electrode. The

switch that evolved from this development

is shown in Fig. 1. A coaxial trigger

pin made from 2.5-mm-diameter copper with

the ends rounded to a hemisphere, with

an alumina insulator, is brought through

the trigger electrode. The trigger

electrode is mounted flush with the main

electrode, resulting in a trigger discharge

gap of 3.0 mm. The body of the switch

is stock nylon tubing. A pressure fitting

in each of the electrodes is provided so

that, in & surge generator, the switches

may be pressurized in series, and only

the voltage from one stage appears across

the connecting pressurized line. Both

the electrodes can easily be replaced in

case of damage, and the nontriggered

electrode has the additional feature that

washers may be inserted under it to reduce

the gap. Five switches of this design

DI-3-1



were manufactured on contract at a total

cost of g983.oo.

SWITCHING TIME AND JITTER MEASUREMENT

The circuit arrangement shown In Fig.

2 was used in all the switch delay time and

jitter measurements. In this test circuit,

the load consists of a single-turn two-

microhenry inductor and 19-ohm copper

sulphate solution resistor. The trigger

generator consists of a spark gap discharg-

ing a 0.01 WF capacitor into a 50-ohm line.

The capacitor is charged by a 20-kV SUPPIYY

and the amplitude for the trigger voltage

is determined by the output gap spacing.

In addition to firing the switch, the

trigger gap couples through a suitable

resistive divider to provide a trigger

voltage for the oscilloscope. The coaxial

(RG/8) cable coupling the trigger to the

switch is wound on a coil to provide the

isolating inductance between the switched

high voltage and the trigger generator.

‘I’hetrigger cable is broken 12 in. before

it connects to the switch, and a circuit

is installed for monitoring the trigger

signal as It is impressed on the switch

electrode. The two-microhenry Inductor

in series with the load resistor can be

monitored to provide a voltage proportional

to the time rate of change of the current

In the load circuit.

Figure 3 shows typical waveforms

obtained from the test arrangement. The

upper positive-going waveform is a monitor

of the trigger signal and shows that the

trigger rises at the rate of about one

kilovolt per nanosecond. A number of

trigger pulses superimposed on one film

show the jitter in the trigger to be less

than one nanosecond. This stability

permits monitoring the switch closing

without simultaneously monitoring the

trigger pulse. Switching time in this

test is defined as the time between the

peak point of the trigger pulse and the

~eak current in this discharge circuit.

Operating conditions with a negative

charge (vs) and a positive trigger (vt)
are”shown in Fig. 4, curve A. The self-

breakdown voltage (Vsb) of the ‘witch ‘n

this case is 98 kv, which Is about 10 kV

lower than the Vsb when the polarity of

the charge voltage is plus. This lower

value of Vsb IS undoubtedly due to the

slight asymmetry introduced into the

switch by the trigger electrode assembly.

This switch configuration Is Interesting

and useful, and while it does not have the

fast switching characteristics available

with a positive charge and negative

trigger, i’t does have the advantage of

broad operating range with only a modest

,ticrease in delay at the lower voltage.

The jitter at i’o percent of Vsb and above

i.s in no case greater than 10 nanoseconds,

and the delay ranges from a high of about

40 down to about 15 nsec.

The second useful switch configuration,

when the trigger Vt is negative and the

charge is positive, is shown in Fig. 4,

curve B. This configuration has the

fastest switching time and the lowest

jitter of any of the four possible combina-

tions; however, below about 70 percent of

v sb the jitter and the delay become very

large. For example, reducing the applied

voltage to 60 kV results In nearly twice

the delay as in the previous configuration.

In this figure one can pick ou’t rather

clearly the fast and the slow regions In

the tri-gatron operations. In the fast

region the trigger spark ‘travels in the

air between the two electrodes and not

along the ceramic to the neighboring

electrode~. This region of low jitter and

low delay extends to somewhere In the

neighborhood of 70 ‘to 75 percent of Vsb.

In the voltage below 70 percent of ‘Sb the

delay in the jitter becomes strongly

dependent upon its applied voltage. A

plot of jitter versus applied voltage for

positive charge and negative trigger is

.

*
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shown in curve C. Here the Jitter is

below 10 nsec throughout the fast region.

In the fast region the delay and the jitter

are generally less than 5 nsec. It iS

quite apparent that below a Vsb of 75 per-

cent the jitter climbs very rapidly to a

generally intolerable figure.

HIGH-CURRENT SWITCH

The high-current switch Intended to

operate at 100 kV and capable of switching

at least 100 M is shown in Fig. 1. This

switch was constructed to be a low-induct-

ance version of the first switch, and the

electrode inductance is about 2 nH, while

that of the small electrode switch is

about 4.8 nH. However, in the 1 to 10 nsec

region most of the inductance is still in

the spark gap. The inductance of one

discharge channel can be approximated by

the following expressicm2:

L = 0.002t(loge~/p) - 0.75 yH/cm

where 4,is gap length and p Is channel

radius. It is assumed that the channel

radius at 1 nsec after closures is 10-3

and that this will expand a% an initial

velocity of 106 cm/sec and slow to an

cm

expansion velocity of 10s cm/aec at 1 psecb.

The channel inductance per centimeter

decreases from 13.8 nH at 1 nsec to 9.7 nH

at 10 nsec, so even though the electrode

inductance can be reduced to a reasonable

minimum, It Is still the gap that causes

problems in gas switches. For very fast

risetime pulses, the use of oil, water, or

polyethylene rather than gas is much

preferred.

TEST PROCEDURE

This switch was intended primarily

to handle high-currenz switching problems,

and its abil%ty to perform under these

conditions was determined by measuring

vsb of the switch versus pressure as the

switch was initially received and then

remeasuring this value after a series of

runs at a definite load current. The plot

of Vsb versus pressure for this switch is

shown in Fig. 5. First a new switch having

a l-cm gap was checked and showed a stand-

ard deviation of 13 percent for an average

vSb of 83 kv. This switch was then operat-

ed 100 kA for 100 shots. At the end of

this series the average Vsb was reduced

from 83 kV to 77.5 kV, and the standard

deviation was 5.5 percent. The switch was

then operated an additional 100 times, and

at the end of this series the V5b had

increased to 79.3 kV, but the standard

deviation went from 5.5 to 10.4 percent.

The switch was disassembled and cleaned by

wiping the electrodes and housing with

alcohol. There was no visible damage, so

the switch was retested and the standard

deviation was back to ~.~ percent.

Recently the performance of a high

current trigatron with a gap of 1.5 cm

was tested at 140 kA. The initial

char~cteristlcs of the switch after a

conditioning run at 100 M were a standard

deviation of 4 percent and a Vsb of 94.4 kV.

After a series of 25 shots the character-

istics were remeasured and the Vsb had

dropped to 83.4 kV and the standard devia-

tion had risen to 10 percent. Upon dis-

assembly, the electrodes were found to be

heavily coated with what ia presumed to

be carbonized nylon. The switch components

were cleaned w~th alcohol and reassembled

with a close fitted 0.250-in.-thick lucite

sleeve inside the nylon housing. The

initial characteristics were rechecked and

the switch was then run for 200 shots.

The Vsb was measured and had dropped from

94.4 to 89.9 kV while the standard devia-

tion had improved from 4 to 2.5 percent.

The switch was disassembled and showed

only some discoloration of the lucite

liner and of the switch electrodes.

CONCLUSION

Two versions of the trigatron switch

have been developed for use in the 100-kV
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SCTLIAC SPARK GAP AND TRXGGERSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT*

by

C. F. Ha-r and R. F. Gribble

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, University of California
Los Alamos, New 14sxico

ABSTRACT

The Scyllac primary energy system consists of three-thousand two-
hundred forty 1.85-@, 60-kV capacitors with a 4-element spark gap
mounted on each capacitor. When triggered the spark gap transfers the
stored energy from the capacitor to the load coil. The Scyllac trigger
system must trigger all 3240 spark gaps and with a jitter (or simultaneity)
of 10 nsec rms.

Each 4-element spark gap is required to hold off the 60-kV bank
voltage until triggered, then carry a peak current of about 60 kA. The
spark gap consists of 3 main electrodes and an illuminating spark plug.
The gap spacings are 1/4” and 1/2”. It is pressurized to 20 psig which
raises the voltage hold-off capability to 120 kv. The gap is operated
with the capacitor charged negative, and the center electrode biased to
1/3 the capacitor voltage. A 1-3/4” wide brass ring is attached to the
center electrode to provide additional capacitance to the fast-rising
trigger pulse. A major consideration in the design of this gap was to
be able to operate the gap in a fast swinging cascade mode.

The Scyllac trigger system uses charged coaxial cable as the energy
source for the fast trigger pulse. The system has been designed so that
each trigger gap will trigger fifty-four 4-element spark gaps. Therefore,
the Scyllac trigger system consists of 60 sub-master trigger gaps and one
master trigger to trigger all the sub-master gaps. The coaxial source
cables are charged to 100 kv with a pulse which has a risetime of 12 Wsec.

The trigger system delivers an 80-kV pulse with a risetime of 100 nsec,
when measured with a coaxial 50-() resistive load. The trigger gap is
also a 4-element spark gap with electrode spacings of 1/16” and 1/8” and
is pressurized to 45 psig. law inductance was an important design criterion
for this gap. A
gap, and trigger

detailed description of the 4-element spark gap, trigger
system will be included in this paper.

●
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I. INTRODUCKCON

In the Scyllac proposal, the Scyllac trigger

system and spark gaps were thought to be identical

with those being used in Scylla IV only larger in

number. At that time a program was initiated to

develop an electronic device which would measure

the variation in firing delay or jitter of each of

of the Scyllac spark gaps. While trying to arrive

*
Work performed under the auspices of the U. S.
Atomic Energy Commission.

at a nethod to measure the gap jitter it was dis-

covered that the Scylla IV gaps were not !Icascadingt!

properly, allowing the delay to vary considerably.

Gap jitter had not previously been thoroughly inves-

tigated simply because the Scylla IV system had been

tremendously successful from the standpoint of pro-

ducing plasma and there were no indications to sus-

pect that the gaps were not firing properly. It was

felt that for a system as large aa Scyllac it would

be desirable to control jitter and minimize it as

DI-&l



much as possible. Another developnnmt program was

then started which produced an improved spark gap,

which operated !Ifast swinging cascade’’l’, and a trig-

ger system which generated a very fast high-voltage

trigger pulse. These improvements have been instal-

led in Scylla IA, the Scyllac prototype, and are now

being installed in Scylla IV-3.

II. SCYLIAC SPARKGAP

Upon determining that the Scyll,a IV gap was

not cascading correctly, an investigation was start-

ed to determine how the situation could best be rem-

edied. It was decided that the spark gap configura-

tion should be optimized and that a fast trigger sys-

tem would be designed.

A prototype trigger circuit was built which was

capable of delivering to an open circuit, RG/17, 50-

n coaxial cable, a fast pulse of 60-nsec duration

that rises to 300 kV in about 4 nsec. Shown in sche-

matic form in Fig. 1 is the prototype trigger cir-

cuit which was used throughout the spark gap de-

velopment.

Considerable effort went into setting up the in-

strumentation for the spark gap test system. TWO

types of measurements were made on the spark gaps;

voltage and emitted light. TO masure voltage, ca-

pacitive voltage dividers were connected to the top

and center electrodes of the gap. A photomultiplier

was coupled to a rigtd light pipe which was inserted

into a shallow hole in the gap insulators to observe

the emitted light at each gap. By comparing the

voltage data with data obtained from the light ~-

mission measurements, a method was established to

determine when the individual gaps would fire. This

is illustrated by the waveforms shown in Fig. 2.

Approximately a year was spent developing the

spark gap, about half of this tl.mewas devoted to

taking hundreds of Polaroid oscilloscope pictures.

The spark gap configuration decided on as being the

best we had examined is shown in Fig. 3 and will be

used in the Scyllac system. The main spark gap is

shown in the lcwer portion of the illustration, the

upper portion shows the piggyback crowbar which is

being reported on by Robert Gribble.

The Scyllac spark gaps hold off the bank charge

voltage of 60 kv, and carrypeakcurrentwhichmay

be in excessof 60 M. LUW inductanceis an import-

ant designcriterionfor all of the Scylleccompo-

nents, this is particularly true of the spark gaps,

since the gap inductance has a direct effect on the

voltage transfer efficiency. The inductance of the

gap and capacitor assembly has been measured to be

61 nH.

The new features included in the improved spark

gap are: the center electrode has a 3/4’9 diameter

hole in the center with a radius of curvature of

1/4” on the edge of the hole. A metal ring has been

attached to the center electrode which increases

the center electrode capacitance to ground by 100

p.f.

Major changes from the previous design are the

reduction of gap spacing to a ratio of 2:1 and pres-

surizing the gap. When using this center electrode

geometry with a lower gap spacing of 1/2”, the upper

1/4”gap pressurizedto 14 psig,and the capacitor

chargedto -59 kv, theaveragedelaywas 34 nsec

and the rms jitterwas 2 nsec in 50 samplestaken

from 1100shots. The centerelectrodeswingwas

+ 80 kV in 22 nsec to lowergap breakdown.Six

nanosecondslater the overawing reached a peak of

-80 kV relative to the upper electrode. The top

gap breakdown occurred 4-6 nsec after the overawing

peak. The gap did not operate satisfactorily for a

positive charge less than 55 kV, wheresa the useful

range extends down to 40 kV for a negative capacitor

charge. At 59 kv the delay was reduced by a factor

of 5 by charging the capacitor negatively.

Use of grooved insulators was found to produce

a very good static hold-off. At 14 psig the gap

would hold 90 kV all day and at 20 psig it would

hold 95 kV indefinitely.

The final gap configuration has been installed

in Scylla IA (36 gaps) and has operated successfully

for several months. Seventy-two gaps have been in-

stalled in the Scyllac prototype which is in the de-

bugging stage. Three-hundred-fifty gaps are being

installed in Scylla Iv-3 and will be operating soon.

III. SGYLLAC TRIGGER GAP

The prototype trigger circuit used in the

spark gap developnmt consisted of five, 50-Cl, RG/17

source cables, one RG/17 output trigger cable, and

a simple overvolted spark gap that connects the two

sets of cables. A 14irx circuit produces a rapidly

rising charge voltage on the source cables, variable

from 60 to 150 kV. The gap was pressurizedto 35
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PSig with compressed air. The output pulse was quite

stable, with a value of 75 to 85 kV and a risetime

of less than 4 nsec. When operated into a load gap

spark plug the pulse doubles and is sltied by the R.

C. of the cable impe&nce and the electrode capaci-

tance (R.C. -S nsec).

Mxiification I trigger gap is essentially the

prototype trigger gap except that it is designed to

trigger 36 spark gaps, using 36 source cables. This

gap has been installed as the master trigger in both

Scylla lii and Scylla IV-3.

Modification H trigger gap is quite different

from l.kwlification I in that it is a 4-el~nt spark

gap and is capable of triggering 72 spark gaps. &-

chanically it is considerably larger, the electrodes

are 30 in. diameter and the assembled gap weighs

about 800 lbs. This gap was installed in the Scyllac

prototype and was used in developing the Scyllac trig-

ger gap. Data taken during this develop~nt indicat-

ed the gap spacings should be 1/8’1 and l/4t! for an

overall spacing of 3/8”. This configuration would

break down at 100 kv with a pressure of 40 psig, and

is operated at 45 psig min.

Low gap inductance is of particular importance

in the trigger circuit since the trigger pulse rise---
Gap I~ductance

‘=m’ Out Trigger Cable Z
$ mst be very fast in

order that &z–load gap will operate fast cascade.

The inductance of tidificstion II gap was measured

to be about 45 nli, which gives a 28-neec delay to

the x 130-kV breakdwn potential of the lower gap of

the load gap. If additional time were available for

further development of the trigger gap it would be

spent trying to reduce the gap inductance even

further.

tidification III trigger gap is shown in Fig. 4

and is the design which is to be used in the Scyllac

trigger system. This design incorporates all of the

findings from the previous developnumts. The gap is

much smaller and much easier to assemble than Modifi-

cation II. It is designed to trigger 54 spark gaps,

using 60 source cables (RG 17/14) each 20 feet long,

pulse charged to a maximm of 120 kV. This gap con-

figuration is being installed in Scylla IV-3 and the

Scyllsc prototype.

Iv. TH8 SCYLIAC TRIGGSR SYSTEM

Figure 5 shows the trigger system being proposed

for Scyllac. The system consists of a master trigger

which triggers 60 sub-masters. Each sub-master will

in turntrigger54 loadgaps. The cmwlete system

consists of 61 trigger gaps and 3240 load gaps, all

to be triggered with a jitter (or simultaneity) time

in the order of 10 nsec rma. The master and aub-

mester trigger gaps are mechanically identical but

operated at different pressures because of voltage

hold-off requirements.

During the Load gap development it was found

that the 4-element spark gap would trigger with less

delay and jitter, with the capacitor charged nega-

tively than with it charged positively. Since a

positive trigger is needed for the load gaps, it

would seem logical thst the trigger source cables

be charged positive and the sub-master triggered

with a negative pulse. l%is now means that a jitter

problem may have been shifted from the load gap to

the sub-master. To try to overcome this problem the

gap spacings have been reversed, so that the small

gap is connected to the source cables and the larger

gap connected to the output trigger cable. By ap-

plying a fast positive high-voltage pulse, the larger

gap will be overvolted first and the shorter gap

will follow a short time later. ‘lo show this the

electric field intensity of both gaps has been

plotted as a function of time in Fig. 6. The top

electrode is biased to -20 kV dc. The center elec-

trode is at + 66 kV and the lower electrode is at

+ LOO kV when the trigger pulse is applied to the

center electrode. The trigger pulse is a positive

pulse which rises to 200 kV in 50 nsec. This means

the electric field of the top gap goes from=+ 344

kV/in. to ~+ 1140 kV/in. in 50 nsec and the lower

gap goes from ~ - 272 kV/in. to W+ 1330 kV/in. in

the same time. The polarities are taken with respect

to the applied trigger. Assuming the gaps break down

at ~ 800 kV/in. aa shown in the graph, the larger (up-

per) gap would be overvolted first and some 6 nsec

later the shorter (lower) gap will be overvolted.

Using 200 kV as the trigger pulse is being somewhat

conservative since in the system the trigger pulse

may easily exceed 300 kV. l%is means that slope of

the two curves would be increased, and that delay

tl.w to breakdown would be decreased. The voltage

at which the gaps breakdown is controlled by gap

spacing, pressure, and electrode configuration, the

point at which the LWO curves intersect represents

simultaneous gap breakdown. This type of operation

is desirable but is very difficult to maintain. The
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foregoing explanation may also

the load gap operation.

v. suMMARY

During the past 18 months

gaps have been improved, while

be used in analyzing

the Scyllac spark

the Scyllac trigger

system has been completely redesigned. The entire

triggering system should meet the design require-

ments and be a umre reliable system than the pre-

vious one.

This is supported by data obtairied from Scylla

IA afterthenew triggersystemand improvedspark

f
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of spark gap test setup.
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Fig. 2. Typ’lcal waveforms obtained from

BREAKOOWN

$
- GAP 1
-GAP2

Fig. 1.

gaps had been installed. The neutron output had in-

creased by a factor of 2. Streak pictures show a

much better defined ingoing plasma sheath and a less

diffuse plasma column. l%is was presumably a result

of the faster voltage rise brought about by the new

system.
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Fig. 3. Scyllac 4-element spark gap with piggyback
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A FERRIIT IS3ADl%llPIGGY-BACKCRUJBAR GAP

by

R. F. Gribble

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, University of California,
Los Alamos, New Mexico

ABSTRACT

TO provide a reliable, lcw-maintenance, passive crawbar for
Scyllac a pressurized, ferrite loaded spark gap waa developed
to connect directly to the load start gap on each primary bank
capacitor. LJse of ferrite for trigger decoupling is similar
to that of Isar I at the Institute for Plasma Physics, Carching,
West Gemany.= The ferrite introduces a saturating inductance
between the trigger electrode and ground or load return. Trigger
current from a 75-kV capacitor passes through the coaxial housing
containing ferrite toroids and across a spark plug in the trigger
electrode. Polarity is such that the crwbar switch does not
break dcwn when the crcwbar trigger is switched one-half trigger
current period before load current peak. During the first half
cycle the trigger current at the apark plug drives an ionizing
fountain into the inter-electrode region. At the end of the
firat half cycle of the trigger and at the load current peak
the crowbar gap is closed by the pulse on the trigger electrode
as the trigger current passes through zero, switching saturation
statea of the ferrite. For an experimental arrangement con-
sisting of two parallel 2-I.IF,50-kV capacitors and gaps having
a quarter cycle load current risetime of 4 Vaec and a crowbar
trigger current of 10-kA peak at 500 kHz, the crowbarred load
current modulation was 677, and the e-folding decay time was
310 #sec.

.

.

A crowbar system different fran those in pres-

ent use has been developed for the Scyllac experi-

ment. Employing pressurized air gaps containing

ferrite material for trigger decoupling, it differs

from the ferrite loaded gaps developed at the Insti-

tute for Plasma Physics, Garching, West German$ in

the method of triggering. Current provided frmn a

trigger capacitor drives a plasma frmn the spark

plug in the gap for one-half of a trigger current

period. Pasaing through the ferrite circuit the

trigger current produces a trigger voltage pulse

acrosa the gap when the ferrite switches saturation

at the first trigger current zero crossing. A

two-load capacitor circuit with parameters similar

to that of Scyllac has a crowbar current modulation

of 6??and e-folding decay time of 310 #sec.

The crowbar gaps are located on top of the

start gapa and within the same return housing; hence

the term, piggy-back. A crowbar-gap-start-gap com-

bination is mounted on top of each load capacitor

of which Scyllac will employ 3,240. The drawing

of Fig. 1 shows this ccnnbinati.on. The crowbar gap

electrodes, containing heavy metal inserts, are very

similar to those of the atart gaps. The lcwer elec-

trode of the crowbar ia fastened directly to the

upper or output electrode of the start gap.

Containing 50 cn? of toroidal ferrite cores,
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the top coaxial housing prwidea the return path for

the crmbar current. The crowbar trigger electrode

is faatened to the inside cylinder of the ferrite

housing. Mounted within the trigger electrode is

a champion L-19 apark plug modified by hard solder-

ing a heavy metal washer to the face of its outer

electrode. The crowbar trigger lead ia placed in

a groove in the trigger electrode and connected to

the spark pin so that trigger current passes across

the face of the plug and through the ferrite hous-

ing.

The ferrite material used presently ia type O-5

manufactured by the Indiana General Corporation.

Specifications on the material include a saturation

flux of 4700-G at 25 0s, initial permeability of

3000, maximum permeability of 4800 and a core leas

at 100 kHz, 1OOO-G peak of 0.3-w per cm?. The core

is 7.4-cm o.d., 3.9-cm id., and 1.3-cm thick.

There are indication that a higher frequency core

with lower leas and somewhat lnwer permeability

might perform more satisfactorily.

Three set screws clamp the double gap assembly

together. The groaved nylon insulator contains O-

ring seals. The crowbar gap length is 1.6 cm.

Operating gap air pressure is 8 pafg at 50-kV

capacitor charge and 12 psig at 60 kV.

A 75-kV - 1-uF capacitor triggers 18 crm-

bar gaps. Gaps on these trigger capacitor are

identical to the load start gaps and are triggered

by similar sub-maater switches. Twenty-foot lengtha

of 25-ohm cable connect the trigger capacitor to

the crmbar gapa.

Crwbar triggering occurs in two steps. Dur-

ing the first half cycle of the trigger current the

crcwbar gap is effectively shortened aa plasma is

driven away from the spark plug by the trigger cur-

rent. The gap is then closed by the pulse ofvol-

tage produced as the ferrite switches saturation

states during the first trigger current zero cross-

ing. The measured value of this pulse is about

60 kV. Trigger current initiation ideally cccura

one-half trigger current period before the main

current peak. In practice, the timing is arranged

so that the zero crossing occurs a short while

before load current peak to utilize a portion of

the load capacitor voltage to help close the crcw-

bar.

The polarity of the initial pulsa when the

crmbar trigger capacitor is started ia the acme aa

the load capacitor voltage ao that the poaaibility

of a prefire is reduced. In addition a 1000-pf

capacitor and a 200-ohm resistor are connected in

parallel across the apark plug to prevent a pre-

mature spark when the load gap fires. ‘l%e tendency

to prefire ia due to the voltage capacitively coupled

to the crmbar trigger electrode by the start gap

output electrode. Since the trigger electrode is

isolated from ground by the ferrite, it tenda to

swing with the liner crowbar electrode until the

ferrite saturates. But the spark plug pin is

connected to ground thrmgh the trigger cable im-

pedance and hence, without the RC circuit the pulse

would appear across the plug.

Most of the cruwbar gap performance waa obtain-

ed from a two capacitor developmental arrangement.

However, the crowbar gap has recently been installed

in the Scylla IA experiment. Performance of the gap

in Scylla IA with 36 capacitors is satisfactory.

The developmental arrangement consists of two 2-MF,

50-kV capacitors and gaps connected in parallel to

a 1.5-PH load to simulate the Scyllac quarter-cycle

rise time of 4 ~ec.

For the estimated saturated crowbar inductance

of 100 nH and the load inductance per gap of 2.9 PH,

6.6% modulation is calculated where the percent

modulation here is defined as the difference between

the first current maximum and the first minimum

divided by the first maximum. The meaaured modula-

tion waa 6%.

Operating pressure range for a particular load

capacitor voltage ia defined aa that range of gap

air pressures where with high reliability the gap

will not prefire when the start gap connects and

the gap fires reliability near the load current

maximum. For Scylla experiments the peak voltage

appliedto the crmbar gap by the load capacitor

when the start gap fires is about 1.6 times the

capacitor charge voltage. The developmental arrange-

ment using SO-CO? of ferrite has at 50-kV bank vol-

tage a range from 6 paig to 14 paig. Ferrite area

here refera to that normal to the field. No crw-

bar prefirea were obaenred for preasurea of 6 paig

and abwe.

Figure 2 showsdata for the two parallel gaps

where each exposure ia an overlay of 10 ahota. The

uPPer trace of each ia the load current and the

.
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loweris the crowbarcurrentin eachgap. A dis-

continuity at the end of the trigger current half

cycleshowsthe startof thecrowbar. The Rogcwski

loop was placedarcund the

coaxial ferrfte housing so

of the trigger and crcwbar

current waveform shown for

center conductor of the

that it detects the sum

currents. The crwbar

the almer aweep apeed

droopa due to the fact that the integrators employ-

ed had insufficient time constants.

The piggy-back crmbar operates reliably in

the developmental arrangement and preliminary data

for Scylla IA indicates proper performance in a

36-gap system. Because of uncertainties in the

magnitude of line tranaienta in larger systems,

especially at 60 kV, work on the crmbar gap is

continuing in an attempt to improve the holdoff

capability and triggering reliability.

REFSRENCS

1. E. van Mark and H. Wedler, IIP 4/59, (June
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Fig. 1. Drawing of the start-gap and piggy-back

crowbar gap.

Fig. 2. Crowbar data. Top traces
current: lower traces are

GAP II

2 psec/ dw 50#N3C/ dw
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trigger-and crwbar gap currents.
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by

Darrell L. Call

Ias Alamos Scientific Laboratory, University of California

~s A16mos, New Wxico

ABSTRACT

Development work on the Marshall-type solid dielectric switch for
Scyllac and other mschines is reported. Scyll.ac will have a peak current
of 10 Ml per meter section which requires a m.inimm total switch length
of about 12 inches per section to carry the current with a reasonable mar-
gin of excess capability. The switch was originally developed as a 2.5-
inch switch so that four or five switches per section of S.cyllac would be
required, which is a formidable operating problem. Assemblies which would
close 6 inches of switch were tested in a machine where the switch operated
as a start switch. Foil shape, foil exploding capacitor bank, compressive
pressure on the switch assembly, foil encapsulation laminating process, and
switch insulation thickness were parameters varied during testing. The
extruding portion of the switch (switch plate) was changed to a slotted,
flattened tube for convenience and to direct the current in a path which
uses magnetic pressure to keep the switch closed after closure. Naximum
current-carrying capability of this type switch was determined with a one-
inch-long exploding foil and found to be just above 1 MA per inch of switch
length. This one-inch switch is suitable for many modest crowbarring prob-
lems where up to 60 kV must be held off and up to 1 M4 is to be crewbarred.
Switch closure time jitter with the 2.5-inch switch is 0.01 psec. As switch
length was increased to 4, 5, and 6 inches, the jitter increased to the order
of 1 ysec. Jitter and closure tim are affected by almost all physical para-
meters of the switch. Closure tires is strongly dependent on impedance match-
ing between the exploding foil energy source and the exploding foil itself.
Optimization of this matching was studied. The possibility of driving the

exploding foil with an inductive energy source is suggested. Some initial
studies and tests using high explosives instead of an exploding foil are
reported. Study of the crowbar problem on the NET-1 circuit analysis pro-
gram is reported where the solid dielectric switch acts to relieve a piggy-
back spark gap or ignitron crowbar switch and where it is the only crowbar
switch in the system.

I. INTRODUCTION of the Marshall-type solid dielectric switch. The

A low-resistance and low-inductance switch to
1,2

original work by Marshall, Henins, and Finlayson

crowbar the 10 M4 of current in each of the 15 sec- was with a switch 2.5 inches long. The 2.5-inch

tions of Scyllac is necessary. This is a total of switch clearly could not mechanically handle the

150 MA of current in Scyllac which must be switched, 10 FA of current and would have too much resistance

but fortunately it is to be done in 1O-MA portions. and inductance for Scyllac even if the switch would

The switches to be discussed here are modifications stay together.

* Operations on Scylla IA with the 2.5-inch switch
Work performed under the auspices of the U. S.
Atomic Energy Coxmnission.

indicated that the 2 W csrried by that switch was



near the mximm capability of the switch. Based

on this experience, development was started on a

switch which was 6 inches long. Two 6-inch switches

would be adequate for each section of Scyllac.

II. EXPERIhENILiL HARWARE AND 2NSTRUMWI!ATION

The switch tested is shown in Fig. 1. The

switch plate electrode is nude of 11oO-1114 aluminum

0.091-in. thick which has been formed into a flat-

tened tube with a slot down the length of it. The

purpose of the slot is to cause the current to flow

in a path which creates forces that help to hold

the switch closed. Without the slot, current would

flow in the shorter current path where the magnetic

pressure tends to reopen the switch. The “flattened

tubelt switch plate is easier to install in the ma-

chine and confines the debris of the explosion to

the tube. The previous design was U-shaped and

open to the main insulation of the collector plates

and sometimes flying debris damaged the collector

plate insulation. The second electrode is the

slotted die plate made of 2024-T3 aluminum. The

main insulation of two or three sheets of 6-roil

polyethylene separates the two electrodes. The ex-

ploding foil was molded into polyethylene insulation

to isolate the exploding foil current from the ms-

chine. The whole switch assembly was held together

by a big C-clamp.

For ease of operation, this switch was operated

as a start switch in the circuit shown in Fig. 2.

The capacitor banks were charged up to a preset

voltage, the foil capacitor bank was fired to ex-

plode the foil and close the solid dielectric

switch, and finally current flowed in the main ca-

pacitor bank loop. Current in the closed solid di-

electric switch was about 200 kA per kilovolt inf-

tial charge on the main capacitor bank. Closure

tire of the switch was defined as the time from

when current started flowing in the exploding foil

to when current started flowing in the solid dielec-

tric switch. The foil exploding capacitor bank C2

was varied to give different amounts of energy and

different circuit parameter in the foil exploding

circuit. The inductance varied with each C2 as

listed in Fig. 2. Two nominal 15-@?, 20-kV capac-

itor combinations were used. The first combination

was a low-inductance capacitor header with an oil-

filled folded return, low-inductance triggatron

3
spark gap. The second was a high-inductance capac-

itor header with a high-inductance, air-insulated

triggatron spark gap. The 170-pi?, 10-kV capacitor

had the high-inductance triggatron for a spark gap

and the 5.3-@, 25-kV had the low-inductance, oi.l-

filled gap. Triggering of the two spark gaps (when

C2 was two capacitors) was by use of a charged cable,

triggered apark gap trigger system.

Data recorded included the current in each foil

bank capacitor to determine that they fired simul-

taneously, total current in the exploding foil cir-

cuit, current through the switch after switch clos-

ure, and the voltage acroas the exploding foil.

Current measurements were made by electronically in-

tegrating the output of Rogowski loops. Voltage was

measured with a string of resistors and a Tektronix

P6041/cT2 current probe. The resistor string was

about 1000 ohms and connected in parallel with the

exploding foil. Current through the resistor string

was measured with the current probe. The back emf

due to the inductance of the exploding foil was sub-

tracted out using the voltage from a di/dt loop

placed near the exploding foil. Presumbly this re-

sulted in the True Resistive Voltage @RV) of the
4explodingfoil.

III . TESTS AND RESUITS WITH SIX-INCH SWITCH

Different methods of laminating or molding

the copper foil between two sheets of polyethylene

were tried. The usual procedure is to take two

sheets of l/32-inch-thick polyethylene laid on top

of one another with the copper foil between them.

These pieces are then put into a hydraulic press

equipped with hot platens. After the polyethylene

sheets have melted and run together, the part is

cooled in a cold press. This results in a part

which has the copper foil imbedded or molded inside

a sheet of polyethylene insulation. When the foil

is exploded the copper vapora can expand only into

a volum created by moving the switch plate. At-

tempts to try to glue the two sheets of polyethylene

together weren’t successful. With the best adhesive

available there was considerable loss of vapors be-

tween the two layers of polyethylene. Increasing

the clamping pressure on the switch decreased the

venting some but never enough to be satisfactory.

The maxinmm pressure used on the switch parts was

limited by mechanical capacity of the C-clamp to

about 2500 psi.

“
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‘rhekhicknessof polyethylene around the copper

foil laminates was marginal for the voltage hold-off.

In the original laminating process the polyethylene

was heated long enough to make it flew quite a lot

which resulted in the overall thickness of the lami-

nated assembly to be about 50 roils. By lowering the

platen temperature, hydraulic press pressure, and the

length of processing tim~it was possible to still

make the two pieces of polyethylene flow together

but resulted in an end product with 55 to 60 roils

thickness. This extra thickness did help the voltage

hold-off problem.

Uneven closure of the switch along the length

of the exploding foil was a major problem. Sometimes

the full six inches would close completely and simul-

taneously. Usually only part of six inches would

close. The amount that didn’t close varied from 1

to 4 inches. A large number of shots were fired to

determine the cause of this problem. A definite an-

swer was never determined, but a lot of evidence in-

dicates that the laminating process was the problem.

Our own I.ASL plastics group laminated most of the

foils for us. Some batches would be better than

other batches and suddenly one batch was perfect.

Every switch fired in that one batch closed perfect-

ly . We never were able to reproduce the batch that

wOrked perfectly every shot. Varying the platen tem-

perature, press pressure, and processing time all

varied the end results. Copper foil batch, milling

to shape, and handling were eliminated as causes, aa

was’ the possibility of differences in polyethylene

used for laminating. The impedance matching problem

(to be discussed in Section V) was found to affect

the closure quality but a complete solution to the

uneven closure problem was never found.

A number of shapes for the exploding foil were

tried. Those shapes tested are shown in Fig, 3.

Shape A is the standard 6-inch foil. Shapes B and C

are attempts to make use of a tapered foil. Tapered

foils were tried to see if a “blowout” problem could

be solved. When the switch with a ahape A foil was

fired quite often the short tab of exploding foil

would blow out the end of the flattened tube and cut

through the main insulation. Current would flew in

an arc through the hole in the insulation and bypass

the switch. The shape B tapered foil did reduce the

problem a little but not sufficiently. It was ob-

served that for shape B the maximum length of switch

closed was never any longer than the straight 5/16-

inch wide portion of the exploding foil. The tran-

sition to the tapered part of the foil ended the

length of switch closure. Eighteen different combi-

nations of the length Z and dimensions X and Y of

the shape B foil were tested. For foil shape C, the

length Z was varied from 3/8 to 3/4 inch. In this

short exploding foil case the length of switch

closed was usually more than the length Z. The

length closed in this case was determined by the

amount of energy in the foil exploding capacitor

bank.

The blowout problem was solved by lowering the

clamp pressure. When pressure on the switch was in

the 650 - 1000 psi range, there was no blowout. When

the pressure exceeded 1250 psi the blowout problem

was severe. At higher pressures blowout could be

relieved a little by sliding the exploding foil in-

side the tube away from the end where blowout oc-

curred. This never did cause blowout at the other

end but also didn’t solve the blowout problem.

Figure 3 also indicates total foil lengths were

varied between 12.5 and 14 inches. This was done

primarily on shape A where dimension W, which is the

current feed tab length, was varied from 4,5 to 6

inches. The polyethylene insulation molded around

the foil was adequate to hold off the voltage kick

of the shorter foil but would quite often break down

on the longer foil in the place marked area 1. The

higher voltage was caused by the higher inductance

on the long tab on the foil. This small change in

the foil length indicated that the foil insulation

was marginal for voltage hold-off. The longer foil

would be necessary on a plasma machine to reach a

point for connecting to the rest of the circuit.

Increasing the laminated thickness from 50 to about

58 roils helped to relieve the problem but it still

was marginal for machine operation.

Closure tine data for 84 shots with pressure

on the switch ranging from 1200 to 2500 psi is shown

in Fig. 4. Blowout described above was a big prob-

lem for this series of shots. In this series 150

shots were fired to get 84 shots which didn’t suffer

from blwout. Blowout causes an apparent switch

closure time of about 5 psec when observing the cur-

rent starting to flow in the main capacitor bank.

Closure time jitter is about 1 ~sec.

Data for a group of 46 shots in which the clamp
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pressure was varied between 600 and 900 psi is shmn

in Fig. 5. These shots were all good ones. There

was little or no srcing of the switch parts, the en-

tire length closed to the same depth and there was

no blowout. When Fig. 5 is compared to Fig. 4, we

see that the average closure time with the lower

clamp pressure is about 0.9 ~sec higher than with

thehigherclamppressure. Longerclosuretimewith

lowerclamppressureis a generalpatternthathas

alwaysheld truefor goodor poorswitches.

The min switchinsulationthicknesswas varied

to determinetheeffecton closuretime. It is a

linearfunctionwhichchangesat the rateof 0.31

psec/milof polyethylene.This performancecan be

compared to two other similar switches. The 2.5-

inch switch developed by I?i.nlayson varied at a lin-
2

ear rate of 0.27 ~sec/mil. In another similar but

smaller switch, Dokopoulos in Julich, Germany, re-

ported a linear factor of about 0.11 ~sec/mil.5

Since this relationship always turns out to be about

linear, it can be assured that the switch plate is

moving at a constant velocity which is the recipro-

cal of the numbers noted above. These velocities

are shown in Fig. 6. It is also possibleto calcu-

latethe rateat whichvoltage is falling in a ms-

chine during the first quarter-cycle before closing

the crowbar switch. Assuming about 70% of the bank

voltage transfers to the crowbar switch location,

the 60-kV Scyllac machine will put about 40 kv a-

cross the crowbar switch. Also, assumfng a 4-psec

quarter-cycle drop to zero, the voltage will be

changing at a rate of 16 kV/Wsec when it crosses

zero at 4 Usec. Polyethylene can be used at a

stress level of 3 kV/mil in this application. We

want to have the switch plate nmve fast enough to

always leave at least enough insulation to keep the

stress level at or below 3 kV/mil, This requires a

minimum velocity of 5.3 mfls/Vaec for the switch

plate and is about 2 mila/Wsec faster than the ve-

locity measured. The low velocity results in arc-

ing of the switch parts when the switch closes.

IV. TESTS AND RESULTS WITH ONE-INCHSWITCH

In the experimental machine for testing six-

inch switches the capacitor bank switched on by

closing the exploding foil switch would produce a

mxinmm of about 2 W, which is not enough to test

the maxfnum current capability of the six-inch

switch. To find the maximum current capability of

this type switch, switches with an exploding foil

length of one inch were fired. The one-inch switch

was the same as the standard six-inch switch except

the narrow exploding part of the copper foil was one

inch long instead of aix inches and the overall foil

length was also shortened a little as was the

slotted tube length.

The maximum current per inch of switch was

found to be 1 W. At 1.14 NA the mechanical damage

to the switch waa so severe that the switch was not

useful. Switching current to 1.0 NA presented no

problems. The exact transition from good to poor

closure was not determined becauae of the extreme

damage to the experimental machine when 1.14 W was

switched.

Closure time as a function of foil capacitor

bank energy for the one-inch switch is shown in Fig.

7. Switch insulation thickness was 12 roils of poly-

ethylene. The two curves are for the same high- and

low-inductance capacitor headers which were described

for the 6-inch switch system.

This one-inch switch would be useful for some

modest switching problems where up to 1 W was to

be switched. Voltage capability is determined by

switch insulation thickness and the geometry of the

application.

v. IMPEDANCE M4TCHING

The need for proper impedance matching between

a capacitor bank and an exploding wire for maximum
6-9

power transfer is well documented. Theories

worked out by the various authors for a properly

matched source and load do not agree, “but the gen-

eral requirements they suggest are all consistent.

If the resistance of the load for a given capacitor

bank is too low, the current simply is a damped os-

cillation.Powerdissipationin the loadis lowand

thewire hardlyexplodes.As the resistanceof the

wire is increasedmore poweris put into thewire.

The currenthas lessreversaluntilfinallyat msxi-

mum powerdissipationin thewire, thereis essen-

tiallyno currentreversaland the currenttrace

lookslikea criticallydampeddischarge. If the

resistance is increased further there appeara to be

a current %estrike!! before the current has completed

the first half cycle. Bennett6 has presented a range

of circuit resistance as a function of /(L/C) for
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maximum power dissipation in the circuit resistance.

L and C are the total inductance and capacitance of

the dischargecircuit. For maximum power at the

first current peak Ropt = l.1/(L/C). For maximum

integral power (energy) deposited in the circuit re-

sistance at some time in the second quarter of the

current cycle Ropt - 1.3~(L/C). Leopold8 confirms

these results in a study of optimizing circuit pa-

rameters for bridge wires when the load resistance

is determined by calculating

J’~R12 dt
R

‘~t,l~ dt

0

with tl takenat the upperenergyplateau.

Explodingfoilsseem to functionthe sameas ex-

plodingwires in determiningthe properimpedance

match. When one 5.3-pi?capacitorwas used to try

to explodea one-inchfoil,the resistanceof the

foildidnttreach,/(L/C)anytineduringthe dis-

chargeand no ~tal was movedin the switch. By in-

creasingthe capacitanceto 10.6@, the optimumre-

sistancewas loweredand the switchclosedverywell.

Similarperformancewas notedfor the longerswitches

and differentcapacitorbanks. Totalenergyin the

capacitorbankwas foundto be not as importantas

the impedancematch. Unfortunately,it has been

aftermuch testingthatthe currentwaveformshape

was discoveredto be a key in determiningthequal-

ity of the impedancematching. Many shotshave been

firedwith a currentwaveformthatindicatesthat

the foilresistanceis toohighand a thickerfoil

shouldbe used.

A seriesof testswere runwith foilswhichhad

explodingfoil lengthsof 2.5!1,4~!,5!’,and 6“ to

determinetheeffectof changingthe circuitinduct-

ance. Inductancewas variedby changingthe length

of the feed tab on the copperfoil. These testsin-

dicatedthatfor any givenexplodinglength,there

is an optimumtotalfoil lengthor circuitinduct-

ance. The explodingfoilcross-sectionwas the same

for all teatsand only the lengthwas varied. Ccm-

pleteoptimizationof the impedancematchrequires

varyingcross-sectionparametersas well as the

length.

Data fora six-inchswitchthatfiredand closed

properlyand was typicalfor switchesthatalways

closedproperlywas used to determinethe energy dis-

tribution in the exploding foil circuit as a function

of time. From thevoltageand current

stantaneouspmer duringthe discharge

and plotted. Peakpowerwas 2750M.

curvewas integratedto get the energy

the foil. On Fig. 8, E~ is the energy

traces, in-

was calculated

The power

deposited into

vs time curve

for the 12R heating of ~he exploding foil in which

the foil bank was one 14.6-@? capacitor and one 5.3-

@ capacitor. Peak current was 170kA whichis

4.2 X 107amps/cm2throughthe explodingfoil. A

total of 6.9 kJ/gmwas deposited in the exploding

portion of the foil. Spark gap energy loss was esti-

mated to be 450 joules.

Figure 8 also shows the energy stored in the

inductance of the circuit. That energy is labeled

EL and was determined by calculating 1/2 112 where

L = 151 nH and I was the total foil current. ER and

EL are added and compared to what 1/2 IiC2would be

if the circuit was lossless and oscillating. The

energy balance is within the accuracies of the ex-

periment. Vaporization of the foil started at 2 ysec

and the voltage peak occurred at 2.7 ~sec. During

this time foil energy increased 1820 J. Curve EL

indicates that 1490 joules were supplied by the in-

ductance of the circuit. Integration of the current

trace indicates that about 360 joules came from the

capacitors during this time so that again, with ex-

perimental error, energy balance was preserved. This

performance suggests there may be a quicker way to

get the energy into the foil and lower the closure

time of the switch. If all of the energy of the ca-

pacitors was first transferred to the inductive ener-

gy storage and then delivered to the foil, a much

faster rate of energy transfer into the foil would

be possible. A method for inductive energy storage

is briefly outlined by Janes and Patrick
10

and re-

cently has been improved to the state of a workable
11

system by DiMsrco and Burkhardt of IASL.

VI. HIGH EXPLOSIVR-DRIVEN SWITCH

Since there has been considerable difficulty

in developing a workable switch six inches long using

an exploding foil to drive the switch plate, some

other designs are being considered. A review of high

velocity metal-forming techniques indicatea that if

the exploding wire could be put under water, higher

efficiency in terms of moving metal would be possi-

ble.12 Water (or any other liquid) inside the col-

lector plates of a Scylla-type machine is an untenable
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proposition.Magneticfieldpressurelargeenough

to do thejob seemsdifficult.

Highexplosivetechnologyis now beingconsider-

ed. An initialtestwas runwith H.E. in which a

regular six-inch foil was exploded with a piece of

Detasheet H.E. lying in contact with the copper foil.

The Detasheet was 0.312” wide, 6“ long, and 0.18”

thick. The whole asaembly was clamped tightly to-

gether. The test conclusively proved that the ex-

ploding foil would not detonate the Detasheet even

though the copper foil explosion moved metal in the

SWi tch. Other high-explosive techniques are being

considered.

VII . CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

The simple lumped parameter circuit descrip-

tion of the crowbar problem shown in Fig. 9 has been

studied. The circuit includes a leg (~ and ~)

which is the piggyback spark gap crowbar. All cir-

cuit component values except ~ and ~ were deter-

mined either by experiment or computer calculations.

& and ~ are educated guesses based on experience.

~> Rs, ~, and & are time-varying components on a

Scylla machine but were held constant for all re-

sults reported here.

In Fig. 9, Rs and ~ are labeled as the in-plate

crowbar. An in-plate crowbar is a solid dielectric

crowbar switch which is built into the machine col-

lector plates aa close to the load coil as possible.

Three computer codes have been used to study

the behavior of the circuit. NET-1 was used to get
11

initial conditions for the crowbar problems. The

outside loop of Fig. 9 was run from time zero without

the two crowbar legs In the circuit. Currents and

voltages in the single loop circuit at the first cur-

rent peak in the load were used as initial conditions

for crowbar calculations. These initial conditions

were used in two differentcrowbarsolutions.The

firstcalculationwas donewith a codecalledTAF

whichwas developedby the RoverReactorControls
12

groupof IASL. This codewas usedbecauseit can

be used to calculate the time-varying parameter case.

MT-1 cannot handle time-varying parameter problems.

The second cr~bar calculation was with NET-1. The

third code was a F’ortran program to calculate the

eigenvalues of the circuit’s A matrix. The A matrix

is that of the state variable network analysis equa-

tion -# [X] = [A]h].

The case of both the piggyback and in-plate crow-

bar switched on simultaneously at the first load cur-

rent peak was run with the TAP code using the initial

conditions determined by NET-1. The results are

shown in Fig. 10. Time zero on Fig. 10 corresponds

to 4.2 ~sec circuit time. Current in the in-plate

crowbar rises relatively slcwly.

The eigenvalues of the A matrix are the natural

frequencies of the circuit. This circuit has four

degrees of freedom so there are four eigenvalues.

One of these eigenvalues is the time for the load cur-

rent to decay to I/e (e-folding time) of its maximum

value. For the circuit elerrent values of this cir-

cuit, that time is 146 psec and is essentially deter-

mined by the load and in-plate crowbar loop (~, ~,

~,and~).

An exact solution for currents and voltages in

the circuit is very complex and completely nasks the

dominating circuit parameter combimtions which ef-

fectively determine circuit behavior. By using the

results of the eigenvalue and the TAP code calcula-

tions, it was possible to deduce good approximate

solutions for the currents in the circuit. Those re-

sults are listed here.

11 =Iloe% ‘cos2x(t/~)

& =I,o e-% t

Is =I,o e-s t

k ‘Il~e-% t - eqtcos 2~(t/T)]

IS = ISo[e-% ‘- e% ‘1

It should be stressed that these solutions are ap-

proximate and valid only for the assumptions given

and the component values of the order of magnitude

used in the calculation.

The e-folding time of the load current in the

circuit when only the piggyback crowbar is used is

about 70 psec. The in-plate crowbar is seen to in-

crease the e-folding time by a factor of about two.

v

*
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Again it is important to note that constant param-

ter circuit values have been used in this study.

The parameters really vary so that the e-folding

time on a machine will be much longer than predicted

with these unrealistic worst case calculations.

The results for the case of using only the in-

plate crowbar run with NET-1 are shown in Fig. 11

where only the load current was plotted. Time zero

is also zero circuit time. The only significant dif-

ference between the load current in Fig. 11 and the

load current shown in Fig. 10 is that with only the

in-plate crowbar there is 16% modulation of the load

current. With both crowbars in the circuit the load

current sees no modulation at all. The decay time

is about the same in both cases.

VIII . FUHJRBPRCGSM4

A switch suitable for use on Scyllac has not

yet been developed but notable progress has been

made in determining how to (mere notably, how not to)

make the switch. l-foremethods of laminating the ex-

ploding foils and impedance matching of the explod-

ing foil to the energy source are to be studied.

A usable switch is expected to be developed

using high explosive technology. Circuit analysis

using existing codes and the new NET-2 program which

can handle non-linear and time-varying circuits will

be used to study the behavior of capacitor discharge

circuits. By the time Scyllac is operational, a low

resistance and inductance crowbar switch is expected

to be a reality.
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explodeda low-resistanceswitchcontact
is formsd.
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Experimentalmachinecircuitschematic.~
the leftis the soliddielectricswitch
usedas a startswitch. The rightsideis
theexplodingfoilcircuitand triggersys-
tem. The tablelistsvaluesof C2 and the
correspondinginductanceL3 used during
theexperiment.
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NOTE- ALL FOILS ARE 2hllLS COPPER

Fig. 3. Exploding foil shapes tested. (A) The feed

tab length was varied for the standard six-
inch exploding foil. (B) Tapered foils
were tested to see if a blcwout problem
could be solved. (C) Avery short explod-
ing foil closed a switch length which de-
pended on energy input.
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Fig. 4. Closure ti~ vs foil capacitor energy for

sfi-inch switches. This curve shows a
closure time of about 9 Vsec and relatively
large jitter when switch compressive pres-
sure was high.
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Fig. 5. Closure ti- vs foil capacttor energy for
six-inch switches. Closure time was 9.9
Wsec when the switch compressive pressure

Fig. 6. Velocity of switch plate mtal. Velocity
of the switch plate is seen to decrease as
the switch length increases for three dif-
ferent lengths of switches.

?!800 1000 & :2m 2400 2ioo Zioo do
FOIL CAPACITOR EN~Y ttlOllLES)

Fig. 7. Closuretimevs foilcapacitorenergyfor
one-inchswitches.The two curvesshow
theeffectof differentamountsof in-
ductancein the foilcapacitorbank.
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Fig. 8. Energydistribution2duringexplodingfoil
discharge.ER is I R heatingof the ex-
plodingfoil. EL is the energystoredin
the foil-explodingcircuitinductance.‘N
is a checkto see if energybalancesdur-
ing the discharge.

CABLES AND
MAIN PIGGYBACK COLLECTOR

RI

LI

c

CROWBAR PLATES
IN-PLATE LOAD

m

R3

Rl=69pa

R2= 151p Q

R3= 83pQ

R5=16p Q

R6= Ipn

Cl=399.6pf

LI =0.28nh

L2=4.46nh

L3 = 12.95nh

L5= 0.31nh

L6= Inh

Fig. 9. Simple circuit for analysis of the cruwbar
problem. !!Piggyback crowbar !!is a spark
gap mounted on top the start gap. !lIn-

plete crwbar” is a solid dielectric switch
located near the load coil in the collector
plate system.
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15.

i

Fig. 10. Computer solution to crow-
bar problem with both
crowbars switched on at
maximum load current. I
is the load current, 15 2.
the piggyback crwbar cur-
rent, and 16 is the in-

plate crowbar current.

Fig. 11. Computersolutionto crow-
bar problemswith in-plate
crowbaronly. Only the
loadcurrentis plotted.
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PULSED POWER FROM EXPLOSIVE GENERATORS*

by

M. Cowan and E. C. Cnare

Sandia Laboratories
Albuquerque, New Mexico

April 1969

ABSTRACT

For the past few years, explosive generators have undergone
engineering development in connection with experimental
programs being carried out at Sandia Laboratories. As a
result, this technology has taken on a versatility,not pre-
viously extant. Explosive generators may now be considered
competitive with capacitor banks as a source of pulse power
for a larger range of applications. Recent developments
in characterizing performance capabilities of explosive
generators along with techniques which extend the capabili-
ties of a given generator design will be presented. A
new explosive generator facility which allows isolation
of the high explosive effects wi!llbe described.

INTRODUCTION

During the past few years at Sandia

Laboratories, explosive generators have

been utilized in experimental programs

for producing pulse power. As a result,

an explosive generator technology has

evolved which may have useful applications

in fusion research. If pulses of very

high energy are required, the explosive

generator may be a more practical source

than the capacitor bank.

The purpose of this paper will be to

describe very briefly the capabilities and

limitations of some of our explosive gen-

erators along with some recently developed

operational techniques and facilities

which make them more generally useful.

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

The principles of operation for

explosive generators are well docu-
mented 1,2,3,4,5

. The essence of their

simplest operational mode may be under-

stood by analysis of a circuit which

consists of a series arrangement of

an inductive load Lf, the generator

inductance Lg, and the circuit resistance

R. The analytic solution for the current

I(t) iS

the flux efficiency. The or’i.ginalc’urrent

10 is usually established with a capacitor

*This work was supported by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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bank. Thus, as the generator inductance is

explosively reduced, current and electr~sg-

netic energy in the circuit increase, pro-

vided R is not too large. Since a negligibk

amount of energy is stored in electric field,

the capacitance of the circuit is ignored.

GENERATOR DESIGN

The generator may have any geometry

which allows explosive fuel to forcibly

reduce its inductance; however, this dis-

cussion will deal with the one shown sche-

matically in Figure 1. TWO identical

copper helical windings are coaxially

aligned with an explosive-filled aluminum

tube as shown. At their adjacent ends,

the windings are electrically connected

in series with the load. Prior to detona-

tion, the winding and tube are electrically

connected at one end of the generator and

the starting current is injected at the

opposite end. Soon after detonation the

expanding tube isolates the generator

circuit by crowbarring the original current

source. As it continues to expand, the

tube makes contact with the windings at

two points which move smoothly along the

helical path of the windings from the ends

to the middle of the generator and thus

forcibly reduce generator inductance to

zero.

Three specific devices of this kind

have been used often enough to have empir-

ically established performance character-

istics. While they do not necessarily

represent the best that can be done in

generator design, their capabilities and

limitations will serve well to illustrate

the general possibilities. Table 1 gives

a summary of some of the important charac-

teristics of these three generators.

FUNDAMENTAL LIMITATIONS

The performance limitations of a given

generator design depend on both the load

into which it works and the capacitor

bank that provides the starting flux.

However, there are some limitations which

are largely independent of these. One is

the maximum current limitation or satura-

tion current which is listed for each of

the three generators in Table 1. This

limitation has its practical basis in a

physical effect which occurs when conduc-

tors are required to support high magnetic

fields -1 MG and the associated high cur-
1

rent densities. Ohmic heating which

results will start to make important

increases in resistivity which will lead

to a greater rate of ohmic heating and

result in nonlinear diffusion losses.

Generally, the nonlinear diffusion effect

is sufficient to end the generating pro-

cess. Thus, each generator design has

a built-in saturation current which is

nearly independent of other operating

conditions. In fact, it is really the

temperature increase in the conducting

metal which determines the onset of termi-

nating diffusion losses. For this reason,

“saturation current” varies slightly with

load inductance, being smaller for larger

load inductances.

There is, of course, an energy limi-

tation associated with a given design

having to do with the amount of explosive

employed. The energy in the generated

pulse must be less than the kinetic energy

of the expanding tube which in turn must

be less than the chemical energy released

by detonation. The generators of Table 1

use a plastic bonded explosive, designated

PBX 9404, which has a heat of detonation

of 2.7 x 106 joulesllb. Their expanding

tubes convert 30-40% of this detonation

energy to kinetic energy, and a maximum

of 15-20% of the kinetic energY aPPears

as electromagnetic energy in the load.

Thus, the overall chemical-to-electrical

conversion efficiency ranges from 5-8%.

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS FOR NORMAL

OPERATION

For a wide range of inductive loads,

including the ones which optimize current

and energy gain, the generators of Table 1

DI-7-2
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produce a current pulse which, for most

of its duration, rises exponentially or

approximately so. The e-folding time

for current rise is listed for each gen-

erator.

Unlike the capacitor bank discharge,

voltage at “the load is low at the begin-

ning of the explosive generator pulse

and high at the end when current is high.

An empirical technique is used for

determining generator performance with

different capacitor banks and load induc-

tances. First, a few well chosen shots

are conducted using a given bank to deter-

mine the flux efficiency curve, Lo/L VS. <.

Then, with a knowledge of generator induc-

tance history, which may be calculated

reasonably well, and saturation current,

performance curves may be constructed

for a load inductance range and a given

capacitor bank injector.

Examples of operating curves which

may be obtained from flux efficiency

curves, are given in Figure 2. Final

energy Ef is shown for the three genera-

tors as a function of load inductance

when the 140 kJ capacitor bank at one

of our firing sites is used to establish

the original flux. Peak energy for each

generator indicates the load inductance

which optimizes energy output. All load

inductances less than optimum fail to

receive as much energy because of the

saturation current of each generation

design. Load inductances greater than

optimum do not reach saturation current.

If a higher energy bank is used to

provide a larger starting flux, the tend-

ency will be for both the optimum induc-

tance and the final energy to become

larger. However, in making such extra-

polations, one must keep in mind the

fundamental limitations on pulse energy

for each design. Also saturation current

is not really constant for a given design

but becomes somewhat smaller as load induc-

tance increases.

The peak pulse energies shown in

Figure 2 for the 106 and 169 generators

are close to their fundamental design

limits. That is, an injector bank larger

than 140 kJ will not lead to significantly

greater pulse energies from these two

generators. However, the 612 generator

is far from achieving its design limita-

tion. For example, when it is operated

with the 600 kJ bank at our new test

facility it will produce a pulse energy

of 6 M.J.

A point which seems to disagree with

most intuitive appraisals of explosive

generators is the fact that their output

can be highly reproducible and reliable.

This was shown by a series of 51 identical

tests of a design similar to those of

Table 1.6 A histogram of current gain

for these tests is shown in Figure 3.

The data exhibit a spread which is nearly

small enough to assign completely to

experimental error in current measurement.

Data for peak dI/dt are equally good.

OPERATIONAL OPTIONS

Many applications for pulse power

are incompatible with normal generator

operation as exemplified by Eq. (l).

For example, a short duration fast rising

pulse like that produced with a fast,

high-voltage capacitor bank may be re-

quired. Also , an experiment may require

higher voltages or currents than the

single generator capability. In these

cases there are operational options that

may still allow successful and practical

application of explosive generators.

Some of the experimental techniques

which may be used to alter the output

pulse have been described. 5,7,8,9 High

voltage is produced by first inductively

storing the generated energy and then

switching it to the load.
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Recent tests at Sandia Laboratories

have shown feasibility of simultaneous

operation of several generators in parall.el-

series arrays. This technique allows match-

ing the impedance of a wide range of exper-

imental loads without going through a

costly creation and evaluation of new

generator designs. It also provides other

advantages.

Operation of generators in parallel

is straightforward. This increases the

saturation current to n times the single

generator value, where n is the number of

generators used. It also increases gener-

ated pulse energy by a factor n, provided

the starting flux per generator is mai.n-

tained.

However, operating generators in se-

ries is not trivial, because to avoid di-

minishing return the generators must be

charged with their original flux while

connected in parallel. The parallel charg-

ing and series operation (“Marxing”) of

generators has been accomplished with

only the closure switching (crowbarring)

which is part of their normal operating

sequence. Marxing generators of a given

design injected from a given capacitor

bank allows one to produce at least the

pulse energy produced by a single genera-

tor, but in a load inductance which is n

times that of the single generator. Thus

the flux linkage finally established in

the load increases as &. Even though

the series array produces relatively high

voltage at the load, electric fields in-

side a single generator in the array are

no higher than normal. In principle, using

parallel-series arrays, any combination

of current and energy can be established

in an inductive load using a given capaci-

tor bank and a single generator design.

ISOLATING THE HIGH EXPLOSIVE EFFECTS

For many applications it is necessary

to protect the load from the generator

explosion. A facility soon to be opera-

tional at S.andiaLaboratories will pro-

vide this capability as shown in Figure 4.

The starting capacitor bank is located

in a large underground vault beneath

the firing pad. Generator output may

be fed through a slot in the front wall

into a laboratory which is designed to

withstand the effects of magnetically

exploded conductors, or for low current

density experiments, it may be fed through

a ten-foot wide slot in the ceiling of

the vault. The building is designed for

a 200-lb. detonation at 35 feet from the

front wall. Its cost with the 20 kV,

600 M starting bank was approximately

0.8 million dollars.

suMMARY

Explosive generators may be a more

practical source than a capacitor bank

for very high energy electromagnetic

pulses. They can be constructed to have

very reliable and reproducible perfor-

mance which can be predicted for varied

applications. The load can be isolated

from the generator explosion. Several

operational options can be utilized to

provide a wide variety of output capabil-

ities for a given facility with a few

established generator designs.
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Table 1

Swmmry of Generator Characteristics

Generator Model 106

Length (in.) 17

I Dhmeter (h. ) 17

169 612

25 31

10 13,
I Weight (lbs.) I 23 I 62 I 108 1

Explosive Weight (lbs.) 5

Inductance (Ph) 4.6

operating Time (psec) 28

e-folding Time (psec) 5.0

Saturation Current (Ma) 3

T~ic.sl Energy (M.?) 0.6
—. —.

171371

=++

18.1 3.5

45 55

7.5 10.0

-T-i-r-I

Fig. 1. Schemsticof generatordesign.
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Fig. 2. Operatingcurvesfor the threegenerators
of Table 1 with a 140 H capacitor bank.
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Fig. 3. Current gain histogram for 51 identical
tests.
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USE OF EXPLOSIVE GENERATORS TO POWER THE O-PINCH*

b

by

R. A. Damerow and J. C. Crawford
Sandiacorporation,Albuquerque,New Mexico

and

D. B. Thomson, R. S. Caird, K. J. Ewing, IV.B, Garn, and C. l’vf.Fowler
Los Alamos ScientificLaboratory,Los Alamos, New Mexico

ABSTRACT

Explosive-drivengeneratorshave been used to create neutron pro-

ducing plasma in conventional 0 -pinch coils. The generators were

spiral wound flux compression devices which were loaded with 5 lbs,

or 17 lbs, of high explosive depending on the model. When used

with an exploding wire switch, the generators have produced tl-currents
of approximately 2.5 MA, or 5 MA, respectively. The smaller

generator has provided switched currents into 25 cm long 6 -coils

with rise times of 1. 6 to 2.7 ~sec, corresponding to peak fields of

~~~t:;~a~~. The highestneutronyieldfrom thissystem was
. For thelargergenerator,peak currentsrangingfrom

4.2 to 5.1 I.IAwere switchedintoO-coilsoflengths25 and 35 cm.
Peak magnetic fieldsobtainedvariedfrom 141to220 kG withrise
times rangingfrom 2.1 to 4.0 psec. Coilvoltagesaround theO-coils
attime ofswitchingranged from 37 to 70 kV. Neutron yieldsas high
as 1.4 x 108 were produced. These resultsindicatethatthelarger
generator,on a one shotbasis,compares favorablywithpresenthigh
energy fastcondenserbanks forO-pinchproduction.Engineering
problems which relateto matchingthegeneratortotheo-pinch,such
as theimportante of the operation of the high voltage switch, and the
features unique to the single shot nature of the experiments, are

discussed. Comments are made on some plasma conditions that might
be reached if substantially larger generators are used.

INTRODUCTION

The creation of a neutron emitting 0-pinch

has generally required a strong radial-shock

heating stage followed closely by magnetic com-

pression and containment. The development of

reliable high current explosively driven helical

generators that could be switchedl at voltages

high enough to produce the radial shock heating
2,3 in

made possible a series of experiments

which explosively produced magnetic energy was

used to create neutron emitting f)-pinches in

convent ional (nonimploding) 6-coils.

This reportincludesa briefsummary of

the operationofthe explosivegeneratorsand

relatedswitching,a review ofplasma initial

conditionsused, and a discussionoftheexperi-

mental results and their significance.

THE GENERATORS

The explosive generators used here

(Sandia models 106 and 169) have been discussed

in detail previously. Figure 1 illustrates the

operating principle for either generator. An

external capacitor bank establishes initial current

in the helical winding and armature of Fig. 1.
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Following this, the inductance of the generator is

forcibly reduced by explosively expanding the

armature with a consequent increase in current.

As shown in Fig. 1, the explosive is detonated

simultaneously at both ends, and the output termi-

nals are located at the center of the helix.

The model 106 generator uses 5 lbs of PBX

9404 explosive and produces a current output of

3 MA in loads of 65 nH, or less. Peak current is

limited by joule heating in the helix.

The model 169 generator uses 17 lbs of

PBX 9404 explosive detonated similarly. It con-

sists of a 16 turn coil, 24 inches long, with an

inside diameter of 9 inches, and has an aluminum

armature of 4.5 inch outside diameter and O. 400

in. wall thickness. When injected with 90-100 kA,

it produces currents up to 6-7 MA into inductive

loads up to 70 nH with a normal operating time of

48 psec.

HIGH VOLTAGE SWITCHING

A switching circuit was devised that

shapes the output current pulse from the genera-

tor to produce the high values of dI/dt necessary

for t) -pinch production. The switching technique

has been previously described in detail
1,2,3 ad

therefore is only shown briefly on the schematic

in Fig. 1. Lg is the generator and load. The

exploding wire fuse (Rw, Lw ) is designed to burst

(open) near peak generator current. As burst is

approached, R increases drastically in a time
w

of about 1 psec.

The dielectric switch is designed so that

the exploding wire voltage spike punctures the

dielectric (switch closure). Most of the total

generator current then flowing is deflected into

the f3-coil load (Ll) in a very short time (1. 6-4

psec)o With the model 169, this switch produced

voltages (V. ) as large as 65-70 kV around the

O-coils used. The switched generator outputs are

self crowbarred and decay very slowly compared

to the rise time.

THE (3-PINCH INITIAL CONDITIONS

Application of the switched generator out-

puts to produce a keV 6 -pinch requires the same

parameters and initial conditions that are used for

first half cycle neutron production in the labora-

4,5
tory . These conditions are a clean fully ionized

deuterium plasma, a suitable reverse field, and a

discharge tube whose walls have been adequately

preconditioned by electrical discharges prior to

application of the principal fast-rising magnetic

field pulse.

In these experiments, the initial plasma

was created in a 2 mm-wall Pyrex or quartz

discharge tube by means of a 40 kA linear dis -

charge between two electrodes 60 cm apart. The

linear discharge was obtained from a 7.5 IJF

capacitor (at 15 kV) crowbarred after one-half

cycle (6 ~sec) to minimize axial current prior to

plasma compression started 15-20 ~sec later. A

separate coil pair (driven by 440 pF at 6-12 kV)

provided reverse field prior to preionization. The

initial deuterium pressure was 80-90 microns.

Since the explosive generators are one -shot

devices, tube warm-up was achieved by first

coupling an auxiliary low inductance 290 IJF con-

denser bank, (~ 17 kV) to the o-coil.

The procedure for each shot was to install

a new, well-cleaned, discharge tube at the firing
-4

point, pump on the system overnight (- 10 mm

Hg, Model 106 series; -10
-5

mm Hg, Model 169

series); warm-up the discharge tube with six to

ten 0-pinch shots from the auxiliary fast bank;

disconnect this bank; attach the explosive gener-

ator and fire it, together with the preionization

and reverse field banks (within 30-60 minutes of

the last warm-up shot).

0 -PINCH SHOT SERIES

With Model 106

Results of the five 6-pinch shots fired with

the Model 106 generator, described in detail pre -
2,3

Viously , are presented in Table L Neutron

●
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yields were obtained on shots 1, 2, and 5. Lack of

yield on shot 3 is ascribed to zero bias field, and

on shot 4 to poor switching.

With Model 169

Results of the four O-pinch shots fired with

the Model 169 generator are summarized in Figs.

2, 3, 4 and Table I.

A longer coil (35 centimeters) was used for

the first two shots; neutron yields of 105 and

4 x 105 were produced.

The last two shots used 25 cm coils, giving

higher values of coil voltage (V8 = 70, 65 kV) and

peak magnetic field (Bmax = 220, 180 kG). For

these last two shots, use of shorter coils together

with linear discharge preionization (instead of

R. F. ) resulted in stronger warm-up shots, each

producing small neutron yields (-103). On one

shot, there was no preionization, but a large

yield, 8 x 106 neutrons, was observed, apparently

due to high (70 kV) 6-coil voltage and good

warm-up.

On the last shot, warm-up, reverse field,

linear discharge, and switching all performed weLl,

and the highest yield, 1.4 x 108 neutrons, was

obtained.

Figure 2 shows that the switching used with

the Model 169 resulted in fast rising O-coil

voltages on all four shots. Current rise times

varied from 2-4 psec for these shots, due partly

to small adjustment of the resistance of the ex-

ploding wire fuses made from shot -to- shot in an

effort to optimize the output.

DISCUSSION

Neutron Yield Rate

Highest yield rates were achieved for the

shots (8 and 9) with highest coil voltage (70, 65

kV), for which the warm-up was substantially

better, and for which peak magnetic field was

highest.

Figures 3 and 4 show that the yield rate

always drops drastically after 2 @ec regardless

of continued buildup of field. This indicates that

plasma containment decreases significantly after

two psec, typical of the short coils used (25 and

35 cm). For short coils (: 35 cm) the magnetic

field rise time should not exceed 2 ~sec if yield

rate is to be optimized for a given current.

In shot 9, the peak yield rate was 9 x 107

neutrons per psec at B = 100 kG. These values,

together with the known initial pressure and
3

volume, allowed an estimate of the ion temper-
16

ature of T - 1.4 kV at an ion density of -5 x 10

ions/cc.

Comparison With Other .9-Pinches

Comparison of the results of this shot

series with those of a series of five explosive

generator shots recently reported6 hy the

Frascati group appears to bear out the importance

of high VO and fast rise time. In the latter case,

higher magnetic fields (32 O - 380 kG) with longer

rise times and lower coil voltages gave smaller,

or unobserved, yields and yield rates.

The results of shot 9 are given in Table H

for comparison with those of large laboratory

O-pinches. The yield rate per unit coil length on

shot 9 is comparable to those obtained with the

highest yielding laboratory e-pinches. This is

encouraging in view of the one-shot nature of the

generator experiments. Parameter studies and

improved warm-up should enable substantial

improvement in yield rate for the generator

system.

Higher Intensity 6-Pinches

Helical explosive generators with long

rise time (> 10 ~sec) capable of deli~”ering cur-

rents greater than 10 MA have been dek-eloped at

the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Sandia

Laboratory, Los Alamosg, and in Russia’”.

Coaxial generators, using the helical generators

as input stages, can deliver currents in excess
7, 10

of 100 megamperes . Development of fast

rise time (< 2 psec) switching for these generators

is

to

still needed. The

drive the 6 -pinch,

successful use of generators

particularly shots 8 and 9,

DM-3



leads to speculation as to use of the higher current

generators with suitable switching.

Preliminary calculations have been made

using a very simplified model in which the o -pinch

is assumed to be heated in two separate stages;

first a shock heating stage of constant 6 for which

fL2 = KVO, and T-&2, where K is a scaling

factor; and then a purely adiabatic magnetic com-

pression stage. The calculations are cut off 2

~sec after start of the B field (based on Figs. 3

and 4) to minimize containment loss effects.

These calculations use experimental results

to determine the scaling factor K. Fully

warmed-up laboratory O-pinches require a 60%

larger value of K to fit the observed neutron

yields than that required for the firing point

experiments.

The calculations 9, using values of initial

Ve - 83 kV, and B -250-290 kG at t = 2 psec,

predict neutron yields of 5 x 109 to 5 x 10
10 in

coils similar to the present ones. Ion temper-
17

atures of -2 keV, at densities of -4 x 10 ionslcc

are predicted. The calculations indicate that the

present filling pressure (- 85 UD2 ) is about

optimum. Improved warm-up increases the

predicted yield.

The calculations also show that with the

use of much higher filling pressures (1 -100 mm

Hg D2 ) seeded with a high Z gas, temperature may

be sacrificed to achieve large amounts of

Bremsstrahlung radiation with less stringent

requirements for V and warm-up. For example,
o

with V6 = 50 kV, and B = 285 kG (rise time <2

~sec), radiation rates of ‘“ 20 kJ/@ec (or greater)

at electron temperatures of 50-100 eV and densi-

ties of 10
18

-10’9 electrons /cc are predicted.

The possibility of achieving these inter-

esting and unique plasma conditions makes the

development of rapidly switched higher current

generators very desirable.
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TABLE I

Plasma Shot Results

●

b

Plaema
Shot No. Date Generator

1 2/10/67 Mod 106e

2 3/8/67 “

3 3/21/67 “

4 4/11/67 “

5 4/21/67 “

6 9/6/67 Mod 169f

7 9/13/67 “

8 10/17/67 “

9 10/26167 “

a. Pre Ionizer Failed

b. Qartz Tube

lMA

2,9

2.6

2.4

2.8

2.4

4.4

4.9

5.1

4.2

‘e -Bo
(k”) (kG)

25 1.7

25-34 1.7

34 0

17 1.7

34 1.7

37 3.0

55 3.0

70 3. Sa

65 3,5

c. Made Neutrons on Warm Up

d. Meaaured from B .0 to end of neutron half width

B
max

(kG)

126h

114

106

121

106

141

157

221

1s1

’90%
L Neutron Yield Neutron Containment

(at source) Half Width Timed
(p;c~’ (cm) (Usec) (peec)

.
2, 1 25 2X10J.

1.6 25 7 x 105 0.9 1.7

1.6 25 0

2.7 25 0

1.6 25 3 x 104 1.0 2.0

3.2 35 106 1.4 1.75

2.1 35b 4 x 105 0.9 1.65

4.0 25b 6 X 106C 1.25 2.0

2.6 25’J i.4 X 10SC 1.6 2.25

e. O-coil i. d. = 66 mm; tube ijd. . 60 mm

f. o-coil i. d. = 72 mm: tube i. d. = 66 mm

g. Poor rise

h. All B values have had bias field subtracted

TABLE fl

Nominal Characteristics of Present High Energy 6-Pinches

Parameter LOB Alamos NRL
Scylla 111 Scylla N Pharos

Voltage (kV) 80 50 20

CapaC itance (jIF) 52 454 10,920

Energy (MJ) .166 0.6 2.0

Coil Length (cm) 18.7 100 180

Coil Diameter (cm) 9.2 10 10.5

Peak Current (MA) 2.5 9.4 17

336 (at tube i. d. )(kV/cm) ‘1.6 1.1 0.33

Peak Field (kG) 120 93 120

@arter Period (pS) 2.5 3.7 16

Neutron Yield 108 1.5 x 109 4 x 107

Yield Rate Half Width (psec) 2.0 2.4 ~8

Peak Yield Rate (Neutrons/ psec) 5 x 107 s x 106 5 x 106

Peak Yield Rate /cm length 2.6 X 106 6 X 106 2.9 X 104

t= (W3ec)b 3.0 5= >14

a. Rise time as measured from zero to 90% of the peak magnetic field

b. Containment time an measured from 33. 0 to end of neutron half width

c. With crowbar

General
Electric

60

278

0.5

36

19

3.5

0.9

54

7.4

10’

-3.5

3 x 106

8.3 X 104

7

Culham
England

40

1344

1.1

200

10

12.1

0.55

76

5.95

8 X 107

3

Gitrching
Germany

40

3330

2.65

150

10. s

21.3

0.66

176

9.5

4 x 109

6

2.3 X 107 7 x 108

1.4 x 105 4.8 X 106

5 10

Model 169
Explosive

Generator
100

.225

25

7.2

4.2

2.6

184

2. 6a

1.4 x 106

1.6

9 x 107

3.6 X 106

2.25
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h olu2ClRlC SWITCH

1 , :

Fig. 1. Sketch representing the operating prin-

ciple of the Model 106 and 169 generators. Also

shown is the equivalent circuit, including the
exploding wire switching.
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Fig. 2. Coil voltage vs. time and summary of

results of the four o-pinch shots using the Model
169 generator.
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HIGH ALTITUDE PULSED PLASMA POWER SUPPLY”

by

C. M. Fowler, D. B. Thomson, K. J. Ewing, R. S. Caird, and W. B. Garn
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, University of California

Los Alamos, New Mexico

ABSTRACT

A pulsed power supply under construction is described which can be used

in space physics experiments. The supply considered here is designed
to drive a coaxial plasma gun. Rocket and plasma gun requirements
which the supply should meet include the follow ing, The payload vehi -

cle is approximately 11 ft long, has a maximum diameter of about 2 1/2

ft and allows about 500 lbs for the power supply. In the early flight

stages, accelerations of 10-15 g~s are encountered. A stabilizing

spin of 3.5 rps is required, which subjects peripheral components to

accelerations greater than 20 g’s. The plasma gun will require pulsed
energy of 2-400, 000 joules, switched in at a voltage of between 5-10

kV across the gun breech, and a subsequent operation time of several
tens of microseconds. The basic power plant consists of two
explosive-magnetic generators operating in sequence. The first gener-

ator amplifies the energy obtained from a small capacitor bank
( 18,000 joules, 250 lbs weight) sufficiently to supply the output gener-

ator. It, in turn, after further amplification delivers energy to the
plasma gun. A dielectric switch is designed to switch the plasma gun

into the circuit at a time when 5-10 kV will be placed across the gun

breech. The present status of the power package will be reviewed
including current results and environmental testing procedures carried

out on various components. Explosive generators may make accessi-

ble space physics experiments which would normally be prohibitive
from the standpoint of payload weight limitations.

INTRODUCTION

The explosive power supply is, of course,

only a part of the particular space physics experi-

ment for which it is designed. In its final config-

uration, it will have to conform to the specifi-

cations imposed by a number of people.

The particular application discussed here

was proposed by H. Hoerlin of Los Alamos. A

number of people in other Los Alamos groups, as

well as at Sandia Laboratories, are involved in

the project. Hoerlin and D. Kerr, also of Los

Alamos, guide the project and work closely with

the various people involved. Of the many tech-

nical requirements we are concerned here, how-

ever, only with those that most directly affect the

power plant design. These include electrical
.,

requirements of the plasma gun and limitations

set by the rocket.

The electrical requirements were set

forth by J. Marshall and I. Henins of Los Alamos.

The power supply should deliver a minimum

energy of about a quarter of a megajoule to the

gun, should place a few kilovolts across the gun

breech at switch time, should rise to peak current

in a few tens of microseconds, and remain crow -

barred for several tens of microseconds.

From the rocket group at Sandia Labora-

tories (W. F. Adams is presently coordinating the

extensive Sandia participation), a weight limit of

around 500 lbs was set for the supply. Components

VI-9-1
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were required to function properly under a pre -

scribed acceleration regime, including a stabi-

lizing rocket spin of 3.5 to 4 revolutions per sec -

ond. Finally, some space requirements, set not

only by the geometry of the rocket payload vehicle,

but also by explosive blast protection, imposed

additional demands upon the design.

The essential feature of the power supply

is the use of explosive generators to amplify the

energy contained in a small capacitor bank. The

supplies are, of necessity, one-shot devices, but

there appears to be no other way at present to

achieve the high current - high energy pulse re -

quired in the prescribed weight limit.

As will be seen in the next section, the

power supply requirements have been essentially

met or surpassed. Since explosive generator

outputs may be varied over wide ranges of current,

voltage, energy, and time, it appears that their

use may make other types of high altitude experi-

ments accessible.

THE POWER SUPPLY TO DATE

The operating principles of explosive gen-
1,2

erators have been described in some detail .

Basically, explosive energy is converted into

magnetic energy by compression of magnetic flux

as the explosive forcibly reduces the inductance
3

of flux enclosing circuits . The initial flux is

normally supplied from condenser bank energy.

The enormous energy content of explosives

(2 MJ /lb) compared to that of high energy density

capacitors (100 J/lb), makes its use particularly

appealing where weight and volume impose limi-

tations on a pulsed power supply. For example,

the power supply described below will eventually

be completely self contained and weigh about 500

lbs. In its final test (before coupling to a plasma

gun), it delivered 500 kilojoules into a load roughly

simulating the plasma gun. Owing mainly to

development time limitations and rather generous

allowances for weight and volume, the present

power supply is not particularly efficient from the

standpoint of weight. Components already avail-

able were selected when possible. Our previous
4

experience with the Sandia model 169 generator

led us to select it as the output stage, almost

immediately. A number of schemes to supply

the 169 generator would, no doubt, appear more

efficient on paper than the one adapted here (use

of more input generators, perhaps inductively

coupled, but with a smaller primary capacitor

bank). Again time limitations, particularly

involving the quest ion of one-shot reliability y, led

us to the present design. It is our feeling that

should the need arise comparable sized supplies

could be built which would deliver similar energy

pulses in the megaj oule range.

Figure 1 gives a schematic drawing of an

explosive generator typical of those used here.

The generator consists of a cylindrically wound

spiral concentric with an explosively loaded metal

armature. As shown, an external load, Ll, is in

series with the generator and the primary capac -

itor bank, which supplies initial current (flux) to

the circuit. The explosive is detonated at such a

time that the subsequent expansion of the arma-

ture will short out the generator at about maxi-

mum current. As explosive detonation proceeds,

the expanding armature wipes the spiral turns,

pushing flux into the load, L1. If there were no

losses, both current and energy gain in L1

would be given by the ratio Lo /L1, Lo being the

initial generator inductance.

Figure 2 shows in schematic form the

setup for the last power plant development shot,

while Fig. 3 is a photograph of the assembly on

the firing table. In order, the various compo-

nents are as follows:

A. Leads from a permanent capacitor bank,

1430 #F energized to 18 kJ. A special bank of

Maxwell Laboratory capacitors, 1360 #F,

18 kJ, weight 250 lbs, will be used on the rocket

shots .

B. LASL Mark V feed generator, inductance

4

.
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of 390 pF, 11 lbs cyclotol explosive, designed to

supply the output generator with 75,000 amperes.

co Sandia model 169 output generator,

inductance of 18vH, 17 lbs 9404 explosive,

designedto supply plasma gun.

D. Dummy load, 0.56 ~H, heavy copper ring.

It carries the output current until the plasma gun

is switched into the circuit, sets the voltage

across the gun breech at switching time and

partly determines the current branching after

switching.

E, Detonator switch: isolates plasma gun

until proper switch time. It is closed by jets

formed from two detonators.

F. Plasma gun mockup, fixed coaxial load,

O. 11 ~H inductance. This inductance value was

selected for a first trial since its value lies

between the variations expected for the actual

plasma gun.

The shot results were about as we had

hoped for. Of the 18 kJ stored in the capacitor

bank, approximately 12 W were delivered to the

generators at an injection current of about 7600

amperes. The feed generator amplified the

current to approximately 80 U and the energy

to about 60 kJ. The detonators switched the

simulated plasma gun into the circuit at a time

when approximately 7 kV were across the gun

breech. Signals from magnetic probes placed in

the coaxial load showed that the load current rose

to about 3 megamperes, (energy -500 kJ) in

25 psec, at which time the output generator was

finished. A characteristic of these generators is

that they are self -crowbarring at burnout. In the

present case the coaxial load current still

exceeded 2 megamperes 50 psec after crowbar.

Most of the components have been sub-

jected to a vigorous regime of acceleration on a

shake table, and have been spun at rates such

that centrifugal forces far exceeded those expected

on the rocket. The capacitors to be used on the

rocket have also been tested electrically and

mechanically to conditions far exceeding those

required for the rocket flight.

Space is not available to describe a number

of additional studies made in comection with the

supply, nor to detail other shots in the series

leading up to the present design. The next stage

involves coupling to the actual plasma gun itself.

How the system will behave then, partly in view of

the varying gun inductance, is not known with

certainty. Considerable variation in gun input

can be achieved, however, by varying the dummy

load inductance and detonator switch time. In

any event these tests will carry us to a regime new

to both plasma and power supply people, and

therefore they should be interesting and, hopefully,

productive.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of explosive generator, with

load coil, L1. The expIosive loaded aluminum

armature pushes magnetic flux into the load coil

as detonation proceeds down the armature core,

expanding it against the outer helix.

Fig. 2. Schematic of the explosive pulsed power

supply as tested. The components indicated by

letters are described in the text.

Fig. 3. Photograph of power supply components

on the firing table. The feed generator may be

seen at the left. The output generator is mounted

vertically and the transmission plates take off

about the generator midplane. The dummy load

(heavy circular ring) may be seen just before the

detonator switch. The coaxial plasma gun

mockup load, far right, is switched into the

circuit after the detonator switch is activated.

●
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MOLECULAR FLOW AND SURFACE ABSORPTION IN GENERAL AXIALLY SYI#fMETRIC

GEOMETRIES BY THE MONTE CARLO METHOD OF CALCU~TION

K. E. Wakefield

Plasma Physics Laboratory

Princeton University

Princeton, New Jersey

ABSTRACT

The vacuum chamber of the Princeton Floating Multipole contains

a divertor situated such that the ionized particles approaching the walls

of the main reaction chamber are guided by the magnetic field lines to

a baffle deep within the divertor structure; neutral particles, which

originate at the point of impact, are prevented from easily returning

to the main plasma by a labyrinth of vanes and other structural mem-

bers. The backflow of neutral particles can be substantially reduced
by coating the vanes with a gettering material, especially if the design
is such that the average particle makes many collisions with walls so

coated before finding its way back to the main reaction chamber. Since

the gettering material saturates when a monolayer of gas has been ab-
sorbed, this improvement is practical only when the plasma is formed

on an intermittent basis, with reapplication of the getter after each

pulse.

This paper describes a Monte Carlo computer program for evalu-

ating such a system, taking into account the intricacies of the geometry
and the absorption properties of those elements containing the getter,
including possible local saturation effects. The program can simulate
any axially symmetric configuration containing combinations of ab -
sorbing surfaces having a specified sticking probability y and saturation
density, non-absorbing surfaces, and escape or entrance ports. Re-
sults are valid only for gas densities such that the frequency of inter-
molecular collisions is small compared to the frequency of collisions
with the wall.

Applications of the program to the divertor described above is il-

lustrated, The program has also been used to determine the emission

of neutral particles from a Marshall type gun as a function of time,

and to optimize the conductance of an optically opaque section of vacuum
line.

1. INTRODUCTION With the advent of the digital computer,

The stud y of molecular flow rates or workers in the field began making use of the

conductance in practical vacuum systems is Monte Carlo method in evaluating molecular

severely limited by the lack of appropriate ana - flow rates in systems whose geometries,

lytical tools. Before 1960 one depended on past though still rather simple, are beyond the

experience, measurements on models, or sub- present state of the art of amlysis. Typically,

division of the system into elements amenable a computer program based on this method traces

to analysis and combining the results to obtain the histories of a large number of molecules,

an estimate of the system!s performance. following each molecule through successive wall

DII-1-1

collisions until it escapes through an exit or
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after each wall collision is determined using a

random number generator in such a way as to

cause the distribution of these reflected paths

to follow the cosine law. Sometimes the ran-

dom number generator is also used to deter-

mine whether or not a particle is absorbed on

the wall during each collision. The assumption

is made that the frequent y of intermolecular

collisions is small compared to the frequency

of collisions with the wall. For a given geo-

metry, the accuracy varies as the square root

of the number of molecules traced, and is typi-

cally near the 1’%0level, usually quite adequate

for the purpose.

The first use of the new method by

Davis 1 treated the straight cylinder, cylinder

with disk-shaped baffle, cylinder with restricted

openings, cylindrical annulus, and cylindrical

elbow. Levenson, Milleron, and Davis
2,3,4

applied the method to straight rectangular

channels, cubic elbows, and extended the work

with cylinders by providing for other than
5

smooth surfaces. Ballance undertook a more

basic study of arrays of infinitely wide plates.

More recently Chubb6 treated a coaxial

system made up of cones or cylinders placed

end to end. His program contains a novel

feature whereby the history of a particle may

be terminated by ionization if it enters a cy-

lindrical region near the axis.

The present paper describes a program

capable of simulating any axially symmetric

configuration whose cross section can be rep-

resented by a number of straight lines, not

necessarily connected. Each surface element

may be non-a bsorbant, absorbant with a

specified sticking probability and saturation

density, wholly absorbant, or may represent

an escape or entrance port. The program

output gives the fraction which have escaped,

have been absorbed, or are still active as a

function of time ( path length ); the mean path

length per collision; the mean number of col-

lisions before escape or absorption; the frac-

tion absorbed or escaping at each surface

element; and the distribution of these as a

function of position on each element, expressed

in terms of the saturation limit of that element.

This program was written to assist in

the design of the vacuum structure for the FM-1

diverters, an example of one being shown in

Fig. 1. Ionized particIes approaching the walls

of the main reaction chamber are guided by the

field lines to a point deep within the divertor

structure where they are intercepted by a

baffle. Now neutralized, the motion of the

particles is no longer affected by the magnetic

field, and their rate of return back to the main

reaction chamber is governed only by the

molecular flow characteristic of the system.

The back flow can be substantially reduced by

coating the vanes with a gette ring material,

such as titanium. Since the probability of

capture by the getter is, for hydrogen, typi-

cally only about O. 1 per collision, an effective

system requires the addition of vanes and other

structural members to increase the number

of wall collisions the average particle ex-

periences before escaping. When a monolayer

of gas has been absorbed, the getter saturates;

therefore, this improvement is practical only

when the plasma is formed on an intermittent

basis and the getter is reapplied after each

pulse.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAM

A. The geometry of a particular sys -

tern is described by a series of data cards

containing the variables, K, N, R, and Z, each

4
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card defining a point ( R, Z ). The points are

orde red in sequences one obtains by simulating

the cross section of the geometry by a number

of straight lines, the end points of which are the

points in question, and prog res sing along the

line segments until either the starting point or

the axis has been reached. Several independent

sequences may be required to describe the

geometry. For the initial point in each se -

quence, K . 1; otherwise K = O, except as noted

below. For all the remaining points in the se -

quence, N specifies the type of the surface

element whose definition is completed by that

point. If N = O, the element is one that absorbs

molecules with a sticking probability specified

on a later data card. If N = 1, the element is

s port through which molecules can escape. If

N . 2, the element is a non-absorbing surface.

If N = 3, the element absorbs all molecules im-

pinging on it. In the completed set of data cards

there will be as many cards containing K = 1 as

there are independently defined line sequences.

The card defining the last point of the last se-

quence contains K = 9.

Lf the geometry is charted on a graph

with + Z at the top and + R to the right, the

direction of travel along the line sequences

must be such that the region containing the

molecules to be studies is on the right. In

making up the sequences of points, entry and

escape ports are treated like part of the struc-

ture, and thin plates or vanes extending into

the molecular region must be traversed twice,

2 each time with the molecular region to the

right,

c
B. Following these are one or more

cards, each specifying a set of parameters

for a case history in the given geometry. Each

case is computed independently and the re suits

printed. These parameters include the starting

point or origin of the molecules to be studied,

the direction about which the first segment of

the path is to be randomized, the probability of

a molecule being captured during a collision

with any N = O surface, the total number of

molecules represented by the case history, the

number of molecular paths to be traced, and a

length of time. The latter is more convenient

for presenting tabulated results than using units

of path length. The conversion from path

length to units of the specified length of time

assumes the molecular velocity to be 1.7 x 105

centimeters per second, the velocity at about

room temperature. The total number of

molecules is needed to determine the degree

of saturation of the absorbing surfaces. The
14

saturating density is assumed to be 6. 0 x 10

molecules per square centimeter.

If a blank card is encountered, or the

specified number of molecular paths to be

traced is zero, the program will start again

until there are no more cards to be read.

c. In computing each case history,

the specified number of molecular paths are

traced, each of which is begun at the specified

starting point along a path which deviates

randomly from the direction specified. A

weighting parameter QUAN T having an initial

value of 1. 0 is associated with this path. In a

manner which is described below, the path is

followed until it strikes one of the surface

elements, at which time one of three things

may happen.

1. If the surface is non-absorbing,

the direction normal to the surface

at the point of impact is computed,

and a new path which deviates ran-

domly from this direction is chosen.

The method used to select a new path
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insures that the distribution of

these paths with respect to the

normal direction obeys the cosine

law.

2. If the surface is absorbing with

a probability of STICKF that the

mole cule will be captured, the

quantity absorbed is QAB . QUANT

* STICKF unless this causes the

surface to saturate. In that event,

QA13 is reduced to the minimum

amount required to achieve satura-

tion. C2UANT is then reduced by

C2A13and the path continued as for

a non-absorbing surface.

3. If the molecular path strikes

an escape port or a wholly absor-

bing surface, the current value of

QUANT is considered to have es-

caped or been absorbed, and that

path is terminated.

If not terminated by escape or complete

absorption, the path is terminated if QUANT

takes on a value less than O. 005 or if the total

path length exceeds that defined by 100 units of

the specified length of the.

The program records the quantities

escaping and being absorbed in 100 value tables,

the location in the table being determined by

the number of time units corresponding to the

total path length when the event occurs. h

addition, the interactions of the molecules

with each surface element, subdivided into

five parts, are recorded.

After all the molecular paths are

traced, the program prints all the input

parameters; a time history of escape rate,

cumulative amounts escaped, absorbed and still

actix.e; the amount absorbed on or escaping

through each element; and a five part distribu-

tion of the interactions at each element rela-

tive to the saturation limit, Also printed are

the quantity whose paths were terminated other

than on a surface, and the quantity for which no

intersecting surface was found. The latter

can occur only if an error has been made in

defining the geometry.

D. The process of randomizing the path

in a manner satisfying the cosine law is based

on the following: In a right handed coordinate

system, let the unit vector normal to the sur-

face correspond to the Z axis. The path direc-

tion is defined by rotation through the angle TH

from the Z axis toward the X axis, and by ro-

tation through the angle PH about the Z axis.

Applying the cosine law, it can be shown that

the probability of the path lying between TH

and TH + DTH is

P = .2* COS(TH)*SIN(TH) *DTH = SIN(2*TH)*DTH,

Geometric considerations show that if CC)S

(2*TH) is assigned values uniformly distributed

between -1 and + 1, the probability of obtaining

a particular value between 2*TH and 2* TH+DTH

is also SIN(2TH)*DTH. Using a random number

generator yielding RI uniformly distributed be-

tween O and + 1, the required range is formed

by 1- 2*Ri. Therefore,

1- 2*R1 . COS(2*TH) . 1 - 2* SIN2(TH) ,

from which SIN(TH) . SC2RT(R1) and COS(TH)

= SQRT(l -Rl). Values of PH being equally

probable,

PH = 6. 28318*R2

where R2 is independently obtained from the

random number gene rat or. The direction of

1

.
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the path can now be computed in the normal

manner.

E, In order to discover which of the

surface elements is struck by a particular

path, it is necessary to survey all of them,

determine those which the path intersects,

and select that surface for which the path

length is minimum.

There is no loss in generality and the

computations are eased by orienting the co-

ordinate system so that the impact point or the

point of origin of the path lies in the X- Z plane.

After randomization, the path is completely de -

fined by (XP, ZP, DXP, DYP, DZP) where XP,

ZP is the impact point and DXP, DYP, DZP

are the direction cosines. The surface to be

tested for a possible intersection is completely

defined by (RS, ZS, RF, ZF) where RS, ZS is the

point at the start end of the line segment and

RF, ZF is the point at the finish end as de-

scribed in A, above.

1. The first test eliminates those sur-

faces for which both values of Z are either

less than or greater than ZP and for which

DZP is such that the path points away from the

surface. This test eliminates about half of the

candidates.

2. If ZS= ZF, the surface lies in a

plane, in which case PL, the distance between

the impact point and the point of intersection,

is readily calculated, and the tests described

in 4, below, made.

3. If ZS # ZF, the surface is a cone or

cylinder. If (X, Y, Z) is a point of intersection

of the surface and path ( in general there are

two ), a plane parallel to the X-Y plane passing

through this point intersects the surface in a

circle, the equation for which can be written,

X2+ Y2 .(RS + (Z-ZS)(RF-RS) )2\
(ZF-ZS) ‘

Also, if PL is the distance from the impact

point to the point of intersection, one can

write,

x=

Y=

z=

XP + PL*DXP

PL*DyP

ZP + PL*DZP .

Substituting the se into the equation for the

circle, one obtains an equation in which the

only unknown is PL,

A*PL2+B*PL+C.0 ,
where A, B, and C are functions of the known

parameters. The smallest positive value of

PL is tested ( see 4, below ) and if this value

fails to meet all conditions, the other positive

value of PL, if it exists, is tested.

4. All the following conditions must

be met; failure on any one score eliminates

that value of PL.

a. Either no surface has been en-

countered meeting all the conditions, or if a

surface has been previously tentatively ac-

cepted, the value of PL must be smaller than

that recorded previously.

b. If the surface is a cone (RS # RF

and ZS # ZF ), the point of intersection must

lie on the same side of the apex as do ZF and

Zs.

c. R = SC2RT(X2 + Y2) must lie be-

tween RS and RF, or Z must lie between ZS

and ZF. The fir st applies to flat plates and

squat cones, while the second applies to cy-

linders and sharp cones.

d. The dot product of the unit

vector (DXP, DYP, DZP) and the vector normal

to the surface at the point of intersection

( Pointing toward the molecular region ) must be
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negative. This test is performed to detect

errors in defining the geometry.

5. If a trial surface meets all the con-

ditions, it is tentatively recorded as the chosen

surface and its value of PL is recorded as the

shortest path length.

When all the surfaces have been tested,

the one for which the path is minimum will

have been identified, and the program will

then take the appropriate action.

111. APPLICATIONS AND DISCUSSION

The program has been helpful in the de -

sign of the FM- 1 diverters, providing a good

tool in determining just how complex the in-

terior structure must be to reduce the back

flow to acceptable values, and in selecting the

surfaces on which the getter is most effective.

A similar study was made of a Marshall

type gun in which the rate with which neutrals

escaped along the axis was determined as a

function of time. Accurate evaluation of

proposed geometries was easy and rapid.

The program was used to maximize

the conductance of an optically opaque pumping

section subject to a number of constraints

making it cliff icult to determine intuitively

the best design.

If a significant number of problems

similar to the last mentioned were to be

handled, the program might well be modified

to allow the start position to vary randomly

and uniformly over the cross section of the

entrance port. However, in the study con-

ducted, it was found convenient to run several

case histories identical except for the starting

point and combining the results using appro-

priate weighting.

Extension of the Monte Carlo technique

to more complex geometries will undoubtedly

take place as more powerful computers evolve.

The obvious one of treating two or more inter-

secting axially symmetric systems probably is

feasible, but there are some geometric prob-

lems pertaining to the intersecting surfaces

which may prove difficult. Extension to a three

dimensional system whose surface elements are

generally oriented planes, perhaps in the shape

of triangles, is also feasible, although compu-

tation time is bound to be a problem in a s ys -

tern of any complexity.
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THE 2X VACUUM SYSTEM*

Carl J. Anderson
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory

University of California
Livermore, California

ABSTRACT

This paper briefly describes the 2X vacuum system equipment and
method of operation. operating pressures of the order of 2-3 X 10-9 torr
and base pressures of the order of 5-8 X 10-1o torr are obtained in a
mildly baked aluminum and glass vessel of 11,000 liters. Seals are
aluminum foil, TFE, Hycar, and epoxy. Titanium sublimation onto LN2
cooled liners is used with mercury diffusion pumping. The nature of the
resulting vacuum is discussed with particular regard to the predominant
residual gas methane.

INTRODUCTION

Progress in the CTR program has been depen-

dent upon the development of suitable vacuum tech-

niques. This has been especially true for the 2X

experiment.

Plasma confinement in mirror geometries was

first investigated in 1952 at Lawrence Radiation

Laboratory. 1 Subsequently, both neutral injection

and plasma injection were attempted. Fred

C oensgen performed the early experiments on

pulsed magnetic compression with plasma injection

in 1954 in the Toy Top machine.
1>2

The first evi-

dence of neutrons in the Toy Top experiment was
3

obtained in 1955. Their thermonuclear origin was

fully documented in 1960-62 in a subsequent experi-

ment, Toy Top HI. 4’5 A twice-scale model, the 2X

machine, with quadruple stabilization of the hydro-

magnetic instabilities was first operated in 1964.

Two views of the 2X are given in Figs. 1 and 2.

When operations first began, 2X had eight

mercury diffusion pumps with liquid-nitrogen-cooled

chevron traps, titanium sublimation pumping, and

Hycar seals throughout. On rare occasion the
-8

system achieved 1 X 10 torr with a 100”C bake.

In 1967 the machine was converted to a ultrahigh

vacuum system consisting of four mercury diffu-

sion pumpe with bakeable all metal traps
6

and

valves, 7 titanium sublimation pumping,
8

and many

seals converted to the Batzer type7 using aluminum

foil or TFE tape. A IOO”C bake resulted in base
-9

pressures of the order of 1-5 X 10 torr and

operating pressure of 2-5 X 10-8 torr.

The present configuration was attained in 1968

with the addition of two liquid-nitrogen-cooled

liners which receive about 2570 of the titanium

evaporated. This configuration, which s t ill contains

some rubber and epoxy seals and undergoes only a

100”C bake, achieves base pressures of the order
-10

of 5-8 X 10 torr and operating pressures of the

order of 2-3 X 10-9 torr.

Operation is currently on a 2-rein cycle. Each

cycle consists of a 1-rein delay for cooldown fol-

lowed by 1 minute of gettering during which time

the 4.16 mJ capacitor banks are charged. The

experiment begins with the discharge of the banks

and plasma injection from deuterated titanium

washer guns. The field has a rise time of 150-

200 J.1~at which time the banks are crowbarred.

The trapped and heated plasma parameters are

given in Table 1.2

PRESENT VACUUM SYSTEM DETAIL

Figure 3 is a schematic cross-section of the

present 2X machine. The two end tanks are con-

nected by a glass center section, The total volume

of the vacuum chamber is 11,000 liters. Each

aluminum tank is 5-ft diam X 10-ft long, has three

5-ft-diameter Batzer seals, and a welded channel for

steam bakeout and water-cooling. Four mercury

“Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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diffusion pumps with barrel refrigerators and all

metal valves and traps are backed by oil-sealed

mechanical pumps. Liquid nitrogen refrigerated

copper wool traps are used on both the foreline and

roughing line. Each tank has a liquid nitrogen re-

frigerated liner 40-in. diam X 48-in. long made of

two ~ -in. aluminum plates with a ~ -in. annular

reservoir. Titanium evaporation is by means of

approximately 50 ft of Ti 15M0 alloy getter wire

arranged so that most of the surface area is

gettered.

The center section, or reaction chamber, is a

12-ft-long glass fabrication 18-in. in diameter. It

is made from glass pipe and joined with epoxy glue

in four places. A nonmetallic vessel is required

due to skin depth considerations arising from the

pulsed nature of the trapping and compression.

Diagnostics and other penetrations are by means of

seventeen l+ -in. -dia Hycar seals. The glass is

sealed to the end vessel by a flat Hycar gasket and

isolated by two 18-in. -dia bellows.

The center section has seven retractable getters

mounted so they can be inserted to the center line

for deposition of the titanium and withdrawn from

the plasma volume prior to the experiment. The

metal is deposited on a 16-in. dia glass liner with-

in the reaction chamber.

MODE OF OPERATION

Over several years the following general se-

quence has evolved. Vacuum conditions are mon-

itored with thermocouple gauges, nude ion gauges,

a helium mass spectrometer, and a residual gas

analyzer, none of which is specially calibrated.

The run of January 29, 1969, was documented

as follows. All getters were renewed and changes

required for the physics experiment were completed.

The machine was roughed-down and put on the dif-

fusion pumps for preliminary leak-hunting. Pres-

sures in the 10
-6 torr range were readily obtained.

A bake by means of 15-psi steam and heater

tapes was given over the weekend to the aluminum

liners, valves, and the periphery of the end tanks.

Figure 4 shows the first of a series of RGA mass/

charge (m/e) scans of the pumpdown. It was taken

while the tanks were hot. Near the completion of

the bake, the getter wires were degassed giving the

glass section a mild bake also. Figure 5 is an

mfe scan of the system at the end of the bake.

At completion of the bake, the heaters were

cut off and the water-cooling put on. The resulting

m/e scan is shown in Fig. 6. Some further leak-

hunting was required to get the low 10
-7

torr range.

The m/e scan shown in Fig. 7 is the one used to

make the decision to proceed with the sequence.

It was suspected that a small leak was present, but
-7

as the pressure was in the low 10 torr range, we

began to getter down.

After an hour of ~ettering, a minute on and a

minute off, the pressure was 1 X 10-8 torr. The

methane dominance shown in Fig. 8 is typical —

more will be said about that later.

The final step was to cool the liners. Figure 9

shows the resulting m/e scan at a pressure of

1 x 10-9 torr. The supposition of a leak may have

been accurate, as argon dominated the system at

this pressure when methane would normally dom-

inate. However, there were only three diffusion

pumps on the system for this run due to a refrig-

erator failure; hence, there was somewhat less

argon pump speed than normal.

A quick scan of high m/e numbers might reveaJ

a few peaks of low magnitude but there was nothing

of significance.

We were now ready to begin the experiment.

The seven retractable getters were inserted and

run for 1 minute as the banks charged. The pres-
-9

sure remained at 1-2 X 10 torr. The getters

were turned off and retracted just prior to firing

the banks and execution of the experiment. This

sequence of events was repeated on a 2-rein rep-

etition rate, with a fresh layer of titanium deposited

on the walls of the reaction chamber liner immedi-

ately prior to each shot.

During this run the vacuum continued to improve

so that in several hours the machine was going to

5-8 X 10-10 torr between shots. After many hours

of operation, the argon peak rose due to continuous

inleakage, limited pump speed, and saturated

liners. Cycling the liners to a higher temperature

released the argon and restored the base pressure.

The same saturation effect has not been observed

with methane, which was seen to come off of the

.

●
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liner with the argon during the temperature excur-

sion.

DISCUSSION

In evaluating the vacuum conditions, several

parameters are important. In 2X the scattering

time is 4.5 ms, the charge exchange time is greater

than 8 ms, the field decay time is 4 ms, and the

plasma decay time is 400 ps. Clearly, the oper-

ating pressures obtained are not a limitation.

A condition more important to the success of

the experiment is the nature of the surface that the

plasma “sees”. The titanium layer deposited prior

to every shot is put down at a pressure in the low

10-9 torr range where the monolayer time is very

long compared to the time required to retract the

getters and initiate the experiment. This results

in a clean surface for every experiment thereby

minimizing the contamination of the plasma due to

desorbed gas. The success of the 2X program has

been to a large extent dependent upon achieving

these surfaces. The best results are obtained with

glass liners that have been given a “tooth” by tum-

bling them with glass beads. Several sets of getter

wires are required to condition a freshly prepared

glass liner. Operation continues to improve until

the layer of titanium gets so thick that it couples

too strongly with the pulsed fields and begins to

come loose.

In addition, current operation is being improved

with the use of l/8-in. -dia getter wire. This wire

is operated in essentially the same manner as the

previous 0.083 -in. -dia wire and results in longer

life, higher rate of deposition, and greater reli-
9

abili~.

A more difficult question involves the effect of

the constituent partial pressures on the experiment.

It is not clear that there is a correlation directly

between the predominant background gas, typically

methane, and the plasma, but certainly there is an

effect by way of the walls. In the present experi-

ment a measurable carbon impurity contamination

of the plasma is found.
10 For this reason, the origin

of the methane and methods of pumping it are of

interest.

Methane commonly results in vacuum systems

from a number of mechanisms, several of which

are as follows:

a) Holland has shown that methane production

is dependent upon carbon impurities in the

titanium getter.
11

Unfortunately, carbon is

very difficult to eliminate from titanium.

Carbon impurities of the order of 100-

300 ppm are common commercially, dif-

ficult to reduce, and produce copious

methane. The mechanism is not clear, as

the amount of methane varies both during

each getter cycle and during the life of the

wire. The wire cannot be outgassed enough

to noticeably reduce the methane production.

b) Chemical reactions involving hydrogen

occur on the surfaces of the system, par-

ticularly on the titanium at room tempera-

ture, since hydrogen exists in the extemely

reactive atomic state on clean titanium

surfaces at room temperature. An example

is TiC + 4H -Ti +CH4 + 14 kcal/mole. Chem-

ical reactions are frozen out at liquid ni-

trogen temperatures due to the temperature-

dependence of the reaction kinetics. In

addition, hydrogen exists in molecular form

on titanium at liquid nitrogen temperatures,

preventing reactions that arise due to the

12 Dellapresence of atomic hydrogen.

Porta13 discusses the problem of hydro-

carbon production on clean metal films and

concludes that the chemistry is extremely

complex.

c) Hydrocarbons undergo catalytic cracking in

vacuum chambers and particularly on clean

titanium at room temperature. Roberts’4

found that ethane cracks to methane in the

presence of a clean surface and excess

hydrogen. The production of methane was

shown to vary with the temperature and

cleanliness of the surface. It is reason-

able to conclude that in the 2X, where most

of the surface is clean titanium at room

temperature, any hydrocarbons present are

quickly reduced to methane.

12 indicated that a titaniumd) Simonov St ~.,

surface at room temperature under a flux

of ions will produce methane. He showed

that methane production decreased markedly
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at temperatures close to those of liquid

nitrogen. It was not clear whether another

mechanism was present or not.

It is rather discouraging to note that all of the

above mechanisms may obtain in the 2X experiment.

Various methods are being considered to

reduce

a)

b)

c1

d)

e]

the methane partial pressure:

The pump speed for methane could be in-

creased by adding more diffusion pumps or

cryopumps. This would add to the com-

plexity of an already complex system but

might someday be necessary.

The fraction of titanium surfaces at liquid

nitrogen temperatures could be increased.

Regardless of mechanism, the effect of

cooling the liners is to reduce the base

pressure of a methane dominated system,

hence it provides a methane “pump’!

Cleaner wire might be obtained. The wire

presently in use has approximately 260-ppm

carbon. This might be improved by a factor

of two or three and still be within the realm

of commercial production qualities and

prices.

Use of Til 5Ta getter alloy might help.

There are claims that getters of the over-

wrapped type made from these metals pro-

duce less methane. ‘“ 16

A getter wire with almost no carbon, such

as aluminum, could be used. In the 2X,

where loss of pump speed in the center

section might not be disastrous, this could

be interesting.

SU.MM.ARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The mode of operation described was used

seven times during January 1969 and resulted in

seven excursions, from air to ultrahigh vacuum.

An understanding of the many complex competing

processes occurring in the 2X may come very

slowly, if at all, but the “horsepower method” of

producing ultrahigh vacuum works, and in the 2X

machine produces one of the cleanest plasma

experiments existent today.
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TABLE 1

2X PLASMA PARAMETERS

D? energy range

Maximum density

Mean D+ energy

Electron temperature

Centrsl magnetic field

Mirror ratio

Maximum p

Plasma diameter (FWHM)

Plasma length

Plasma volume

Average T, for dn/dt = m

Average r from neutron histogram

Aversge ‘r for flat 8eCti0nS of stepwise

decay at densities ~ 2 X 1012 cm-3

Scattering 10ss time

Charge exchange time

1 to 50 keV

5x 10” cm-s

6 to8 keV

150 to 250 eV

13.2 kG

1.33

5.7%

6 cm

160 cm

4.5 liters

300 to400 Jls

300 to 350 ps

8.5 ms

4.5 ms

>8ms

Fig. 1. Photograph of the 2X experiment taken from
the weet end. 2%s west end tank is visible
in place within the 6-ft. id. dc magnets.
A portion of the capacitor banks is in the
background.

13.

14.

15.

16.

P. dells Porta and T. A. Giorgi, “Production

of Hydrocarbons on Barium Films, ” Proc.

10th Nat. Vat. Symp. (1963).

R. W. Roberts, “Adsorption and Decomposi-

tion of Hydrocarbons on Clean Metal Films, ”

British Jour. Appl. Phys., Vol. 14, p. 485(1 963).

R. A. Strehlow, private communication 1968.

G. D. Jarvis, private communication 1968.

Fig. 2. Photograph of the injection, or east end,
of 2X. The external portion of the deu-
terated titanium washer plasma sources is
seen on the flange of the end tank.
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Fig. 3. Schematic cross-section of the 2X experim-
ent. Representations of all major elements
of the system are shown in approximate
relative location.
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Fig. 4. Tanks, liners, and valves hot for 56 hours,
2.5 X I@s torr, 0.2 V/cm 0830hr. 1/28/69.

Fig. 6. Water-cooling on, 1.4 X lC@ torr, 50 mVlcm,
7610 h-

Fig. 8. Gettering down, getters off, 1 x 10_e torr,
5 N/cm, 1000 hr.

IMg. 5. ~~;~;r hot also, 7 X 10-6 torr, 0.2 V/cm,
.

Fig. 7. Completed leak hunting, 2 x 1~7 torr, 20
nV/cUI, 0900 hr, 1/29/68.

Fig. 9. LN liners filled, 1 X 10= torr, 0.S mV/cm,

10?5 hr.
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A SIMpLE, INEXPENSIVE TITANIUMSUSIJIWTOR*

by

J. S. Culver
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Oak Ridge, Tennessee

b

.

ABSTRACT

The ‘tAtanium aublirnator developed to punp the
large gas loads in the DCX-2 machine protides a simple,
rugged, inexpensive device which gives high evaporation
rates and is made of commercially available materials.
These filament type sublimators are run both parallel
to and normal to the I-2 kilogauss field in the machine.

The filaments consist of a ten inch length of
tantalum or molybdenum wire surrounded by an 8 inch
length of 1/4 in. x 0.065 in. wall tubing of grade II
titanium. When operated at a current of 250-300 amperes,
evaporation rates of 0.1 to 1.0 grams per hour are ob-
tained. The total amount of titanium evaporated is
about 10 gram per filament..

INTRODUCTION

The device to be described here is the out-

growth of en attempt to improve the reliability and

reproducibility of the titanium eublimators in the

DC!X-2 machine at Oak Ridge.

The original, filament type, aublimator was

made by winding several layers of 0.020 in. titanium

wire on a core of 0.170 in. tantalum wire. As

evaporation progressed, bits of wire were released

and dropped into the vacuum vessel, often jamming

the valve operating mechanisms. In addition to this

inconvenience, these bits of wire were no longer

availabie as material to be sublimed, thereby re-

ducing the total material evaporated per filament

charged into the machine. Hot spots frequently

developed and caused high local evaporation and

early failure of the filament by burnout.

By reducing the diameter of the tantalum wire

to 0.116 in. and substituting 1/4 in. x 0.065 wall

titanium tubing for the wire winding, the current

required to evaporate 0.2 grams of titanium per hour

was reduced from 320 to 2kl amperes. Since a large

voltage drop is encountered in the long installed

cablea on the machine, the reduction in current

allowed 50$ more titanium to be charged into the

system per loading. In effect, the filaments were

tailored to match the existing 20 volt, 400 ampere,

dc power supplied. Six filaments can be satis-

factorily operated on each of the installed

suppli ea.

The moat significant improvement was the great-

ly increased life before burnout and a much higher

percent evaporation of available titanium.

msrAPPMATus AND PROCEDURES

Since filament testing could not be practically

pursued in the machine, a small vacuum system was

constructed which allowed a filament to be installed

on a holder end inserted into the water cooled

vacuum chamber through an airlock. The usual op-

erating pressure of this system was 1 x 10 -7 torr.

Voltage was measured by leads brought out from

the water cooled filament clamps and current was

measured with a high quality shunt and precision

milllvoltmeter. The 30 volt, 300 ampere power

supply was hand adjusted at one hour intervals if

necessary. Evaporation rate was measured by re-

moving the filament from the vacuum chamber and

weighing it daily.

*
Research sponsoredby the U, S. Atomic Energy Com-
rnisslonunder contract with the Union Carbide
(Xn-pornt,ion.
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All tests were run by selectingan operating

voltage and then adjusting the power supply to main-

tain this voltage throughout the run, letting the

current go where it would. Since we have adopted

the constant voltage mode of operation,filament

burnout is a rare occurance. It can be ahown alge-

braically that if one has a homogeneouscylindri-

cal system that is evaporatinguniformity through-

out,its length that maintaininga constant voltage

across it will provide constant unit power at the

surface and hence constant temperaturein vacuum,

providing uniform evaporationat the surface.

Our system is, of course, not homogeneousand

doea not evaporate uniformly throughoutits length;

however, this mode of operation has produced the

most nearly constant evaporationrate of any tried

to date. The curves shown later suggest that the

rate increases initially and then drops off as the

filament diameter decreases.

During the teats a run was arbitrarilyter-

minated wirier.approximatelyone inch of the tantalum

wire be2E=e exycsed, usually at the center of the

r?ilar.efit.AI this point, control becomes less pre-

cise; howe-~st-,xe can continue to operate the

filacent YX,%<Lvirtually all the titanium is gone.

TEST RESJLTS

A typical filament history is presented In

Fig. 1. Run at a constant 2.5 volts, the starting

current was 242 amperea. Since the voltage was

held constant the current curve alao represents the

variation in power input to the filament. Although

power is constantly decreasing, the evaporation

rate increased until about one-third of the titan-

ium Wss gone. Our early experience showed that

constant current or constant power leads to fre-

quest early burnout on this type of filament.

The curves in Fig. 2 illustrateperformanceat

several voltages. The abrupt break in the lower

curve at 2.5 volts is the result of poor clamping

on one end resulting in overheatingat that end.

This filament could have been run for many more

hours saI’ely. -

The two filaments rum at low evaporationrates

were shut down because time did not allow them to

be run to exhaustion.

The {gwu[,of filaments in Fig. 3 are repre-

mI-3-2

sentative of the type that run parallel to the DCX-2

magnetic field as follows:

a. A typical unucefJ[“ilam,,nt.

b. A filamentwith k ir,.of titanium tubing

between clamps ~;-l~dinches apart. Note

the heavy rem~,inin(jtitanium tube at the

ends.

c. This filament had cmly 7-1/2 in. of

titanium tubin~ between clamps, 6-1/2 in.

apart as in b. Note the improved utiliza-

tion of the ends.

d. lhis is a filament that ran 68 hours at ar,

evaporationrate of about 3.02 grame/hr

and still has many hours of operation left.

When it is necessary or desirable to operate a

filament perpendicularto the magnetic field, it is

bent in the shape of a loop as seen in Fig. 4. DC

polarity must,be such that the magnetic forces tend

to expand the loop. If the polarity is reversed,

the filament will attempt to turn over and usually

shorts out.

Two liner end sections-werebuilt as shown in

Fig. 5, each equippedwith 16 filaments which can

be run 4, 8, 1?, or 16 at a time. Designed to help

pump the gas load o? 1-2 atmospheric cc/see en-

countered in the machine when the hydrogen or

deuterium arc is operated, each of the assemblies

has a measured pumping speed of 60,0J2 liters; sec
-6

of hydrogen at 10 torr. The condensing surfaces

are water cooled co~r.

The magnetic field (12,003 gauss) in the DCX-2

machine necessitated a dc power supply; however,

filaments have been operated satisfactorily m ~c

where there was no magnetic field to contend with.

Molybdenum wire has been used successfullyin Place

of the more expensive tantalum; however! the spent

filaments were brittle when removed. The resisti-

vity of molybdenum is much lower than that cf

tantalum requiring an ad~ustment in pcwer supply

capability.

The following table presents some genernl

informationon materials used in the teat progrnm,

●

,
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Tantalum Molybdenum

Electricalresistivity
70?F 12.5 5.2

Tensll strength
24(3O% 13,000 psi 16,000 pSi

Yield stren&h
16CKPF -
24009

15,000 psi 30,000 psi
.- 10,000 psi

coat of 0. I.I.8 rod $3. 77/ft $0. 51/ft

s FILAMENT 3 2.5 VOLTS I
A,B,C, SHUTOOWN TO WEIGH

g

8
-0 .? 4 6 8 ,/0 /1 /4 /6 w 20

Tim-H,S,
Fig. 1. Current and EvaporationRate vs. Time.
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● 2.5V (238 WIWS)

02.75V[240.2mps]

\\ End Falbd(Poo,Clmp]
@w

./
\

@{
1 \

“— -= 2.25V I!

w-p”: (+“”1 ~
21Somps To Slor?

56789EJ

Grams Evoporoled

fig. 2. EvaporationRate vs. Grams Evaporated

at Constant Voltage.

...= ___

~ ~-__:.u-.. ..——.- .. .
Fig. 3. New and Used Filaments.

Typical Analysi8 of
Grade II Titanium Carbon

Physical Properties

Elongation $ is 2

Tensile strength

Yield strength

Hydrogen

Iron

Nitrogen

Oxygen

in.

Cost of 1/4 x 0.065 wall

titanium tubing O~y

Material coat of one fila-
ment with Ta wire

Material cost of one fila-
ment with Mo wire

o.06~

0.0031$

0. 14?

o. 006%

o. 11?

30.5

72 x 103 pi

49.3 x 103 psi

$1,80/ft

$4.40

Q. 68

Fig. 4. Curved Filament Operated

to the Magnetic Field.
Perpendicular

Fig. 5. DCX-2 Titanim PUmp.
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ACTIVE METAL BRAZING TECHNIQUE FOR METAL-TO-NONMETAL SEALS*

by

Richard H. Bulmer
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory

University of California
Livermore, California

ABSTRACT

The new Astron accelerator requires a large ceramic-metal stack
assembly for the electron gun accelerating column. Vacuumtight join-
ing of the metal and nonmetal elements of the stack will be done by the
active metal brazing technique. This technique has proved to be suc-
cessful previously on smaller assemblies. In the assembly, machined
copper rings are sandwiched between 15~-in. -o. d. alumina rings, re-
sulting in an 18&in .-high stack with 24 brazed joints. The assembly
must be aligned within 0.015 in. and must be vacuumtight against an
external pressure of 3 atm. A vacuum furnace capable of 9000C with
high pumping speed in the 10-5 torr range is required for the brazing
operation. The high pumping speed is necessary to reduce the pressure
resulting from evolution of hydrogen from the titanium hydride flux used
for brazing. A cold-wall furnace employing refractory metal heat
shields, which was designed and built specifically for this brazing oper-
ation, is described,

INTRODUCTION

An accelerating column composed of copper

electrodes separated by ceramic ring insulators

forms a subassembly for the Astron accelerator

electron gun. The column supplies the initial

720 keV to the electrons. It also acts as a vacuum-

tight barrier against 30 psig. Early experience in

the fabrication of these stacks has demonstrated

that an active metal brazing process is the most

reliable means for assembly,

Originally the stacks were produced by the

sintered metal or moly-manganese technique.

However, the results were unsatisfactory. Deliv-

ery was extremely long and the stacks were badly

out of tolerance. Due to the failure of the first

group of stacks, a different joining process was

S ought. The active metal process seemed a rea-

sonable approach and adaptation of the method to

large assemblies began at LRL, originally to

serve as a backup. After a period of development,

technicians were able to successfully braze test

assemblies, and the technique was chosen for

future production. The new accelerating column,

being 16 in. in diameter by 18.25 in. high, was too

large for existing LRL vacuum furnaces. Thus, a

new furnace with a larger working hot zone was

required. The active metal process required that

higher pumping speed be provided in the new furnace

also.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCESS

The active metal process using titanium

hydride was originally described by Bondley.
1

Koh12 gives a brief but descriptive summary of the

process. Krichner3 describes application of the

technique to large assemblies. Briefly, the method

requires applying titanium hydride to the ceramic

sealing surfaces, then heating in vacuum with a

conventional brazing alloy. ‘The titanium serves

to wet the ceramic and thus creates a seal.

Figure 1 shows the ceramic rings, copper

electrodes and braze alloy ready for preparation

of the joint components. The mating surfaces

must be free from contaminants. The surface of

‘Work done under the auspices of the U, S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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the ceramic to be brazed is coated with a paint

made of titanium hydride powder in an easily vola -

tized carrier. The paint is made from 200-mesh

titanium hydride and nitrocellulose lacquer, using

two parts by volume TiH2 and three parts lacquer.

Care should be taken so that the coating is uniform.

A coating thickness of 1.5 roils is sufficient, which

is equivalent to 5.7 mg/cm2 of TiH2; too much

titanium will cause overwetting of the ceramic. A

ring of Ag/Cu/Ni eutectic brazing alloy is then

sandwiched between the coated ceramic and the

mating copper ring. For a series of joints, such

as the stack assembly, the parts are put under a

nomiml compressive force during brazing to

insure joint uniformity and desired alignment tol-

erance. The assembled stack, prior to brazing,

is shown in Fig. 2.
..

The assembled stack is placed in a vacuum

furnace where heating begins after the pressure

stabilizes. During the early stages of heating, the

titanium hydride dissociates and a film of titanium

remains on the ceramic surface. This begins at

approximately 360”C, and from this point on,

hydrogen is given off continuously. Just above the

temperature at which the bulk of the hydrogen is

evolved, the brazing alloy melts and alloys with

the titanium. The highly active titanium diffuses

into the ceramic, aided by the presence of the

hydrogen. An excessive amount of hydrogen,

however, will cause pores to develop in the braze

area upon cooling.

It is important that no contaminating gases are

present. Oil vapors are definitely intolerable.

Water vapor, CO, and C02 are also harmful due to

the sensitivity of titanium to oxidation. It is rec-
-5

ommended that the pressure be kept at 10 torr

or below at all times.

The alloying process between the titanium and

the Ag/Cu/ Ni eutectic alloy initiates at 810 “C. By

the time the temperature reaches 850”C, 6% by

weight of the titanium has been alloyed. This pro-

portion yields a good braze, If the temperature is

increased much above 860”C, excessive wetting

occurs, as the alloy is too rich in titanium.

The total quantity of titanium hydride required

for the 24-joint stack is 16 g. The hydrogen liber-

ated is thus 0.314 mole, or 5450 torr-liters. High

pumping speed is necessary to remove the hydrogen

from the system and also to handle the outgassing

load from the radiation shields. The stack is held

at 850”C for a few minutes to insure a completed

braze, then allowed to cool in vacuum or an inert

atmosphere.

FURNACE

The primary design requirements were deter-

mined on the basis of a working hot zone 18 in. in

diameter X 21 in. high, an operating temperature

of 10OO”C, and operational convenience. Tungsten

stranded filaments were chosen as the heaters,

due to their availability and ease of replacement.

A cold-wall design was selected, primarily to

reduce outgassing and to minimize cooldown time.

The total amount of power required was determined

by the heat-up time and heat capacities of the

charge and immediate furnace components. Fila-

ments were chosen with appropriate cross section

and surface area to radiate this power at the design

temperature. Much of the necessary equipment for

the new vacuum furnace was on hand, including a

1000-liter chamber, mercury diffusion pumps,

valves, baffles, etc.

A total power input of 10 kW was calculated as

sufficient to heat up the charge within a reasonable

amount of time. In order to avoid a high operating

voltage, the filaments were arranged in parallel,

each filament being 44 in. in length. A total of 28

filaments were used, forming a heater curtain

20 in. in diameter and 22 in. high. On this basis,

the tungsten wire was chosen as 3/7/. 015 which

implies operation at 1200 A and 8 V, with an esti-

mated 1600 A after the filaments age. A power

supply of 30 kW, O-10 V was available.

Choosing a method of bussing the high current

into the heating region presented a problem since

large-cross-section bus bars will carry heat from

the filaments out of the hot zone. The best

approach to the problem is to keep the high-current

bus bar out of the hot zone and bring in the power

through individual feed-throughs, two for each

filament. These feed- throughs are insulated with

alumina sleeves. An electrical conductor operat-

ing between fixed end temperatures has a critical

cross section at which minimum heat loss occurs.

For an insulated feed-through the optimum cross-

.

4
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sectional area can be approximated by

Ff’o 1
A= O.921L —-

k 1’

‘=arc’anwz
where

A=

I=

L=

k=

p.

p. .

~.

T=

T1 =

T2 =

cross-sectional area (in,2),

current (A),

length of conductor (in.),

mean value of thermal conductivity

(Btu/hr . in. o “F),

PO(I + W’) = resistivity of material

(ohm o in.),

resistivity at O°F (ohm . in,),

temperature coefficient of resis-

tivity referenced to O“F (l/”F),

temperature (“F ),

temperature of the heated end (“F),

temperature of the cooled end (“F).

The power feed-throughs are clamped to a

hollow water-cooled bus outside the heat shield

area. The bus bars circle the shields and termi-

nate in a power[ coolant manifold on the lid of the

chamber.

The hot zone is insulated with radiative heat

shields. The side shields are concentric cylinders,

the innermost one of Ti/Zr/NIo alloy and the outer

three of nickel. They are hung from the power feed-

throughs and are separated with alumina spacers.

The top and bottom shields are in two stages. The

first stage is a stack of four 19-in .-diam sheets,

the inner one of Ti/Zr/Mo alloy and the other three

of Ni. In back of this set is a similar stack of 23-

in. -diam sheets with a 9-in. hole in the center for

pumpout. Sufficient clearance is allowed for ex-

pansion of all the shields. The shields are fabri-

cated from 0.020 -in. -thick stock with splices made

by tying with 0.030 -in. -diam moly wire. All seta

of shields are backed with water-cooled, 2-in. -

thick stainless steel plates. The shields are suffi-

cient to hold a heat rate of 70,000 Btu/hr at an

operating temperature of 1000”C,

The vacuum chamber has a removable lid

from which the shields and heatera are hung. ,Dur -

ing loading and unloading of the furnace, the lid is

hoisted up far enough to allow the hearth and

charge to be rolled in under it through a large door

on the side of the chamber. Welded onto the side

of the chamber is a manifold to which two pumping

systems are attached. The parallel combination of

9-in. and 12- in. mercury diffusion pumps supply

an approximate speed of 1400 liters/ sec at the high

vacuum valve. The diffusion pumps are backed

with a 100-cfm Roots-type blower and a 15-cfm

roughing pump. This arrangement yields high

pumping speed in the 10 -3 to 10-5 torr range where

the pressure during brazing is critical. Figure 3

is a photograph of the vacuum furnace with the

shields and heating elements elevated for loading

and unloading, Figure 4 shows the internal parts

of the furnace and associated pumping system.

Thus far only trial runs have been made in

which a short ceramic-metal stack has been suc-

cessfully brazed. In the future, larger cross sec-

tion filaments may be installed to utilize more of

the available power. The experience to date indi-

cates that the active metal brazing process

requires close supervision by capable operators.
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Fig. 1. Components of stack.
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AN ON-OFF LIQUID HELIUM CRYOPUMP*

*

Balwant S. Denhoy and Thomas H. Batzer
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory

University of California
Livermore, California

*

ABSTRACT

An on-off thermal switch for thermally isolating the LHe storage from
the pumping surface is incorporated into a cryopump, which results in
an increased pumping rate and efficiency as well as less-hazardous
operating procedures. The switch is a hermetic volume between the
LHe storage and the pumping surface. Gas is introduced into the
insulating space to establish thermal contact between the LHe and the
pumping surface; then the gas is evacuated to thermally isolate the
pumping surface.

.

.

1

b

INTRODUCTION

The new ion sour ce for the Alice experiment

requires a hydrogen pumping capacity of 6000 litersf

sec at 10
-4

Torr. The pump must not produce any

contamination and must operate continuouslyat the

required capacityfor a run of at least 8 hr. Fur-

ther, the regeneration time, if required, must be

very short compared with the running time. The

ready availability of liquid helium and the unusual

pumping requirements led to the design of a unique
**

thermocycling cryopump.

Pumping large quantities of hydrogen by con-

densing and freezing it on a cryosurface can create

a potential explosion hazard. To preclude an ex-

plosion in an up-to-air accident, the amount of

hydrogen (at standard conditions) pumped in this

manner must not exceed 4 vol ~0 of the pump vacuum

space. This limitationrequires the pump vacuum

volume to be large enough to provide the specified

running time. Further, a method of thermocycling

the cryosurface between 4.2 and 8“ K must be pro-

vided to allow the hydrogen to be periodically de-

sorbed and removed from the pump while it is

isolated from the gas source.

The two conventional methods of thermocycling

the cryosurface are, first, to simply remove and

replace the liquid helium and, second, to vary the

pressure of the boiling liquid helium, The first

*Work performed under the auspices of the U. S.
Atomic Energy Commission.

method is too expensive and time consuming; the

second is not practical for 8“ K. A third method,
1

using a thermal died e, allows the cryopumping

surface to be quickly and economically cycled

through the desired temperatures without disturbing

the liquid helium refrigerant,

MECHANICAL DESIGN

Figure 1 shows the cross section of a prototype

thermocycling cryopump, To minimize thermal

gradients, the pumping surface is copper. It is

silver soldered to the bottom of the thermal switch

or diode cavity, which is thin-walled stainless

steel. When this cavity is evacuated to less than

10-3 Torr, the copper pumping surface is thermally

insulated from the helium reservoir and its temper-

ature rises to approach that of the liquid nitrogen

shields. When the cavity is charged to seversl torr

with helium gas, the condensation- evaporation

process in the cavity transfers heat at a great rate

(at least ten times greater than for an equivalent

area of copper) from the copper to the liquid helium

in the reservoir. Thus, by simply controlling the

helium pressure in the cavity, the temperature of

the copper cryopumping surface can be readily

cycled between 4.2 and 8° K.

Further, to make such a pump work on a cy-

cling basis, no surface can be colder than 8° K

except the copper. To accomplish this the liquid

**
U. S, Patent applied for.
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helium reservoir is completely surrounded by a

sealed-offvacuum space formed by a stainlesssteel

jacket. Due to the radiationheat load from the

1iquidnitrogen shield,this vacuum jacket has an

equilibrium temperature well above 8°K.

The mass of the copper should be as small as

possible, consistentwith allowable thermal gradi-

ents, Ittakes about 5 litersof liquidhelium to cool

a pound of copper from 100 to 4,2”K. Also, the

cavityvolume should be as small as possible, since

ittakes 373 cal/g to cool helium gas from room

temperature to 4.2°K. Some liquidnitrogen pre-

cooking is desirable.

Figure 2 shows the full scale cryopump, It

was designed for 6000 liters/see at 10 -4
Torr and

a liquid helium consumption rate of 0.4 liter/ hr.

The Dewar capacity is 26 liters, providing ample

time between fillings. Figure 3 shows a section

through the center of the pump, and Fig. 4 shows

the liquid nitrogen shield and liquid helium Dewar

subassembly. The free volume of the pump is 200

2
liters, and the cryopumping surface area is 250 in. .

TEST RESULTS

The test results shown in Table I were taken on

the prototype shown in Fig. 1. The temperatures

were measured with calibrated carbon resistors.

The low specific heat of copper (less than

0.002 cal/g-O K below 20° K) and the small volume

of the thermal diode cavity permit a complete cycle

from 4.2 to 8“ K and back to 4.2° K in about 60 min.
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Table 1. Test results.

Time Cavity pressure System pressure Pumping surface
0) (Torr) temp. r K)

11:50 1000 1X1O
-8

4.13

11:55 <1 1X1 O-8 4.16

12:01 <1 5X1 O-8 4.2

12:02 <1 1 x 10-7 4,3

12:03 <1 6 X10-7 4.8

12:04 <1 5 x 10-8 5.3

12:05 <1 2X1 O-5 6.0

12:07 <1 6 X10-5 7.3

12:08 <1 1 x 10-4 8.1

12:30 <1 5.4 x 10-4 7.3

12:33 <1 5.4 x 10-4 7.3

12:34 200 4 x 10-5 5.3

12:36 1000 4 x 10-5 5.2

12:40 1000 1 X10-5 5.0

12:43 1000 1X1 O-5 4.7

12:51 1000 2x 10-8 4.2

12:53 1000 1.6 X10-8 4,17

12:57 1000 1.5 X1 O-8 4,13
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Q-MACHLNEHOT PLATE DEVELOPMENT*

by

F. E. Wittman, Dale B. Henderson, and Harry

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, University of

Los Alamos, New Mexico

ABSTRACT

Dreicer

California

A hot plate was designed to contact ionize an atomic beam

of cesium. After testing materials and varioua configurations,

a multiple disk construction, held in compression with draw bolts

and insulated with ceramic, was used.

The hot plate consists of three stages: a conical filament,

to minimize JXB forces due to the presence of an externally
applied magnetic field; a cathode, heated by electron bombardment
from the filament; and an ancde or hot plate, three inches in
diameter and 1/4 inch thick.

The grid is a ring spaced around the outside of the cathode.
When the potential on the grid is made more positive than the
space charge limited cathode ; an increase in electron current,
in the form of a coaxial ring, strikes the ancde. This ring of
electrons compensate for the heat losses due to the anode
support. By adjusting the coaxial ring aaxl cathode to anode
current, the radial temperature profiles can be made to have
positive, negative or nearly zero temperature gradients.

Tungsten is used for the hot plate, cathode, filament and
cathode support rod. Tantalum ia used for the filament support-
ing disks, grid, hot plate cap arsiheat shields. Molybdenum ia
used for the draw rods. Copper is used for the support chamber,
bafflea and water cooling. Al=% ceramic and boron nitride are
used for voltage and thermal insulation.

Filament lifetimesaverage 100 houra for a tungsten foil
one mil thick and a current of 0.12 ampere per mil width.

The filament requires 3700 watts at 6.7 volts, the cathode
usea 4000 watts @ 2,300 volts, and the combined power required
varies between 10,000 and 12,000 watta depending on the grid
potential.

Temperaturemeasurements,made on the hot plate in the
isothermal case using an optical pyrometer indicatea temperature
of 220@K with a total variationof 5°K across the surface.

ConventionalQ-machines depend upon a 2200 to

250& K hot plate to contact ionize an atomic beam

of cesium or potassium. The properties of the

plasma produced in this manner are directly related

to the surface temperaturedistributionon this hot

plate. Moreover the efficiencywith which experi-

ments can be carried out is largely limited by the

lifetime of the hot plate

sons we have been engaged

development program, some

describe here.

Electron bombardment

heating the hot plate (or

system. For these res-

in an extensive hot plate

aspects of which we will

is the method used for

anode) which, in our sys-

tem, is electron beam welded into a thin tantalum

support to prevent energetic secondary electrons

from the electron bombardment source from inter-

acting with the contact ionized plaame beam. At

first wire filamentswere used to provide electrons

for the bombardmentof the hot plate. In this

constructionsix 97Z tungsten - 3% rhenium wires

arranged in a cone to reduce the JxB forces due to

the strong magnetic field. These wirea gave rise

to localizedheating of the hot plate, and since

this resulted in undesirable surface temperature

variation this system was discontinued.

A flat tungsten mesh was tried next. It had a

long life, but it would elongate and distort with

changes in the magnetic field.

A cone of l-roiltungsten foil was also tried.

Its major diameter was 1.7 inches, the minor diam-

eter was 0.95 inches and ita length was 2 inches.

A cone-shapedaccelerator structure placed in the
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center of the filament cone increased the perveance

%
of the system, resulting in 10_= amp-volt- with a

magnetic field of 5000 gauss. The difficulty with

this system was that the temperature gradient across

the 2.75 inch hot plate was 26@ C.

An intermediate hot plate (or cathode) was

therefore incorporated into the design in order to

reduce the thermal gradient on the anode. By heat-

ing this cathode until its whole surface is in the

space-charge limited-regime, it acts as a ~nifom

source of electrons. This means that the cathode

can have a large thermal gradient as long as the

minimum temperature ia not in the temperature-lf.m-

ited regime.

A uniformly heated hot plate will not be iso-

thermal, because of the heat losses to the support

cap. TO make up for this loss, another filament,

coaxial with the cathode, is required (Fig. 1).

However this complicates the design and assembly

becomes too difficult, This problem was solved by

increasing the diameter of the cathode until it was

almost equal to the diameter of the anode and by

beveling its edge. An annular tantalumacceleration

structure is then located (Fig. 2) next to this

beveled surface, with about 3/8 inch spacing between

these two components. By varying the potential on

this acceleration structure the current of electrons

reaching the anode can be controlled. Moreover this

voltage adjustment when combined with control of

the cathode to anode current permits us to control

the radial temperature profiles so that the temper-

ature gradient has positive, negative or nearly

zero values (Fig. 3). The perveanceof this last

design is 1.5 x 10_6 amp-volt-“A for the filament

to cathode ad 6 x 10_= for the cathode to anode.

The tantalumacceleratorand the 2-7/8 inch

diameter tungsten cathode are mounted on the same

3/8 inch diameter tungsten rod. In order to prevent

sagging due to the proximity of the hot filament

and the 1-1/8 pound cathode, the tungsten is pur-

chased with a mixture of 1 to 2% thorium. A small

amount of thorium in the tungstenwill stop the

growth of large crystals which usually form quite

rapidly between 2600 and 280@ C. Water cooling is

provided so that there is a temperaturegradient of

2200° C in the 4 inch length. The best method for

attaching the cathode to the rod is to thread both

parts and screw them together. Electron beam weld-

ing was tried, but the joint was too fragile. AlaO=

ceramicswere required in place of boron nftride

filament ring supports because of the increase in

electrical conductivityof the boron nitride at ele-

vated temperatures. Boron nitride spacers required

much less outgassing time when prebaked in a vacuum

furnace for l-hour at 1200° C.

To prevent excessive heating of the vacuum

vessel, a water cooled jacket is placed around the

support cylinder (Fig. 4). Water cooling ia also

provided for grid support and the cathode support

structures to prolong the life of the A.1203 ceramic

and boron nitride insulators.

The floating high voltage power supply used to

heat the cathode has a voltage stability of one part

in ld from 500 to 5000 volts and a current capa-

bility of 5 A. The cathode to filament voltage

normally runs about 2300 V and 1.7 A. The cathode

to anode power supply has the same characteristics.

The anmie has been operated at 1500 to 3000 V and

1 to 2.5 A depending on the grid potential. The

grid supply draws no current but needs to be well

regulated so that fluctuationsin anode current will

not occur. The filament supply is unregulated and

consists of two 500 A, 15 V rectifiers connected in

parallel. This supply is floated at the combined

cathode and anode potentialwhile providing 600 A at

6.7 V.

Average filament lifetime of 100 hours, control-

lable radial temperaturegradients, and reproducible

temperaturesshould make this hot plate module a

useful tool for Q-machine studies.

*
Work performed under the auspices of the U.S.

Atomic Energy Commission,
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Fig. 1 Two filament and two stage hot plate struc-

ture showing only the intermediate hot plate

and the two coaxial filaments.
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Fig. 2
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5-13-68

Diagram of the two stage hot plate with

single filament and coaxial accelerator

ring.
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Fig. 3 Hot plate profiles. A model TD-6BTc15

Thezmodot Radiometer with a bandpass filter

of 1,6 to 2.7 p was mounted on an optical

bench with a drive mechanism to scan the

image of the hot plate. A potentiometer

was used to provide position readout to the

X-Y rewrder.

Fig. 4 Water cooli~ jacket on ~o stage system

showing 3 inch hot plate.
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A TWO-TERMINAL MARGINAL OSCILLATOR

EASES NMR PROBE- CABLE RESTRICTION

by

A, W. Weiasenburger
Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey

ABSTRACT

A marginal oscillator is described which satisfies a need

for use in simple economical NMR systems that measure

magnetic field intensity. Advantages of the baa ic oscillator

circuit, which ueea dual feedback in conjunction with a

series-tuned probe, are discussed. The choice of frequency
modulating the oscillator rather than employing conventional

B field modulation permits the use of a simpler probe

structure. A circuit diagram is given.

Marginal oscillators offer a simple means of

determining magnetic field strength provided the

field has sufficient homogeneity. Because of this

requirement a useful by-product is a qualitative

measurement of homogeneity.

A typical measuring device consists of a probe,

margin’al oscillator (with its associated electronics),

CRO indicator, and frequency counter. A frequency

counter that meets requirements is expensive. The

cost problem is resolved in many cases by utilizing

the marginal oscillator as a component of a modular

rather than an integrated system. The modular

system would be composed of a laboratory counter

and oscilloscope, a probe and marginal oscillator.

The use of presently available equipment is

sometimes limited because of restrictions on probe

cable length. The two-terminal oscillator permits

operation over a range of cable length without

seriously affecting its oscillating frequency or

sensitivity, The basic circuit of a two-terminal

LC oscillator is shown by Fig. 1. Note that it is

a series-tuned circuit in which the driving current

10 is common to all elements.

A necessary condition for oscillation is that

generator resistance RG be negative. The criterion

for oscillation then becomes

IRGI
—21,

R
s

and threshold occurs when IRGI = R~ , at which

point the terminal impedance falls to zero. Thus,

near threshold substantial resistive and/or

reactive loading of these terminals is tolerated

without serious effect upon operation.

The circuit of Fig. 2 shows the probe net-

work connected to the oscillator proper by a length

of coaxial cable L . This circuit is equivalent to

that of Fig. 1, provided L cc ~ at the operating

frequency. The design of the two-terminal

marginal oscillator is based on this concept.

Greater lengths of L unduly influence operation

because the distributed elements of the cable, as

shown by the equivalent circuit of Fig. 3, have

become effective. Satisfactory operation has been

attained with an 18 inch length of RG 174/U cable

at 45 MHz.

When mechanical limits are imposed it can

become difficult to achieve the desired Q within

the specified volume. The condition may be

alleviated somewhat by frequency modulating the

oscillator thereby obviating the need for the

Helmholtz coils. This approach has been employed
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to provide greater space for the sample coil. The

basic circuit of such a device is shown by Fig. 4.

Transistor (2-1 is an emitter follower with its

collector load (R-1) and its base resistor (RF)

returned to rf ground. Therefore, its output

impedance (external terminals) is low. Transistor

Q-2 is connected to provide negative feedback

which reduces the output impedance further still

and into the milliohm region. This is low enough

that the Q (~ 100 ) of the probe circuit is not

appreciably degraded.

Under these conditions emitter impedance

is lowest and the voltage gain from base to col-

lector of Q-l is maximum at the series resonant

frequency of the probe. Transistor Q-3 is now

added to provide feedback from collector to base

of Q-l and the threshold of oscillation is reached

when this closed loop gain is unity. Since this gain

peaks at series resonance for the probe, the

frequency of oscillation near threshold will essenti-

ally be determined by the probe constants Ls and Cv.

The threshold equation is given by

It can be shown that the Q of the CvLs network

must increase with frequency in order for thresh-

old to remain constant.

The Q of Ls tends to remain constant with

frequency, because the limited volume of the probe

compromises design. However,

Q =i/c,v

where Qv is the Q of varactor C and since
v’

1f a—
Ode’

there results a net increase in Q with respect to

frequency. Such increase tends to maintain threshold

constant, a characteristic that has been corrobo-

rated by tests on the model. The factor

Rs

l- RO+R
s

in the threshold equation shows that for high

sensitivity both R and R should be small, i. e. ,
0 s

Q high and output impedance low.

The internal terminals of this negative resis-

tance oscillator are available for adjusting the

oscillator to the threshold (marginal) operating

point. The transconductances are set to the

desired values by varying the collector currents

of the transistors. Oscillating level is held at

threshold by negative dc feedback via an ampli-

fiedautomatic gain control system .

A circuitof the testmodel is shown by

Fig. 5. Broad-band circuitsare formed by C-2,

R-2, L-2, C-3, R-3, and L-3 that serve to

neutralize Q-2, !2-1,and Q-3 respectively. All

of these circuitsare tuned to the geometric mean

frequency of the desired band.

The transistorswere selected for highest

hfe X ft product as well as terminal arrangement.

The printed layout of the oscillatoris shown

by Figs. 6a and 6b . Itwas produced by engraving

2 oz. copper clad melamine board. Transistor

(2-3(Fig.6b) is mounted on the circuitside of the

board in order to maintain short leads, symmetry,

and simplicityof layout.

The testprobe is shown by Figs. 7a and 7b.

Only a single cable will be used in the finalversion,

two having been used here to facilitatetesting.

The oscillatorand probe together with basic

methods of adjustingoperating point are sho~vn

by Fig. 8.

Time has not permitted adequate testingin

many respects, but enough has been accomplished

to indicatethatfrequency stabilityis good (at

constant probe temperature) and thatthreshold

does in fact remain quite constant over a 2:1

frequency range. Proton resonances have been

b
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obtained in the 30 MHz region. Further work will

include determination of signal to noise ratio and

sensitivity relative to other marginal oscillator

systems.
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CONSTANT VOLTAGE PULSE OUTPUT SOURCE STUDY*

Francis B. Headley
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory

University of California
Livermore, California 94550

ABSTRACT

Possible methods of maintaining a constant, or nearly constant, magni-
tude of the pulsed magnetic field within a pulsed coil were studied. The
two most promising are examined in more detail in this paper. The 2X
Multi-Stage Plasma Compression Facility was used for the study com-
parison. The characteristics studied include resistance (R), 1 m $’Z
inductance (L), 10 uH, and the corresponding time constant (TC), 10,000
w3ec. This value is theoretical and would be attainable only if the crowbar
circuit were to have negligible resistance and inductance. A pulse
forming network (PFN) appears to be the least expensive means of main-
taining a constant magnitude pulsed magnetic field. Furthermore, an
impulse -operated mechanical crowbar switch connected across the coil
may readily be included to prolong the pulse by forcing the field to decay
slowly at the time the PFN voltage is at the point of decaying.

●

✎

iNTRODUCTION

Capacitor banks have been the usual source of

transient energy for pulsed electromagnets. They

are simple to construct, and because they are

strictly a static energy storage device, require

relatively little maintenance,

When an electromagnet is pulsed by a charged

capacitor bank, the current rapidly builds up,

essentially as a sine wave, to its peak value within

a one-quarter cycle, reaching its peak in a nominal

time of

Tr=; WLC + L cc + CJ = ;q-q (1)
g) (

where

‘fr = Rise time, usec

L = Pulse coil inductance, UH

Lc = Energizing source and line inductance, IJH

C: = Pulse capacitor bank capacitance, uF

C: = Stray capacitance, VF

The c~rcuit is oscillatory and, if left undisturbed,

will oscillate with a frequency

f = l/(27r~Lc + Ls) (Cc + Cs))= l/(2n~)hertz.

However, if the coil is crowbarred at its peak

current, the latter will decay slowly, following the

circuit time constant relationship

~ _(Lc+L) Lc

C-( RC+ R:)= (R= + R9) ‘See
(2)

where

Tc = Current decay time constant in coil and

crowbar circuit, usec.

L9 = Effective shorting circuit inductance, VH

Rc = Pulse coil resistance, ohms

R9 = Shorting circuit resistance, ohms

In one time-constant period the current will

decay to 1/6 of its initial value. In five periods, it

will be down to well under 170 of its value at the

start of the transient. By close control of the crow-

bar timing, an essentially smooth transition results

between the charging mode of operation and the

decay mode.

From the relationship Tc = Lc/(Rc + R9) it is

apparent that to prolong the current, either Lc

must be increased or (Rc + R9) decreased. Increas -

ing Lc has the inherent disadvantage that the

capacitance of Cc must be increased proportionately

to maintain the crest pulse current desired. This

is governed by the relation

J

c
I=;= LAM, (3)

c

*
Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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where type of load for a PFN. However, if a much higher

E = kV across Cc

and

Z = Impedance of the pulse capacitor bank and

pulse coil circuit.

Therefore, the power requirement for the rectifier

power supply that charges the bank must be increas -

ed proportionately. In addition, formula ( 1) shows

that the rise time will be increased. This is usually

undesirable. The better remedy is to try decreasing

the resistance of the coil and crowbar circuit. The

rise time and power supply requirements are then

unaffected.

Actually, for a given pulse operation require-

ment there is an optimum ratio of circuit component

values. For a specified magnetic-field decay-time

constant, the ratio of circuit inductance and resis-

tance is established. Physical layout and economic

considerations then determine the actual inductance

and resistance values to be used if the coil is to be

crowbarred at crest current. For the majority of

pulse current applications this is the best method to

date, economically and physically. However, for

those instances requiring the maintenance of a

relatively constant magnetic field, the application of

a pulse forming network (PFN) that will maintain the

current at the peak of the initial pulse current may

be the best solution.

A comparison of these two methods is presented

below on the basis that a 107.droop in pulse current

(and voltage) over the stipulated pulse length would

be permissible.

Pulse Forming Networks

PFN ‘S have the distinct advantage over other

electrical energy storage devices of being able to

deliver to the load an extra high current and a high-

voltage constant-current pulse over “the period for

which they were designed. At the end of this period

all the PFN energy will have been delivered to the

load, and the current will quickly collapse. Thus,

an essentially rectangular pulse is delivered to the

load without requiring a cutoff switch. Their limi-

tation is that the above is true only if the effective

load behaves as an essentially pure resistance.

Since an electromagnetic pulse coil is highly

inductive, it would appear at first to be an unsuitable

voltage, low-impedance-pulse power source were

to initially establish the pulse-current level in the

coil, and then a low voltage PFN (designed to supply

the existing load current at the resistance voltage

drop that exists across the pulse coil circuit) were

switched across the circuit, it would maintain that

current. The circuit and coil inductance will not

now be effective, and a flat topped pulse would

result.

At the end of the pulse, a rapid decay of current

could cause undesirable ringing in the circuit if no

preventive means were taken. The next step would

logically be to crowbar the pulse coil just before

the current collapses. ‘The magnetic field would

now be prolonged by the decay time constant char-

acteristic. This dictates that from the time the

current decay commences, it will continue to de-

crease about 6370 during each time constant period.

A t the end of each period, about 8770 of the energy

existing at the start of that period would have been

dissipated.

It is important to understand that the PFN is

switched into the circuit only when the coil voltage

is lowest (and coil current highest). Furthermore,

because of the nature of P FN discharge action,

practically all of the stored energy is delivered to

the load. This is in sharp contrast to the use of a

straight capacitor bank, in which case, even allow-

ing a 10% voltage decay, more than 80~0 of initial

bank energy is lost.

A typical schematic for PFN application is

shown in Fig. 1. The PFN is simply a ladder net-

work of capacitors and linear inductors, with the

inductors mutually coupled to each other. When

values of self-inductance and capacitance between

adjacent sections are optimally adjusted, the PFN

will not only be of the desired impedance, but it

will deliver a practical rectangular pulse of the

desired length and amplitude.

The total PFN capacitance is given by the

exm-ession
Tn

cn=2Zn VF’ (-l)

and the total PFN inductance by the expression
Tn Z

Ln=--+MF, (5)

*

.
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where

Tn = Pulse length of PFN, psec, and

Zn = PFN impedance, ohms

Similarly, the PFN pulse length is

Tn = 2-,

where

n = Number of sections in the PFN.

(6)

The relation between network impedance, Zn,

and the components is

n L
Zn =+= $,

n

where

L = Inductance per section, PH.

C = Capacitance per section, uF.

(7)

The rise time is determined by the number of

sections in the network, assuming that all capacitors

are identical. For economical reasons this is

usually the case. Ideally the relation is
‘1

In
‘r=5T

where

tr = Rise time of wave front, psec,

Tn. Pulse length, psec,

and
n = Number of sections in PFN.

(8)

However, if a larger number of sections than can

reasonably be accommodated results, that number

may be reduced by one-third to one-half if the in-

creased ripple amplitude on the top of the pulse is

acceptable. This is done by making one or two front

sections of capacitors and inductors equal to the

value calculated in equation (8), but the remaining

ones may perhaps double this value, for instance.

The total capacitance and inductance given by equa-

tions (4) and (5) need to be closely adhered to, how-

ever; otherwise, the pulse length will be altered.

Because of the rather drastic change in section

component values at the discontinuity, the com-

ponents on both sides including mutual inductance

must be adjusted, and perhaps even a small amount

of resistance be added in the front capacitor leg.

Capacitance Comparisons

For one pot ential

pulse coil,

I = 500,000 amp

At = 3,000 ~sec

application to an existing

Ae =

where

Ae =

At =

107. of coil voltage at peak current (max-

imum pulse voltage change allowed)

Drop in capacitor voltage after time in-

terval At, in volts

Elapsed time of the incremental transient,

in seconds

The coil was already designed and installed and

could not be altered when this study was started.

The resistance of the coil, plus that of the line

furnishing the power from the capacitor bank,

(assuming that it was installed in the most conve -

nient location) was calculated to be 3 milliohms.

Therefore,

‘load
= 500,000 x 0.003 = 1500 volts.

For a 10% droop, a voltage drop Ae = 150 volts.

The capacitance of a straight capacitor bank

required to limit current decay to the 10’7o droop in

3,000 psec, becomes very large indeed. It may be

calculated by the approximate relationship that for

modest fractions of the total energy loss and total

transient time,

I=C~ or C =Ig, (9)

where

I = Pulse, amperes

C= Pulse power source, farads

Substituting in equation (9) above,

c = 500,000x 3000,;; 0-’ = 10 farads

Therefore, energy in the capacitor bank = 1/2 CE2

= l/2x lox 15002 = 11.2 MJ.

These results show that this “constant” power

capacitor bank application is rather prohibitive,

although the decay time constant is attractive. The

time constant would be

Tc =( Rc+Rs)Cn =O. OO3X1O =0.03 second =30 msec.

As an alternative to a power current capacitor

bank, consider a pulse forming network. Properly

designed, such a network would furnish a constant

average amplitude current into the pulse coil.

The amount of capacitance required is large

compared to the usual applications but is appre -

ciably smaller than for the straight capacitor bank.

In the preceding application, the crowbarred coil

and circuit resistance was 3.0 microhm. A constant

current of 500 kiloamp was desired for 3 msec.

By equation (4) the total PFN capacitance is
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‘l- 0.003
C==*’ 2X0.003

= 0.5 farads .

For maximum power transfer and minimum

ringing, source impedance should equal load imped-

ance. Source voltage must be 3,000 V (2 X 1500), the

working voltage required of the capacitors, There-

fore, PFN energy, ~ = ~ X 0.5 X 30002 = 2.25 MJ.

This value is only one-fifth the energy required to

limit the voltage droop to 107. if only capacitors are

used. A check of available capacitors quickly re-

veals that electrolytic capacitors are the only type

offering high capacitance per unit volume at a

reasonably high voltage. One available model

having 1900 #F and a 450 working-volt rating, is

about 3-in. in diameter, 6-in. long and weighs 3 lbs.

Assuming that eight capacitors were to be

operated in series as a separate circuit, their

effective series capacitance would be about 240 ~F.

For 0.5 farad, slightly over 2,000 such circuits in

parallel would be required, or a total of over

16,000 capacitors.

Circuit impedance will now be considered. The

resistance of the pulse coil must of necessity be

very low. But for good operating efficiency, the

source impedance should equal the load impedance.

Now the pulse coil resistance may be anywhere

between the orders of 1 microhm and 1,000

microhms. There is a practical limit to how low

the impedance of a PFN may be, because the in-

ductance coil for the network must be fairly evenly

divided among all of its sections of comparable

capacitance. It is necessary for the mutual in-

ductance between sections to be qbout one-third to

one-quarter the inductance of each section. There-

fore, when the inductance becomes so low that this

ratio cannot be satisfactorily maintained, a differ-

ent approach is required. One remedy is to paral-

lel the networks. The advantages are several.

(a) The individual PFN impedance increases

directly with the number paralleled; (b) The elec-

tromagnetic stresses within the coils decrease in-

versely with the square of the number of paralleled

units; and (c) Available space may be utilized more

efficiently by judicious proportioning of dimensions

and positioning of a number of PFN ‘s, compared

with having just one unit. For the above example,

the headroom was limited to 6 feet. Since it was

planned to use 24 PFN!s, a space 28 ft wide,

9 ft long, and 5.5 ft high was calculated to be re-

quired. This plan allows aisles between racks for

ease of access to each unit.

The Crowbar Switch

The switches for crowbarring and for inter-

connecting the constant power pulse source into the

circuit should exhibit the following qualities,

(a) Capability of reliably withstanding the high

energizing pulse voltage which may range from a

few kV to the 100 kV level for different applications.

(b) Capability of conducting the very high pulse

currents (usually ranging between the low hundreds

of kiloamperes to the middle megamperes).

(c) Low resistance, usually in the order of a

few microhms maximum.

(d) Capability of an electrical closure across

the low circuit voltage existing at maximum cur-

rent c ondit ions.

(e) Infrequent maintenance.

(f) Fast electrode and/or initiating fuse re-

placement, as required.

Three types of crowbarring switches used by

industry and laboratories are spark gaps, ignitrons

and mechanical switches.

Spark gaps readily qualify for condition (a),

and if a sufficient number are used in parallel to

bring their effective resistance low enough, they

should satisfy the qualities in (b), (d), and (e) above.

If (e) is acceptable, (f) is not of primary importance,

However, it is doubtful that spark gaps can qualify

for (a) and (d) simultaneously, except in a vacuum

environment. Whether or not they can qualify fo]”

(c) will depend upon how much resistance can be

tolerated.

Ignitrons qualify for condition (a) if a suffi-

cient number are connected in series and their

respective control circuits are reliably coordinated,

They also qualify for conditions (b) and (c) if a suf-

ficient number are paralleled and the crowbar cir-

cuits are arranged so that the currents within them

will divide reasonably. They readily qualify for (d)

and (e) only if their voltage and current short time

ratings are discounted adequately for the specific

,
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circuitconditions. Ignitronsdo not fulfillthe (f)

consideration when replacement is necessary; how-

ever, they can be operated for innumerable times

with LO maintenance. Ignitronshave been used for

many years for switching purposes and must be

considered as being moderately successful.

illechanical switches readily qualify for condi-

tions (a), (b), (c), and (d). Their switch electrodes

with the integral initiating fuse require replacement

after each operation and they therefore do not qual-

ifycompletely for (d). Other than this one draw-

back, maintenance of the switch assembly is mini-

mal. .Yfanualreplacement of the contacts and fuse

assembly require 1 to 2 minutes with a well-planned

layout and operating procedure. A few laboratories

have automatized this procedurel to eliminate the

above shortcomings but have indicated the need for

further improvements.

The mechanical switch appears to be the best

switch available for crowbar operations involving

high energy discharges, One mechanical switch can

replace dozens of ignitron switches and their con-

trol circuitry.

One type designed in this laboratory, and now

being further developed, is sketched in Fig. 2. It is

a variation of the design developed at Los Alamos

Scientific Laboratory.2 Two aluminum plate elec-

trodes are separated by a thin layer of high-

dielectric-strength plastic sheeting such as polyeth-

ylene, One of the electrodes is about 0.62 cm thick

and has a pair of sharp-edged parallel grooves, each

about 0.62 cm wide formed lengthwise. The other

electrode is of soft aluminum about O, 15 cm thick

folded on itself, Inserted within the folds and in-

sulated from them is a 3.75-cm wide, 0.005-cm

thick copper foil. A rectangular hole has been cut

out of the center to form two strips along the two

edges about 7.5 cm long and 0.75 cm wide. Their

spacing is the same as for the grooves of the other

electrode. When installed into the switch, the two

electrodes are positioned facing each other so that

the grooves in one electrode and fuse strips within

the other are aligned.

To initiate the switch closure, the fuse strips

are vaporized by discharging roughly 1 kJ of energy

per 2.5 cm length of fuse strip. The resulting ex-

plosion displaces the thin aluminum into the mating

grooves, shearing the insulation between electrodes

along the groove edges. The insulation strips are

forced to the bottom by the deforming aluminum,

which proceeds to make intimate contact with the

sides of the grooves. The depth of the grooves

should be such that the aluminum is not sheared or

drawn down in thickness by more than half its

thickness. The width of intimate contact along the

sides of the groove varies considerably but appears

to average about O.O75 cm. The resistance through

two aluminum segments 0.075 square cm each side

of the mating surfaces for the full 7.5 cm length of

electrodes in calculated to be slightly less than

1 microhm, assuming the aluminum is completely

intact. It appears reasonable that, because of the

intimate contact of the contact surfaces, this value

wfll not increase more than two or three times

calculation, After each crowbar action the two

switch electrodes, the insulated fuse unit, and the

major insulation between electrodes must be re -

placed.

Other Methods Considered

Other possible methods of obtaining constant,

or relatively constant, high pulse currents were

studied, but they did not appear to hold any prom-

ise for our applications. These methods included

homopolar generators with a heavy flywheel for

storing the excessive momentary energy required,

alternators backed up by a flywheel and rectified

with silicon diode banks, batteries, pulse trans -

formers, and inductive energy storage schemes,

singly or, in some instances, in combination.

Each appeared to be either impractical or not suf-

ficiently developed for present consideration. The

1-MJ inductive energy storage method reported by

Princeton University was considered promising.

It operated on the principle that as energy drains

out of the large inductor, an oscillatory frequency

controller speeds up to maintain a relatively con-

stant L(di/dt) voltage output.

If economics can be ignored the most ideal

method would be to develop a cryogenic pulse coil

system. The system c,ould then be pumped up to

the high current desired and operated steadily at

that amplitude.

C occlusions

Pulse-forming networks, rather than the
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usual decaying current resulting from capacitor

banks, are worthy of serious consideration for those

applications for which constant pulse current is

desirable.

Mechanical switches are favored over triggered

spark gaps and ignitron tubes for high-current crow-

bar applications.
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ABSTIWCf

Recent efforts at Los Alamos to develop a liquid resistor are descrihecl.
In certain circuits containing nmallelled proups of high voltage energy
storage capacitors, a dan~er exists if a charged capacitor shorts or prefires.
‘lhe energy from tic adjacent groups , if large eno~lgh, will tend to discharpe
into the faulty capacitor and cause a violent rupture. This dmper can be
eliminated by either: 1, Installation of a hiph voltage Il. C. f~se to isol-
ate the faulty capacitor 2. Installation of a resistor that will dissipate
the energy from the adjacent capacitors.

9

In the Scyllac Project, circ~lit
parameters require t at the resistor be a 60 W, 2000 ohm tmit capable of
dissipating 680 x 10 joules, with a discharge time constant of 0.8 seconds.
Calculations ,and experiments indicate that a Iiqllid resistor can meet the
rcquirenwnt and be [mdamaSed by repeated discharges, eliminatin~ replacement
problems.

Basically the liquid resistor consists of two metal electrodes separated
by an aqueous salt solution, Brass electrodes with a CUS04 electrolyte and
stainless steel electrodes with a K SO electrolyte were tested. The liquid

? ~ormofheat according tothcrel~tion-resistor dissipates the energy in tle
ship Q=JKA1, where AT is the temperature rise of the electrolyte.

Various tests were performed to verifi the energy absorption character-
istics, temperature coefficient effects’, polarization tendencies and electro-
lysis measurement for electrode-electrolyte comratability. The proceciurcs,
results and conclusions of these tests are ~resented in this paper.

●

✎

Introduction

The need for a resistor capable of absorbinp

large amounts ofanergy was recognized in the design

of the energy storage charge system of Project

Scyllac. Conditions during the operation and charge

cycle of Scyllac required a resistor that could

function as a 2000 ohm charge resistor carryinp a

24 ma cycled current and also could periodically

absorb 680 x 103 joules, It was apparent from

observations on similar electrical systems in

operation at Los Alamos that the conventional

vitreous enamel wire wound resistor was not

satisfactory in the particular application mentioned

above; ha,.ever, a study of the characteristics of

* Work performed under the auspices
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.

of the

liquid resistors appeared to indicate that liquid

resistors could be utilized for such an application.

It should be emphasized that our aprroach to

develop a liquid resistor for Scyllac was stroncly

influenced by the fact that a total of 800 liouid

resistors was required; therefore, economics was

introduced as one of the ~rirrary considerations in

the design of the resistor. Free machininp brass

(61.5% Cu, 3.0% Pb and 35.5% 2n) and free ~achinin~

type 303 stainless steel were the two electrode

materials chosen for development.

Application

The energy storage charpe system cf Scyllac

consists of a constant current network and D. C.

Power Supply providinp constant I_J.C. current to

charge the energy storape capacitor bank. A t~ical
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capacitor bank consists of 36 paralleled modules

of 6 capacitors each (see Figure 1), In the event

that a capacitor in any module should short or

prcfire durinr the charge cycle, the other modules

will dunp their energy into the shorted capacitor.

In the worst case, i. c. when the capacitor bank is

at full voltage, the dumped energy would be 680 x

103 joules,

In the past, fast-actin~ D. C. fuses were

installed in sin!ilar svstems (Scylla I-A and Scylla

11’) to isolate the mudules in the event of such an

occurrence. lllis was not entirely satisfactory

because after a normal charge and fire sequence, a

certain residual voltage is left cm the moclules.

This potential difference exists between the

paralleled modules (mtil the modules stnbilize

their voltages. In the absence of any isolatinp

resistances between nodules this volta~e stabili-

zing causes 3 lar~e instantaneous circulating

current that actually opens the fuses. Kire wouncl

pcnier resistors were added in series with the fuses

in ‘an attempt to linit the circulatin~ current,

howver the result was that the resistor woLdd often

oren before the fuse. In any event, replacennt

time<and costs were incurred for each nmlfumction.

It is aprarent therefore, that a lmit installed

as .an isolatin~ device between modules that has

characteristics of a resistor capable of ahsorhinr

68(I x 103 joules at 60 hl; would have direct amica-

bility in .%yllac. ‘he liquid resistor anpears to

have the Charoctcristics suitable

clevi ce.

Test Results

\’arious tests were performed

for Ilse as such a

to evaluate those

~armreters of the resistor which appeared to he mrst

i~ortant to the ultimate goal - the design of a

liquid resistor for Scyllac. Consequently, certain

aspects were investigated more thoroughly th,an

others. It should bc stressed that there were other

factors that would have heen considered had the

developemcnt of n pencral-type liqujd resistor been

desired. Basically the tests cmsistcd of investig-

,aticm in t}le followinp areas:

10 IIeat dissipation qualities

2. Resistance

3. Resistance

effects.
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concentration characteristics

electrolysis and polarization

In conjunction hrith the above observations it

was possible to ascertain certnin rech.anical feat-

ures important to the final rlesipn, s~lch as elect-

rode configuration, tubinp material and resistor

orientation.

1. Ileat Ilissipation ~lalities

The heat dissipating characteristics of the

resistor c,an best be described by:

n = NKc(t2-tl)

Ifhcre ~ is the ouantity of heat added in joules

}! is mass of substance in flrairs

K is constant = 4.18

C is specific heat - 1

(t2-tl) is tcmrerature incrcasc

In Scyllac the worst case sinfile dLV will be

6X0 X 103 joules, Pather than dcsi~ the resistor

to take just the one ch~ it wns considcrec! that 3

dumps in succession was a rmrc ~ractical ?esipn

limit. ‘fhc amc~mt of lirmlid rcauirccl to absorb

2040 x 103 joules, with ~ total te~raturc increase

not exceedin~ 60 deprees C is S.134 liters.

Simply stated, the testin~ for heat dissipation

qllalities consisted of passinp a constant D. C. cur-

rent throllph the electrolyte fcr a certain ~cried or

time and obsen.inp the te~ernture rise of the

electrolyte. The rower source Liscc! for the tests

consisted of a saturable reactor controlled 10 N“

7 amp l’. r. rower sunrly. lIIC constant current

source was IIsed to sirrulatc as ncarlv as vcssiblc

the tntal encrcv con(iiticm, beca~lse EC stored cncrrv

was avail ab]e to dl~ the rcrwircd encrm irtc the

resistor with a rractica] time ccnsta]~t. T~~ts en

vfiricns liqllirl resisters yiel(!ecl corprable results

showinc that the observed temneraturc rise very

ncarlv eouals the ca]culate[l tcrperntllrc rise.

Typical results of one such test are shown on Talslc

1. It shmlld he noted that the total duration cf

the test was approximately 10 ~in~ltes; therefore, no

sifmific<ant coolinr was encountered hctwcen the 30

second energy avnlications. The resistance of the

reSiStOr decrCaSe(! from an initial va]ue of 65(1 ohr’s

to a final vallle of 420 ohms in the totnl 5S dcm-ec

C temreratm-e increase (LkLIkTLStr~thF the nerativc

temperature coefficient). In many electrical

circuits such a chn~e in resistance would he un-

acceptable, however for tic Scyllac arnlication this

(lecrease in resistance wmild be within the limits of

\
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ncceptnbility. This could be a source of concern if one were to

*

o

*
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~., Resistance - Concentration Characteristics

Since the amotmt of salt added to the water of

the electrolyte directly determines the ion-concent-

ration of the resistor it is important to optimize

the mixture, In the brass - CUS04 systcm the

anmmt of Cu++ ions in solution is very important

becmsc the conductivity of an electrolyte is

greatly clepen(iant upon the ion-concentration. The

(k++ ions from the salt are attracted towards the

cathode where they form Cu” (metallic copper). At

the ,anode Cu++ arewithdrswn from the brass. hy

dqletion of the icms would naturally cause a “

change in the conductance of the electrolyte, It is

advantageous to be able to constmct the resistor

such that the salt concentration be kept fairly high.

Figure 2 represents the resistance-concentration

characteristics of three types of resistors tested.

The priraty difference between the Scyllac and

Scylla 11” resistors is the electrode separation.

(Scyllac - 28-3/16”, Scylla IL’ - 15-1/16”),

It is obvious from the curves that Cenerally

it is advantageous to have a higher salt concentra-

tion since ‘any possible loss by chemical reaction

of the ion-concentration would have a smaller effect

on the total resistance. The expression for the

resistance of a sample of material is:

R=+
l\here R = observed resistance

o = resistitity

1 = length of sample

,1 s c~ss.section a~a of sample

By increasing the length or decreasing the cross-

sectional area of the resistor it may be possible to

desi~ a hi~er concentration resistor. This was

done for some liquid resistors which had a much

smaller energy requirement. It was practical to

construct a resistor of 2 inch I. D. with the

resultin~ concentration of 0,5% for 2000 ohms.

It should be noted that the statement OF a

particular resistance value for a liquid resistor

should also include the current value at which the

resistance is measured. The conductivity of an

electrolyte iS a fLmction of many factors includinp

temperature, applied voltage ion concentration and

frequency, ] It is obvious that a different value

of resistance will be observed at various voltages,

attempt to measw-c the resistance of the resistor

with an ohm-meter becalse snother method of resist-

ance measurement mipht give an entirely different

result, This can easilyhe demonstrated byplacinp

a D. C, power sLtpply across the resistor and record-

inp the values of curre,nt at various voltage sett-

in~. Due to the increase of ion speed as the

applied volta~e increases, the resistance value will

decrease quite noticeably [lYien Effect),2

7., P.esistance - Electrolysis and Polarization

Effects

The phenomena of electrolysis ,and polarization

were perhaps the most challengin~ because they off-

ered the greatest possibility of extreme resistance

variations within the electrolyte. In Scyllac it

is felt that the resistor con Flmction properly in

the circ~lit as an enerpy absorber as lonF as the

resistance is maintained within fairly liberal

limits (a 100% or 200% chanpe would be nc rreat

problem). Since the Scyllac resister contains a

fairly low mwxmt of salt it is asslrwd that any

resulting loss in ions due to cherica] reactions

collld result in an extreme resistance variation.

Basically, two types of life tests were nm.

The anticipated cycle of charpinp cllrrent for

Scyllac will be 30 seconcls on and 5 rinutes off.

The first type of life test to be mm was an acce-

lerated test in which a constant current cf 24 ma

was passed continuously through the resistor for a

period of approximately 7 days (emlilwlent to

20,000 Charpinp cycles without the 5 rinlltes off

per cycle). \“oltnFe readinps were ncted ?erioc!ic-

ally tand the resultinF curves dram (see rirm-e 3).

It was apparent from the data that the CUS04 was

more nf~ected by the clwrent, hilt still within

acceptable limits. S~jbscquent tests nm on the

Scylla IV liq~lid resistors indicated tlhat the icm-

depletion that miFht OCCNTdmin,r the life of the

resistor w~s a penuine concern. After only an

equivalent 35o char~in~ cycles the resistance die!

c.h<mye quite drastically (see Fimwe 4). It wos

decided to attempt to obscn~ the phcnorcnon trore

closely; therefore, samples of the electrolyte

were withdrawn periodically and analyzed for Cu++

content by a spectronhometric method. The samples

were also ,analyzed for p[l content. It Wils
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,anticipated that these observations would verify

that the Cu++ concentration was decreasing. Results

indicated that such was the case and that as the
++

resistance increased, the anwtmt of Cu ions

within the electrolyte decreased and the pll factor

increased. It was concluded that the Cu++ ions

were being removed from solution and forming Cu(01[)2.

,ln interesting observation of the pll variation

occurs at the knee of the curve in figure 4. At

this Feint the p[l went beyond 7.0 (neutral] and

Cu(Cil)2 indeed started to precipitate. It w,as felt

that perhaps the addition of 1[2S04 would keep the

solution acidic and prevent the fonnaticm of CU(C?11)2.

It was apparent that the H2S04 helped s&ewhat but

not significantly. It appears that the addition of

1{2S04 increases the electrolysis of water. Since

the cathode reaction where Hz Kas is liberated is

more efficient than the ,anode liberation of 02, the

pll is rapidly increased; therefore the solution

becomes basic in either case. In an effort to

determine whether the over-all ion concentraticm of

the electrolyte had decreased, the electrolyte was

stirred after having experienced its greatest

resist<mce variation. The result of the stirring

WaS that the CIl(fll)2 redissolved and the resistance

returned to its original value. This fact is an

indication that the real cause for the extreme

resistor variation is concentration polarization.

I_undarentally, concentration polarization can

best be described as being cm]sed by the existence

of an area of ion ctepletion around the cathode and
3

,an area of icn alnml<ance aro~md the anode. l’olar-

ization occurs to varying degrees in all electrolytes

which are conchlcting current. Certain compensating

Frocesscs occur in the electrolytes (diffusion, ion

nlpratlon, etc. ) which tend to cwercoire the concent-
. .

ration polarization and the rate of the compensating

processes is the important factor in determining the

degree to which the electrolyte will polarize (assum-

inp a const,ant current density). Cbviously the

conpensatinp processes in C@34 were not sufficient

to prevent polarization; therefore, the accelerated

life tests were not a true indication of the 30 sec-

S minute cycle of Scyllac,

“Iaking the :dxwe observations into accotmt a

second type of life test was run which consisted of

actually cyclin~ the resistor for 30 seconds on and

5 minutes off. ‘Ihe results of this test (see Figure

4) were someshat encouraging but not the final

answer hecmse polarization still occurred althrnlph

not as rapidly. A modified method of increasing

the diffusion rate was to gently a~itate the

electrolyte by passing a small auantity of cmrpres-

scd air through the resistor constantly. This

effect increased the life of the resistor by a

large factor and confizmd the fact that concentr-

ation polarization w,as responsible for the formation

of the Cu(Cll)2, thereby causinF the variotirn in

resistance.

It should bc emphasized that this polarizaticr

was only a problem in the Scylla II’ resistor,

primarily beca~~e the initinl icm-conccntratirm was

so low. This indicates the irpofiance of attenrt-

ing to raise the level of ion concentration in a

liquid resistor ,as high as rcssihlc to prevent the

tendency of the electrolyte to rolarize.

Long term corrosion of the electrodes tray also

have a significant effect on the lifetire of the

resistor. Becallse the solutions used are somewhat

dilute, this is not thou~ht to be a serious problem.

It was not possible to desipn meaningful tests to

verify this. If corrosion does produce adverse

effects it may be rossible to Iui-i-le nitro~en Fas

through the electrolyte in order to retard corros-

ion, A seconda~ effect of the gas h’ollld be to

aFitate the solution and prevent concentration

polarization.

Conclusion

It is possible to make the followinp statcrents

repardin~ liqllid resistors based on the limited tcst-

inp that was perfm-meet.

1. Liquid resistors can dissipate rather lar~e

amotmts of energy with a predicted temperature rise.

2. The amount of salt requirecl to obtain a

required value of resistance should be maximized hv

careful design considerations regardinF electrode

size and separation.

3, The choice of electrode and electrolyte

materials depencls upon the application required of

the resistor. Brass - CuS04 appears satisfactory

as an economic resistor for the Scyllac application.

(Cobra brass electrodes are approximately 2-1/2

times cheaper th<m stainless steel 303).

4. In order to maintain a fixecl va]uc of

resistance, careful consideration m~~t he given tc

.

*

.
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electrode-electrolyte materials (i. e. platinum

electrodes would present no contamination problem),

electrolyte temperature and polarization tendencies.

Cne possible rethod of maintaining fairly constant

resistance would be to circulate the electrolyte by

SOmS method. This could keep the temperature const-

ant and eliminate any polarization.

5. Distilled water should be used because tap

water may contain too many inqmrities to be able to

predict their characteristics,

Probably the most important general conclusion

that can be made, based upon the tests described

in this paper, is that the liquid resistor is a

specialized device that is quite sensitive to many

factors. The results obtained from one configura-

tion are not necessarily applicable to another

configuration and it is advisable to test

prototype of the particular resistor contemplated.

A sketch of the final design of the Scyllac

resistor is shown on Figure 5. It is vertically

oriented so that the CuO metal formed (mostly as

nodules or trees) will collect at the bottom. The

metal formed has virtually no effect on the overall

resistance. The upper electrode is curved to

eliminate the capture of bubbles on its under

surface, The top support has air-escape holes to

prevent a buildup of pressure and the container is

an extruded material that is not prone to checks or

splits. A fully charged 0.9 mf 75 KV capacitor has

been repeatedly dumped into the resistor with no

sign of arcing.
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TABLE I
LIOUIO RESISTOR- STAINLESS STEEL W/ K2S04

23 SO GM3. , LENGTN . 21”,

r,”c DURATION bVCRbOLWLTAOC
t SEC,) IVOL1l I

30 1950

30 1661

31 1440

30 1260

.

3.0 23.0 17.6

3.0 15.0 I 5.0

3.0 12.0 13.1

3.0 8.0 11.4

TOTAL 58.0 57. I
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SKIN-EFFECT PULSE TRANSFORMERS*

b

8

Introduction

by

Robin J. Harvey
Stevens Institute of Technology

Hoboken, New Jersey

ABSTRACT

Efficient coupling of magnetic flux between two coils may be
accomplished without the need for an iron core if the coils
are wound in the proper way from a strip of low-inductance
transmission line, The band pass of such a transformer extends
from the lower limit imposed by the finite skin depth of the
conductors to the cutoff due to capacitive coupling (or the
speed of light to coil circumference ratio), In the case of the
power-pulser-high-voltage-isol ation transformers which we have
built for use on the Chalice experiment the band pass is roughly
50 kc - 50 Mc. The design and construction of such “skin-effect”
transformers is discussed with particular emphasis upon applica-
tions involving medium to high energy transfer (1 to 106 joules),

The efficiency of the ““

stems from the high permeabi’

the subsequent concentration

necessary for good coupling.

ron-core” transformer

ity of the core and

of magnetic flux

Since a given mass

of core is capable of storing a maximum amount of

magnetic energy without saturating, transformers

handling large amounts of energy are necessarily

massive. At frequencies where the skin-depth of

the mstal is shorter than the core dimensions one

of several variations involving laminated or

powder construction must be employed.

It is the purpose of the paper to note that

the skin-effect may be used to concentrate flux

and thereby eliminate the need for a high-v core.

Such an air-core transformer may be readily wound

frcxn a flexible strip of parallel-plate trans-

mission line (Fig. 1). If the frequency is high

enough then the magnetic field will be excluded

from the metal and forced to link the flat coils.

The leakage inductance will be essentially the

same as the transmission line inductance. If the

ends of the strips are folded over, or right-

angle tabs are included on the strips, then the

in-put and out-put connections may be made to be

of the parallel-plate type and their characteristic

impedances matched to the rest of the circuit.

The exploding-wire-solid dielectric switches

of the CHALICE experiment have required high-vol-

tage isolation transformers to couple them to

their respective low impedance pulsing units. Two

one-turn transformers, 1 3/4” D, 1“ L transformers

with two out-puts (Fig. 2a) have been used in

conjunction with a 5kv, 6pf, exploding-wire switch-

ed pulser to drive four separate solid-dielectric

switches simultaneously. With the introduction of

the self-crowbarring switch in the CHALICE system

the need for four series and four crowbar switches

was removed. The single switch insert is now

triggered through a five-turn transformer (Fig. 2b)

by a 3kv, 2uf, krytron switched pulser.

M!!?!l

Lo =

N

L
P=

LI =

N=

t-=

d=

f .

c! =

c’ =

Table I

Description Formula

Load inductance

Primary transformer = N2110nY2/~

inductance

Transformer lea$~a~cta:ceNuo2=rd/fl

Primary turns

Mean winding radius

Insulation thickness <<2r

Winding width >—r
%3

Leakage capacitance = Eo2mr!/Nd

Interstage capacitance = co2~ri/d

“I [-lC-l



Table I Continued

Q!!!!@- Description Formula

z = Source impedance

6 = Skin depth . (2/pouu)’/2

u = Operating angular frequencies

(must accomdate desired rise-

tim and pulse duration)

Conditions for efficient operation include:

~~~>>uL z
P ‘J

‘%oci >7z>>Lp

Design Criteria

The first consideration in the design of any

transformer is the specification of the source and

load parameters. We have been concerned with

coupling a pulse from a low impedance (capacitive)

source to a D.C. high-voltage isolated, low im-

pedance load. In the case of a linear-response,

1:1,transformer the constraints on the design are

principally that the primary inductance be an

order of magnitude higher and the leakage

impedances be an order of magnitude lower than

those of the source and load. These and other

constraints are listed in Table I.

In practice, the primary inductance is

proportional to the total area of a winding, the

number of windings squared and inversely pro-

portional to the width of the windings:

L;=

The width of

,Aff2q/g

the windings 9 must be larger than

2/3rif the magnetic field within the solenoid is

to be uniform to within a few percent.
(1)

Taking

J ‘~ 2/3ryields

The leakage inductances may be calculated in two

DII-10-2

equivalent ways: by considering pairs of windings

as transmission lines, or by assuming that LL is

given by the ratio of the exposed edge area be-

tween windings to the total area of the windings

times the single turn primary inductance

N
If Lp 7> ‘/~>>~g then NFmust be two

orders of magnitude larger than 2d (the insulation

thickness).

The interstage capacitance may be minimized

by winding the primary and secondary turns separate-

ly. This also requires only one layer of high vol-

tage insulation between the primary and secondary

to suffice for isolation. The leakage capacitances

of the individual windings are in series and lead

to a net leakage capacitance of

c<=~.zrri
Nci ‘

The natural frequency of such a transformer is then

I(J.I= (L% Ca )’ya w...R(~rf

This is the cut-off frequency or the upper limit of

response of a skin-effect transformer due to

capacitative leakage. The load and source imped-

ances wi 11 impose condi tions upon the response

characteristics independently to the self-imposed

cut-offs. In terms of wave length

There is yet another cut-off due to the length

of the windings. In this case the pulse will be

transmitted through the transformer but will be

distorted by the time lag as it circumnavi gates

●

☛

.
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the windings. Here

A =R 87TNF

When N Z3 this will yield the upper frequency

limit.

The ultimate lower frequency limit is fixed

by the skin depth and the conductor thickness,t,

Test Results

In an effort to establish the energy trans-

feral efficiency of the five-turn air-core

transformer, a set of wires of fixed diameter and

of varying lengths were exploded with and without

transformers (Fig. 3). The 9 joule 3kv, krytron

pulser was used as a source and a 6 lb laminated

Hypersil core with ten windings was used for

comparison. It was found that both transformers

would explode only 3/4 of the length of wire

normally exploded by the pulser alone, yielding

efficiencies of 75%.

It should be noted that the load impedance

was that of a 0.003”D copperware 2“ long. With

a shorter wire, the efficiencies would change.

In fact, the time required to explode a wire of

resistance R, and heat of vaporization E, with

a sinusoidal current pulse from an L-C source

(RcuL), is given by:

where 10 = CVOW, w

charging voltage.

The iron core

decrease the pulse

tonation time of a

1/8” long wire was

place at all. The

= (LC)-; , and V. = the initial

was found to lengthen and

waveform. Moreover, the de-

solid-dielectric switch with a

either erratic or did not take

air-core transformer showed

a 25% reduction in current but no 10ss in rise

time with detonation occurring reproduceably.

Conclusions

Once a transformr has been constructed with

the proper response characteristics, the upper

limit on the energy, voltage, and current will be

determined by the dielectric and mechanical

strengths of its constituent parts. The maximum

energy that we have attempted to transfer has been

75 joules, but there is no reason to doubt that

the same transformer would handle several orders

of magnitude more energy.
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* Supported by the Atomic Energy Commission,

1. Schematic drawing of a 1 turn skin-effect

pulse transformer.

2. High-voltage isolation transformers: a) 1 tUrn,

1 input, 2 output transformer) 5 turn 1:1 trans-

former.
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A HIGH PERFORMANCE, PROGRAMMABLE 25-kV, 2-A POWER SUPPLY*

A. F. Waugh
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory

University of California
Livermore, California
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ABSTRACT

This paper des tribes the performance, circuit and construction features
of a 50 -kW, HV, precision programmable voltage-regulated, dc power.
supply. This system is used as a HV power supply for an ion source
Its high voltage output is applied across the extraction apertures of the
ion source to create the high field gradient required to extract an ion
beam from the source plasma discharge chamber.

The output voltage is adjustable from 200 V to 25 kV. The maximum
continuous load current is 2 A. The output voltage is regulated to
within M),0570 for *5V0 line and *107’o load changes. The peak-to- peak
output ripple and noise do not exceed 5 V. An adjustable current limit
feature causes the regulator system to instantaneously change from volt-
age regulating mode to current limiting mode at the current limit set point.

It is possible to modulate or program the output HV from a low-level input
signal with a gain of 1000. The output may be modulated to a peak-to-peak
amplitude of 20 kV at up to 100 Hz and for linearly decreasing amplitude
vs. frequency down to 100 V at 10 kHz.

All of the regulation and control is done by a single water-cooled power-
tetrode series pass tube in the HV output line. The remainder of the
control circuitry consists of pc-board-mounted solid- state components
and discrete circuit elements. The grid of the HV regulator tube is
driven by a single power transistor.

A key component in the regulator loop is a photon-coupled isolator. This
wide-bandwidth, signal- coupling element consists of a gallium arsenide
electroluminescent diode infrared sour ce and a silicon PIN photodetector.
This device is used to couple the output of the ground potential regulator
amplifier up to the series pass-tube control circuit which is floating at
the output high voltage.

b

●

INTRODUCTION

A rugged, versatile, high- performance, high-

voltage power supply has been needed by the Ion

Sour ce Development effort in support of the Alice

Machine Program at Livermore. We believe we

now have such a supply. This paper briefly de-

scribes it.

Such a power supply, in the 5-kV to 30-kV,

1- to 2-A range, is required to provide the accel-

erating high-voltage extraction potential in the high

beam current hydrogen or deuterium ion source

systems, The reasons why an outstanding high

voltage supply is required are mainly two-fold.

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.

First, the LRL calutron-type ion source re -

quires an accelerator high-voltage supply, voltage

regulated to about 0.0570 of the nominal output.

This is because immediately after extraction, the

ion beam is bent through a 90° arc by a transverse

magnetic field and then sent down a long, colli-

mated beam tube. The beam trajectory is criti-

cally dependent on maintaining precise, matched

values of accelerator voltage and bending magnet

field strength.

Second, the calutron, duo- plasmatron, Von

Ardenne, RF ion sources and variations of them

all present a peculiar, troublesome load charac-

S. Atomic Energy Commission.



teristic to their high-voltage power supplies; The

output of the high-voltage supply is applied acress

two exit orifice extraction electrodes of the ion

source, one of which is grounded. The high-

voltage gradient thus produced across the exit or i-

fice gap extracts the beam of possitive ions from

the sour ce gaseous discharge chamber. Due to gas

impurities, surface outgassing and other unknown

causes, the extraction gap does break down ran-

domly and repeatedly at an average repetition rate

of 2 to 5 per second. Only if the initial fault cur-

rents can be instantaneously limited are these arc-

downs self-clearing.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE SUPPLY

A s earth of the industry catalog literature did

not turn up any power supply having the needed ca-

pabilities. It was decided to write a comprehen-

sive specification requesting all the performance

capability and construction features we would want

and that the present state-of-the-art could provide.

The result of this effort was LRL specification

LES-21240, a 34-page volume.

A philosophy adopted early in the specification

writing effort was that we would ask for only that

performance which could be verified by relatively

simple, direct tests at the vendor!s plant. A full

schedule of tests was written into the specification

as an integral part of it. The value of this approach

was subsequently well proven. Had we accepted

the finished power supply on the basis of initial

superficial operation, it would have been shipped

to us with several serious deficiencies. Instead,

all deficiencies revealed by the tests were corrected

by the manufacturer, and the delivered supply met

or exceeded all the requirements of the specification.

The following is a much abbreviated descrip-

tion of the power supply as per the specification:

Output Requirements

Adjustable from 3-kV to 25-kV, with a manual

output control resolution of 0.0570 or better of

maximum output.

Positive output, negative grounded. Maximum

continuous current, 2 A.

Input Power

480 V, 3+, 60 Hz.

N -2

Voltage Regulation

Against 1ine change:

Against load change:

Ripple and noise:

Transient response:

Short-term stability:

*0.05% of nominal out-

put *5 v.

*5O V for NL to FL,

*5 V for kO.2-A load

change.

*5 V maximum peak-to-

peak for any rated out-

put .

1 msec for step charge

of load current of 0.5 A.

*O. 0570 of any nominal

output for fixed oper-

at ing conditions during

any 10-minute period

after a 30-minute warm-

UP.

Table 1 shows a tabulation of the specified regulator

performance, and some actual test measured

values.

Provision for Output Current-Limiting

Provisions were made for setting an adjustable

out put current limit (Icl) over the range of 0.2 to

4 A. Current-limiting is effective within 1 msec

after the onset of a load fault, and a load short-

circuit current (I~c) is limited to 1.2 X Icl (see

Fig. 1).

Provision for Remote Voltage Programming

Provisions were made for modulating the out-

put high voltage by a low-level, single-ended, de-

coupled, input signal with a ratio of 1000 V/V.

The effect of the exlernal reference signal is addi-

t ive with the internal manual output adjustment.

The output amplitude- vs. -frequency response to

external sinusoidal modulation is as follows: 10 k~

peak from dc to 50 Hz, then the output falls off at

6 dB per octave for all higher frequencies (see

Fig. 2).

Output Voltage Monitor Signal

On the remote control chassis there is a

BNC-type coaxial connector, at which a signal

equal to 1 V/kV of the input high voltage is

available.

Provision for Remote Control

A removable control chassis is provided

.
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which contains the minimum, essential operator

controls, indicators, and meters for operating the

supply from up to 200-ft cable length from the main

supply enclosure.

Manually Operated 480 -V Input Power Circuit
Breaker

A manually operated input power circuit break-

er is provided on the supply which has an under-

voltage trip device wired in series with all the en-

closure door interlocks such that if any enclosure

access door is opened the circuit breaker will trip

open. All control and auxiliary power is derived

from the 480-V input power.

Construct ion

All components of th~ power supply and regu-

lator are housed in a substantial metal frame en-

closure covered by metal panels and doors, dead

front and read, floor mounted and free standing.

The supply is portable, caster-mounted, and

has provisions for forklift and crane handling. “

ACTUAL POWER SUPPLY OBTAINED

Figure 3 is a simplified s thematic diagram of

the power supply as built to our specifications.

You will note the input power circuit breaker,

with the cabinet door interlocked by the under-

voltage trip coil, and that all the supply power is

derived from this one source.

The high-voltage transformer feeds a solid-

state, 3-phase, full-wave bridge rectifier circuit

with a single section LC filter on its output, A

single, high-power, water- cooled tetrode series

pass tube does all the output voltage regulating and

current limiting. A special high-voltage isolation

transformer with three separate secondary windings

provides power for the +500 V dc screen bias sup-

ply, the -400 V dc control grid bias supply and the

driver amplifier, all of which float at high voltage.

All of the low-level, ground potential regulator

circuitry is *15 V operated, plug- in, PC-board-

type hardware with plug- in operational amplifiers

and their associated input and output circuits.

The important link that couples the ground

potential regulator control signal up to the driver

amplifier at high voltage is a photon-coupled iso-

lator. This device is rated to hold off up to 50 kV

between the gallium arsenide electroluminescent

diode infrared source and the silicon PIN photo-

detector diode. It has a bandwidth of up to 5 MHz.

Figure 4 is a photograph showing a front view

of the supply cabinet. There are identical access

doors on the rear side of the enclosure. Figure 5

is ‘a view of the interior of the brute force dc sup-

ply and control section. Figure 6 shows the inside

of the high-voltage regulator section.

Figure 7 is an oscilloscope trace of the output

high-voltage response to a 2-V, 1-cycle, square-

wave input signal from a Hewlett-Packard Model

3300 function generator. The supply was operating

into a dummy resistance load at 20 kV, 1 A at the

time. The settling time following rise and fall is

about 200 psec. The initial overshoot on the rise

is 200 V, 1 ~0 of the dc level, and the initial under-

shoot on the fall is about 700 V or 3. 5’% of the dc

level. All these values are well within the require-

ments of the specification.

The value of a clear, comprehensive specifi-

cation was well demonstrated on this acquisition.

The manufacturer appreciated the thorough guid-

ance the specification provided. No misunderstand-

ings or disagreements arose during the design,

fabrication or testing periods.

The cost of this power supply, which was

purchased on a “one only” basis was $38,400 or

about $770 per rated kilowatt output. Had we been

able to order a quantity of 3 unita the price would

have been approximately $27,500 per each unit or

$550 per kilowatt.

Z1-3
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PRECISE REGULATION OF A 500 KW D. C. GENERATOR WITH A

2500 AMPERS SERIRS-PASSTRANSISTOR BANK *

by

John McLeod and John Langdon Rand
Los Alamos ScientificLaboratory,University of California

Los Alamos, New Mexico

ABSTRACT

Design, construction,and testing of a tranai.storregulator
and control system for & .01% regulation of a magnet power supply is described.
By placing a fast electronic regulator in series with the generator the prob-
lems inherent in quickly changing the generator output by forcing current into
the field winding are avoided. Generator field control is used to maintain
the average potential drop across the transistorregulator at its optimum
value of 7 Volts.

TWO closed loops are used to control load voltage and current. Changes
in load voltage or current will affect the drive to the series-pass transis-
tor element. The voltage feedback is balanced against a voltage developed
by integrating the difference between the measured current to the magnet and
the reference. Thus, the current feedback loop with a response time of 50
milliseconds contains the voltage feedback loop with a response time of 1
millisecond as a nested element. The current loop response time of 50 milli-
seconds is adequate since its principal purpose ie to correct for the effect
of changes in magnet temperature. The voltage loop corrects for changes in
generator output due to transientsand armature aeymmetry up to about 160
Hertz. Faster changes do not affect the =gnetic field, ani can be allowed
to appear acrose the load.

The load and transistorregulator are water cooled by a closed-loop
water to air heat exchanger. Protective circuits are provided to prevent
transistorburn-out with alarm and automatic shut-clan in case of various
equipment failuree.

Field stability of i 0.5 gauss at 3.5 kilogauss bas been achieved.
Current stability of + .01% of operating point appears to be limited by sta-
bility of the reference source.

Introduction

Our basic experimentalresearch program depends

heavily on electron cyclotron resonance both for

heating and for diagnostic purposes, As a result,

exceptional stabilityand reproducibilityis requir-

ed of the magnetic field produced by our air core

solenoids and hence of the current supplied to them.

By installinga bank of transistors in series with

the armature of our 500 kilowatt (2000 amperea at

250 volts) motor generator set, a feedback loop has

been constructedwith the capabilityof suppressing

injected noise to a residual level of .01% of the

operating current over a wide range of currents.

Previous attempts at regulationusing the more

customary techniqueof controlling the generator

field current failed to accomplish such a high

degree of regulationdue to the extremely narrow

band width which can be achieved Ln this way. The

transistorbank included in the new eystem provides

a much faster means to suppress the effecte of

changes in the generator shaft speed. The uee of

a synchronousmotor does not insure the constancy

required in the shaft speed both because of changes

in the line frequency and because the armature phase

angle can change in response to a change in line

voltage and will then ring at a frequency of one to

a few Hertz. Such changee have been observed to

amount to a few tenths of one percent. The transis-

tor bank is also being used to euppress noise in-

jected from zmny other sources, in particular, the

exciter generator and its driver amplifier, precise

regulationof which by other means would be almost

ae difficult as building the main pass bank.

A simplifiedblock diagram of the system is

shown in Fig. 1. A 200 micro-ohm (500 millivolt at

2500 amperes) water cooled shunt is the basic

measuring tool whose output is compared with a

current set point reference source. No attempt is
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made, however, to realize the bandwidth capability

of the transistorsusing this current measurement

since its bandwidth is limited by the inductanceof

the load. Instead, the current error is integrated

electronicallyand the integralbecomes a new set

point for a fast load voltage control loop which

senses the magnet voltage and which must operate to

keep the current error zero or its own set point

will change. This scheme provides a voltage set

point which automaticallychanges to compensate for

changea in the resistance of the magnet as its tem-

perature changes.

Since the transistorsused in the series-paas

regulator can not withstand the full output voltage

of the generator it is necessary to provide automa-

tic protective circuits and to maintain the average

generator output voltage seven volts greater than

load demand. This is accomplishedby measuring the

collector to emitter drop across the series-pass

transistorsand providing control of the generator

field to maintain the necessary generator output.

Series-PassTransistor Bank

The series-pass transistorbank uses 270 type

2N2152A transistorsin parallel. Water cooled alu-

minum plates are used to mount the transistorsand

other hardware in groups of 30 each. The transistors

were matched before assembly by measuring beta at

the expected full load current of 9.3 amperes per

transistorand assembling 30 matching betas per heat

sink. Current distributionamong the 30 transistors

on each heat sink is aided by a 0.025 ohm resistor

in each emitter lead, and a 5.6 ohm resistor in each

base lead.

Base drive for each group of 30 transistorsis

provided by one type 2N3773 transistor. The physi-

cal arrangement is shown on Fig. 2.

Division of current among the 9 banks of 30

transistors is accomplishedby a variable resistor

in the base circuit of each 2N3773 driver. This

resistor is initially adjusted to produce a nominal

current of 100 amperes per heat sink when the voltage

applied to the driver tranaiator’s base emitter

circuit is one volt, and can be readjusted to produce

equal currents or equal heat sink temperaturesat

full load.

Figure 3 shows the arrangement of heat sinks

for the complete bank of 270 translators. The

terminal strips at the bottom provide the common

points needed to connect the nine driver base

circuitstogether,and to connect power sources for

the monitor circuit board and other protective

devices.

Transistor Protection

The 2N2152A transistorahave a VCE limit of 30

volts and a maximum power dissipation capability of

170 watts. To prevent exceeding the VCE rating,

output of the generator is controlledby the average

collector to emitter voltage, action of the drive

current control system is limited,and a protective

circuit triggeredat VCE = 25 volts is incorporated

on each heat sink. Cooling water temperatureand

volume has been designed to keep the transistor

case temperature below 65° C.

Control voltage limiting ia necessary to pre-

vent the control system from cutting off drive to

the series-pass transistors in response to a demand

for less load current. If base drive current should

go to zero the transistorswould try to atop current

flow in the load circuit and whatever generator

voltage is available would appear from collector to

emitter. A limiter is incorporated to supply drive

current ‘hen ‘CE
reaches 12 volts. A limiter is

also available to prevent driving the series-pass

transistorsinto saturation.

A last ditch protective circuit has been in-

cluded on each heat sink. See Fig. 4. It consists

of a silicon controlledrectifier and 1.5 ohm

resistor connected from the common base bus to the

common collector plate. By means of an auxiliary

trigger circuit the SCR on each of the 9 heat sinks

will be triggered into conductionwhen V
CE

exceeds

25 volts. This action connects 1.5 ohms from the

collector to the baae bus for each group of 30

transistorswhich will supply sufficient base drive

‘0 limit ‘CE
to about 10 volts. It is necessary to

reduce generator output to zero to unlatch this

circuit once the SCR’S have fired.

The transistorbank is protected against induc-

ed voltage from the collapsing field of a magnet by

the diode connected from collector to emitter. If

the collector goes negative the SCR circuit previ-

ously described will give protection, but it will

.
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not work if the collector goes positive. The diode

used is rated at 400 amperes servica, 8000 amperes

surge.

Protection against loss of cooling is provided

by a thermal switch on each heat sink. This switch

operates at 95° F and tripa the alarm circuit

described in the next section.

Monitor and Alarm Circuits

A circuit designed to continuouslycheck the

corxlitionof aach transistor is shown on Fig. 5.

Tha voltage drop across each 0.025 ohm amitter

resistor on a heat sink, that is 30 each, La diode

coupled to the monitor circuit board mounted on the

heat sink. If a transistor fails and short circuits

itself approximately minus 6 volts will appear at

the emitter, the 0.025 ohm resistorwill burn out,

and the transistorwill be disconnected from the

load circuit, This minus 6 volt signal unbalances

tha integrated circuit operationalamplifier ad

causas a positive output voltage to trigger the

triac and turn on the alarm lamp. Current supply

for the 9 alarm lamps is through a meter-relay

located on the series-pass transistor bank frame

assembly (see Ffg. 3). Contacts of this meter-

relay shut down the generator.

The monitor circuit also provides an alarm if

one transistor fails and open circuits itself. This

is accomplishedby balancing the average voltage

drop across 15 emitter resistors against the average

drop across the other 15 emitter resistors on each

heat sink. At 5 amperes per transistora voltage

of 0.125 volts is expected across each emitter

resistor. If one voltage out of 15 goes to zero a

differentialvoltage of about 8 millivoltswill be

produced between the two busses. The integrated

circuit differentialamplifier responds to this

unbalance and provides enough output to trigger the

triac and subsequentalarms. Experience to date

has produced no open transistors,and the unbalance

detector will probably be eliminated in favor of a

circuit responding only to the minus 6 volt signal

from a shorted transistoron future production.

Control Circuit Theory

A complete control circuit diagram is shown In

Fig. 60 In order to suppress transientsoccurring

at about 5 Hertz by a significantfactor, a voltage

loop gain-bandw%dthproduct of about 200 Hertz is

required. The main transistoramplifier is an

element of this loop and must, therefore,have a

bandwidth in excess of 200 Hertz. At first glance,

this would seem easy, since the bandwidth of a

2N2152A as a current amplifier is about 2 kilo-

hertz. Difficulty arises from the fact that four

stages of current gain are required in cascade to

produce the required magnet current from a tracta-

ble control signal. The small signal transfer

impadance of this device, i.e., the ratio between a

change in collector voltage and the change in input

current required to prcduce it, varies by a factor

approachinga thousandwith changes in operating

point. If the other components of the loop are

adjusted so that a gain bandwidth product of 200

Hertz is maintained at high current and low collec-

tor voltage, then the low frequencygain bandwidth

product is about 100 kilohertz at the opposite

extreme. With four lag elements, each with a band-

width of a few kilohertz, this loop ought to oscil-

late,andoscillate it did! In order to obtain satis-

factory operation, the transistorsin the first tio

stages were replaced by RF transistorswith band-

widths of one megahertz or more and the last two,

for which this replacement is not feasible,were

compensatedat a low power level. The acquisition

of adequate data on which to base the design of this

compensationhas proved most time consuming due to

the necessity of testing at a large number of oper-

ating points with various collector voltages as well

as currents. Bode plots of the amplifier and com-

pensation transfer functions are shown in Fig. 7.

Since the current control loop includes the

voltage control loop, the current control loop need

not have the bandwidth to suppress generator noise.

Its active role is suppressionof the electrical

effects of changes in the magnet cooling water

temperature,which is difficult to regulate because

of the huge transportdelays in the plumbing to and

from the cooling tower. Since the magnet resistance

is unlikely to change as rapidly as 1%/min, a 3

Hertz bandwidth is adequate for the current loop.

The integratorused to reduce the steady state

error is compensatedso as to transfer the integrat-

ing action to the magnet inductance for frequencies

above its break frequency. Several compensation

networks are provided togetherwith a selector
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switch to facilitateuse with various magnets. The

same integratoralso holds the set point voltage

for the voltage loop.

The exciter generator has its own local feed-

back loop which includes its driver amplifier

consistingof 30 beam power pentodes (Type 5881) in

parallel. The purpose of this loop is to suppress

the injectionof lcw frequency noise from the non-

synchronousmotor driving the exciter shaft and the

unregulated power supply driving its field. The

resulting exciter amplifier is an element in the

generator control loop which senses the collectOr

to emitter drop in the series-pass transistorbank

and strives to hold it constant; but is only capa-

ble of holding the time average constant due to the

slow response of the generator field winding. The

integratorused in this loop is compensated for the

break frequency of the generator field winding. It

has proved necessary to insert two nonlinear

elements in this loop. One compensates for the

saturationof the generator field iron at high out-

put voltages. The other accelerates run-up and

run-down and comes into play if the collector

voltage drop remains near one of its limits for an

appreciable time.

*
Work performedunder the auspices of the U.S.

Atomic Energy Commission.
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VARIABLE-VOLTAGE, DIRECT-CURRENT POWER SUPPLIES FOR ENERGIZING

CRYOGENICALLY COOLED AND SUPERCONDUCTIVE ELECTROMAGNETS

by J. C, Laurence, E, H. Meyn, and R. J. Jirberg

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Lewis Research Center

Cleveland, Ohio 44135

ABSTWCT

Power supplies for energizing electromagnets, cryogenically cooled and
superconductive, and their control circuitry arc described in tiis paper. The
first is a dc generator of the homopolar type with a continuous rating of O to
60,000 amperes at 38 volts. Overloads of up to three times the continuous cur-
rent output are available for a duty cycle of 2 minutes. Control circuitry pro-
videsforcompletereversaloftheoutputvoltageby reversingthedirectionof
exciterfield.This featureisusefulfordischargingan electromagnetinthe
shortestpossibletime. The secondof theseconvertsthreephase, 440 volt,
60 hertzpower intoa variablevoltage(Oto45 volts),directcurrent(Oto
15,000 smperes) continuousratingwitha 200% overloadratingfora dutycycle
of2 minutes. The fundamentalripplefrequencyis360 hertzsnd itspeak-to-
peak amplitudeislessthan18% ofthedc outputvoltage.Variationsinthe
presetdc outputvoltageunder continuousloadare limitedto*1Z when theac
iuputpower variationsare regulatedto*5’7J,

INTRODUCTION

The Lewis Research Center has primary NASA

responsibility for research on advanced concepts

of power generation and propulsion. Some of these

concepts require intense, large-volume, magnetic

fields, generated by lightweight equipment with low

power consumption. Electric propulsion, mag-

netohydrodynamic power generation, thermo -

nuclear power and propulsion, space radiation

shielding, and reentry of spacecraft into the

Earth’s atmosphere are some of the concepts for

which such magnetic fields may be required. In

addition, the development of intense magnetic

fields is of importance for studies in a variety of

disciplines, such as elementary particle physics

(accelerators, bubble chambers), solid-state

physics, and plasma physics.

When the program to provide large-volume,

intense magnetic fields was initiated at the Lewis

Research Center, many different means of pro-

ducing these fields were investigated. 1 To reduce

structural problems and simplify magnet con-

st ruct ion and operation, it was decided to use low-

impedance, high-current design. This design cri-

terion was applied first to the copper water-cooled

coils, and later to the aluminum cryogenically

cooled coils. The power sources which resulted

from this program we described in this report.

HOMOPOLAR GENERATOR

A large homopolar generator2 was selected as

the best power source for the low-impedance

electromagnets to be constructed. In this machine

a cylinder 30.5 cm in diameter and 61 cm long is

rotated at high speed (7000 rpm) in the magnetic

field produced by the field windings. These wind-

ings are powered by a separate motor generator

set with a controllable output. Charges are in-

duced on the rotating cylinder as a result of the

rotation in the field and are collected by two flow-

ing streams of a sodium-potassium alloy (NaK).

The currents resulting are transferred to copper,

water-cooled, bus bars which carry the current to

the load. Figure 1 is a photograph of the homo -

polar installation. The motor switch gear, the
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exciter set, the generator, the NaK pumps, and

the speed increaser are shown in this photograph.

The operating range of the generator and its

associated equipment and a response curve are

shown in figure 2 up to the l-minute limit. The

continuous rating, however, is 60000 amperes at

1.8 megawatts. The upper current limit is deter-

mined by the current capacity of the steel rotor so

as to avoid overheating, which would destroy the

insulation on the rotor.

The output potential (fig. 2(a)) of the generator

is a function of the rotational speed and the field

power. The constant rotational speed limits the

maximum voltage to 38 volts because of the gener-

ator field windings, the associated iron saturation,

and the maximum output of the exciter. The elec-

tromotive force of the homopolar generator is con-

trolled through the control of the exciter set. The

machine can be operated in two modes. Since the

internal resistance of the generator is only a few

microhms, one mode of operation provides a

constant-voltage or zero-impedance characteristic

whereby the system current is determined by the

load resistance. In the other mode, the current

regulation is independent of load resistance and

thus constitutes a constant-current system.

Since the time constant of the generator cir-

cuit is large (about 2.5 see) compared with the de-

sired current rise time in magnet applications, the

automatic control circuit uses a forcing technique

to raise the output to 90 percent of the preselected

value (fig. 2(b)) in about 1 second.

The controller system (fig. 3) is a closed-loop

control. The controller unit generates fixed volt-

ages or variable-slope ramps which terminate at a

predetermined fixed voltage. The voltage gener-

ated by the controller is an analog of the desired

output current from the homopolar generator.

Amplifier A-2 compares this voltage with the am-

plified signal from the shunt which provides a volt-

age proportional to the output current. The error

is amplified by amplifier A-3 and the exciter.

This signal drives the output of the homopolar gen-

erator through its field to bring the net error to

zero and thus bring the output current to the value

set by the controller.

The shunt is composed of three 20000-

ampere, 50-millivolt shunts in parallel, which are

water cooled for efficient operation up to the gen-

erator maximum current of 200 000 amperes (see

fig. 4).

Manual control is accomplished by connecting

the controller output into amplifier A-3 without

comparison with the current in amplifier A-2.

The two reversing relays allow for reversal

of the exciter field for the purpose of quickly driv-

ing the current to zero in an inductive load. This

field-forcing feature is most valuable when the

generator is used, as it is at Lewis, to power an

electromagnet of high inductance, long time con-

stant, high energy storage, and limited capacity

of cryogenic coolant.

ELECTRONIC RAMP-AND-HOLD FUNCTION

GENEWTOR AS CHARGING CONTROL FOR

ELECTROMAGNETS

In the control of many electrical or mechani-

cal systems it is often desirable to operate the

system between preset points and to accomplish

the change between these points in a linear fashion

with time. This mode of control is frequently re-

ferred to as the “ramp-and-hold” operation. A

typical situation in which this type of control is

sought is the energizing of an electromagnet to a

preselected magnet field level at a fixed rate so as

to maintain a constant charging voltage during the

field sweep.

Basically, a voltage ramp function may be

generated in a number of ways. Two readily ob -

tained methods utilize (1) the voltage appearing

across a capacitor charging from a constant cur-

rent source, and (2) the voltage at the slidewire of

a motor-driven potentiometer fed from a constant

voltage source. The first of these methods has

been applied to the water-cooled and neon-cooled

electromagnets and the second is chosen for the

controller of a 14-tesla superconductive magnet

described in reference 1.

The ramp voltage appears at the output of an

operational amplifier integrator, the input of

which is a constant voltage. The fundamental in-

tegrator circuit is shown in figure 5. The ramp

.
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is dependent both on the time constant determined

by the resistance R and the capacitance C and

on the magnitude of the input voltage ei. Removal

of the constant voltage input after a period of inte-

gration establishes a “hold” condition.

The complete circuit diagram of the function

generator is shown in figure 6. The voltage ramp

is produced by the operational amplifier 1 (OA- 1)

stage comprised of the 2 -megohm input resistor,

a series of feedback capacitors so chosen as to

permit integrating time constants between O. 1 and

10 seconds, and a voltage source (the output of

OA-3). The OA-3 stage functions as a bipolar

switch with a graded null, the characteristics of

which are shown in figure 7. During periods when

OA-2 drives the input of OA-3 away from zero, the

integrator is presented with an essentially constant

voltage of approximately O. 6 volt to integrate and

produce the ramp output. When the output of OA-2

is zero the input voltage to the integrator is re-

duced to zero, and a hold condition results.

The OA-2 stage functions as a voltage com -

parator which senses the difference in the magni-

tude of the ramp output to that of the “limit” volt-

age set by the 10-turn potentiometer. This poten-

tiometer serves as a variable reference and pro-

duces an output which switches between nearly

constant levels in a manner identical to the action

of OA- 3. The polarity of the output indicates the

sense of the error of the ramp away from the se-

lected limit voltage. Hence, under conditions dur-

ing which the magnitude of the ramp output is not

equal to that of the set limit voltage, a fixed-level

voltage appears at the input to the integrator and

is phased so as to drive the ramp output to the

point set by the “limit” control.

Under this closed-loop mode of control the

stability of the hold is determined solely by the

stability of the voltage reference. The reference

incorporated into the circuit of figure 6 derives its

stability from a Zener diode carrying a nearly con-

stant current.

The rate at which the output voltage ramps

toward the set point is made adjustable by choice

of the integrating time constant (a range adjust-

ment), and by scaling the voltage presented to the

integrator with the potentiometer at the output of

OA-3 (a f ine adjustment).

The l-megohm feedback resistors around

OA-2 and OA-3 are included to ensure graded nulls

and gains not to exceed 10 and 100, respectively.

The use of four diode pairs as nonlinear feedback

and load elements for OA-2 and OA-3 serves to

provide an essentially constant input voltage to the

integrator regardless of the magnitude of the error

between output and reference.

If it is necessary to interrupt the ramp mo -

mentarily during a sweep, a pushbutton (S-2 in

fig. 6) is provided to remove the voltage to the

integrator and thus produce a hold. This hold

condition is, of course, subject to drift; the drift

can be minimized by careful adjustment of the off-

set voltage of OA- 1.

Additional controls include a selector switch

S-4 for selection of either positive or negative

output polarities or the zero potential reference,

and a reset switch S-1 to disable the integrator

and clamp its output to zero when selecting inte-

grating capacitors or for instantaneous return to

zero output.

Before a ramp-and-hold operation, switch S-1

is placed in the “reset” position, switch S-4 is

placed in the “O” position, an appropriate time

constant is selected with switch S-3, and the limit

point is set as indicated on the 10-turn potentiom -

eter. The ramp-and-hold operation is then exe-

cuted by switching S-1 to “active” and S-4 to

either “+” or “-’V, depending on the desired out-

put polarity.

The homopolar generator and control system

has proved to be an excellent magnet power sup-

ply. The ripple in the supply voltage is for prac-

tical purposes nonexistent (<1 mV at full rated

current). The maintenance problems have been

concerned primarily with supplying the NaK sys-

tem with a continuous dry cover gas, such as ni-

trogen or argon, and limiting the very high cur-

rent runs so that the rotor insulation is not dam-

aged by overheating.

TRANSFORMER-RECTIFIER SYSTEM

In addition to the homopolar generator a



transformer-rectifier power supply is used to

power some of the electromagnets. This system

is a three-phase, full-wave rectifier supplied from

variable-voltage transformers.

In figure 8, which shows one phase of the rec-

tifier power supply, the 440-volt, 60-hertz input is

regulated to compensate for line voltage variations.

This voltage is then applied to a pair of variable

transformers (fig. 4). The movable contact wipers

of this variable set of transformers (T-1 and T-2)

travel in opposite directions. When both wipers

tap equal potential points, zero voltsge is supplied

to the primary of transformer T-3; its secondary

has no voltage drop across it. The voltage drop

across the primary of transformer T-4 is then

440 volts. However, when the voltage taps of T-1

and T-2 are at opposite ends of the tapped wind-

ings, 440 volts will be supplied to the primary of

T-3. The one-to-one winding ratio of T-3 will,

therefore, produce 440 volts across the secondary

of T-3. If the phase of this voltage, which is in

series with the 440-volt line, is subtractive, then

the voltages will cancel and apply zero volts to

T-4. Conversely, the opposite extremes of T-1

and T-2 will yield 440 volts of the opposite polarity

across the secondary of T-3, which is additive,

and T-4 will be energized with 880 volts on its

primary.

This variation, to 880 volts, presented to the

rectifiers (fig. 10) connected in a three-phase

bridge circuit from the three-phase, step-down

rectifier-transformer controls the output of the

supply from O to 45 volts dc. This power source

is capsble of supplying 15000 amperes continu-

ously or 30 000 amperes for 2 minutes.

A picture of the complete installation is shown

in f igure 11.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The power supplies and their control circuits

described in this report are being used to power

magnets for experiments in solid state snd plasma

physics research. Their performance has been

satisfactory.
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Figure 1.- Homoplar generator installation. (Drive motor is off picture
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HIGH POWER TBXNOXAOY ASS4)OIATEDWITH DENSE PLASMA FOCUS RESEARCH1

by

K. D, Ware, J. P. Carpenter, P. J. Bottome,
A. H, Williams, end J. W. Mather

L@s Alemos ScientificLaboratory
University of California
Loa Alema, New Mexico

The technology of a fast, 120 kJ - 50 l+i capacitor ben~ used
with the dense plasma focus experi.menta (DPF-V) which has the
capability of delivering -. 5 14JIinto a shorted load is dl6-
cussed. The capacitorbank hea 12, 10 kJ - 50 N modules
which fire simultaneously to within ~ LO nsec. Each module
consiata of 4, 2 @ - 50 ldicapacitorsparallel connected by
a closed coexiel header to a single vacuum switch. The
capacitor-switchmodule is triggered by a coaxial spark ~W
with a fast rising transformer isolated pulse, 1.3 x 101 V/aec
up to 60 kV, and has en output voltage rise rate of 1.5 x 1012
V/see. The vacuum switch has discharged the 10 kJ of energy
while repeatedly passing currents of O.k MA for over a thou-
sand shots.

The engineering end technology pertaining to

the operation of a fast, 120 kJ - 50 kV capacitor

bank associated with dense plasma focus re6earch

(DPF-V) is described in limited detail. Various

photographicviews of the equipment are presented

with discussionon the constructionand operation

of the more unuauel hardware components. Special.

handling of high voltage Insulatingmaterials asso-

ciated with the capacitorbank is briefly considered.

AmeJor part of the paper is devoted to detail of

the basic unit of this capacitorbank which is a

10 kJ - 50 kV vacuum switch module end its operation.

Figure 1 shows a cross sectionalview of the

coaxial accelerator used to produce the dense plasma

focus. This shows the basic arrangementof the dls-

cherge, end the requirementsof the capacitorbank

end the vacuum system. The technology used to meet

these requirementsis the main subJect of this

paper.

The coaxial discharge electrodes with inner

end outer diameters of four end al.xinches respec-

tively are typical with a center electrode length

of nine inches. Upon applicationof a faSt riSing,

high voltage aignel to the breech of the accelera-

tor the gas breaks down end begins conducting cur-

rent along the surface of the Insulator. While the

current IS increasing,the sheath moves out and down

the acceleratoras predicted by the classical “snow

plow” theory at a velocity of -107 cm/sec. By

adjustmentof the voltage, gas pressure, emd inner

electrode length, the sheath is made to arrive at

the end of the center electrode at peek current or

aPProXtiatelYthe quarter period of the electrical

circuit. As indicated in Fig. 1, the magnetic

pressure B2/8n collap6ea the current sheath in a

symmetricaltwo-dimenaionelpinch and forms a high

temperature (2 to 5 keV) end dense (N 1019 perti-

cles/cc) plasma which remains stable for about. 1

to2xlo -7 sec. The current ia of the order of a



few MA with a quarter pericd of about 1.5 to 2 ~sec.

Figure 2 is a plan view of the DPF-V system.

The coaxial acceleratoris situated with a vertical

axis within the copper vacuum chamber. The 50 kV-

120 kJ capacitorbank consists of 12 - 8 @ modules

which are connectedto the coaxial header by ~ - 9

foot lengths of E!.eldenYK-198 coaxial cable. Maxi-

mum current under short circuit conditionsis - 5 MA.

At the top of Fig. 2 is the vacuum equipment

for the discharge chamber and the 12 vacuum spark

gaps. The vacuum requirementsfor the discharge are

not extreme although a fast pump-down for recycling

the fill gas is desired. Under normal operating

conditions the working gas in the discharge is pump-

ed below 10-5 torr end is then statically filled to

a few tnrr of D2 or H gas every 5 to 10 minutes.

In order to pump this relatively high pressure rap-

idly, liquid nitrogen cooled cryosorb pumps are

used to evacuate the system to a few mtorr in 1 to

2 minutes. The 6-inch-diffusionpump end liquid

nitrogen trap is then automaticallycycled to

complete the evacuationto < 10-5 torr. With this

system, approximately3 minutes are required to

cycle the fill gas. The gas pressure is monitored

by a Wallace Tiermen pressure gauge which is also

part of the safety interlock circuit. This circuit

prevents rechargingof the capacitorbank without

the proper gas pressure.

The spark gaps are back-filledto a few mtorr

of krypton or dry nitrogen while being mechanically

pumped through a liquid nitrogen trap. The vacu-

um PUMPing line IS - 12 feet Of 1/2 inch polyethyl-

ene tubing and connectsto the high voltage terminal

of the spark gap. A non-electricalconductingvacu-

UM pinch-off valve shown in Fig. 3 inserted in these

vacuum pump lines prevents high voltage flashover to

&round for voltages > 30 kV. A pneumatic valve op-

erates the winged-hingewhich pinches a soft rubber

tubing vacuum section and effectively opens circuits

to the vacuum lines. This valve has been tested up

to 55 kV and is sequentiallyoperated during the

charge-to-firingstages of the capacitorbank.

Figure k shows the charging network for the

capacitor bank which consists of the power supply,

charging resistors end master trigger unit. The

60 kV - 3 A constant current pwer supply built by

Hill-Magnetics,Inc., reaches peak charging current

in less then one second; after full charge, the

amount drops to zero by automaticallyopening the

480 V, 39 contactor, The charging current is de-

livered to the 12 module capacitorbank through

CUS04 resistors shown in Ng. 4. Ordinary wire-

wound high voltage resistors were found unsatisfac-

tory because of their low wattage rating. However,

the wattage rating of these liquid resistors is very

high. For example, dumping the entire stored energy

of 120 kJ into these resistors would produce only a

3“ rise in their temperature. It should be noted

that a saturated solution of CUS04 in these tubes is

- 200 Q and with an addition of 3$ by volume of

sulfuric acid it is reduced to - 20 $). Similar iso-

lation and charging resistors have been used with

another DPF device for the past seven months with no

problems. Because of the fast charging capabilities

of the power supply, a parallel arrangementof short-

ing switches end high voltage metering circuits are

included. These shorting circuits are fully inter-

locked for safety. At the right hand side of Fig. 4

is a hydrogen thyratron master trigger used to trig-

ger the vacuum spark gaps. The trigger si~als are

discussed later.

In Fig. 5 is the capacitor-vacuum-switchmodules

which consist of 4, 2 @ capacitorsparallel connect-

ed to a single graded vacuum switch. The module

stores 10 kJ at 5CikV end is charged through the

lead entering the side of the solld ground plate.

The vacuum stitch is located in the lower 3 inches

of the 12 inch output chimney terminal which con-

nects the module to the coaxial acceleratorheader

through the 8-coaxisI cables. The figure shows the

construction within the closed ground system with

some of the polyethylene sheets cut away in order to

ex~se the high mltege terminal plate. The lower

plate is O-ringed to each capacitor,outside the

bolt circle, Insulation is provided, in addition to

the sheets of polyethyleneabove and below the high

voltage plate, by a technique of polyethylene coat-

ing of the metal surfaces. This makes a continuous-

ly in8ulated path without expensivemolding or insu-

lator machining. After closing the top plate the

header is filled with transmissionoil by vacuum

“drawing”the oil. The oil is the only insulation

between the high voltage boss and the ground plate,

which is about 1-1/2 inches path length.

‘:1-?
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A cross-sectionalview of the vacuum switch is

shown in Fig. 6. The lower terminal is at high

voltage end the upper one is dc grounded through the

8-coaxiel cables and a shunt inductance across the

discharge header. The nylon buahlng compresses the

two main electrodes, the three l/k-inch glass dlecs

(with 1-1/2 to 2-1/8inchholes), andtwol/8 inch

brass discs electraies (with 1/2 to 5/8 inch holes),

to form the graded switch. The region outside the

glass discs and floating electrodes is pressurized

to -35 psi of SF6 in order to prevent voltage

breakdown in this outer region.

The coaxial spark plug (not shown in Fig. 6) is

axially located on the upper electrode. The con-

struction consists of a 1-1/2 inch length of Al O23
tubing with 3/16 inch outer diameter is used to in-

sulate the central tungsten rod and outer brass

sleeve of the spark plug. This alumina tube must

withstand rather severe treatment from the spark

gap discharge and much care has gone into the qual-

ity control to prevent chipping end cracking. TO

insure quality control, radiography and fluorescence

penetrants are used to reveal cracks or other flaws

in the cersmlcsbody.

The vacuum switches are Initiated from a fast

hydrogen thyratron master trigger unit. However,

the thyratron voltage pulse is not used directly to

trigger the spark plugs but is stepped up to about

60 kV using a 3:13 turn ratio lmninated iron core.

In addition to Increasingthe voltage pulse to about

1.3 x 1012 V/see the transformer provides high volt-

age isolation. The spark plugs fire at about 16 kV

end the fast voltage pulse triggers all the plugs

within a few nsec of each other.

The vacuum switch components are all thoroughly

cleaned and assembled with utmost care in order to

prevent the presence of any organic materials inside

the gap. The gap is then evacuated to a vacuum of

c 0.3 mtorr end “conditioned”by passing energies

> 1000 J through the switch while maintainingvacu-

um. lkcept for outgassingthe surfaces,the initial

conditioningprocess involves scoring of the side

walls of the Pyrex insulatorsby the discharge. The

fine cracks of this “crazing”process form the nucle-

ations for subsequent copper crystal growth. These

copper growths grade the gap voltage and prevent

buildup. When conditionedthe gap can be triggered

over a large voltage range from - 100 V to 55 kV.

Figure i’ shows several typical output voltage

traces. The oscillographs on the left are for the

vacuum condition (< 0.2 mtorr) end those on the

right are with .-4 mtorr of backfilled krypton.

Notice there is little Improvementat these volt-

ages in the rate of voltage output rise with or with-

out the backfilling gas, At lower voltages the rise

is better with the fill gas, but primarily the

krypton filled gap has much better firing statis-

tics as seen in the lower two oacillographs. The

jitter of gap firing without backfilling gas is

shown by five consecutivedischarges. Similar

traces, with 13 mtorr of krypton gas, at faster

sweep speed show a spread of only 3.5 nsec for five

discharges. A typical rate of rise of the output
12

voltage is a 1.5 x 10 V/see.

The 9 MSz frequency inherent In the traces in

Fig. 7 is parasitic and is due to reflections at

the end of the shorted load test cables. Similar

oscillationsof a more troublesome nature occur

with the g-foot cables delivering the high power to

the discharge header. Voltage doubling end cable

damage usually result without some impedance match-

ing termination. Figure 8 is a view of the input

side of the discharge healer. The inner plate is

the high voltage feed which connects to the center

electrode shown. Forth-eight terminators of 8 - 1

watt carbon resistors with a resistance of 37 id

per string are used to minimize impedance mismatch.

These terminators are quite adequate for the % -

1.6 (Discharge cables and only take about 66 kA at

50 kV or roughly M2$ of the available current.

One watt Allen-Bradley resistors have very good

pulsed high voltage integrity up to -15 kV.

Each capacitormodule has a ~ probe monitoring

the output current signal. These signals are used

to monitor the individualvacuum switch behavior

.md for the twelve channel + 10 nsec coincidence

circuit. The signal is also used with a twelve

channel non-coincidencecircuit to give a positive

indicationthat a gap has fired. This latter

circuit is very helpful in locating gap prefiring.

Another monitoring circuit being developed

consists of en acoustical crystal sensor mounted

on each module with Individual integratedmeter

reedouts. Often when a capacitor is faulty In

.,1 “
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constructionthe high current capacitortabs will

make end break producing in acousticalnoise. The

audio detector has been very successful in locating

the faulty capacitors. The faulty capacitor alao

creates sufficient r? noise to prefire the vacuum

gap.

Of course, there are many problems associated

with the physics of dense plasma focus research,

but this paper attemptedto emphasize only some of

the problems and their solutions pertaining to the

operation of high power capacitorbanks and their

energy transfer.
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.
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A. H. Williams, end J. W. Uather

h8 Alemofi Scientific Laboratory
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Los A.lemos,New Mexico

AWl?RACT

The electrical circuit for a dense plasma focus discharge
is analyzed end the importantparameters for optimizing
the current to the discharge are obtained. Electrical and
geometricalmeena for increasingthe available current to
the discharge are Investigated. Optimizationof the magnetic
energy in the system iB di8cuseed.

Increasingthe available currentto a dense

plasma focus (DPF)

temperature and/or

ship 12 = Ilk’l!.

Circuit Anely8is

device increases

density as 6hown

the plasma

by the relation-

Circuit analysis of the DPF machine which ex-

hibits a varying load inductance can reveal the

impmtant parameters for optimizing the available

current in this U circuit. The electrical circuit

of the DPF device is shown in Fig. 1. The capac-

itor bank Co which is charged to a voltage V. la

discharged through a constant external circuit

inductanceLe in series with the linearly varying

inductance~ of the plasma. The circuit equation

is
t

(Le+~t);+I(R+~)+

1

I/C. dt = Vo

0

The small external resistance Re la neglected in

this analysis. From experimental evidencel

LD= Lt.

Solution

Aa seen fran the solution2 of this circuit

equation on Fig. 2, the the dependent current

ratio I(t)/Im ~S a function of the dimensionless

parameter B =L/Rc. The maximum current Im is

Im=voqq

end the critical surge impedance

circuit is

Rc=2~

Current &hancement

It can be seen that I(t) is
.

Rc of the external

enhanced vhen R=

~S increased or L is decreased, i.e., when ~ + O.

L is related to the finite work done on the plasma

during the accelerationphase. Electrically I(t)

can be increased by using a low capacitancehigh

voltage system, bwering the capacitance serves to

increase the crftical surge impedance Rc which

resul,tsin a lower p. However, the applied voltage

V. must be increased to account for the resulting

reduction of the maximum current. I(t) also can

be increasedgeometricallyby using larger elec-

trodes while maintaining a constant electrode

spacing. This reduces the aspect ratio rol~i of

the accelerator,which, in effect, reduces L since
.

for a straight coaxial geometry L is defined as
. *O

‘=x v .f.n rolri

where v is the sheath velocity (.-105 m/see) end

r. and ri are the radii of the outer end imer

electrmies,respectively. Thus, @ can be affected

by the term M ro/ri.



AN INTERCHANGEABI.BTHETA-PINCHPLASMA

FCCUS MACHINE

by

Charles P. Wolfe
High Altitude Observatory

National Center for Atmospheric Research
Boulder, Colorado

ABSTRACT

A 224 uf 17 kV capacitor bank capable of interchangeablydriving either
a single turn theta-pinchcoil or a high density plaama focus gun has
been constructedac the High Altitude Observatory. This device ia used
as a spectroscopiclight source for the study of atomic spectra of astro-
physical interest in the soft x-ray and vacuum ultraviolet regiona of
the spectrum. When deuterium is used in each of the configurations,no
detectable neutrons are generated in tne theta-pinch,but a copious
amount of neutrona are observed with the focus arrangement. Design
criteria and operationalcharacteristicsof the machine will be des-
cribed.

IN’LRUDUCTIW

At the High Altitude Observatory,* a high

temperatureplaams physics laboratoryhaa been con-

structed. The purpose of this program is to pro-

vide laboratory identificationsof spectra of

highly ionized elements observed in the Sun.

These identificationswould allcw a better under-

standing of the temperatureand density structure

and the chemical compositionof the solar atmoe.-

phere. No plasma devices, a theta-pinchand a

Dlasma focus have, therefore,been built to serve

as spectroscopiclight sources. Conversionbe-

tween the two systems is accomplished through the

use of an interchangeabletheta pinch coil and

plasma focus gun. The same basic capacitor bank

drives both syatema.

In this paper we discuss some of the opera-

tional and design problems aaaociatedwith this

project with particular emphasis on capacitor and

switching problems encountered. Preliminary

* A division of the National Center for Atmos-

pheric Research with primary laboratorieslocated

at Boulder, Colorado and operated for the Univer-

sity Corporationfor AtmosphericResearch, a 27

member university organization.

measurement of neutron yields and electron

temperature that have been made in each configura-

tion are briefly reported.

THE THE14-PINCH CONFIGURATION

The initial design of the theta-pinch (See

Fig. 1) consisted of a main bank (BZ) of 16, 14&f,

20 kV capacitors - each with a low inductance

folded return ignitron switch aasembly.l Ninety-

six 20P2 BICC cables (6 per switch), each 2! long,

were attached to three aides of a pair of 41

square collector platea. These plates have an

interchangeabletapered section on the fourth side

feeding into a coil of adjustable length. The coil

most often used was 6!’ long (26 nh) with a 1.16

mirror ratio and a 2-1/2*tO.D. ceramic or pyrex

discharge tube waa inserted into it. Ihe total in-

ductance of the system was - 31.7 nh when using

the 611mirror coil which provided an initial volt-

age transfer from the capacitor bank to the coil of

82 percent.

Since second-cycle operation, hence a cooler

plasma, was considered to be adequate for our pre-

liminarywork, only an initialRF pre-ionization

was used while the first half-cycle of the BZ dis-

charge was allowed to complete the ionization.



Thus, the spectra studied were generatedduring the

second compression. The RF pre-ionizationwaa ob-

tained with a one kilowatt pulsed CW 27 MC trans-

mitter turned on two aeconda prior to, and off one

second after, the discharge of the main bank.

The main bank capacitor failure rate was high,

approximatelyone every 25-50 discharges. This pro-

blemwas thought to be due to the short length of

cable not providingadequate inductive isolationbe-

tween the capacitors. The jitter time of the igni-

tron switcheswaa sometimes as long as one micro-

second. The possibilitywas considered that some

of the switches firing early placed a near equal

potential across the ignitrons that had not yet

fired. This would cause some of the ignitrons

not to switch on until the second half-cycle.

l%is situation,creating an over-voltingcondition

on the capacitor,possibly contributed to the fail-

ure rate.

The BZ cable lengthwas extended co 10’ in an

attempt to reduce capacitor failure, however, an

improvementwas not noticed. The total circuit in-

ductance increased to - 34.2 nh, while the voltage

transferefficiencydropped to 76 percent. Al-

though usable spectra was being taken during this

time, it became evident that a hotter source was

desirable and a pre-ionizationbank was added to

move the operation to the first half-cycle. The

pre-ionizationbank (PI) consisted of two luf, 50

kV capacitorswith switches and 10’ cables identi-

cal to those used with the 82 bank. Nominal

Initial charge voltage was 18 kV. The circuit

oscillated at 400 KC.

After addition of the PI bank, the prefire

rate of the 62 bank increased sharply. The igni-

trons apparentlywere incapableof holding off the

ringing PI bank voltage until the desired time to

fire the main bank.

The ignitronshad previously been cooled

with continuouslyflwing tap water (45°F),but

after the increasedprefire rate, a refrigeration

system was installed to circulate much cooler

water (20°F). The prefire conditions remained

about the same and the ignitron jitter became con-

siderablyworse. Next, 50-watt lightswith

aluminized reflectorswere placed on the anode in

an attempt to keep the top part of the ignitron

hot ao that the mercury would flow more easily

into the reservoir at the baae of the ignitron. A

range of water cooling temperatures at the base of

the i~nitrona were tried st the same time the

anodes were being heated. Satisfactoryoperation

was not obtained. The jitter remained too large

and the voltage hold-off capabilities inadequate.

Meanwhile, E. L. Kemp et al.
2
of the Los

Alamos Scientific Laboratorydeveloped a three

element spark gap for the Scyllacita experiment.

They most generously offered to shsre the new low

inductanceswitch design with us. Since several

of the major parts of the respectiveswitches

were interchangeable,with minor expense and time,

a conversionwas made to the folded return spark

gap configuration. The spark gap switch vastly

improved operation over the ignitronswitches.

The PI bank could now be fired without causing the

BZ bank to prefire and the firing jitter between

switcheswaa reduced.

Although the spark gap proved to be a con-

siderable improvementover the ignitron switch, an

effort was made to modify the switch ao that an

increasednumber of shots could be obtained before

switch maintenancewas required (See Fig. 2). In

addition, an attempt was made to further decrease

the jitter. This was done by taki~ the cue from

W. H. Lupton3 of the Naval Research Laboratory.

To accomplish this, the insulatoraround the

trigger element was increased in diameter so that

the discharge jumped from the trigger element to

the bottom electrode, rather than to the top

electrode. This mode of breakdsun (mode 1)

serves to rapdily ionize the gap between the

cathode and ancde of each switch which reduces the

jitter time. Mode 2 operation,with breakdown

occurring between the trigger element and the top

electrode, requires that the ionized particles

diffuse outward from the anode toward the cathode.

When the ionized cloud comes close enough to the

cathode to arc over, the switch fires. Since each

ionized cloud does not necessarily propagate with

the same velocity nor have the same density, a

slightly different firin8 time for each switch is

.

*
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possible. A Mullite insulator

with a 3/3211bore into which a

welding rod is inserted serves

insulator and electrode.

of 5116*tdiameter

3/32” pure tungsten

as the trigger

Several different electrode surface config-

urations were tried. The arrangement finally

adopted was a 5f8V8 wide flat surface that was

machined on the end of each hemisphere and then

radiused to blend into the hemisphere. The gap

between the top and bottom electrodes ia typic-

ally aet at 0.4001~. This ia sufficientto hold

off PI ringing voltages of 18 kV without prefiring,

when the B2 bank is charged to 17 kV. The jitter

time of these switches does not exceed 50 ns. The

switches have been fired in excess of 4000 times

with only minor maintenance. Although conversion

to the spark gap switch provided a more reliable

operation, the capacitor failures still occurred

at a high rate.

It was obvious that the capacitor failure was

not determined by switch problems and we could

find no appreciable transients in the system. Ue

then began to open capacitors that had failed and

examine them. To the beat of my knowledge, the

engineering techniquesapplied to the design of

these units was sound. The failures all appeared

to occur because of improperlyapplied solder

connections between the tabs and the individual

capacitor sections or the collector.

A possible explanation is related magnetic

forces exerted on the poorly soldered tabs which

cause them to work apart. Since the current is

traveling in the same direction through areas

separated by small voida, the magnetic pressure

first constricts the loose section. When the cur-

rent passes through its peak and starts towards

zero current again, the constricted force is

gradually released. The momentum of the loose

section, aa the current goes through zero, ia

sufficient to tear loose an additionalarea of the

tab or the collector,depending upon where the

void occurs. Repeated discharges enhance the pro-

blem and internal arcing then begins to occur.

This causes small pieces of loosenedmaterial and

chared oil to permeate the capacitor until they

bridge the area between the charged portion of

the unit and the grounded case. bter evidence

presented in the discussion of the plasma focus,

strengthens the above argument. An excellent

argument for the necessity of building high energy

capacitors very rugged and solid appears in a book

by F. B. A. prfingel.
4

With deuterium added, no neutrons were gener-

ated while using any or all of the configuration

described above. Also, no noticeable deteriora-

tion of the A1203 discharge tube under the coil

was observed after many thousands of discharges

as has been reported in other experiments.5 This

suggests that it is the hot ions that do the work

of destroying the area of the discharge tube

under the coil when neutrons are produced. The

electron temperature in our machine and others

where neutrons are produced, are very similar

(-300-350 eV).

THE PLASMA FOCUS ATTACHMENT

With the knowledge available of some of the

effects of the circuit parameters, a plasma focus

type attachment (See Fig. 3) was considered for

producing higher electron temperaturesto further

extend our studies of atomic spectra. (Smaller

plasma focus configurati0ns6have been used for

several years in our shock tube laboratory. In

this laboratory,one of the studies involved the

investigationof the effects of circuitry pro-

ducing the limiting current phenomena. The

resder is referred to references 6 and 7 for de-

tails).

Because we had planned to use both the

theta-pinch and the plasma focus attachments,

depending upon the conditions required during the

specific data taking period, it was desirable to

be able to change configuration with the minimum

overall effort. Another constraintwas placed on

the system by requiring the theta-pinchand plasma

focus diagnostic axes to be the same. This re-

sulted in a system having an asymmetric current

feed. Approximatelysix man-hours are required

to convert from one configuration to the other.

The inner diameter of the accelerator ia

2 3/8w, while the inner diameter

ductor is 3 718*P. The length is

of the outer con-

18,,frm the
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current characteristicsof the plasma focus con-

figuration,the capacitor life was extended over

that found when the bank was used as a theta-

pinch. Large voltage transients in the system

have thus far had no significant effect.
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Fig. 1 General view of the initial design of the

theta pinch,

Ml-RG-8/u

Colletfor
ottachingcen
conductor of

RG-8/u to

tungsten rod

“0’’ringcushi

Mullite insula

n
Fig. 2 Cut away view of the part of the low in-

ductance three element spark gap switch show-

ing the modified configuration. (See Ref. 2

for detaila)



Fig. 3 The plasma focus attachment mounted in a

vertical position so that the plasma forms-

tion ia on the same diagnostic axis as the

theta pinch plasma. The return current path

extension is removed.

Fig. 4 NO sets of pictures showing the high

voltage - fast transient signals associated

with the plasms focus collapse. Also, note

the damped signa1 and extended period after

th= CO1lapse occurs.
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APPIUATION OF THS NET-1 NSTWOR ULMIS PROGRAM TO DIST~BUJ!IjDmRC~TS*

by

Grenfell P. Boicourt

Los Alanws Scientific Laboratory,University of California
Los Alanos, New l.kxico

ABSTRACT

The NET-1 Network Analysis programi.san engineering-oriented
computer program which calculates the voltages and currents in
an electricalnetwork as functions of time. This paper describes
the program briefly and discusses the mdeling procedures for
capacitors,cables, inductors, and switches, as well as large
scale capacitor discharge circuits. Several examples are given
which illustrate the exceptional capabilitiesof the program.

I. I~RODUCPICXf

NBT-1 is a generalizednetwork analysis program

developedat the Los Alamos ScientificLaboratoryby

Nalmberg and Cornwell.
1,2

The program performs a

non-linear analysis of systems which can be modeled

as lumped constant networks. While MIT-1 is specifi-

cally designed for the analysis of transistorized

electronicnetworks, it is capable of solving any

mathematical system which can be treated as a fixed
~on3 ,4

network. has shown that a surprisingly

large group of mathematical structurescan be treat-

ed exactly as fixed networks.

NET-1 calculate the voltages at each node of

the circuit and the current threugh each inductor

diode and transistoras a function of time. By use

of the solution output program described in Refs. 1

and 2 it is possible to perform integrationof one

functionwith respect to another as well as form

algebraic expressions involving the variable and

time. The NET-1 program contains an internal li-

brary of transistor and diode characteristics and

will print out warnings if the maximum ratinga of

such components are exceeded. Examples of steady-

state and transientanalysia

2, and 5. The computational

in Ref. 6.

are given in Refa. 1,

mthods are described

The original program was written for the

NANIAC II computer and this version ia described in

IA-2853.
1

A second version has been written for the

IBM7090f94 and this is deacrfbed in IA-3119.2

11. MCDEI.XNG

In order to compute the action of a given cir-

cuit it is necessary to assign to each physical cir-

cuit component a network model, i.e., an equivalent

circuit, made up of resistors, capacitors, inductors,

power sources, etc. This model should describe the

electrical properties of the component with suffi-

cient accuracy that when the component model is used

in the overall circuit nmdel, the resulting solution

aPProxi~tes the actual sOlution to within whatever

Muits are required. It is possible to use quite

elaborate medels even for what could be considered

simple components.

There are a number of things to be considered

when choosing component models for ~-l. These



include, anmng others, the size of the final circuit,

the type of solution desired, and hcw nuch ti= can

be spent in computing the solution. The numory size

of the computer on which the problem is to be run

limits the total number of resistors, capacitors,

and inductorswhich can be used in the overall cir-

cuit model. Thus it may be necessary to choose sim-

ple equivalent circuits for the components if the

overall circuit is large. The situation which arises

concerning the type of solution can best be illus-

trated by an example. Suppose one wishes to model

a capacitor discharge circuit and the desired solu-

tion is the voltage and current profile at the load.

In this case the capacitivecomponents can usually

be modeled as pure capacitorsor as a simple series

connection of a pure capacity, a pure resistance,

and a pure inductance. Hcwever, if one wants to know

what voltages and currents may occur during dis-

charge inside the capacitive components themselves,

such models would not be suitable. The tine required

to solve a problem increaseswith the number of cir-

cuit elewmts so time and cost limitationsmay dic-

tate the use of simpler equivalent circuits and the

acceptance of less detailed informationabout the

circuit.

Generally we have found that the simpler models

are adequate. A resistor is m.deled by a pure re-

sistance. An inductor is modeled by a pure induct-

ance in series with a resistor. Since NET-l re-

quires that a resistanceaccompany any inductor

this model is the simplest inductancemdel allowed.

If a resistivevalue does not accompany the inductive

value on the input list the programwill supply a

value of l@7 ohms. A capacitor is usually described

by a pure capacity in series with an inductanceand

resistance. Coaxial cables can be modeled as ladder

networks of series inductors and parallel capacitors.

The cable resistance is included as the resistance

associated with the inductors.

In NET-1, switching is handled by specifying the

conditions in the circuit at the instant the switch

is closed and starting a transientanalysis at that

time. Thus at turn-on time in a capacitor discharge

circuit, capacitorsare charged and no current is

Elcwing. The switch then appears in the circuit

usually only as a passive element with inductance

and resistance. If it is desired to sinulate the

firing of a spark gap, it is possible to specify

::7-2

a voltage source which is connectedbucking the ca-

pacator voltage and which decays exponentiallywith

a specified time constant. This is equivalent to

assuming an exponentiallydecaying arc drop in the

gap. An extension of NET-1, NET-2, will have a num-

ber of featureswhich are not present in NEX-1. One

of these featureswill be a much greater capability
7

in handling switched circuits.

111. EXAMPLES

Figure 1 shows the network analog of a test cir-

cuit used for testing capacitorsand cable cartridges.

Cl is the source capacitor, L1 is the internal induct-

ance of the capacitor, L2 is the inductance of the

capacitor header, and 13 represents the inductance

of the spark gap switch. L101 through L116 and C101

through c116 form a ladder network which simulates

six parallel coaxial cables. Ll17 represents the

inductanceassociatedwith the cable cartridge and

c200 is the capacity of the collector plate holding

the cartridge. L200 simulates an inductive load

which in this case is a 16-inch diameter copper 100P.

Each node to which components are connected or at

which the voltage is desired is numbered. The co-n

node at the bottom which would normally be grounded

is assigned the node number O.

The input list requirements for =-1 are de-

scribed in detail in Refs. 1 and 2. Figure 2 shows

the input list for the nemork of Fig. 1. The first

column gives the program designation for each com-

ponent. The second and third columns give the nodes

to which the component is connected. The fourth col-

umn specifies the value of the component. The fifth

column specifies the value of resistance to be asso-

ciated with the inductors. The units used in the

NET-1 program are picofarads,microhenries,kilohma,

milliamperes,nanoseconds,and volts; however, any

other consistent set of units may be used. The

initial conditionson each circuit component are

specified individuallyunder the obvious heading.

The voltage is specified for a capacitor and the cur-

rent for an inductor. If the nam of a component

does not appear in the initial conditions list, the

appropriatevalue is assumed to be zero

program.

If

60

Iet us return to the circuit shown

the source capacitor Cl is initially

kV and c200 is small, it is possible

by the

i.nFig. 1.

charged to

to observe

v

.
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the effect of terminating the cables in a large in-

ductive load. The impedance mismatch leads to volt-

age enhancement at the load which is then reflected

back tmard the source capacitor. This reflection

is illustrated in Fig. 3 which shcws the voltage-

distance-time surface for the cable in the circuit

of Fig. 1 during the first 110 nsec of the discharge

as computed by NET-1. As we go froni node 18 toward

node 1, we see the voltage rising toward 60 kV at

later tires. At approximately 42 nsec, the voltage

at node 1 passes above 60 kV and the voltage re-

flection back toward the source capacitor. The abil-

ity to follow a pulse, as just illustrated,is one

of the remarkable properties of the NET-1 program.

After a little practice one finds it easy to follow

reflected pulses for quite large distances and times

even in more complicatedcircuits merely by scanning

the print-out. This gives an intuitive understanding

of the action of the circuit probably not obtainable

in any other way. This understandingallnws one to

pinpoint areas where large ovenoltages may occur

and to provide for the proper insulationat these

points in the physical circuit.

An example where the cables are terminatedin

a capacitive load is shown in Fig. 4. In this case

C2 is much smaller than the source capacitor Cl, but

the combinationof C2 in parallelwith the cables

to the bottom left and to the right of it presents

an almost capacitive termination. ‘lM.sis a model

of the pulse test used to evaluate coaxial cable and

capacitors. The cable to be evaluated constitutes

the ladder network running to the bottom left. The

action of the circuit is essentially that of a ca-

pacitive doubling circuit. That is, in the absence

of the cable to the right and the inductor L2, the

capacitor C2 would discharge to approximately

2 V.

v= cl
C2 .

1 +c2/cl

L2 represents the inductance of C2. The cable

on the right, which represents a high impedance, is

used to drain off the charge. The teat cablea follow

the voltage on C2 except that some transientsare

induced which result in further overvoltage to the

test cables.

During the preliminary design work for Scyllac

it was felt that it would be desirable to be able

to disconnect the cables at the end of each capacitor

rack. This was to have been accomplishedby making

a Plug-in splice in each cable. A metal splice tube

was designed which was 15 inches long with polyeth-

ylene insulation inside to separate the center con-

ductor of the cable from the coaxial return of the

tube. The cable was then to be cut and plugged in

each end of the tube with suitable hardware. The

cube waa designed for use Ln air.

The model in Fig. 4 waa used to estimate the

voltage appearing at the mismatch which the tube in-

troduced. Capacitors c36 and (L37and inductor L36

were changed to the capacitanceand inductance val-

ues calculated for the tube. Figure 5 shows the

voltage at node 26 calculated by NET-1 as well as

the voltage at node 2. An actual test was made

with 6 tubes, one on each of the cables in the test,

inserted at the position of L36. Five of the six

tubes arced on the first shot. These arcs occurred

across 7 inches of polyethyleneinsulation parallel

to the axis of the cable. Since the E-field must

be predominantlyradial in this configuration,it

indicateswhat a sizable voltage must have been

present to cause the arcing. From the figure we see

that NET-1 calculated this voltage to be approximate-

ly 118 kv. It will be noted that the voltage at

node 26 follows grossly the voltage at node 2 but

at a higher level and with a time delay of about

20 nanoseconds.

Figure 6 shows the NET-1 model for an entire

cartridge-fedtheta-pinchmachine. The nodes along

the top horizontal line correspond to cable cartridge

rows, the inductors between them represent the in-

ductance of the collector plates between the rowa.

The main bank consists of capacitors Cl through c14,

the ladder networks between the capacitors and the

cable cartridge nodes represent cables. The capac-

itors directly below the cartridge nodes represent

the collector plate capacity. Observation shows

that there is some high frequency ringing between

the load inductance,L500, and the collector plate

capacity which does not seem to involve the main

bank or cables. Since the resistancewhich the

collector plate presents to this oscillation is con-

siderablyhigher than the resistance presented to

the primary oscillation,resistors having the values

calculated for the higher frequencyare introduced

in series with the capacitorswhich represent the

collector plate capacitance.

E7-3



It is believed that this circuit is the largest

ever run on NET-1. The circuit has 170 nodes, 153

capacitors, and 154 inductor-resistor combinations.

The problem was run on M4NIAC II which at the time

had a memory of 80 K decimal. A check at the time

showed that it would be possible to increase the

size of the circuit by about 15 nodes. With this

size circuit computing time becomes critical. The

computing rate was about 50 nanosecondscircuit tim

per hour of real time.

Iv. SWM4RY

In summary, the NET-1 program provides a useful

means for analyzing capacitor discharge systems in

particular, and any network system in general. The

use of NET-1 can lead to better understanding of the

transient phenomena associated with such circuits.

It is an aid in explaining high-voltage system fail-

ures and can be used to establish better design cri-

teria for the components used in such systems.
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HIGH CURRENT COAXIAL DC BUS SYSTEMS*

by

Charles W. Bushnell
Plasma physics Laboratory

Princeton University
Princeton, New Jersey

ABSTRACT

Water cooled coaxial DC bus systems, constructed of standard
sizes of copper pipe and tube, with current ratings of 500, 5,000
and 20,000 amperes are discussed with regard to the design para-
meters pertinentin the immediate proximity of a magnetic device.

The attractivenessof a coaxial system is quite obvious when
(1)design for normal and faultlopding due to selffields,(2)de-
sign for loads due to stray fields,and (3)generation of disturbing
magnetic fieldsare considered.

The test results from prototype designs are used to compare
and evaluate the coaxial systems with the more standard water and
air cooled bus. Parameters considered include:(1)space require-
ments, (2)power requirements, (3)totalsystem costs, (4)material
availability,and (5)design flexibility.

A casual approach toward the problem of bus

design in the immediate proximity of an experi-

mental device may resultin serious magnetic,

structuraland financialproblems. These problems

willbe avoided ifattentionis given to the follow-

ing eightdesign considerations:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5,

6.

7.

a.

Space availability

Normal and fault loading (self field)

Loads due to stray fields

Generation of disturbing magnetic fields

Power requirements

cost

Material availability

Ease of removal and modification

As a means of evaluatingthe above factors,

three basic designs for a “typical”bus run are

shown in Fig. 1. This typicalrun willalso be

*Work performed under auspices of the U. S.
Atomic Energy Commission.

us ed to evaluate two other designs.

The design requirements for the run result

from the characteristicsof a typicalpower supply

availableat the laboratory:

Current Steady = 5000 amps

Max. Line Voltage = 800 volts

Max. Fault Current = 50,000 amps

Ground InsulationTest Level = 5000 volts

The firsttwo systems in Fig. 1 represent

standard practice presently used at the Plasma

Physics Laboratory. The third system, a high

current coaxial design, is a significantdeparture

from our standard practice. Itshould be noted

thatthe relativespace requirements for each

system would seem to favor the coaxial design.

A test section of the 5000 ampere coaxial

design is shown in Fig, 2. The section was de-

signed to be water-cooled utilizingthe laboratory

60 psi water system. Itwas constructed using

2S-1



readily available sizes of type K and L copper tube

and schedule 80 copper pipe.

The interiorconductor is a length of 3/4

inch nominal schedule 80 copper pipe with machined

fittingsbrazed in each end thatare both water and

electricalconnections. The assembly is insulated

with two layers of heat shrinkable irradiated

vinyltubing.

The exterior conductor is itself a coaxial

pair, fabricated using two lengths of copper tube.

The outside tube is 1 -1/2 inch type L and the in-

side tube is a length of 1-1/4 inch type K. These

are brazed into machined end blocks which form

the water and electrical connectors. Section to

section connections, both straight and right angle,

are made using lengths of 1/2 inch thick copper

bar stock. An insulation system of mylar and

glass-epoxy will be used on the exterior conductor.

As a further means of evaluating the three

designs, Fig. 3 summarizes basic engineering

data and the costs involved in each. With Fig. 3

in mind, let us consider the remainder of the

basic design cons ideations :

Normal and Fault Loading (Self Field) - Tbe

first two designs have been braced for this, resul-

ting in higher costs. The coaxial system presents

no problem and the costs reflect only the inter.

connecting bolts.

Load Due to Stray Fields - Obviously, the

coaxial s ystem is free from this effect and the

costs of the other system do not reflect this pro-

blem as it is hard to establish a realistic value in

an analysis of this nature.

Generation of Disturbing Magnetic Fields -

The coaxial system not only solves the problem,

but it avoids such things as the cost and time of

computer studies to evaluate the effects of the

first two systems.

Power Requirements - The air cooled system

is superior, however, the requirements of the

other two systems represent a loss of less than

O. 570 of the total available from the supply.

Cost - The figures speak for thems elves,

however, they are only material costs. Fabrica-

tion of the coaxial system would obviously be

higher due to the more complicated nature of the

end connections. The latter would be compensated

for, to some degree, by cost of extra bracing

required for stray field loads on the first two

systems. If an increase in resistance of approx-

imately 3070 can be tolerated, standard water

tube and pipe can be used in the coaxial design

resulting in a cost-per-foot reduction of about

10 to 15’70. It should also be noted that minimum

order requirements in extruded copper are usually

in the 1000 to 5000 pound range and for small jobs

this can greatly affect the actual cost of the stan-

dard water-cooled design.

Material Availability y - The material (ETP

Copper) for the air-cooled design and the connec-

tors in both the water-cooled and coaxial design

is readily available. Purchase of special ex-

trusions required for the standard water-cooled

design is involved with not only minimum require-

ment clauses but also long (10-1 5 week) delivery

schedules. High conductivity tube and pipe are

available in 3 to 4 weeks and standard wate r tube

and pipe are usually off the shelf items in any

quantity.

Ease of Removal and Modification - It would

appear that all three systems are about equal in

this regard.

Two other coaxial systems are listed in

Fig. 3. A test section of the 500 ampere design

is shown in Fig. 4. This design uses 1/.? inch

type L tube as the interior conductor and single

cooling path. This conductor is insulated with

a single layer of heat shrinkable irradiated vinyl

tubing and then potted in place within the exterior

conductor with RTV- 1 1 Silicone rubber. This

electrical insulation is also used as the thernlal

r
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conductor from the exterior electrical conductor

to the central cooling path. The exterior conduc-

t~r is a 3/4 inch type L @be (5/8 O. D. ). Straight

and right angle connectors are made using 1 /8 inch

thick copper bar stock. Tests of the prototype de-

sign, shown in J?ig.4 have produced values of

thermal conductivityof the combined RTV-vinyl

system of O.0064 watts/in-°C (Were both interior

and exterior conductors to be changed to type K

of the same respective sizes, the rating of this

design could easilybe doubled.) The other design

features of this system are generally similar to

the 5000 ampere system.

The last column in Fig. 3 represents

scaling of the 5000 ampere coaxial system to a

D. C. current ratingof 20,000 amperes. In this

design the exterior conductor is again a pair of

coaxial tubes, The e*e$iQr is a 3-1/2 inch type

K tube and the inte$ior ig size 3 inch type K tube.

The interior colafhlcto~ is a length of 2 inch sche-

dule 160 pipe. sts’a@t and rightangle connectors

are made using 1 inch thick copper bar stock.

Materials for this design are available in high

conductivity copper on a 3-5 week deLivery basis.

The power requirements for the ‘[typical” design

run seem high, however, they are actually only

L-1 / 4 To of the capability of the anticipated power

supply.

Costs of terminal fabrication may make

the coaxial design more expensive than conventional

bus systems. This cost, however, is frequently

justified when consideration is given to all re-

quirements which must be considered in the

neighborhood of a magnetic device.

Ill
XQo A ME % Bu5 ‘WATER CUED C0WE8

Fig. 1. A typica1 bus run for three designs.
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Fig. 2. Test setup for the prototype 5000 ampere
water cooled coaxial bus SYStern.
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ENC,IXEERING DATA AND COST COMPARISONS FOR SEVERAL BUS SYSTEMS

Air

Cooled

Design Rated Current - Amps. 5000

R/ Loop Foot (at20°C)-Ohms xl O
-6

3.3

Curient Density - Amps/ in.
2

1000

Total Voltage Drop - Volts 0.42

Total Power Loss - kW 2.1

COSTS:

Conductors $720

Supports, Bolts, Etc. 159

Insulation --

Water Cooling
TOTAL $+

COST PER LOOP FOOT $40

Water w/c w/c

Co~led Coax Coax—.

5000

33

10000

3.5

18

$ 152

37

17

$s

$ 10

5000

33

10000

3.5

18

$178

15

28

$$:

$ 11

500

180

5200

2.1

1.1

$31

6

25

&

$3

w/ c
Coax

20000

6.5

8000

2.8

56

$ 889

57

42

$ 10:?

$47

(1) Based on design shown in fig. 1 and using 100~0I.A. C. S. copper

Fig. 3. Engineering data and cost comparisons for
several bus systerns.

*

?

*

Fig. 4. Test setup for the prototype 5000 ampere
water cooled coaxial bus system.
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HICH-CURREXI J031W TECHNIQUES*

by

R. S. Dike and W. H. Borkenhagen

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory,University of California
LOS Alams, New MSXiCO

ABSTSACT

This report discusses various methods of transferringhigh-current
pulses in the range of 5 - 100 kA/cm through mechanically-msde joints of
a type that can be easily disassembled. The examples cited and the tech-
niques involved are taken from devices actually in successful operation.
Several different joint designs have been developedand those presented
are divided into the following categories: (1) joints for flat plates;
(2) joints for round bars; and (3) joints for cable terminations.

Joints for Flat Plates

In the design of flat plate transmissionlines

to energize theta-pinchcoils, the plates are often

of a nature and/or size that necessitates their

being made in sections and then secured together in

a suitable fashion for efficient transfer of the

current in an unrestrictedmanner. The theta coil

itself must also be attached to the transmission

line. The methods used to physicallyjoin the pieces

together in a non-sparkingmanner have been of major

concern to our designers.

Figure 1 shows a typical flat plate joint of

the butted variety and one that ia quite cosmtonin

the theta-pinchbusiness. This type of joint is now

in use on the Scylla IV device. A soft annealed COP-

per gasket is between the sections being joined, and

the joint is pulled together by a bolt and barrel nut

arrangement. Such a joint may be made aa long as de-

sired to accommodateany plate width, provided the

bolt loadingand spacing is adequate per unit area.

Figure 2 shows another type of flat plate joints.

This one differs only in one respect and involves the

position of the gasket. Here it is placed horizon-

tally as opposed to the vertical butted type shown

in Fig. 1. By extending a few sheets of insulation

material into the vertical crack, one can prevent

the current from jumping across the gap. Even though

the current is forced to transfer in a seemingly un-

desirable manner, this joint is in some respects su-

perior to other flat plate joints. The bolt loading

and spacing are essentially the sam as in other

joints, but an advantage in using this type is the

deletion of the bored holes necessary for the barrel

nut arrangetmnt,allowing one to maintain consistent

plate strength throughout. One possible disadvantage,

however, is some added inductance in the system due

to the small loop the current must make at the trans-

fer point.

A third type of joint is shown in Fig. 3. This

is a welded flange type, used with only marginal suc-

This joint, currently in use, is transferringapproxi- cess due to the inefficiencyof the bolting method.

mately 25 M or about 54 kA per cm, with little or Adequate bolt loading is difficult to realize at the

no sparking. current transfer point since the msximm bolt-load

* Work performd under the auspices of the U. S. pressure is too far renmved from where it should be

Atomic Energy Conssi.ssion. to assure a non-sparking contact. This type is



recommended only where current densitiesare less

than about 50 kA per cm.

Bolt load calculationsfor these joints may be

performed to determine bolt size and preload torque

in the following manner:

W = xb gy* (for cylinder configurations)

W = bly (for linear configurations)

where W = bolt load (pounds)

b = seating value (see ref.)

g = mean gasket diameter

y = minimum design seating stress

1 = length of gasket

*PressureVessel Code 1962 (VA-49.2)

This formula, used primarily in pressure vessel ap-

plications in gasket pre-load requirements,has

worked quite well for the M.gh-currentjoints under

discussionhere. Figure 4(a) shows the suggested

use. The bolt-load value, “W”, thus obtained, may

be divided by any number of bolts desired, but sev-

eral small bolts will be better than a few large

ones since they can assure a mere uniform gasket

pressure over the area involved.

Machined steps, either in the gasket or in the

plate material, have been found to be desirable since

the contact area is thus reduced allowing the bolt

load requiremmt to be much less. Figure 4(b) shows

such an arrangement. Here l!nl!width of gasket refers

only to the material actually making contact with the

two plates.

Bolts should be carefully torqued to the value

indicated by the gasket seating pressure requirement.

However, there may be instanceswhen the magnetic

field pressure between the plates is large enough to

affect significantlythe gasket pre-load value and

loosen the joint. When this is the case, the torque

per bolt should be increased accordingly.

Joints for Round Bars

High-current transfers from round bars presents

rather a challenging problem. In the design of the

Qu.adrupoleDevice for Cross-Field Injection, for in-

stance, one is confrontedwith the design of a single

coax conductor capable of carrying in the order of

750 kA or a current density of 100 kAlcm at close to

a l-millisecondperiod. Figure 5 shows one solution

to the problem. In use here as the transfer method

is a kind of collet device similar in some respects

to the type used in machine lathes for holding stock

while it is turning. The mechanical advantage gained

by using a collet is well known. Considerable fric-

tional resistancecan be obtained through the use of

the taper. For instance, the taper-shankeddrill,

when forced only hand-tight in a tapered socket, can

resist very high turning forceswhen drilling a hole

in so= material. These forces prevent the drill

from twisting in the socket, and their magnitude,

normal to the tapered surfaces, is many times higher

than that required to simply initiate the seat. It

is this taper principle, then, that when applied to

current joints of the round bar variety, can achieve

a highly effective means of accomplishingan efficient,

non-sparkinginterface.

The collets used in this instance are machined

with a 5° taper angle. Care mst be taken to assure

that the contact surfaces are smooth, preferably

polished, and with no tool marks. Diameter of collet

hole and shaft diameter are ~de to the same size

and tolerance very closely so that when the collet

is tightened, the surfaces of the collet hole and

shaft are parallel.

If one realizes the above conditions, the tight-

ened collet around the shaft approximatesa cold weld

joint. Such was the condition of a test sample.

Figure 6 is a photograph shcwing collet, shaft, and

collet seat after having passed 750 kA for some 200

shots. It will be observed that very little, if any,

burning can be detected; and in view of the current

densities,i.e., 100 Ulcmand 70 IcAicm,these joints

have passed, we consider this method to be extremely

satisfactory.

Another example of the taper joint connection in

use on the Quadruple Device is shown in Fig. 7. The

object is to transfer current from the outer turn of

the coil to a round conductor of dissimilar material.

Space within the coil geometry precludes the use of

a collet here, but the taper principle is still being

applied though in a slightly differentmanner. The

conductor in this instance has been tapered at both
o

ends, at 6 on the side. The seat at each end, how-

ever, is tapered at 5° on a side. In the enlarged

portion of Fig. 7 the results can be observed. The

seating of the two different tapers results in a line

contact when lightly assembled by hand. After the

draw bolt is tightened,however, and the dissimilar

tapers are forced together, the line contact has been

greatly enhanced by a deformationof the seating edge

*
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as it tries to conform to the shape being pushed or

drawn into it. Obviouslywhen any deformationoccurs,

there must be sizable forces present creating it.

Here ngain it is these forces upon which one is de-

pendent for the reliable current transfer from piece

to piece.

A fourth kind of connection for round bars is

achieved by the shrink-fitmethod employed as a mmns

of tightly joining machine elements together. In

this process the contractionor shrinkage of a round

bar my be achieved by innnersionof the part in liq-

uid nitrogen. Conversely, the part containing the

hole may be heated to cause expansion or an enlarge-

ment of the hole. When the two parts are brought to-

gether and allowed to return to ambient temperature,

fairly high tensile stresses are developedaa a re-

sult of the deformationof the interfaces. ThiS

method has been successfullyused, for instance, in

securing tungsten inserts within spark gap electrodes.

Figure 8 illustrates such an application,and in this

particulargeometry the current being passed is in

the order of 10 kA per cm and no detectable sparking

has ever been observed. This, however, is a rather

modest current density, and higher service conditions

are possible to about 50 kA per cm, with the same de-

gree of success. The objections to this type of fit

are many, one of which is the fact that the degree

of tightneaa that can be realized is restrictedby

the amount of contractionandjor expansion of the

parts due to the temperaturedifferentialbetween

them. In other words, there is a limit aa to the

amount of interferencethat is possible and have one

still be able to physicallyassemble the parts. If

the interferenceis limited, the resulting deforma-

tion is also limited,which in turn limits the magni-

tude of tensile stresses developed at the interfaces.

Another objection is the degree of care one must use

in the assembly process. Also, this type of joint is

quite permanent and disassemblybecomes almost out

of the question.

A fifth and final round bar type joint is shcmn

in Fig. 9. In this Instance, the current is being

transferredfrom the bolt to the cable high-voltage

plate by means of a crushable copper O-ring. The

O-ring is made by forming standard copper tubingwith

a aquared off, butt joint. The application is pres-

ently being used successfullyon the Scylla IA device,

where the current density per joint is in the order

of 15 to 20 M per cm. This is a very satisfactory

type of joint, it is easy and economical to uwke,

and reliable for use with currents as high as 45 -

SO U per cm. Higher densities than this would be

questionablesince the tightnessachieved is con-

trolled and limited by the annunt of deformation

the crushed ring can experiencewithin the confines

of the geometry.

Some commnt should be made regardingwhat we

te~ slit-fingerjoints. These are of a type that

are pushed together by hand, and consist essentially

of a solid plug pushed into a serrated socket. There

have been a few instanceswhere such a joint was de-

sirable, as shown in Fig. 10. Here the application

is used on an early cartridge design and, aa will be

noted, the current is being transferredfrom the

uPPer cable plate to the center, rod-like conductor

by means of a slit-finger connection. A more simple

rendering of this connector method is shown schemat-

ically in Fig. 11. If the current densities are not

higher than about 8 to 10 kA per cm, this joint will

work. Any slight misalignmentof the common axis at

assembly, however, tends to distort the fingers, and

then severe sparking will occur.

Joints for Cable Terminations

Because of the extensive use of coaxial cables

for efficient current transmissionin the (XR busi-

ness, economical and reliable cable terminations

have become increasinglynecessary. The expense of

preparing cable ends for use in a system such as the

Scyllac device, which will use more than 60,000 of

th+ becomes significant. The whole cable termina-

tion problem has been rather extensively exatined,

and the di.scuasionwhich follows presents some of

our conclusions.

Any type of terminationor connector installed

on a cable must, of course, be preceded by the usual

cable dressing procedure, including jacket and con-

ductor trinrningto suit the particular geometry and

voltage requirement.

Figure 12 shows a typical example of a cable

header installation. In this design the ground braid

of the cable is simply clamped to a pipe adapter by

means of a standard hose clamp. The pipe adapter,

having a tapered thread, makes an extremely good

electrical connection in the ground plate by the kind

of galling effect found in pipe joints. The center

E9.3



conductor with its insulationcontinues through the

pipe adapter, where it makes connectionwith the high-

voltage plate. Here the center braid has been soft-

soldered into a brass slug, and the connection is

achieved by a set screw. This satisfactorytermina-

tion is quite simple to prepare and has been used

successfullyfor densitiesas high as 6 to 7 kA per

cm. By varying the pipe adapter and slug size, prac-

tically any size cable can be accoxmnodated.

Though the above type of connection looks sim-

ple, it is neverthelessexpensive. Mst of the cost

is in the soldering operation of the center conductor.

In addition, the time involved in actually making

the connections is another drawback since, in our

experience, the assembly proceduremust be altered

drasticallymany times in order to protide access to

the center conductor set screws. The twin problems

of axpensive solderingand getting at the set screws

has led us to a new design concept of “plug-in’!

connectors.

Tests shwed that certain types of “banana-plug”

joints would work for cable terminationsof various

sizes provided that the pulse periods were relatively

fast and current densitiesnot excessive. Obviously,

the center conductor terminationwould determ.tnethe

design criteria since its size, being the smaller of

the two conductors,had to be limited to a current

density not exceeding say 3 or 4 M per cm. Natural-

ly, if this density could be successfullycarried by

this size conductor, there certainlywould be no

sparking problem with the larger outer conductor

since its density would alwsys be much less.

Figure 13 shows one approach employing “plug-in”

features. The attempt here was ained at the use of

mechanically-madejoints, thereby eliminating the

costly solder operation employed in previous designs.

During the course of design study associatedwith the

Type 17/14 cable, we observed that the amount of clear-

ance between two standard copper couplings enabled

us to force them togetherwith the outer braid be-

tween them, thus providing a desired “plug-in” capa-

bility. By slotting the end of the smaller coupling

in a slit-fingeredmanner, and pushing it into a

properly-sizedhole, we could use this combination

quite nicely as the ground braid connection. The

center conductor fitting, essentiallya screw-mschine-

nmde item, was also slotted for like plug-in char-

acteristics. Its attachment to the inner braid was

accomplishedby a kind of swaging operation,which,

in effect, provided a strong clamping force on the

braid between the fitting and a aoft copper ring.

The swagingwas done either mechanically,by a spec-

ially-designedcrimping device, or electrically

through the use of magnetic-formingtechniques. In

either case, the procedures that were followed in

implementingthis design of “plug-in!!capability for

cable ends, now appears to be a very economical

course to follow. Furthermore, this design provides

the experimenterwith increased freedom in assembly

methods, ease of cable replacement,and, if desired,

more cables per unit area because of the closer cen-

ter distances possible. While the maim emphasis here

was the developmentof fittings for the Type 17/14

cable, other cable sizes can be accommodatedin a

similar manner. Caution nu.stbe taken, however, to

avoid making the center conductor fitting too small

when designing for the smaller cable. Avoid having

anything smaller than about 1/4” diameter.

There are, to be sure, other types of cable

terminationsthat could be considered. some of

them might be of a more sophisticatedvariety than

those presentedhere, as well as some of a more el-

ementary nature which probably could be made to

work. Hcxrever,the few suggestedhere have been

found, in our own experience, to be reliable and

economical solutions to the cable termination

problem.

Conclusion

The foregoing presentationof various types of

high-currentjoints has been restricted solely to

those that can be disassembledand put back together

again with comparativeease. If it is possible,

however, during the course of a design study, to in-

corporate permanent joints either by welding or sol-

dering, or to eliminate joints entirely, then do so.

Any of the solutions described here are workable

with a few limitations. To transfer current effi-

ciently with a minimum of sparking, the following

points should be considered by the designer.

In general, the best, non-sparkingjoint will

always be the tightest one. This is not to imply,

however, that the tighter the joint the more current

it can carry. The higher current densities are suc-

cessfully carried not only by tighter interfaces but

also by much more careful joint preparation. Surface
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finishes become extremely important, and the flat-

ness and parallelismof parts to be joined should

be held to very close tolerances. Additional bene-

fits may also be gained by a light silver plating,

which has in a few instancea reduced contact or sur-

face resistance. Polishing and lapping of contact

surfaces might also be considered, particularlyin

the use of round bar conductor applicationswhere

current densities are in the order of 100 kA per cm.

Figures 14 and 15 are curves which may be found

useful in the designing of flat plate joints. Fig-

FILLER SIOCK
/hiATERIAL

BARREL
,Cu GASKET

/

L
INSULATION 25 MEG AMPS

460 cm LONG

54kA/an CURRENT IXNSITY

Fig. 1. Scylla IV collector plate joint.

1.3MEG AMP
20cm LONG
J-65 kA/cm CURRENT DENSITV

Fig. 2. Scylla IA theta coil to collector plate
joint.

ure 14 shows the seating value of “b”, used in the

bolt-load formula, as a function of gasket width.

Figure 15 shows the gasket load i.npounds per linear

inch as a function of gasket width, and may be used

in lieu of the bolt-load fornu.alaif desired.
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COLLET J

Fig. 5. Quadruple device collet connection to
rod-like conductor.
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Fig. 7. Quadruple device dissimilar taper joint.
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Fig. 8. 60-kV spark gap electrodes showing
fitted tungsten alloy inserts.

shrink-

Fig. 6. (a) and (b) Photograph of test elements
after passing 750 kA for 200 shots.
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Fig. 9. Scylla IA cable cartridge showing crushed
O-ring connection from through-boltcon-
ductor to cable conductor plate.

I /
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CONNECTOR PLATE
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CONNECTION
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Fig. 11. Slit-fingerprinciple, schematic.
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LATE

NSULATION

Fig. 12. Typical braid header application showing
inner and outer cable braid terminations.

Ffg. 13. New “push-in” cable termination showing
swaged copper couplings and slotted
center conductor.

Fig. 10. Early cable cartridge design using slit-
finger connection.
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VS. GASKET WIDTH

BOLT LOAD FOR FLAT
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WIDTH
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I 1 I 1 Fig. 15. Curve showing bolt load in pounds per

.1 .2 .3 4 .5 inch of length as a function of gasket

b
width.

Fig. 14. Curve showing seating value %“ as a
function of gasket width.
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A8STRACT

Scyllac is a theta-pinchmchine 15-m long with a 10-cm coil diameter.
TWO versions will be built, a 10-meter linear model and a 5-meter curved
sector and later, a 15-meter circumferencetoroidal model. The same capac-
itor bank and collector plates will be used for both versions. The machine
will be divided into 15 coil, collector plate sections. The 720-kJ Primary
bank for each sectionwill consist of 216 capacitors,each capacitor having
a spark gap and 6 low-inductancecoaxial output cables. The cables from
each pair of capacitorswill terminateat the collector plate in a low-
inductance cable cartridge termination. Each collector plate will also have
a high frequencyB preionizationsystem and a reverse, B system. The
toroidal system wifl also include static and dynamic stabilizationsystems.

The design of Scyllac is proceeding in three phases: component develop-
ment, system development,and system design. The main components being de-
veloped are: a 1.85-@, 60-kV capacitor; reliable, Ire-inductancecoaxial
cable; a low jitter, 60-kV “startu spark gap thatalso incorporatesa “crow-

bar” spark gap; a low-inductance,cable cartridge termination;plug-in con-
nectors, and miscellaneoushardware. After the componentshave been approved
by the development laboratorythey are installed in substantialquantites in
a PrototYPe system and tested. The components that qualify in the prototype
system are used in the Scyllac system design. This paper describes the com-
ponent developments,the prototype system testing program, and the final design
of the complete Scyllac system

I. INTRODUCTION

The theta-pinchprogram at the Los Alamos Sci-

entific Laboratorybegan in 1957 with a 30-kJ ma-
1

chine, Scylla I. It has grown to the present 550-

kJ machine, Scylla IV.2 All these theta-pinchex-

perimentshave certain common characteristics;the

coil I. D. is about 10 cm, about 40 kV is applied to

the terminalsof the coil producing an Ee of about

1000 volts per cm; the current rises in less than

4 Vsec producing a peak magnetic field of 5 to 10

*
Work performed under the auspices of the U. S.
Atomic Energy Commission.

teslas. The deuterium pressure in the discharge tube

is usually 10 to 100 nfTorr. The gas is first pre-

ionized, then the E
e
shock-heats the gas to 1 to 2

keV, and then adiabaticallycompresses it by a fast-

rising magnetic field. Neutrons are produced near

the peak of the magnetic field. The early machines

lost the plasma by end losses due to the short coils

which were 15 to 30 cm long. The Scylla IV machine

has a l-meter coil but when it was power-crmbarred

to extend the time of the magnetic field to over 40

ysec, the plasma still escaped in less than 10 Wsec,

even though the plasma was radially stable. The

thermonuclearquality of this theta-pinchplasma and
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its apparent stabilitywere the main motivating fac-

tors for the proposal of a 15-metercircumference

toroidalmachine called Scyllac, for “Scylla closed”.

The Scyllac proposa13was thoroughlyexamined

by a highly-qualifiedcommittee and was approved4

with the stipulation that a linear machine be built

first. The U. S. Congress appropriated$8.5 million

for the Scyllac project in 1968.

11. GENEXAL SYSTEM

Figure 1 shows the first version of the system.

The experimentalarea to house the capacitorbanks

and the machine is 100 feet by 100 feet with a crane

hook clearance height of 40 feet. There is a three-

story office and laboratorywing adjacent to the ex-

perimental area.

Figure 1 shows the layout of the initial ver-

sion. The linear machine will contain 10 sectors,

each sector being driven by 720 kJ at 60 kV. The

racks are separated to allow access to the capacitors

and this requires the collector plates to alternate

left and right. Since the current must flow in the

same direction in both the left and right coils, the

current nmst enter the top of the left collector

plates and the bottom of the right plates. This re-

quirement complicates the feed system of the collec-

tor plates and will,be discussed in more detail

later. The 5-m curved sector is one-third of torus

and will be installed and left in its original posi-

tion when the entire system is converted into a

torus.

Figure 2 shows the toroidalScyllac. The same

capacitor racks and collector plates will be used

but relocated into a toroidsl geometry. The control,

charging, and triggeringsystemswill be similar to

the initial version.

Three capacitor banks will be used on a typical

shot in the linear machine. A 10-kV B. bias bank

will provide a modest reverse bias field. When this

long period field reaches maximum, a 75-kV preioniza-

tion (P.I.)bank will be fired into the coil. This

bank will oscillate and ring out, fully ionizing the

gas. This capacitor bank will subsequentlybe pulse-

charged to 120 kV.by the Primary bank so the P.I.

capacitor must be rated at 120 kv. when the pre-

ionized plasma has become quiescent, the 60-kV Pri-

mary bank will be fired. At maxinmm current the pri-

mary bank is Crowbarred, The “start” spark gaps in

the Primary bank will incorporatea crowbar spark

gap that is designed to fire at the quarter period

time when the voltage across the gap is very 1s+?.

The crowbarredcurrent will decay with an L/R time

of approximately150 microseconds. The toroidal ver-

sion will also use a solid dielectriccrowbar switch

to relieve the spark gap crowbar switches and extend

the decay tim to over 500 microseconds. The toroid-

al Scyllac will also have a 60-kV Static Stabiliza-

tion bank and a 60-kV Dynamic Stabilizationbank.

111. COMPONENT LnIvELoPMRm

The engineeringof Scyllac is divided into

three phases: component development,prototype sys-

tem development,and system design. As new compo-

nents are developed in the laboratory,they are in-

stalled in statisticallysignificantnumbers into a

prototype system. When the new componentshave op-

erated satisfactorilyin the prototype, they are

qualified for use in the Scyllac system.

Each Primary bank 60-kV capacitorwill have a

spark gap mounted on it and 6 output cables. The

cables terminateat the collector plate in a 12-cable

cartridge that incorporatesa bolt to contain the

magnetic forces between the two plates. These items

and several others are being developedespecially for

Scyllac. The new componentsare a 1.85-pF, 60-kV en-

ergy storage capacitor; 60-kV, low-inductancecoaxial

cable; start and crowbar spark gaps; a solid dielec-

tric, mtal contact crowbar switch; low-inductance

cable cartridges; reliable cable terminations;and

an electrolyticresistor.

1. l.85-uF,60-kV Capacitor. The capacitor re-

quired for Scyllac is a l.85-p.F,60-kV, 25-nH capac-

itor with s minimum life of 30,000 shots. Six capac-

itor companieswere selected to develop this capac-

itor. A specificationwas written and sample units

ordered from each company. When received, each ca-

pacitor was tested in a ringing circuit similar to

the applicationwithout crowbarring. After three

years, five companies have manufactured satisfactory

sample capacitorsand several companies can now pro-

duce them in productionquantities.

Figure 3 shows the constructionof the capacitor,

It has a low-profile, low-inductanceheader; there

are an appropriatenumber of packa connected in par-

allel to an internal current collector. Each pack

has 8 series sectionswith a pad dielectric stress

of less than 2100 volts per roil. This ca~~citor has

24-nH internal inductance and an average life of
45,000 shots ringing with 85% reversal.

.
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2. I.ow-Inductance,60-kV Coaxial Cable. Scyllac

will contain over 750,000 feet of coax cable so it

is imperative to have reliable cable. In early 1965,

a cable specificationwas written and sent to the

cable industry. Three companieswere selected and

orders given for sample quantities. When received,

the cable was tested in an application similar to

Scyllac. The cable constructionis shown in Fig. 4.

The center core is foamed polyethylene. TWO layers

of braid form the center conductor. The inner screen

is a thin extrusion of conducting polyethylene. The

active polyethylenedielectric is extruded over this

and a thin screen of conductivepoly-vin~lchloride

is extruded over the active PIE. The tio conducting

screens protect the active dielectricby grading the

atress at the ends of any broken braid wires. The

outer conductor is braided over the outer screen and

covered with a protective jacket. ThLs cable induct-

ance is 45 nH per foot. The life exceeds 100,000

shots in the Scyllac test system. Three companies

have produced reliable cable in productionquantities.

3. Switches. The Primary bank will contain 3240

individual spark gaps. Each gap will perform two

functions: the “start” gaps will hold off the charge

voltage, then fire with low jitter. The “crowbar”

spark gap closes at peak current and prevents the

coil current from recharging the capacitor. Since

one electrode of the crowbar gap is common with the

start gap, both gaps can be convenientlyincorporat-

ed into one aseembly having a start gap and a piggy-

back crmbar gap.

Figure 5 shows the two gap assembly. The bottom

electrode of the start gap mounts directly to the ca-

pacitor. The center electrode contains the spark

plug which is the fourth electrode for illuminating

this 4-element gap. A low-inductancecapacitor for

fast triggeringis formed by the annular ring around

the center electrode and the outer housing. The top

electrode completes this gap. The load cables and

the trigger cable use plug-in connectors. The top

spacing is one-half the bottom spacing. The insula-

tors are nylon, the electrodesare aluminum with

tungsten alloy inserts for carrying the arc. This

gap is pressurized to about 0.6 atmand is flushed

after each firing. The annulus between the outer

housing and the electrodes is filled with insulating

oil. The capacitor is charged negative and the gap

triggeredwith a positive 150-kV pulse having a rise

time of 100 nsec. Operating between 50 kV and 60 kV

the delay is 20 nsec with an RI.5jitter of 10 nsec.

The peak current is about 60 kA rising in about

4 Wsec.

The crowbar spark gap bottom electrode is at-

tached directly to the start gap top electrode,

hence the name “piggyback”. The crowbar top elec-

trode is attached to the gap lid via a coaxial cyl-

inder. The annulus in the coax is filled with fer-

rite toroidal cylinders. A spark plug is installed

in the top electrode.

The crowbar gap is fired in the following manner.

A 75-kV capacitor, charged negative, is connected

through a spark gap and a coax cable to the crowbar

spark plug. This piggyback trigger gap is fired

shortly after the start gap fires. The trigger cur-

rent flows up and down the coax cylinder driving the

ferrite far into saturation. The trigger voltage

breaks down the spark plug and creates a plasma but

since the polarity is the same as the start gap top

electrode at this time, the crowbar gap does not

break down. The period of the spark plug is about

2 Vsec and the crowbar trigger gap is fired so the

spark plug trigger current pssses through zero at

the same time the start gap reaches maximum current.

When the spark plug current passes through zero the

ferrite swings out of saturation presenting a mo-

mentary high impedance to the crowbar trigger capac-

itor. The trigger capacitorwhich has reversed po-

larity at thLs time imposes a large positive voltage

on the crowbar top electrode and drives the spark

plug plasma across the gap closing the crowbar

switch.

The crowbar gap operates with small positive

pressure to hold off the initial start gap voltage.

Both gaps till run over 2000 shots without nxainten-

ante. The crowbar jitter is less than 0.5 ~sec and

ia adequate for Scyllac which has a rise time of

about 4 Wsec. This crowbar L/R time is about 300

psec requiring the gap to conduct about 18 coulombs.

One 75-kV trigger gap is used to trigger 18 piggy-

back gaps.

The field L/R in the torus must be over 500 psec

so spark gap crowbar switches are not sufficient.

Two solid dielectric,metal contact crowbar switches

will be installed in the transition section of each

collector plate to crowbar each meter of coil essen-

tially at its terminals. The principles of the
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switch are shown in Fig. 6. A copper foil, 6“ long,

0.5” wide, by 0.003” thick is insulatedand tightly

compressedbetween two expendableAl plates. The

foil is explodedwith 4000 joules, the current ris-

ing in about 2 Wsec. The high pressuregenerated

by the exploded foil drives the transfer plate into

the contact slot with a closing time of 9 ~sec and

an RNS jitter of 0.5 Ksec. The contact resistance

of the closed switch is 10 @. Each switch conducts

5-MA peak current and carries about 2500 coulombs.

4. Cartridges. In the linear machine the current

must enter the top of the right-handcollector

plates and the bottom of the left-handplates. The

cartridge terminationfor the right-handcollector

plates is shown in Fig. 7. The current from the

center of the 12 cables enters the terminating

plate and flows to the top collector plate over the

soft copper washer current joint. The current then

goes to the coil and returns on the bottom plate.

It flcws across the bottom soft copper washer, not

labeled in the figure, to the 1.5’1O.D. steel bolt.

It then flows up the surface of the bolt to the cop-

per tubing high-currentjoint, where it contacts the

outer braid collector plate and returns to the ca-

pacitor. The copper tubing ring is made by winding

a helix to the approximate diameter, cutting it into

one-turn coils and then cutting out an appropriate

amount until the two ends almost touch when instal-

led in the cartridge. The beveled edges of the con-

taining parts force the circular cross-sectioninto

a triangularcross-section. The cartridge carries

a peak current of approximately120 kA. The cable

area is filled with oil to minimize the cable ter-

minating length. The inner chamber between the

plates is pressurizedwith SF6. The measured in-

ductance of this cartridge is 22 nH, using 2“ thick

plates. Incidentally,the copper tubing joint in

the above dimensionshas been successfullytested

to over 400 kA ringing with a period of 200 Usec

with 5CM reversal.

The left-handplates use a similar cartridge

but it reaches through the top plate to connect the

cable centers to the bottom plate. The current re-

turns on the top plate to the cable braid. Each

collector plate terminatesover 1.300cables. If

all cartridgeswere installed on the top plate the

cable congestionwould make maintenancevery diffi-

cult. Therefore, two other types of cartridgeswere

designed to be installed on the bottom of the col-

lector plates. Approximatelyhalf the cables are

installed in the bottom cartridge.

5. Connectors. The design of the spark gaps and

cartridge requires plug-in cable terminations. The

terminationdeveloped for this application is shwn

in Fig. 8. The back end of the center connector is

hollow and slips over the cable center core. The

cable inner braid is clamped between the connector

and a copper swage ring that is magnetically swaged.

The end of the connector is segmented into quarters.

This connector can be installed and renmved many

times and still operate satisfactorilycarrying 10-

kA peak current.

The outer braid connector is made from two cop-

per fittingsused in the plumbing trade. The outer

coupling is slipped over the outer cable braid, a

ridge retains it against the cable jacket. The in-

ner coupling is pressed under the cable braid, clamp-

ing the braid tightly between the two couplings.

The assembly is made with a simple jig. The outer

connectioncarries 10 kA easily without sparking.

Using these two connectors the Scyll.accables can be

cut and dressed reliably and economically.

6. ElectrolyticResistor. Each meter of Scyllac

will be driven by 216 capacitorswhich are all

charged from one power supply. The original charg-

ing circuit is sham in Fig. 9. Each group of six

capacitorswas connected to a power supply through

an isolation resistor and a 60-kV fuse. In concept,

when one capacitor in a 6-capacitornmdule failed

while charging, the fuse would prevent all adjacent

modules from discharginginto the failed capacitor.

The cOncept was good but the fuse proved unreliable.

It was found during tests that the fuse would open

but not before the isolation resistor had also

failed. Another more serious problem was prefiring

spark gaps. When one gap in a module prefired, it

would not trigger any other gaps. To the charge

system then a prefire appeared as a shorted capacitor

and all the other capacitorswould try to discharge

through the prefired medule and would hmnediately

clear the fuse. This meant that each prefire would

clear a $50.00 fuse, a situation that is clearly

intolerable.

The solution used in Scyllac is to install an

isolation resistorwith an energy capacity suffi-

cient to dissipate all the energy, 720 k.T,from the

4
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adjacent capacitors. The 2000-ohm electrolyticre-

sistor shown in Fig. 10 was designed to accept three

consecutive prefires before the temperatureof the

copper sulfate electrolyte reaches the boiling

point. This resistor operated successfullyin simu-

lated prefiring systems.

Iv. PROIXICYPESYSTEM

The function of the prototype is to evaluate

all components and circuits in a system that is a

one-third scale model of one meter of Scyllsc. It

is large enough to provide ~aningful system data

but can be modified to incorporatenew concepts and

improved components.

The prototype is shown in Fig. 11. The collect-

or plate was originally designedwith deep skirts on

each side of the collector plate. Iater concepts

changed the plate geometry so the outer half of the

skirt was removed, eliminating the skirts from the

system. The system shown consists of seventy-two

60-kV capacitors and start gaps, 432 cables, and 36

cartridges. The peak current produces the same peak

magnetic force between the plates that will be pro-

duced between the Scyllac plates. Another coil is

used to produce the peak voltages that will occur in

the Scyllac system. The prototype includes charging

and triggeringcircuits, and many other special cir-

cuits and components.

The prototype is operationalwithout a crowbar

system. The two crowbarswill be added when the ca-

pacitors, cables, cartridges,and other items have

performed satisfactorily. The prototype has been

very useful in identifying system assembly problems.

It has also located several deficienciesin some of

the componentswhen they are operated in a system.

As the problem are identified, they are corrected

and re-evaluatedin the prototype, the cycle repeat-

ing until the problems are eliminated.

v. SYSTEM DESIGN

The Scyllac system is being designed in two

parts, the capacitor bank and the machine. The bank

design consists of the structuralhardware, racks

and support systems; and the electrical system that

includes the charging system, the control system,

and the trigger system. The machine design incorpo-

rates the collector plates, the load coil, and the

vacuum system.

The racks are designed as 2-shelf modules, each

module to be loadedwith capacitors, transported L~~

the Scyllac building, and erected with the aid of a

25-ton bridge crane. The racks can also be disn8wm-

bled with relative ease. The componentsare desi\;n-

ed for economical manufacture and reliable assembly.

The charging system uses nmnocyclic networks

for constant-currentcharging. The entire system

can be charged in 30 seconds. Each power supply

can be started independentlyso that all banks

reach full charge at the same time. The control

system uses mechanical relay logic circuits. Tran-

sistor circuits are avoided because of their sus-

ceptibility to damage from transientswhich are oc-

casionally produced by misfires and arcs. The con-

trol aystem will include a di.gi.talcomputer which

will mainly be used to accumulate and reduce the

plasma data. The computer will also be used to men-

itor the bank operation for each shot. Each spark

gap will be nwnitored and the data fed into the com-

puter. Prefire and jitter data for each spark gap

is immediatelyavailable on demand.

The trigger system uses a 1O-MHZ electronic

clock that is scaled down. There are 36 output

channels, each channel can be set to any delay time

with 10-nsec resolution. The Primary bank has one

master trigger, it fires 60 sub-master triggers,

each sub-master firing 54 gaps. The trigger capac-

itors are cables, pulse-chsrgedby a liarxbank.

The trigger spark gaps are 4-element, pressurized

gaps, designed for minimum inductance.

The reliability of each component is one of

the nmst serious concerns of the entire system. A

procedure haa been established to test all of the

coannercially-manufacturedcomponents before instal-

lation. When a capacitor arrives it will be fitted

with a spark gap and the two units fired 1500 shots

at rated voltage before installation into a rack

mdule. As the 25,000 dressed cables are received,

each one will be tested to 1500 shots before instal-

lation. A special test facility has been set up to

conduct this essential testing.

The machine consists of 15 collector plates,

Fig. 12 shows a typical plate. It has 123 car-

tridges to acconmmdate the Bo, the P.I., and the

Primary banks. The shallow skirts along the tapered

edges lower the inductance of the plate. Each plate

is 2’!Al, the insulation between the plates is 0.090”

of ~lar. All plates are designed to accept any of
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the four types of cartridge. The solid dielectric

switch will be incorporatedin the transitionplates

which will be changed for the toroidalcoil.

The inductanceof the various componentsand

the energy transferefficiencyare essential to pre-

dict the performanceof the system. The inductance

of the capacitor, spark gap, and cable have been ac-

curately measured. The layout of the collector plate

and the cartridges precludesa simple model for cal-

culating the collector plate inductance. Current

flowing from the back nust flow around the forward

cartridges. A fluid mapping model was used to shcw

the current flow pattern around the cartridgesand

establish an effective inductance for incoming cur-

rent. A resistance paper model was used to deter-

mine the effectivenessof the skirts and also pre-

dict the inductance of the entire collector plate.

A NET.11 code was also used with the MNIAC II IASL

digital computer to calculate the inductanceof the

collector plate and the system.

The prototype system was used to evaluate the

methods Of calculation. The prototype system in-

ductancewas measured and this measurement compared

with the resistance paper model and with the NET

calculations. The initial predictionswere within

10YYof the measured value. Applying suitable con-

stants for current flow patterns, it is believed

that the performanceof Scyll.accan be predicted to

a reasonableaccuracy.

The Scyllac bank characteristicsfor a 1,0-

meter coil are shown in Table I.

VI. SCHSDUTE

The Scyllac building which is under construc-

tion will be completed in early 1970. A five-meter

sector of the toroidalmachine is scheduled to begin

physics experimentsin the spring of 1971. The 10-m

linear system is scheduled to become operational in

early 1972.

TABLE I

Scyllac Bank Characteristicsfor l.O-MeterCoil

w

v cap

ccap

c
Total

%x

T

‘Nsx

‘o Max
at coil terminals

L (cap.+ SW.)

Lcables

L
coil (Linear)

Trans. Eff. (Linear)

L/R (Linear)

No. of Capacitors

No. of Switches

No. of Cables

Average Cable Length

Units

kJ

kv

@

UP

u

~sec

Tes las

V/cm

nH

nH/M

nH

%
psec

Total

Total

Total

ft.

B.

102

10

170

2040

425

248

0.628

5.7

140

205

11.25

1.4

12

8

12

100

PI

28

75

1.0

10

1227

3.74

1.53

480

75

141

11.25

30.4

10

10

120

20

Primary

720

60

1.85

400

8970

16.25

11

1245

67

141

11.25

71.7

300

216

216

1296
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Fig. 2. Iayout of toroidal Scyllac system.
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Fig. 12. Scyllac collector plate.
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THE STABILITY OF MULTIFILAMENT SUPERCONDUCTORS *

Carl D. Henning
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory

University of California
Livermore, California

ABSTWCT

The need for higher current dens ity magnets has lead to the development
of superconductors with inherent stability, i.e., conductors in which flux
jump instabilities have been reduced sufficiently to permit magnet opera-
tion beyond the nucleate boiling stability limit. One method of producing
inherent stability is to reduce the diameter and increase the number of
niobium-titanium filaments in a composite conductor. This report
presents experimental data to confirm the stabilizing effect of such
mult ifilamentation. Short-sample tests are compared to magnet opera-
tion and a correlation drawn between filament size and stability as a
function of magnetic field.

*

.

INTRODUCTION

The instabilities in superconducting magnets

have been described by Kiml as being thermal in

nature and resulting from the penetration of the

magnetic field into the super conductor. A flow of

magnetic flux past the supercurrent produces a

voltage, a corresponding power dissipation, and a

heating of the superconductor above its transition

temperature. To counteract this fundamental in-

stability, Kantrowitz and Stekly2 proposed the

liberal use of a normal conductor, such as copper,

to cryogenically stabilize a superconductor. Since

then, this technique has been successfully utilized
3-5

in several large magnets, However, the large

amounts of copper paralleling the superconductor

not only greatly decreased the useful current den-

sit y but increased both the size and the weight of

the magnet.

In 1967, Chester6 suggested that inherent

stability of superconductors could be attained by

coextruding fine filaments of Nb-Ti with copper to

form a composite conductor. By reducing the size

of the filaments, the surface-to-volume ratio

would be increased to conduct away the heat dissi-

pated by flux motion. Unfortunately, the filament

sizes recommended were quite small and incon-

venient to manufacture; therefore, a method was

needed to determine a maximum usable size for a

given application.

As a criteria of inherent stability, Gauster at

0RNL7 proposed that a short length of conductor

which could share current between the super and

normal materials would be inherently stable in a

magnet. Several analyses ensued to describe the

thermal nature of this current-sharing process and

the requirements for inherent stability. It is the

purpose of this report to experimentally relate

magnet performance to conductors with inherent

current-sharing stability. In addition, a correla-

tion is given for a maximum Nb-Ti filament

size as a function of a magnetic field.

ANALYSIS

The data in Fig. 1 collected by ORNL 8 exhibit

two types of current-sharing: (1) reversible and

(2) discontinuous. As the critical current in a

short length of conductor is exceeded, some cur-

rent passes into the copper, A voltage gradient is

produced, and power is dissipated along both the

super and normal conductors. At magnetic fields

above 60 kG, the voltage appears and disappears

along the same line and may be termed reversible

(see Fig. 1). Between 25 and 60 kG the current-

sharing is discontinuous; while below 20 kG all the

current transfers to the copper whenever the

*Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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critical current is exceeded.

Fairbanksa analyzed the current-sharing pro-

cess and derived a stability relation,

(1)

where n is the number of Nb-Ti filaments in a conT-

posite conductor, 10 is the critical current, R is

the copper resistance, and a is an experimentally

determined constant related to the power dissipa-

t ion. When the above equation is satisfied, Fair-

banks predicts reversible current-sharing.

By a simple manipulation of Eq. (l), the maxi-

mum filament diameter, d, may be found as a

function of magnetic field, B. The copper-to-

superconductor area ratio is assumed constant,

and the variation of critical current is taken to be

(2)

By substituting into Eq. ( 1), the following relation

is derived:

d = CeB/120. (3)

The constant C is evaluated from the data of Fig. 1

cm-responding to the 60-kG field at which the 0.015 -

in. - diam filaments begin to current-share revers -

ibly, so that

d = 0.00!) 25eB/120

where B is the magne~ic

the filament diameter in

(4)

fieldin kilogauss and d is

inches.

El Bindari and Bernert9 have derived a stability

parameter, 0, which predicts reversible current-

sharing when 6 is less than unity:

kRnI:

0 = hP(Tc - T
b)

(5)

Ilerc h is the heat transfer coefficient,10 is the

criticalcurrent, k is a material constant, P is the

perimeter of the filament, Rn is the normal resist-

:Lnce,and Tc and T are the criticaland bath tem -
b

l>eratures,respectively. The material constant,

k, is generally unknown so that stabilitycannot be

(;1-2

predicted. However, by again using the 60-kG

transition for a 0.01 5-in. -diam filament, Eq. (5)

can be modified to give a maximum filament diam-

eter for a given magnetic field. The same propor-

tionality in Eq. (2) for critical current is used, and

the appropriate expressions for the normal resis-

tivity and perimeter are inserted. The copper-to-

superconductor area ratio is assumed constant to

give

d < 0.0035eBf40 (6)

where d is in inches, and B is in kilogauss.

This expression differs from Eq. (4) because
8

of the model for flux-flow resist itity. Fairbanks!

analysis assumes a flux-flow resist ivity, Pf, of the

type given by Strnad, Hempstead, and Kim,l 0

Pf=Pn#-
C

(7)

where pn is the normal resistivity,B is the applied

magnetic field,and Hc is the upper criticalfield.

This model corresponds to a linear voltage increase

when the criticalcurrent is exceeded during

current-sharing. However, El Bindari and Bernertg

accounted for a nonlinear onset of voltage of the

type seen in Fig. 2. At a voltage gradient of

10 pV/cm, the flux-flowresistivityof the Nb-Ti

would be more than an order of magnitude less than

that of the stabilizingcopper. Kim has reported a

similar nonlinear flux-flowresistivityin samples

of Nb-Ta and Pb-in below voltage gradients less

than 100 pV/cm.
10

Itappears thatthisinitialbe-

havior of the flux-flowresistivitycould be quite

important to inherent stability,

In Fig. 3 note thatEq. (6)adequately predicts

the maximum filament size for reversible current-

sharing. The data shown are for Nb-Ti alloys

from various manufacturers and with copper-to-

superconductor ratios between 2:1 and 7:1. This

surprisingly good agreement suggests that the

common Nb-Ti alloys obey lZq.(2)reasonably well,

and thatthe amount of copper has little importance

during incipient current-sharing. When the powel’

dissipated is small, each Nb-Ti filament is sut’-

rounded by a nearly infinite heat sink, which sat-

isfies one of the assumptions used in the derivation

of Eq. (6).
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The upper line in Fig. 3 distinguishes the dis-

continuous current- sharing region, Not all Nb-Ti

alloys exhibit this behavior, but it is commonly

found in the T48B alloy* for which these data are

given.

An alternate to Eq. (6) can be derived by com-

bining Eq. (6), Eq, (2), and the data in Fig. 1 to

give

Jcd < 3000 (8)

where Jc is the critical current density in A/cm2

and d is the filament diameter in centimeters.

Hancox’2 has derived a similar expression for the

elimination of flux jumps in superconductors which

indicates that reversible current-sharing and flux

jumping are related phenomena.

SOLENOID TESTS

Several experimental solenoids of the type

shown in Fig, 4 were used to relate current-sharing

to inherent stability. Complete details are given in

Ref. 13, but some representive results are given

in Fig. 5 where the critical currents for conductors

A and B are plotted against magnetic field. Con-

ductor A did not exhibit any current-sharing below

65 kG, and the corresponding solenoid did not reach

the critical current. Instead it quenched when the

Stekly number, as, equaled unity14

12R
‘s = hP(Tc - Tb) (9)

That is, when the heat generated in the copper

could no longer be removed by nucleate boiling of

liquid helium, the transition to film boiling raised

the superconductor above its transition temperature

and precipitated a quench. The peak heat flux was

0.4 W/cm2, which is consistent with the measure-

ments by Whetstone and Boom
15

within the magnet

insulation passages. The solenoid current in-

creased at low field only because of decreasing

magneto-resistance of the OFHC copper, which

obeyed the relation for resistivity:

-lOB
P= P4.20K +4x10 (lo)

where the magnetic field, B, is in kilogauss and

the resistivity, p, is in ohm-cm,

Contrast the performance of solenoid A with

that of solenoid B in Fig. 5. Conductor B, which

exhibited only marginally reversible current-

sharing at 60 kG, operated in a solenoid to the crit-

ical current. Even at lower magnetic fields where

oril.y discontinuous current- sharing was observed,

the solenoid reached a Stekly number, as, equal

to 1.4. This meant that the conductor was inherently

stable beyond the ability of the copper to carry the

full magnet current.

CONCLUSIONS

The data are far from complete, but these ex-

periments strongly indicate that superconductors

which current-share in short-sample tests can be

operated in solenoids beyond the nucleate boiling

stability limit (i. e., a Stekly number greater than

unity). For reversible current-sharing, the maxi-

mum filament diameter in inches is given by

d < 0.0035 eB/40 or alternately by the expression

Jcd < 3000, where d is in centimeters and Jc is in

A/cm2. The smallest practical filament will pro-

duce the greatest inherent stability, but filaments

smaller than 0.0035- in. should be unnecessary

even in low magnetic fields. Larger filaments may

be used if the conductor will at least discontinuously

current- share at the operating field.

The experimental results in this report agree

with analyticalpredictionsbased on the assumption

thatthe Nb-Ti filaments in a composite behave in-

dependently. However, P. F. Smith, et al.16 have

shown that magnetic shieldingcurrents will pass

between filaments unless the composite is twisted

or a poor electrical conductor is used in place of

the copper. It may be possible that the diffusion

of copper into the Nb-Ti filaments during their

manufacture produces a poorly conducting layer

to insulate the filaments, satisfying the conditions

by Smith,

*
Made by Super con Division of Norton Co,, Natick, Mass.
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Fig. 1. Current-sharingin an 0.080-in. square COm-
posite conductorwith six 0.015-in.-diam.
Nb-Ti filaments.
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Fig. 2. Reversible current-sharing in a 0.25-in.
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BASEBALL II COIL FORM GEOMETRY AND FABRICATION*

Manuel O. Calderon
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory

University of California
L ivermore, Cal ifornia

ABSTRACT

The Alice Baseball 11 superconducting magnet presented unique problems
in the choice of geometry and in the design of a coil structure that would
enclose the conductor in a helium environment and resist the large dis-
tortion forces. The geometry and the relative size of the coil form in
component and assembled state is illustrated and explained. Also dis -
cussed are some of the requirements and solutions involved in the
selection of fabrication methods and in the choice of materials. Addi-
tionally presented are problems that were encountered during the actual
production of this large coil form. Closing comments describe the
present status of the construction.

INTRODUCTION

The liquid-helium- cooled Alice Baseball II

superconducting coil has a 20-kG central field.

When wound it will weigh 23,000 lb and will occupy

a spherical space roughly 6$ ft in diameter. The

support structure, its geometry, and its fabrication

is the subject of this presentation.

The geometry of the baseball coil is basically

two sets of arcs joined at right angles to each other.

The top half of Fig. 1 shows this. But to obtain the

desired magnetic field characteristics, the lobe

angle a was required to be 10 deg. With this geom-

etry we find that the center line is continuous except

for a slight misalignment at the junction of the arcs.

However, for a square conductor cross-section,

the corners do not meet (Fig. 2). To overcome

this, a section of about 3- in. on either side of the

center line was replaced with plane surfaces that

allowed an acceptable transition between arcs with-

out compound curves.

Figure 3 shows the coil housing in basic cross-

section. The primary components include the inner

shell, which also serves as the winding form, and

the outer shell which is composed of four half-circle

pieces. The conductor space is a square, 14. 17-in.

on a side, formed by walls l+ - in. thick for the

inner shell and 2+ - in. thick for the outer shells.

These thick sections are necessary to resist the

large magnetic forces of 1,000,000 lb in tension

and the varying pressure of 500-4000 psi in an out-

ward radial direction.

Originally, thought was given to casting this

structure, but owing to strength considerations and

the presence of ferrites after cooling, casting was

rejected. Forging was also rejected when it was

found that for other than simple shapes, expensive

tooling was required; the cost was not feasible for

this one-shot operation. These considerations then

led us to decide that a welded plate assembly would

be preferable,

Figure 4 is a picture of a quarter-scale model

that was constructed prior to actual fabrication for

use as a visual aid. Shown at the corners are the

splice plates which join the outer shells. The mem-

bers across the lobes are the tie-bars needed to

resist the large lobe-spreading forces. These bars

were placed so as to balance the bending moments

at the lobes and at the splice joints.

Material was chosen on the basis of high

strength, low magnetic permeability, ductility, and

w eldabilit y. The 300-series stainless steels were

not acceptable because of their low yield strengths,

and becauae their permeability rises with the re-

peated cold cycling which would be encountered.

‘Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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The material selected was Armco 21-6-9, which is

nominally 21% chromium, 6y0nickeland 97’0mang-

anese. At 4°K ithas a yield strength of 196,000 psi

and an ultimate strength of 245,000 psi. Itsductility

and toughness are acceptable, as is itsmagnetic

permeability which is less than 1.005. Further,

welding may be accomplished with the usual techni-

ques required for vacuum service using an lnconel-

182 filler-rodwhich results in a fullyaustenitic

high-strengthweld at liquidhelium temperature.

Post-annealing is required to eliminate the ferrites

inthe heat-affectedzone.

All materials used for the housing, including

the bolting, are Armco 21-6-9. Bolting consists

of 1- in. diam bolts that tie the inner and outer

shells together, l-in. diam bolts that hold the tie-

bars, and 2-in. cliam shoulder bolts which make up

the joint at the splice plates. Each tie-bar is actu-

ally a lamination of four 2-in. thick plates. This

was done to keep the number of different plate thick-

nesses low.

In a steady-state coil operation, liquid helium

is circulated through the coil housing by natural

convection, and, accordingly, piping holes have

been located with attention to equalizing path lengths,

avoiding gas pockets, and providing for power-lead

access. Four power-lead tubes at the top of the

housing exit the leads through a cold helium gas

environment. Additional helium cooling is needed

for the tie-bars because thermal conduction between

housing and bars would only be through contact in

the area of the bolts.

C)ur needs for plate,both in quantityand sizes,

required a mill run. The platewas ordered cut to

size for each part, and the order was subsequently

delivered directlyto the fabricatorwith a resulting

time-saving of about three months.

When the design had been completed, we felt

that we had a complex fabricating job. This was

confirmed by the single bid that we received from

the 18 requests originally sent out. To meet the

due date and to preclude catastrophic errors re-

quiring replacement material with its attendant

time delay, it was felt that close supervision during

fabrication would be needed not only for inspection

but also for guidance on a continuous basis. The

fabrication of the coil housing took considerably

longer than our original estimate of six months.

It was actually 13 months before it was finally

received.

Fabrication began with the layout of templates

that defined outline and forming operations. The

various parts were then plasma-arc cut using a

template tracer arrangement. A 600-ton hydraulic

break was used to do the forming; in Fig. 5 we see

one of the outer shell plates being formed. This

plate is 4-in. thick as shown but was eventually

reduced to 2+ -in. thick except in the area of the

splice plates. It was necessary to anneal these

plates in order to compiete the forming because of

work-hardening.

Because of their symmetry, quarter units of

both the inner and outer shellswere firstbuiltand

then allwere assembled to perform the welding of

the inner form. Figures 6 and 7 show typical

quarter units of the inner and outer shellsrespec-

tively. All welds were fullyradiographed and in

additionwere inspected with a fluorescent dye

penetrant. The inner coilform is shown in Fig. 8

with allbut one outer shellremoved.

At this point the external machining is still to

be done for the splice plates, the tie-bars, the

shell -to- shell bolting, the helium piping, and the

three points of support. Figure 9 shows the nla-

chining of the splice plate holes. There are eight

plates, each held with twelve 2-in. diam shoulder

bolts for a total of 96. The final assembly is pic-

tured in Fig. 10 with a man shown for relative size

comparison.

Winding of the conductor will now be done in-

house. When this has been completed, the last

operation of vacuum sealing all the shell-to-shell

joints and the areas around the splice plates will

he done. The coil is located in high vacuum and

these sealing pieces are designed to withstand au

expected pressure of 40 psi which occurs during

the cool-down phase.

The projected date for coil startup is late

this year.

G2-2
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Fig. 1. The geometry of the baseball coil.

Fig. 2. Conductor corner misalignment.

Fig. 3. Basic cross-sectionand components.

Fig. 4. Quarter-scalemodel.

Fig. 5. Forming one of the outer shell plates.

Fig. 6. Typical inner quarter unit.
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Fig. 7. Typical outer quarter unit.

Fig. 9. Machining of splice plates.

4
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Fig. 10. Assembled coil housing.

Fig. 8. Welded inner form.
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CRYOGENIC ASPECTS OF BASEBALL II*

Robert L. Nelson
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory

University of California
Livermore, California 94550

ABSTRACT

This report covers the design of the cryogenic system required for
operation of the superconducting baseball magnet now under construction
at LRL. It includes a detailed analysis of the heat leak into the system
as well as discussion of the shielding and magnet support techniques
used to minimize this heat leak. Other problems considered are the
magnet cooldown and thermal stresses encountered during the cooldown
operation. Schematics of the closed helium cycle and the associated
refrigerator and helium recovery system are also included.

INTRODUCTION

A 1.2-m diameter superconducting baseball

coil for the Alice experiment is now under construc-

tion at LRL and should be completed by the fall of

1969. Details on magnet parameters, supercon-

ductor performance and construction techniques are

available in other reports.
1,2,3

This report will

describe a cryogenic system for the cooldown and

operation of the baseball magnet. The system in-

cludes the following components: a helium liquefier

capable of producing 60 liters/hr of liquid helium

(LHe) as well as the necessary refrigerationfor

magnet cooldown, an LHe storage Dewar vessel of

10,000-litercapacity to act as a thermal ballastin

the system, and a gas storage, recovery and puri-

ficationfacility.The magnet, consistingof 10,000lb

of composite superconductor and 14,000 lb of stain-

less steelstructure can be cooled from room

temperature eitherby operating the liquefieras a

refrigerator or by the directtransfer of liquidfrom

the 10,000-literDewar.

HEAT LOADS

Heat leak intothe cryogenic environment of the

baseball magnet is a combination of jouleheating in

the current leads, radiation,conduction, and heat

generated in the normal jointsof the superconducting

wire. Early in the design phase of the project, heat

loads were calculatedprimarily to size the helium

——

liquefier. The long lead time required for the

purchase and installation of such an item made

these preliminary estimates necessary. Later, as

the design progressed, some changes in heat load

were made. Figure 1 is a schematic of the base-

ball coil showing the leads, supports, and heat

shields. The theoretical heat loads on the system

are tabulated in Table L

The electrical leads which carry the large cur-

rents into the LHe Dewar, are a major heat leak

on the system and must operate continuously. That

is, the coil is never disconnected from its power

supply. It was found that this scheme simplified

the coil protection circuitry. Several different

designs of cryogenic current leads are now under-

going tests at the LRL cryogenic laboratory in an

effort to build an optimum 2400A lead. Basically

the designs are quite similar in that the joule heat

generated in the copper lead is transferred to the

helium boil-off gas leaving the Dewar. Typically a

pair of optimum 2400A leads will consume 8 liter/hr

of LHe.
4

Radiation from the liquid nitrogen (LN2) heat

shields to the coil is a significant factor since the

exposed area is large and some of the shielding

surfaces will have high emissivity. This high

emissivity is caused by the titanium getter that is

deposited on surfaces to maintain the ultrahigh

*
Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.



vacuum required for the experiment. Surfaces

exposed to the getter will very soon lose their low

emissivity and increase the radiant heat load. To

minimize this loss, two heat shields are used. A

primary shield, spaced 2 cm from the coil face,

completely surrounds the coil and follows all of the

coil contours. It is supported by low conductivity

thermal insulators from the coil surface. Since the

inside face of this primary heat shield is not exposed

to the titanium getter, it will not increase in emis -

sivit y. A second shield, LN ~-cooled, will line the

inside of the vacuum vessel and will be partially

blackened by the titanium getter. When thermal

equilibrium is reached with this method of shielding,

the primary shield will float at 70”K. With these

conditions, the radiant heat load on the coil is

limited to 5 W.

Heat transfer to the coilby conduction is con-

trolledby thermally shorting allheat paths to fJV2

temperature and maintaining longheat paths of

small cross-sectional area. Fortunately most

austeniticmaterials are poor thermal conductors,

particularlyat temperatures below that of LN2, and

also exhibitimproved mechanical properties at

these low temperatures. For example, the material

used for the support tubes on the baseball magnet is

Inconel 750 with a room temperature strength of

170,000 psi and a mean thermal conductivityof

80 mW/cm°K. Support of the primary heat shield,

however, is more difficult.In this case the heat

path is short and the temperature differencewill

always be about 65°C because of the high emissivity

of the primary shield outside surface. Of necessity

these supports are made of a plasticmaterial and

are tapered to deter conduction of heat. This tech-

nique limits the loss due to conduction through the

primary shield supports to 3 W.

The superconductor designed for the baseball

magnet is 0.25 in. square and is a composite of

Nb -Ti and high conductivity copper. A total of

44,000 ft of conductor is required to wind the magnet,

and, since the material cannot be produced in lengths

greater than 1200 ft, many joints are necessary.

To date, there is no practical way to make a joint

in a superconductor thatwillbe superconducting in

a high magnetic field. The jointswithin the magnet

must then be normal and willgenerate heat. In the

case of the baseball magnet, the joints must also be

strong to withstand the high magnetic loads. Devel-

opment of a suitable lap joint is now in progress at

the LRL cryogenic laboratory. The lap joints will

generate less than 0.1 W each (about 4 W for the

entire coil) and have at least 10070 mechanical

efficiency.

HELIUM SYSTEM

Liquid helium production and refrigeration for

coil cooldown is provided by an Airco 60-liter/hr

helium liquefier/refrigerator (shown schematically

in Fig. 2), with the design specifications given in

Table IL The unit operates on the Claude cycle

ernployi.ngLN2 for precooking, a single expander,

and a Joule-Thompson expansion valve. A small

radial inflow turbine with gas-lubricated bearings

removes energy from the system during gas expan-

sion. A gas brake, essentially an inefficient com-

pressor driven at turbine speed, converts the

turbine output into heat which is removed in a

water-cooled heat exchanger. Turbine speed is

controlled by varying the pressure and therefore

the density of the brake gas. A nonlubricated two-

stage compressor manufactured by Rix Industries

compresses the 650 ft3/mfn of helium gas to 11

atmospheres for the liquefier operation. The Airco

unit is the most complex part of the complete

helium system (Fig. 3). Boil-off gas from the

magnet and storage Dewar is collected in the

8000-ft3 gas bag. If this gas is clean, i.e., Grade A

helium or better, it can be compressed with the

high-pressure dry compressor and stored in clean

gas storage at pressures up to 1800 psi. If the

helium has become contaminated with air or other

impurities, it can either be stored as dirty gas or

purified before storage. A gas analyzer is a per-

manent part of the helium recovery system to

monitor gas purity. The total storage capacity

(clean and dirty helium) is 400,000 std. ft3 at

1800 psig.

MAGNET COOLDOWN

Before cooldown, the magnet and its E ewar

must be filled with clean helium. Normally the

liquefier will be operated as a refrigerator to

cool the 24,000 lb of superconductor and stainless

steel from ambient temperature to LHe temperatur~,.

4

b
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However, in the event of refrigerator failure, or if

additional cooling is required, LHe can be trans -

ferred from the 10,000-liter Dewar directly into the

magnet Dewar. Under optimum conditions, using

only the refrigerator, cooldown will take about

25 hr (Fig. 4). When cooling with the refrigerator

from room temperature, the Joule-Thompson valve

on the magnet Dewar is fully opened to allow un-

restricted flow of helium gas through the magnet.

The LN2 is turned on in the cold box and the com-

pressor is started. Helium gas is cooled in the

LN ~ boiler and circulated through the coil, then

back to the compressor (Fig. 2). When the magnet

temperature reaches 80”K, the turbine is started to

remove energy, and the system then begins to cool

below LN2 temperature. When the turbine inlet

temperature is reduced to 15”K, Joule-Thompson

throttling becomes effective and will bring the mag-

net down to its steady-state operating temperature

of 4.4”K, Under these conditions the magnet will be

flooded with LHe.
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[1lter/ iv {n either Dewar .; 2 p8ig)

Cycle type

Cycle pretwire ratio (n.miml)

Cycle maximum preac, ure (Mm)

Comprea. or

Manufacturer

Type

Number of magea

Flow rate (std. ft3/mltd

Power conw”med (H. P.)

Expander

Type

Mcdel

Speed (rev/see)

Bearing type

13peratlng characteristic

[“let temperature (SK)

F1.aw rate (std. ff3{minl

C3entropic efflcimcy (%)

R. frigemtim produced (W)

Heat .xchangera

Type

Material

Prncooling and heat ohieldlng

LN ~ con.umptlon [or .teady-stsdw

operation as Uquefler (liter/&)

Cooldown p.rformzmce

H.liwn flow rate av.flable at approximately

80% (std. ft3/mln)

Refrigeration avaihble at 80-K (W)

Refrigeration fiv.Uable at 40.K (WI

Refrigeration avallitble 5SK [WI

60

CLaude with LN2 preccoling

0:21:1

11.0

Rix Industries

DBG 1050 reciprocatl”g,
nm-tlubrlcated, vertfc.1

2

650

200

radial In fl.sm turbine

185H

4000

hydro.tstic-gu -Iubrlcated

18

465

65

1220

extended mmface

brazed al.m[”.m

45

625

1700

1400

200
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MAGNETIC FIELD AND FORCE BY FINITE ELEMENT TECHNIQUES*
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Anthony K. Chargin and Carl D. Henning
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory

University of California
Livermore, California

ABSTRACT

In the design of modern superconducting magnets a detailed knowledge of
magnetic fields and forces within the conductor bundle is essential for
predicting successful magnet operation. The classic equations of elec-
tricity and magnetism cannot be practically employed to calculate magnetic
field strength and force magnitudes for a conductor bundle of an arbitrary
shape. Any magnet configuration can be approximated with a finite number
of several fundamental elements. A computer program is used to sum the
electric and magnetic effects of all the elements.

The technique of selecting the type of element and the number of each is
extremely important in obtaining correct results. Errors on the order
of 20070 are possible with incorrect selection of finite elements. This
paper presents the parameters to consider in numerically approximating
a conductor bundIe. Relationships of these parameters are developed to
aid in optimizing the selection of the type and number of fundamental
elements for the desired accuracy. The correlationbetween the numerical
approximation and the experimentally measured magnetic fieldsin several
test magnet configurationshas been excellent.

Introduction

Recent plasma physics and controlled thermo-

nuclear fusion experiments at Lawrence Radiation

Laboratory involved the design of superconducting

magnets of unusual shapes. The High Altitude

Plasma Physics Experiment (HAPPE) magnetl

(Fig. 1) has a saddle-like shape, while Baseball 112

(Fig. 2), a magnet in the ALICE series of experi-

ments, has the shape of a baseball seam. Two

important parameters in the design of such magnets

are the field at the conductor and magnetic force

induced in the conductor bundle. The classic equa-

tions of electricity and magnetism can be conve-

niently used to calculate fields and forces in simple

two-dimensional or axisymmetric current paths.

Very good tables and graphs exist3 to aid in optimiz -

ing solenoid design. However for nonaxisymmetric,

three-dimensional magnets such as Baseball 11 or

4 HAPPE no ready-made solutions exist. This paper

presents a modeling scheme to obtain valid answers

. for three-dimensional shapes from existing comp-

uter programs.

-

Finite Element Method

In the finite element method, magnetic quan-

tities are calculated for current elements of

infinitesimal cross section, such as circular loops,

circular arcs, helices, and straight lines. Then a

magnet system with distributed currents is approx-

imated by a number of such elements, and the

corresponding input is supplied to computer pro-

grams such as MAFC04 and FORCE.5 When the

point at which the magnetic field is to be calculated

is relatively far from the conductor bundle, the

scheme for modeling the physical system by finite

elements is not critical. However, as the point of

interest gets closer to the winding or even within it,

the modeling procedure is extremely important.

For example, in modeling a 12 X 12 cm cross-

section solenoid of 100 cm radius, one finite

element, a 100-cm-radius loop, would yield the

correct central field. However, to obtain the cor-

rect maximum field within the cross section, 16

loops (each representing a 3 X 3 cm area) are re-

quired, as will be demonstrated.

“Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.



Self Field in Short Line Elements

The simplest form of conductor for which the

finite element method can be compared to the

analytical solution is an infinitely long straight wire.

The self field at the surface of such a conductor of

circular cross section can be easily found from

Ampere!s work:

.!
B.ds=p I,

and therefore

B
self

.0.4+ . (1)

To find the self field of a square conductor by

classical means is more difficult. Interestingly, a

very close approximation can be obtained by re-

lating the side of a square to the radius of a circle

of equal area and substituting into Eq. (l):

B
self

= 0.354 + . (2)

With finite element computer analysis Eself is

quickly found to be 0.353 I/w by increasing the

number of elements per square cross section. For

less-than-infinite-length square conductors, Fig. 3

shows the self field that can now be used as a funda-

mental building block.

Field in Thin Loops

A loop is another fundamental element that

would be useful in modeling a physical system such

as a solenoid. In the FORCE computer program a

loop is represented by an infinitesimally thin cir-

cular line, so that the field at the loop would theo-

retically approach infinity. However, the corre-

sponding infinite current density is a physical

impossibility. To avoid this computational problem,

a cut of several degrees is made in the loop and a

straight line is substituted along the chord for the

cut arc. FORCE is designed to calculate magnetic

fields and forces in the middle of each such straight-

line element by excluding it temporarily from cal-

culations while considering all other elements

supplied in the input. In this manner the computa-

tional difficulty of dealing with infinity is avoided.

For example, given a 100-cm mean radius loop

8.7 X 8.7 cm in cross section, obtain the magnetic

field at the conductor, Bmax. This loop may be

inputted into FORCE as a 350” circular arc element

with 100 cm radius, plus a line element correspond-

ing to the chord for the remaining 10° arc. FORCE

gives a value of 8.9 G/kA at the center of the chord,

which has been excluded from the calculation.

From Fig. 3, corresponding to a chord length

1 . 17.4 cm and width w = 8.7 cm, Bself of the ex-

cluded chord is 35.9 G. Now B
‘Y

is 8.9 + 35.9

= 44.8 G. From published tables the correct

B ~ax is 44.9 G. This excellent correlation is not

accidental. The l)w ratio corresponding to a given

range of degree of cut in the loop, 9, determines

the accuracy of the results.

Table I shows the errors incurred for a

reasonable range of l/w ratios and degrees of cut.

Although intuitively one might want to decrease the

chord length to improve accuracy, this could pro-

duce large errors. Instead, the length-to-width

ratio of the element must be controlled. Table H

shows the error band width for the combinations of

l/w and 9 shown in Table I. For an error range of

i5!10the l/w ratiomay vary between approximately

1 and 5. However, for best accuracy the following

rule of thumb should be used:

1— = 1.7 for 3“ <8<10° .
w

(3)

Since 1 = rf3 for small angles, an alternate expres-

sion can be used, where O is given in degrees:

rfil
— = 100 for 3°<0<10° .
w

(4)

Field in Thick Coils

The fundamental finite elements developed

above can now be used as building blocks to model

any three-dimensional coil. Countless possibilities

exist in choosing proper types of elements and

their respective numbers. Usually an auxiliary

computer program is used to generate the elements,

and any type of symmetry eases the calculations.

For example, consider a thick solenoid for which a

plot of the magnetic field is needed throughout the

cross section. The dimensions may be ri = 100 cm,

= 150 cm, and W = 50 cm. Using Eq. (4), O =7:‘o
andr=ri, w= 7 cm for the first loop at the inner

radius. Keeping .9 and w constant throughout the

solenoid, the model would consist of a 7 X 7 square

array of circular arcs, 353” each, and a corre-

sponding array of lines along the 7“ chord for (tach

arc. The l]w ratio increases from 1.7 at inner

surface to 2.6 at outer surface. The corresponding

?

.
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error increases from O to 2% at each midchord,

considering only the field due to its associated loop.

Due to the uniform current distribution, each loop

contributes about 107’oto the field at its own mid-

chord, and 90(70is due to the remaining 48 elements

around it. Now the maximum error at the outer

surface becomes 27o of 107o, or 0.270. At the inner

surface where the l/w ratio is correct, the error

between calculations by the published tables and

FORCE is not observable. It should be pointed out

that straight-line elements need be inserted in

loops only where field mangitudes are desired.

.4 pair of superconducting coils wound as sole-

noids were designed by using FORCE, It was neces-

sary t o plot the maximum field at the conductor and

the central field as a function of distance between

the coils, The central field was calculated by plac-

ing the midpoint of a fictitious straight-line element

with zero current at the center of the coil system.

(The fictitious-line-element technique may be used

to calculate fields at any other point away from the

conductor, ) For the designed pair of coils it was

impossible to measure experimentally the difference

between the calculated field magnitudes and the test

results.

Force Calculations

In the FORCE computer program the magnetic

force is calculated by the relation

i7i =Timixi3i) , (5)

where ~i is calculated at midpoint of each line

element specified and ii corresponds to the mag-

nitude and direction of that line element. The line

element i is excluded in calculating ~i but not in
—

computing Ei- ~ or Bi+l, for which line,elements

i-1 and i+] are excluded, respectively. By this

technique the danger of dealing with infinite theo-

retical magnetic fields at the infinitesimal-cross-

section conductor is eliminated.

Force on Thin Loop

In using Eq. (5) to calculate magnetic forces in

a loop due to its own field, the assumption is made

that Bi is the correct average field within the loop,

even though a chordal length has been excluded from

the calculation. By making the energy-balance cal-

culation it will be shown that this assumption is

true, if the rule specified in Eq. (3) or (4) is

followed. During an infinitesimal expansion of a

current loop the change in mechanical strain energy

can be equated to the change in magnetic energy at
6

constant current:

(6)

~=12 dL.—
4ir dr “

(6)

Inductance in a loop of wire is given by:7

L=r[p(ln~-2)+~@] . (7)

Assuming that P=v1 and substituting Eq. (7) into

gives:

‘=%(+:) (8)

Since the tensile force F, the outward radial

force P, and average magnetic field B are related

by Eq. (5), and since P = B2/8m and F = Pr, the

following relation holds:

(9)

By using Eqs. (1) and (2) to relate the self field in

circular and rectangular cross sections, the average

magnetic field for a current-carrying loop of rec-

tangular cross sections is found:

(lo)

The above formula gives the relationshipsamong

B, w, and r to obtain the correct loop force.

In the FORCE code Bi is obtained at midchord,

which for a given r immediately determines the

correct w, by Eq. (10), to yield accurate force.

As previously discussed, Bi is distinctly dependent

upon the l/w ratio. Since field and force are

directly related by Eq. (5), Table II also corre-

sponds to the approximate error band for forces as

a function of l/w.

Force in Thick Coils

As well as being able to calculate magnetic

fields within thick coils by using several types of

fundamental finite elements, it is now possible by

the same procedure to calculate forces. For

example, when FORCE is used to calculate mag-

netic forces on each finite element used to model a

long solenoid and the sum is compared with B2/81r,

the magnetic pressure formula, the results are

very close.

~1-~



The real advantage of FORCE is that any com-

plex system can be modeled, since there are no

limitations on geometry. Consider, for example,

the Baseball II coil, for which the preliminary

design was done by using 44 straight lines along the

baseball seam centerline corresponding to l/w = 0.208.

The central field thus obtained waa very close to the

right magnitude, as shown in Fig. 4, since the

center point was quite distant from the conductor.

However, when the point of interest was within the

current bundle, more finite elements per cross

section had to be used. Figure 4 shows the con-

vergence of the maximum field at the conductor with

improving l/w ratio. Even when lfw was quite

small—corresponding to a series of straight lines

only along the centerline of cross section—the

maximum field at the conductor was in error by only

137. from the improved model. of course, the

maximum field estimates include the self-field cor-

rection for the straight line at the point of interest.

The convergence of calculated magnetic forces

with improving lfw ratio is shown in F’ig. 4. When

only the centerline is used to model the conductor

bundle (l/w = 0.208), the force is incorrect by 238%.

However, even a slight improvement in l/w to 0.6,

still quite below the recommended 1.7, reduces the

error to 9?o. It is estimated that the final numbers

used are within 170 of true force magnitudes.

Conclusion

The finite element technique is readily appli-

cable to the magnetic field and force calculations of

complex systems. The fundamental finite elements

consist of straight lines, circular loops, and circu-

lar arcs, which are assumed to have a definite cross

sectional size. This assumption is valid when the

length-to-width ratio of straight-line elements is

approximately 1.7 for arc angles between 3“ and 10°.

The circular finite elements necessarily have cross

sections similar to the straight lines in close prox-

im ity. MAFCO is used to calculate only the magnetic

fields at a grid of points away from conductor. How-

ever, FORCE may be used to calculate the field within

the conductor bundle and the force due to the field.

The geometry of the magnet is not restricted in any

way, since the fundamental elements described here

may be used to model any three-dimensional magnet

system.

G1l-11

Nomenclature

a

B

d

F

I

L

1

P

r

w

w

e

P

u’

radius of wire, cm

magnetic field, gauss (G)

cross-sectional diameter of wire, cm

force, dynes

current, amperes (A)

inductance, henrys

length of straight line, cm

pressure, dynes/cm2

radius of circular arc, cm

solenoid length, cm

width of finite element, cm

arc angle, radians or degrees

permeability of space, 0.4 ~

permeability of wire
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Table1. Percenterrorinsingle-finite-elementcalculationsfora
range of length-to-width ratios in the interval 1- ~ 8 < 15°.

\ lIW
—

0.2 0.5
(~eg

1 2 5 10

1 22.0 12.2 0.1 -5.3 -9.4 -18.5

3 20.5 17.4 4.4 -4.0 -7.5 -22.0

5 20.3 17.1 6.6 -2.6 -6.5 - 5.7

7 20.2 16.4 6.7 -1.4 -4.1 - 6.1

10 21.4 15.4 5.0 -0.1 -5.0 - 6.2

15 NA 14.9 5.3 -0.9 -3.8 - 5.2

Fig. 1. Winding form for the HAPFE magnet.

(McGraw-Hill, New York, 1950).

Table U. Tabulati.an c.flengf h-to-width ratios for error band of *5% in the

interval 1- < .9< 15. for single finite element.

Leg)

1 0.7 0.8 0.s 1.0 1.1 1.4 1.0

3 1.0 1.1 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.8 2.4

5 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.6 1.7 2.1 3.1

7 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.7 1.9 3.3 6.4

10 1.1 1.3 1.1 2.0 2.3 3,2 5.0
1s 1.0 1.2 1.5 1.7 2.0 3.8 7.8

.5 1 I 1 1 4 1 1 I , 1 1 I I , 1 1 1 I 1 I 1

.2 -

.1:

,05-

,0?-

m -

,.~
SE 10

kwm I’oumnlhrto
Fig. 3. Self magnetic field of a finite-length-and-

width square conductor.

I , , , r , I r , , , , z 8 I

10

“o ,2 .4 ,5 .8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 L8 2,0
lmm To !41m km

Fig. 4. Convergence of magnetic field and force in
Baseball II coil with improving length-to-
width ratio of finite elemnt.

Fig. 2. Coil form for the Baseball II magnet.
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SUPERCONDUCTOREVALUATION TI%STSFOR IMP*

D. L. Coffeyt
t?.F. Gauster

Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee

AESTRACT

*

Physically similsx quadruple magnet systems, using IWCi and Nb3Sn,
have been considered for IMP. State-of-the-arttechniques for the two
types of magnet systems are compared for volume requirements,conductor
price, stability,current density, and mechanical rigidity.

The results of an extensive material testing program are reviewed
in em attempt to correlate short sample and coil performance, end to
empiricallydefine the conductor conditions leading to electrical sta-
bility.

a

4

The ma~et system for the IMP (Injectioninto

Microwave Plasma) experimentalfacility is to be a

superconductingmirror-quadrupolesystem (Fig. 1).

It will produce a central field of 20 kilogauss, an

axial mirror ratio of 2 (i.e. Bmx = 40 KG, and in

any direction a minimum mirror ratio of 1.3. Peak

magnetic fields of 66 and 80 kilogauss uI1l be

generated in the mirror and quadruple coils re-

spectively. Note that the coils have been designed

to accommodate simple layer windings and planer pan-

cake windtigs,

The mirror coils are layer rcund of multicore

compositeNbTi in copper manufacturedby Supercon

Division of the Norton Company (Fig. 2). They

have been tested to short sample operation pro-

ducing ~= . 60 kilogauss at 10,000 amp/cm2, end

will be operated at 6700 amp/cm2 h order to pro-

duce the desired Bm= = 40 kilogauss.

The quadruple coils are to be pencake wound of

Nb5Sn ribbon (Fig. 2) (manufacturedby Genersl

Electric Compemy) which sre laminatedwith copper

for stability and with stainless steel for

structural strength.

A midphne section view of the magnet system

(Fig. 3) compares NoTi and Nb3Sn quadruple magnets

and show that the magneticallyequivalentNbTi

quadruple is some JO percent larger dimensionally

them the Nb3Sn quadruple. This assumes reasonable

*
Research sponsored by the U. S. Atomic Energy
Commissionunder contractwith Union Carbide
Corporation.

‘DenotesSpeaker.

operating current densities of 84OO amp/cm2 in the

NbTi system and 13,500 A/cm2 in the Nb3Sn system.

The Nb3Sn conductor volume is about one-half that

of the NbTi system; however, the required quantity

of Nb3Sn is “ehost twice as expensive ES the NbTi.

Considerationof the electromagnetic

“breathing”motion of the quadruple windings has

led to a greater level of confidence in the

panc&e wfidtigs of the Nb3Sn ribbon than in the

less rigid layer windings of the NM?l system.

Electrical stability of the superconductor

wfidfig materials (N%Ti for the mirror and Nb@I

for the quafirupolecoils) has been principally

evaluated by the “CUSP coil” testl. The test

subjects about 1000 foot conductor samples to

the extreme conditions of the actual magnet

winding; i..e.forces, fields, current densities,

and cooling conditions approximatethose of the

full size magnet. BY applying O to 60 kilogauss

background fields, it has been possible to

evaluate the conductors over a range of peak

magnetic fields (i.e. background plus self field)

up to about 80 kilogauss. Figure 4 shows the

results of a number of tests on five NbTi super-

conductors. To understand the data, consider

first the top sample. It Is a conductor 0.057 in.

x 0.114 in. by Supercon, consisting of 18 strsnda

of ~i, each 0.011_6 in. diameter, h a copper

matrix. The ratio of copper-to-superconductor is

2.4.. Bare short sample performance of this con-

ductor in unrestricted hellun flow Is shown

‘3-1



in the upper right graph. The data show V-I per-

formance In a backgroundmagnetic field as the

current is increased into the resistive state, and

again as the current is decreaseduntil the full

current returns to the superconductor(shown at 70,

60, and 50 kilogauss). The upper center graph

shows the same conductor as it performs in the cusp

coil. Since seversl background fields are used

(O, 15, 30, 45, end 60 kilogauss),losd lines are

shcwn for the performancedata at each background

field. The effect of rapid (10 ampfsecond)and

slow (0.2 amp/secon&)charging rates is indicated

and ccmpared to the short sample critical current

curve (SS). Each of the other four stunpleswere

measured in en identical.fashion.

The obvious correlationin the data shown is

that those con&uctorswhich exhibited a smooth

transition into the current shezlng (resistive)

state, notably the Supercon 15 end Avco $?52

s~les, ~so performed best in the cusp coil test.

This correlationhas led to the followingexpla-

nation of the source of de~adation. Though the

calculationsused are only very approximate,they

seem to relate closely to experimentalresults.

Energy stored in diamagneticcurrent loops

between superconductingcores of multicore com-

posite conductors is examined as a source of

degradation in superconductingmagmets using these

materials.

Consider a conductor such as in the IMP mirror

coils (Fig. 2) simplified to two cores separated by

d = 0.05 in. center to center.

&5&

AH

With a k in. length of conductor sample

(~ &10 cm) the inductancebetween the two cores

with opposite currents Iloop is2

L=2x10-9 2
[

2?,
‘z-

-l+d-
3 k

d2 + ...1
=8 X 10-8 H (J andd in cm.)

.e
z -1

The approximateresistanceexperiencedby

Curent Iloop
is (assuming 5 kilogausa in

critical region)

the

the

R= ~ -J 1“2x.$;8xx22;~0; ;2”54 ‘4x L0-9
ohm

Therefore, the time constaot is

L 8 X 1.0-8
T

‘E= 4 x 10-9
= 20 seconds.

Experimentallythe time constantwas found tote

approximately13 seconds for these conditions,

The magnetic energy of the current loop in zke

short sample is 1/2 L~. Assume that this energy

is quickly released and adiabaticallyabeorkecikJ-

the copper substrate. The 10 cm sample wei@M 3.6

gram (principallycopper). To raise this r-assIy

5°K (to the critical temperatureof about $1.2°K)

would require 1.6 x 10-3 joules. Therefore, a laop

current change of

AllOOp= F= w ‘2”0””pE
would be auffLcLentto heat the superconductorta

its critical temperature.

One possible cause for the release of ener~

can be understood as follows: In one core the

trmsport current Itrm6p end the 10oP cUl”rent

loop are additive, in the other core the culv.el]t

difference Itrmsp - Iloop is .flOWiIlg. If the sum

G5-2
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~f t,r~sport and loop currents exceeds the criticel

curreut I.cof one core, & transition to the normal

st.~teor to the flux flow state will occur. In

the first case, stored loop energy will be quickLy

released.

The mentioned condition is not a necessery

c.miit.lou,i.e. ener~ release can occur without

eatisfybg this condition, e.g. by a flux jump in

cme of the cores. However, if flux jumps, below Ic,

were responsible for the degradation,they would

seem to be equally probable in any of the indicated

Ulaterials. Alternatively,if Itra~pm + IIOOP >

Ic conditions are responsible,then those conductors

which exhibit .wnoothcurrent sharing would be ex-

pected to be more stable; and this was found to be

tie result observed experimentally,

A local transitionto the normal.state may

nat ke sufficientto produce a propagatingnormal

zone, The tremsport current and the surface cooling

conditionsdeterminevhether the normal section

recovers (Itra~port < minimum Propagatingcurrent)

or continues to warm (Itrmfiport ~ rnfiimum Pro-

pagating current.)

There are at least two possibilitiesof pre-

venting the degradationdescribed here. The first

avoids chsxging the current loops, and the second

does not allow the stored energy to be released.

If the superconducting cores are twisted (or

better transposed) as suggested by Smith,3 then

the increasing field penetrates very rapidly

without causing the cores to charge to Ic. The

penetration time constant, measured by Iwasa4 Is

.=? seconds (n = twists per foot.)

The short sample of k in. length without a twist

correspondsto a twisted sample with a transposit-

ion cycle distance of 8 ‘incheswhich suggests a time

constant of 12 seconds (by Iwasa) as comparedwith

the measured 13 seconds. In energizing a magQet

with twisted core conductor, it is possible to
dH

‘dntati ?Z
sufficientlylow that field penetraticm

occurs without generating a significant

diamagnetic100P current. Since the 100P current

wfthout a driving magnetomotiveforce dissipates

dI=-IR
‘x

~; end the loop current builds up as

then the equilibriumpoint is

a!!d ‘ IIOOP %.00P.

Agreater~leds toward.Ic, and a lesser

a!d S.L1OWSthe loop current to dissipate.

&neraUy, the$of large magnets is such th~t

only a slight twist (perhaps two per foot) might

be sufficient to elimtnate large diamagnetic

currents.

The second means of eliminatingdiamagnetic

degradation is to fabricate umtwisted conductors

in such a way that when the loop current (plus the

transport current) reaches Ic, w addition~

energy is smoothly dissipated as ohmic power

through the flux flow resistance of the conductor

and the resistance of the substrate. This technique

requires conductor conditionswhich prevent

appreciabletransients or jumps as the conductor

current begins to share between the superconductor

and copper, because any small disturbancemight

release the energy of the fully charged loop

current, If the special wire conditions snow

smooth current sharing, as seems to be the case

with the two samples Supercon 15 and Avco 25P,

then the excess charging energy may be steadily

dissipatedto the helium bath and premature

quenchingwill not occur. An insight into cuxrent

sharing in composite conductorswith I > Ic ‘ls

given in another paper.5

A number of short sample end cusp coil tests

in addition to those performed with NbTi materials

were conductedwfth both vapor deposited and

diffusion formed Nb3Sn conductors. With S1OW

charging rates, these tests showed that either

materiel performs very stably (i.e. achieves short

sen@e Perfo~~ce) in the self field of the CUSp

coil; however, with an externally superimposedfield

of even only 10 kilogauss the vapor deposited con-

ductor becmne unstable. The diffusion formed con-

ductor remained stable at all external fields

availableup to 60 kilogauss correspondingto a

total.field of 78 kilogauss. The msximm current

density stably achieved in the cusp coil test was
2

more then 20,000 amperes/cm . Since the IMP
dI ~ ~ due to su ~creasing external field,
“Ldtdt



~~ad-rupolesoperate in the field of the mirror

coils, the choice of the latter conductorwas

required. Short sample critical currents of 600

amps + 15 percent, - 10 percent at the rated

field of 80 kilogausswere specified to avoid

instabilitiescaused by excessivelyhigh critical

current capacitieswhich were observed in some

conductor samples.

Finally, it is importsmt to report some

preliminary examinationswhich are underway at

ORNL to determine the extent of liquid helium loss

in charging or discharging “shorted”Nb5Sn COfl.S,

i.e. coils employing only stainless steel as turn-

to-turn insulation. Appropriatelyscaling

experimentalvalues from small coils indicates

that probably more then 1000 liters of helium

would be expended in either charging or discharging

the qusd.rupolecoil system. By adding a partially

resistive surface cover for increasingthe turn-to-

turn resistance,we anticipate that this charge

loss figure can be reduced by 1 or 2 orders of

magnitude.

ID. L. Coffey ad W. F. Gauster, 1968 Smer Study

on SuperconductingDevices and Accelerators,

BrookhavenNational.Laboratory (June 10 - July

19, 1968) UAC-15655 to be published.

2FrederickW. Grover, InductanceCalculations,

Dover, 1962.

3P. F, Smith, et al., 1968 Summer Study on

SuperconductingDevices and Accelerators,

BrookhavenNational.Laboratory (June 10 - July

19, 1968) UAC-15655 to be published.

4Y, Iwa6a, Magnetization of Single-Core,Multi-

Strand and Twisted Multl-StrandSuperconducting

CompositeWires, Appl. Phys. Letters, to be

published.

%. F. Gauster, Steady State Performances of

of Multi-Strand SuperconductingCompound Con-

ductors, Journal of Applied Physics (April, 1969).
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WINDR?G TECHNIQUES FOR SUPERCONDUCTING

R. L. Brwn
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Oak Ridge, Tennessee

ABSTRACT

Several new tecbni.sueshave been develoDed for

MAGms*

winding exlswmnetrical.
and nonaxisymmetricalSuperconducttigmagnet;. These meth~ds m&e possible
magnets with Improvedmechanical rigidity and with more reliable inter-
connectionsbetween coil sections (layers or pancakes).

It is very importemt that the windings of a magnet not be allowed to
move, since any motion tends to damage insulation end may lead to super-
conducting coil degradation, This suggests that the magnet must be wound
tightly and must be free of void spaces. Techniques to make fitted void
filler pieces for layer wound coils are described. These filler pieces
are especially important for making i.nterlayertransitions. Furthermore,
a new method is shwn for making splice free transitionsbetween pancake
sections. b pencake wound coils, such as with NbjSn ribbon, splices are
avoided by spiraling the conductor around tilted pins appropriately
arranged.

Prototype coil winding tests have shwn a clear advantage In using
a slight cuxvatuxe on the “straight”sections of quadruple magnets. Tests
show that the curvature elimtiateswinding Loosenesswhich usually occurs
in these parts.

The electromagneticforces generated in mag-

r.etwindings produces stresses in the conductors

which must ultimately be transmittedto other coil

support structures, Unfortunately,the soft OFHO

copper, which is used in composite superconductors,

i.ea very ductile materiel capable of withstanding

mly moderate stresses. Ventilatedmagnet con-

struction,using conductorswith spiral wrapped
in5u1ationl,2

, increases the local stresses since

Ghe partisl covering makes the load bearing sur-

faces smaller.

In layer wound magnets specially fabricated

filler pieces are required in two places. In

making the titerlayertransition,it is importsnt

that the conductor at the end of one layer not be

allowed to simply ride radially outward to the

r.extlayer without spacers; such construction

causes a scissors action between conductorswhich

damages both insulationand conductors. Rather,

the final turn of one layer must rest on a ramp

%esearch sponaoredby the U. S. AtomLc Energy

Commissionunder contract with Union Carbide

Corporation.

(or wedge) shaped filler piece which guides it to

the radial position of the next layer (Fig. 1).

Secondly, since the number of turns per layer

seldom exactly fills the layer, a filler piece is

necessary to elf.minatethe resulting circumfer-

ential void. This piece is always less than one

conductorwidth. It generally must be hand fitted

to exactly fifi.the void space. It is convenient

to install the circumferentialfiller piece between

the last and the next-to-the last turn (Fig. 1) of

the layer. The effect of these filler pieces Is to

distribute very evenly the forces on the supercon-

ducting wire In the critical layer trsasition area.

They greatly reduce the motion of windings sub-

jected to electromagneticforces end eliminate the

“scissors”insulationdamage.

The filler pieces must be fabricated of

material which is (1) an Insulator, (2) mechani-

cally strong, but not brittle at liquid hel-ium

temperaturesend (3) readily machined and formed.

A compressiontest of thermoplasticpolycarbonate

(Lexan) indicated a yield strength ofj.lx 104

psi at 77°K (about twice that of soft copper.)

Though no data are available on the properties of

.
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this plastic at lower temperatures,judging from

the properties of similar plastics, we expect even

greater strength at liquid helium temperature. The

thermoplasticproperty of polycsxbonatemakes It

possible by heat treattig the filler pieces at

l~°C for forty-fiveminutes to form them to the

curvature of the m-et winding (Fig. 2). From a

sheet of polycaxbonate,the filler pieces are cut

to a width slightly greater than the conductor

width. These strips are ground to close tolerance

on a rotary @.nding wheel (Fig. 3). The grinding

operation should be fast since the filler pieces

must be custom fitted at the end of each layer.

The wedge shaped filler pieces are fabricatedin

advance on a manually operated air grinder (Fig.

k). It has been found that the wedge shaped filler

piece must provide both a radial ramp and an axial

ramp. This requires that the filler piece have a

ramp at each end with one rotated 90° with respect

to the other.

Model winding studies, in connectionwith the

developmentof J14Pmagnets, have led to several

interestingimprovementsin the winding technique

for layer wound coils. Uniform conductorwinding

tension has been maintained by a brake wheel in

which the conductor rides on a neoprene disc

(Fig. 5). The tension is read and maintained by

a torque wrench and clutch arrangement. The en-

tire brake assembly is motor driven to move

axially so that the conductor is kept in proper

alignmentwith the coil.

Racetrack shaped coils, for quadruple ma~ets,

presented another problem. In the straight

sections, the windings become very loose since

there is no radial force to keep the layers com-

pressed. Attempts to use clamps during winding

still did not produce a tightly wound section. It

was finally necessary to allow a slight curvature

in the “stra@>t section” to maintain radial com-

pression. Several coils with sections os various

cucvaturcs were wound to examine the influence of

,:~vature on tightness (Fig. 6). A techniquewas

developed to measure relative ti@tness by com-

pressing the coil surface with 100 pounds on a one

inch square surfliceemd recording the resulting

deflection. As cam be seen in Fig. 7, with a rise

of 0.394 in. at the center of a section with a

length of 25 in., the deflection leveled off to

approximately0.0045 in. after about 12 layers of

.057 in. x .114 in. composite conductorwere wound.

Where splices of the composite conductorwere

required, they were made by soft soldering the

narrow edges of the two conductors over a length

which is 1/8 in. less than one turn (Fig. 1). This

sacrificesone turn but provides a joint which is

electricallyand mechanically good.

When the decisionwas made to use Nb3Sn

ribbon3’k in the quadruples of IMP, it became

necessary to find an improvedmethod of making

transitionsbetween pcmcake sections. The transi-

tion area is often the location of faults In

pancake coils. An added difficulty arose in trying

to make reliable transitionsbetween pancakes wish

different inside radii (Fig. 8). A satisfactory

solution seems to be the use of a tilted pin, stout

which the ribbon conductor spirals to move from one

pancake plsme to the next. It can be seen in Fig.

9 that the angle of the pin tilt is proportional

to the conductorwidth and pin diameter. Eetails

of this technique are given elsewhere.5

%uwmonuclear Div. Semiann. Prog. Rept. April 3@,

ORNL-4150, pp. 142-147.

2ThermonuclearDiv. Semiann. Prog. Rept. Oct. 31,

1967, ORNL-k2~, pp. 143-147.

3C. D. Gr~~, Jr. ad H. R. Hsrt, Jr., “~si~

and Constructionof Tape Wound High Field Super-

conductingSolenoids”, a rept. by G.E. Research

and DevelopmentCenter, Schenectady,N. Y.

%. R. Schrader, “Design end Constructionof NPjSn

SuperconductiveMagnets”, a rept. by RCA,

Harrison, N. J.

5R. L. Brown, “Novel Techniques for Winding

SuperconductingTapes”, ORNL-’I?I-245O(JsJ!.l>i,~).
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Fig. 1. Magnet Coil Fillers and Splices.

Fig. 3. Grinding Straight Rectangular Fillers.

Fig. 4. Grinding Wedge Shape Fillers.

Fig. 2. Forming Curved Fillers.
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Fig. 5. Brake for ConductorWinding Tension.

SECTION

“AoA”

LAYLR

Fig. 7. Winding Tightness Test (deflectionvs layers).

i’

I /1

Fig. 6. Wtiding Tightness Test.

Fig. 8. TransitionPins in IMP Quadruple Coils.

Fig. 9. Model DemonstratingTilt vs. Pin Diameter.
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HIGH- FIELD CRYOGENIC MAGNETS WITH PURE ALUMINUM CONDUCTOR

by Gerald V. Brown

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Lewis Research Center

Cleveland, Ohio 44135

ABSTIUC T

The use of very pure aluminum conductor in high-current-density cryogenic

magnets is considered. The need to limit the strain in the aluminum by ap-

propriate structure strength is analyzed. The conclusion is that aluminum with
a resistivity ratio above 10,000 could be effectively used if the strain is limited

to a few tenths of a percent. Magnetoresistance is a more serious problem at
high fielda than is strain resistivity. It is shown that average current densities
needed to produce fields of 300 KG and over could be obtained even though large

amounts of structure are needed to keep the strain low. An examination of the

forces in a tape-wound solenoid shows that the problem of the low yield stress

of pure aluminum can be solved by making the conductor thin and thus prevent-

ing excessive accumulation of force within the conductor. The amount of

structure needed in a tape-wound coil is analyzed in terms of a non-dimensional

parameter containing the conductor current density and the Young!s modulus of

the structure. The advantage of a high modulus structure is emphasized.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent improvements in the residual resistivity

ratio (RRR) of Al have increased interest in cryo-

genic aluminum solenoids. Two serious problems

in using very pure Al in high field coils are its

softness and its strain resistivity. This paper

analyzes these problems and presents one method

of solving them for tape-wound solenoids.

Il. STRAIN RESISTIVITY

Strain in the plastic region can increase the re-

sistivity, p, of Al substantially. Increases near

a factor of ten for RRR = 2350 occur for a stress

of 15, 000 psi (1. 0X108 N/m2), ‘1) But this stress

corresponds to a few percent strain. (See stress-

strain cur ves in Ref. 2. ) Tn a magnet, structure

can limit strain to tenths of a percent. For O. 3~o

strain the 2350 RRR sample p increases 30% or

less. At that strain, the stress in steel is

90,000 psi (6. 2X108 N/m2); the structure stress

clearly need not be low to give reasonable strain

values.

Aluminum with 10,000 RRR is now commer-

ciallyavailable. New refiningmethods yieldRRR

= 50,000. ‘2) For very high fields,RRR above

about 10,000 offers littleadvantage because mag-

netoresistance (MR) dominates.

The increase Ap(c) of p with strain e is

usually fittedby a power law, Ap(E) = A#, where

A varies widely, imt n is usually between 1.0

and 1.5.

Figure 1 contains data on strain resistivity at

4.2 K. The curve from Arp, et al(2) is an em-

pirical data fit.:

Ap(c) = 11OC1“ 19(10-9Q cm) (1)

Data from Ref. 1 were converted to Ap(c) data

by using the lowest 2000 RRR stress-strain data

of Ref. 2. Two points from Cheever, et al, ‘3) in

the strain range of interest, are shown. Some

single crystal dsta(4) are very close to Eq. (1).

Because of the data spread, a ?~best? ? and a

~?worst~~ case will be considered. The spread k
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less important when MR is included for high

fields. Equation (1) is used as the best case. The

worst case is taken to be a line of slope 1.0 above

all the data. The Ap(e) are assumed to be inde-

pendent of RRR. Thus the strained resistivity p5

in zero field equals the residual resistance, po,

plus Ap(c). Adding the MR, ApH, gives

[)
P(E, H) = P. + Ap ; + ApH. The Corruccini em-

pirical relation, will be used for the MR, with

p~ put in for the zero field resistivity:

‘pH H~(l + 0.00177 H*)
—. (2)

Ps 1.8+ 1.6 H*+0.53H;

where H* = H x ~T/p5 (in megagauss (1OOT)).

Figure 2 shows the ~~best-case~’ p(c, H) for

several strains. The “worst-case” p(c, H) are

obtained by adding O. 31, 0.90, and 1.42x10-9 Qcm

for O. 1, 0.3, and O. 5’%strain, respectively, to

the values shown. This is valid because the field

range in Fig. 2 is in the linear, or so-called
t~sa~rated~~, region of the MR for ~ the RRR’s

shown. The curves, extrapolated far beyond the

range of the data underlying Eq. (2), are sensitive

to the slope of the linear region.

For any RRR, P(O. 5??I,H) - P(O. l%, H)

= 0. 5X1O-9 !2 cm for the best case, but is equal to

1.6 X10-9 $2cm for the worst case. So for the

best-case there is not much benefit in keeping the

strain low (which requires more structure), ex-

cept for the highest RRR and well below 10 T. If

the worst case applies, there is a greater benefit

in low strain.

At 10 T, increasing the RRR has a diminishing

return above 20, 000; for O. 3?0strain only a 20%

reduction in p(~, H) is obtained by going from

20, 000 to 50, 000. At 30 T the use of

RRR >10,000 would be unrewarding; at O. 3%

strain there is only a 10% reduction in p(~,H)

from 10, 000 to 20,000 RRR and only 20% from

10,000 to 50, 000.

Because H and c vary with position in a coil,

p will, also. The average p then lies between

the extremes that occur inside and outside.

Strains of O. 1% or lower may be difficult to

achieve because the differential thermal contrac-

G7-2

tion between steel and aluminum is of that order

from 293 K to 4 K.

III. LIMITATIONS IMPOSED BY PLASTIC FLOW

Local plastic flow problems can be solved by

making the conductor a thin, wide ribbon, backed

by a ribbon of structure (steel, etc.). This geom-

etr y provides a large bearing area to transmit

force from conductor to structure and limits ac-

cumulation of force inside the conductor. The

conductor ribbon, structure ribbon, and an insu-

lating film may be wound into a ~‘pancake” or

“tape-wound” coil.

Radially Outward Force. This force, largely

count eracted by hoop stress in the structure, also

produces local radial compression and contributes

to the total shear stress in the conductor.

Co mm’ession at Outer Radius of Conductor

Ribbon. The radial force accumulates in the con-

ductor to a maximum at its outer surface. The

compressive stress Sc at that point in a conduc-

tor of thickness tc, carrying current density Jc

in an axial field Bz, is Sc = BzJctc. If Sc must

be limited to 1000 psi (6. 9X106 N/m2), then
tc ~ 0003~? (0077 mm) for Bz = 30 T, ad

Jc .30 KA/c m2. Much higher Jc and Bz or

much lower yield stress could pose a conductor

flow problem. Tape-wound, edge-cooled Al coils

have been made with foils as thin as 0.004”

(O. 1 mm). ‘6)

Axial Force on End Turns. The axial force on

the end turns is best resisted (for high B and

Jc) by shear on the faces of the turns, because

the edge of a thin ribbon has very little bearing

area. * A new tit less severe limit on conductor

thickness arises due to the maximum permitted

shear stress between the Al and the structure

ribbon, provided by friction or bonding.

Ends of Structure Ribbon. To support the con-

ductor, the structure ribbon must be in tension,

and the ends must be anchored to resist the ten-

sion. This tension force is reduced by decreasing

tc,

\

#

*The axial fc.rce is assumed to be carried

the structure after it is transferred from the

ductor.

by
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IV. STRUCTURE ANALYSB

It is now shown that enough structure can be

provided to hold e below O. 5% and still have

enough total current density Jt to reach very

high fields. The following analysis can also be

applied to superconducting magnets, where the

strain must be low to prevent rupturing the super-

conducting material, Let the structure thickness

t~ vary with the local strength requirements.

Several factors make this desireable, including

hoop force variations, the unwinding problem, and

the result that varying AS (the structure fraction)

allows Jt to be higher at small radius.

Consider the unwinding problem. The hoop

force on a turn of radius r, width w, and thick-

ness tc in an axial field Bz(r) is 2rBz(r) Jctcw.

The fractional strain c(r) of a supporting hoop of

Young’ s modulus Y is equal to

rBz(r) Jctc/(Yts). (%nore the fact that the “hoop”

is really a spiral and also neglect the conductor

hoop strength. ) The increase Ar in the turn

radius is rc(r) or .
JctcrzBz(r)

Ar= (3)
Yts

Usually AI’ is s mailer for the inner turns, and

they may unwind until they seat against the outer

ones, Adhesives, prestressing of turns (by wind-

ing tension), and external hoops help prevent un-

winding. But these methods cause compressive

forces to be passed from turn to turn, which may

be troublesome if the conductor is soft.

These problems are avoided if the structure

ribbon thickness ts is proportional to r2Bz(r).

The resulting variation of the conductor packing

fraction Ac causes Jt to vary, complicating the

calculation of Bz(r). The inter- relation of Jt,

~c~
and 13z(r) involve an integral equation.

The Field Distribution Integral Equation

The change in field dH across a radial element

dr of an infinite solenoid is dH = -Jt(r)dr, in

rationalized mks units. Note Jt(r) = Xc(r) Jc.
The packing fractions are related by kc + XS = 1.

Under load, the structure expands according to

Eq. (3), Setting ~ = alcl, where al is the

coil inner radius and El the fractional strain ~

a ~, we obtain

[1
-1

Jcr2B(r)
At(r) = 1 +

Yclal

To convert to nondimensional variables, let

.-9”

Then kc = [1 + Ky2h(y)]-1, and setting h(1) ~ hl

and integrating dH yields

Y

h(y) = hl - j[
1 + K#2h(yjj1 dy’ (4)

1

The integration interval was chosen to make the

field in the bore explicit.

A first approximation, hi(y), to the solution of

Eq. (4) is obtained by replacing h(y) in the inte-

grand by hl:

tan-1(r) (c)Khl y - tan-l Khl
hi(y) = hl -

Successive substitutions of new approximations to

h(y) into the integrand yield an iterative solution.

For K = O the solution is h(y) = hl + 1 - y, and

for K = ~, h(y) = hl.

Equation (4) has been solved numerically for

several values of hl and K. The h(y) solutions

(Fig, 3) are readily interpreted in conjunction

with kc and X5. The h(y) cur ves have minimum

slope at y = 1, where kc and Jt are highest.

At larger radii, the hoop force increases, requir-

ing more structure. Secondly, c(y) must decrease

as 1/y to keep Ar fixed. Hence the working

stress in the structure falls as 1/y, raising IS

at larger y. For the larger hl and K the

curves for h(y) flatten out for large y, because

the increasing XS makes Jt approach zero. For

lower hl and K, there is an inflection point in

the curves if the hoop force drops enough to per-

mit AS to decrease. Solutions are physically

valid only in an interval where h(y) >0, because

c(y) a l/y cannot hold if the hoop force changes

sign.
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Practicality of Varying t~

A continuous change of t~ poses a formidable

fabrication problem. A simple alternative is a

varying number of thin ribbons, approximating a

continuous thickness change. The use of thin-

rolled ribbons might circu invent the brittleness of

the refractor y metals, making available the high

Young’s moduli of molybdenum and tungsten.

V. ACCESSIBLE FIELD RANGE

Within the limits imposed by the properties of

very pure aluminum and the structural assump-

tions, at least 30 T appears attainable.

Consider a coil with al = 2.65 cm and outer

radius a2 = ‘7.95 cm. For forced edge-cooling by

boiling He, a heat flux of a few W/c m2, and pSll-

cakes 1 c m thick with 50% exposed edge area, the

allowed Jc approaches 30 KA/c m2 for O.3%

strain, 20, 000 RRR, and 30 T. Let

Jc = 30 KA/c m2, Y = 30X106 psi (stainless steel),

and c1 = O. 383%. Then K= O. land h1=3.0 for

30 T in the tire. Using Fig. 3, one finds the coil

can make 10.6 T and needs a 19.5 T background

field to give 30 T total. If the structure were

tungsten (Y = 60x106 psi), then K = 0.051, and

the coil would make 14 T. The required 16 T

background field is significantly less than the

19.4 T required for the steel structure coil, and

is co reparable to fields of existing cryogenic mag-

nets. Field strengths of 20 T in a 11.5 cm bore

and 14 T in a 29 cm bore have been produced in

(7) A background coilliquid neon-cooled Al coils.

for the steel structure case above, wound using

the methods of the present paper, would be small.

For al = 8.57 cm, a steel structure, and Jc and

al as above, the values hl = O. 6 and K = 1.05

are obtained. Interpolation in Fig. 3 shows that

a long background coil 34.2 c m in outside diam-

eter could supply the required 19.4 T.

VI. SUMMARY

It has been shown that strain resist ivity in

aluminum is not large enough to eradicate the ad-

vantage of using aluminum with 10, 000 RRR or

better in lower field regions of high field coils. In

highest fields MR dominates both the residual and

strain resistivities, and there may be little reason

to go beyond 10, 000 in RRR. Conductor strain

can readily be held to tenths of a percent by a

variable-thickness structural tape wound with the

conductor. The changfng ts offers the advant-

ages of (1) preventing accumulated turn-to-turn

forces, (2) allowing maximum current density at

all points, and (3) producing a current density

that varies inversely with radius. An integral

equation for the field distribution in such a coil

was derived and was solved numerically. The

considerable advantage of using a high Young!s

modulus structure was pointed out fro m the solu-

tions.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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A STUDY OF 10ROIDAL AXIALLY SWJETRIC MAGNETIC FIELD SYSTEMS

IMLUDING ‘TIIEEFFlJ2TSOF FIELD DIFFUSION INIU ‘lMB

RESISTIVE BOUNDARIES

by

J. Phillpott and T.E. James

U.K.A.E.A. Research Group, Culham I.aboratory, Abingdon, Berkshire, England.

ABSTRACf

The paper described the study of field configurations
produced by bounded axially symnetric toroidal geometries
for infinite and finite conductivityboundary conditions.

1. &NfRODUCTION

Nagnetic field ~stems which have toroidal

axially symnetricproperties (e.g.Multipole and

Levitron experiments)have been used to investigate

problems associatedwith plasma containment. In

such a system the magnetic field configurationat

any time depends on:-

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

the quantity of flux between the ring

conductorsand the outer boundary or wall

the shape of the ring conductors and the

outer (wall) surface

the varition of flux with time

the rate of field diffusion into the

resistiveboundaries.

Wh?n thz time of interest is short compared

with the flux penetration, infinite conductivityis

assumed, and the flux satisfies Laplace’s equation.

When the field diffuses into the resistivebound-

aries, the flux satisfies the Diffusion equation.

Ccxnputerprograms have been written to give various

parameters associatedwith the magnetic field for

a~ point either between or within the metallic

boundaries. These parametersmay be:-

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

the magnetic flux plot at aqy time for

aw given variatiom of flux with time

contours of constantmagnetic field

total conductorcurrent, surface current

densities and contours of constant mag-

netic scalar potentials

magnetic forces on conductors

line integrals associatedwith the mag-

netic field for assessingplasma stability

(j) effective Circuit parameters such as

inductance, resistanceand field decay

time constants.

2. PROGWM OUfLINE

Digital computer programs have been written to

solve the field equations using a point successive

over-relaxationtechnique and are shwn in block

diagram form in Fig.1. There are two user routines

which lead to easy modification of input and output

infonwation. The region of interest is divided into

a series of mesh points and the flux is evaluated at

these points for the specified boundary conditions.

From these flux values the flux density B may be

determined. The overall accuracy of the solution

depends on the comparison of distances between mesh

points with size of the boundaries. In general, an

overall error of less than 5% may be expected, even

in regions of high field gradient. For problems

involving diffusion of field, this calculationis

repeated for successive time intervals.

3. INPUf

Expressing the boundary shapes in terms of

their mathematicalequations avoids inputting a vast

number of co-ordinates. Cawplicated boundariesmay

be formed frcm a combination of simple shapes.

4. ourPuf

The values of flux and flux density may be

tabulated for each mtsh point, togetherwith values

of various contour integrals. However, graphical

representationof the two matrices is desirable.

When drawing flux lines the following integralsmay

be evaluated:

(1) the value occurrent bfHdi3
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DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF AN IMPROVED 1 = 3
STABILIZING SYSTEM FOR THE MODEL C STELLARATOR*

J. B. Joyce and G. V. Sheffield

Plasma Physics Laboratory
Princeton University

Princeton, New Jersey

ABSTRACT

The magnetic features of the winding are discussed. The objec-
tive of the magnetic design was to obtain high shear and to minimize
the island structure of the magnetic surfaces. Methods of adjusting
the parameters of the stabilizing winding to give the desired shear,
while maintaining the highest degree of magnetic symmetry, are
presented. New linear circularizers were adopted that reduce the
island structure and allow for adjustment of the magnetic surface
quality after the windings are installed. Construction techniques
are described with emphasis on new methods as compared to pre-
vious windings of this type. A description is given of the use of the
vacuum tube as the inner structure for the stabilizing winding. The
separate and independent supports for the circularizer windings are
discussed. Magnetic, electrical, thermal, and structural specifica-
tions are listed,

MAGNETIC DESIGN

The objectiveof the magnetic design of

the SF -3C windings was to obtain a transform of

360 degrees at a radius of 2.5 inches and simul-

tane ously to minimize the island structure of the

magnetic surfaces.

Stabilizers

Each stabilizing winding was designed to

have 11 field periods over 180 degrees of the

U -bend, and the current strength was adjusted

to give the required transform. This resulted

in a maximum transform per field of about 16.4

degrees, which is well below the limit estab-

lished by Gibsonl for the breakup of the magnetic

surfaces due to the effect of curvature. ( See

Fig, 1, ) The symmetry of the system was in-

creased by making each winding an integer num-

ber of field periods and by having both windings

identical. This higher degree of symmetry re-

duces the size of the island structure.

,:
Work performed under the auspices of the U.S.
Atomic Energy Commission.

Circularizers

An earlier study by She ffield2 showed

that circularizers are one of the major per-

turbations that enlarge the island structure of

the surfaces. For this reason a study was

undertaken to determine if a circularizer con-

figuration could be selected that would reduce

this effect.

The evaluation was done by determining,

through compute r calculations, the radial width

of the Nth surface island chain, where N = 2 ~/L ,—

and by comparing this value for the various

circularizer configurations.

The two main types of circularizers,

helical and linear, are shown in Fig. 2 along

with the expressions relating their parameters.

The results of the computer runs are also given.

It can be seen that compared to the helical type,

the linear type reduces the island size signifi-

cantly and that the second set of linear parame -

ters gives the best results. This second linear
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configuration was adopted for use in the SF -3C

windings.

An interesting computer experiment was

carried out using this final circularizer design.

Up to this point the circularizer had been

positioned adjacent to the end of the stabilizing

winding. In this experiment the circularizer

was mathematically displaced over a range

both away from and overlapping the end of the

stabilizing winding. The resulting N . 2 island

widths measured as a function of the displace -

ment are shown in Fig. 3. The displacement is

positive for translation away from the end of

the stabilizing winding, and a negative island

\vidth indicates a change in the phase of the

island chain ( a center of an island occurs where

a stagnation point between islands occured pre-

viously ). This plot shows that the phase of the

island chain reverses when the displacement is

zero, which accounts for the disappearance of

the island chain at this point. As a result of

this experiment, translational adjustment has

been built into the SF-3C circularizers that may

be used to further minimize the island structure

after the windings have been installed on the C

slclla rater.

A computer study of the final SF-3C

design in a simulation of the C stellarator race-

track shows that the flux lines of the N . 1 sur-

face are contained in the machine and form an

island chain whose radial width is of the order

of O. 1 inch. As a comparison, when this study

was made for the two stabilizing windings now

cm the C stcllarator (SF-3A and SF-3B ), the

first group of contained flux lines which form an

island chain of comparable radial width are on

the N = 4 surface. This result shows that the

new SF-3C windings are magnetically a sub-

stantial improvement over the existing sta -

bilizing windings, since they give four times

the transform on surface island chains of

comparable radial width.

ME C} fANICAL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

Stabilizer Windings

With the required features of the wind-

ings established by magnetic parameters, the

next step was to design, manufacture, and

assemble the actual components. The first

dimension to be set was the minor diameter

of the stabilizer conductors. Implied in this

diameter are the conductor size and the num-

ber of conductors per bundle. Every effort

was made to position the conductors as close

to the magnetic centerline as possible.

The first step in this direction was

positioning of the conductors directly on the

vacuum tube. Previous windings of this type

for Model C used structural support systems

that were independent of the vacuum tube. To

utilize the vacuum tube as the inner structure

required a tube with a wall thickness capable

of supporting the inward forces. At the same

time the wall thickness could not be allowed

to dictate a position for the conductors beyond

the desired radial location. Some additional

space was obtained by decreasing the vacuum

tube inside diameter from 8 to 7.8 inches.

Analysis of the tube, loaded by three equally

spaced, uniformly distributed forces, indi-

cated excessive wall thicknesses. Additional

support for the inner tube was required. Stiff

outer rings were used to restrict the outward

deflection of the vacuum tube in the non-loaded

span and thereby reduce the moments in the

loaded portion. With this design, a wall

thickness of O. 25 inch was found to be suf-

ficient.

.*
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The vacuum vessel was formed from an

extruded 304 stainless steel tube with a 7,8. inch

inside diameter and O. 625-inch wall thickness.

After bending the tube to the de sired major

radius the outside surface was machined to

give the 0. 25-inch wall thickness, Tolerance

on the total indicated reading of the tube outer

surface was * 0.01 inch.

Forming of the conductors was done on

a carbon steel mandrel. Contoured strips

were bolted to the mandrel to produce the he-

lical pattern. Insulation of the conductors was

done before forming. After the conductors were

formed and cut to proper length, a turnaround

block was brazed between appropriate conduc-

tors. A cooling tube was brazed in this block

connecting the cooling paths of the two con-

ductors.

With the winding completely formed and

connected, it was shifted from the mandrel

onto the vacuum tube. The exact position for

the conductor bundles was established with a

protractor head. The outer bands of glass

epoxy were then applied. A steel band was

pressed over the turnarounds at each end of

the winding and a split steel band clamped

over the electrical lead crossovers. These

steel bands were necessary to carry the in-

creased load in the transition areas. The end

bands also served as bearing surfaces for the

circularizer support cylinders.

Cooling is provided by deionized water

with a pressure drop across each cooling path

of sixty pounds per square inch. Water is sup-

plied at each end of the winding and exhausted

at the center, resulting in a path length of ap-

proximately 90 inches. The hole size in the

conductor is 0, 25-inch diameter. Formed

conductors for one of the stabilizer windings

is shown in Fig. 4.

Circularizer Windings

The circularizer windings represent a

complete departure from previous design. In

an effort to provide increased flexibility, as

well as incorporate the linear conductor

positionings, the circularizer portion of the

system was made as separate coils. This

provides the ability to rotate, translate, and

adjust the current of the circularizer windings

relative to the stabilizer winding.

In order for the circularizer turnarounds

to be in the same plane as the turnarounds of

the stabilizer windings, the circularizer con-

ductors were formed at a diameter that could

be passed over the end steel bands. This

larger diameter also permits translation of the

circularizers, giving the phase shift of island

structure shown in Fig. 3. The larger diameter

also required four conductors per bundle to ac-

complish the circularizing. These were ar-

ranged in two layers making the bundles two

conductors wide and two high. Formed con-

ductors for the circularizer windings are

shown in Fig. 5.

Cooling is provided for the circularizer

windings from the same source described for

the stabilizers. The path length is appr oxi -

mately 80 inches through a O. 25-inch hole.
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Table I. SF-3C Characteristics

Stabilizer Circularizer

Helical Pitch (radians per centerline inch )

Field Periods

Number of Bundles

Number of Conductors per Bundle

Continuous Current ( amperes )

Pulse Current ( amperes )

Conductor Area ( square inches )

Conductor Length ( inches )

Resistance at 20°C ( mil.liohms )

Water Flow ( gallons per minute per path )

0.170543

11

6

4

20, 000

40, 000

0.560

173.5

5.03

2.6

6

4

20, 000

40, 000

0.437

79.0

0.49

2.7
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FABRICATION TECHNIQUES FOR RECENT COMPLEX MAGNET SYSTEMS*

Arthur R. Harvey
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory

University of California
Livermore, California

ABSTRACT

Within recent years magnetic field requirements have fostered magnet
systems of ever increasing complexity. Large superconducting magnets
with nonconventional geometries, lumped solenoids that produce fields
of high uniformity, and solenoids requiring greater heat dissipation
properties present fabrication problems heretofore unencountered.

Magnets of this type or their prototypes are currently being constructed
in our magnet fabrication facility at Lawrence Radiation Laboratory,
Livermore.

This is a report on some of the difficulties encountered and the techniques
we have developed for the design and fabrication of a single magnet -
system,

INTRODUCTION

present ex-

simple sole-

Magnet systems which exist in our

periments are no longer a cone ct ion of

noids which may be purchased with minimum con-

sideration of design and economy. To cite a few

examples, the present Astron, superconducting

HAPPE, and the forthcoming superconducting Alice

Baseball II magnets fall within this category. To

attempt to describe them all in this report would do

justice to none. Therefore, the design and fabrica-

tion techniques developed for the Astron 1.4-meter

magnet system will be discussed in detail here,

with particular emphasis placed on its uniqueness,

precision, and economy,

HISTORY

The former magnet system, in brief, consisted

of a single layered solenoid (Fig. 1) with electrical

and water connections at every 12 turns. Diagnostic

entries were provided at locations originally deemed

necessary.

Difficulties encountered with this system were:

a) Maintenance of concentricity, alignment,

and roundness primarily affected by the in-

dependent magnet and vacuum tank support.

‘bWork performed under the auspices of the U. S.
Atomic Energy Commission.

b)

c)

Field perturbations induced by the single

layer winding and terminal arrangements.

A satisfactory method for providing addi-

tional diagnostic entries. This is evident

in Fig. 2, in which case the conductor by-

passes were field- installed, with subsequent

charring of insulation.

PHYSICS R~QUIREMENTS FOR 1.4-METER
MAGNETS*

Requirements for the present 1.4-meter mag-

net system were as follows:

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

BASIC

Maximum diagnostic access.

Cancellation of net axial current flow.

Minimum lead induced field perturbations.

Maximum field uniformity.

Opt imizat ion of magnet modules to existing

30-liW power supplies.

ENGINEERING APPROACH

To provide maximum diagnostic access,

lumped solenoids were clearly the solution. To

minimize net axial ~~lrrel]tflow, CO IldUCtOr layers

in multiples of two were reqUired, so that odd-

numbered layers impart an axial current flow in

one direction cancclled by reverse flow in the

*X:
Detailed physics design as well as magnitude

of field errors introduced by magnet geometry
may be found in Ref. 1.
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even-numbered layers. To further cancel this net

flow, adjacent modules wound in opposite sense im-

part divergent current flow inlayers of equal radii.

To minimize field perturbations induced by the

leads, a coaxial arrangement was required. Maxi-

mum field uniformity required uniform magnet

diameters in addition to precise concentricity, axial

alignment, and module spacing. 1

Optimization of magnet modules with respect to

exist ing power supplies was accornpl ished by a com-

puter program entitled “INFSOL.” This program

selectively alters the parameters of number of

turns, conductor size, and length and diameter of

water passage to provide the maximum field obtain-

able within a given geometric confinement.

The system was now basically set to provide

90 ft of lumped solenoids spaced on 9.6-in. centers.

One hundred sixteen solenoids were required, four

of which were spares.

DETAILED ENGINEERING DESIGN

Magnet Support and Alignment

As shown by its dimensions a single module of

the magnet system (Fig. 3) is a rather large thin

cylinder. A conventional method for maintaining

roundness would be to fabricate precisely machined

coil forms with stiffening rings. However, taking

advantage of the accurately machined o.d. of the

heavy walled vacuum tanks, our approach was to

use the tanks as the means of support.

To maintain proper roundness and accurate

module spacing, we had to provide cores (Fig. 4)

with accurately machined parallel edges and inside

diameters capable of being held to tight tolerances.

The conventional approach would require compli-

cated and expensive machining of cylinders. Since

the cylinders are thin, our approach was to main-

tain an accurate cir curnference by the following

method. The plate for the cores was first planed

for width and circumferential length, next, it was

rc)llcd and placed on an accurately machined mandrel

which assures proper width and parallel edges. The

closing edges were then drawn together by banding

to the proper diameter. The circumference was

then measured and, if within tolerance, the closing

weld was made. This technique proved very suc-

cessful; on nine trial cylinders the inside diameter

ranged from nominal to less than +0.020-in. based

on circumferential measurements. The cost of

$89.00 each was a gross saving over the alternate

method.

The coils are supported (Fig. 5) on the tank by

expandable rubber blocks, which permitted a high

degree of concentricity and roundness. Proper

spacing between modules is maintained by accu-

rately machined interlocking bars. The combination

of the blocks and bars maintains axial alignment.

An added bonus to this method of support is the

additional diagnostic entry space given by eliminat-

ing the stiffening rings.

Coaxial Leads

coaxial leads present a very difficult problem

because the return lead terminal block cannot be

soldered to the conductor while in place without

destroying the magnet insulation. The method

shown in Fig. 6 was selected to provide the water-

cooled coaxial power leads. The inner lead rod is

electrically isolated from the outer terminal block

by an epoxy -Fiberglas layup on the rod. Insulation

between the inner and outer terminal blocks is a

l/32 -in. -thick epo~ glass laminate sheet. The low

conductivity water seal is an O-ring between the

rod and the outer terminal. The rod is screwed to

block ! A! . This allows the rod to be removed and

the seal to be replaced without removing the coil

from the tank. This arrangement also requires

precision alignment of the rod to effect the seal

and to intercept the inner rod screw. The seenl-

ingly redundant block ! A! makes this possible.

Prior to placing the outer terminal block over the

inner block, the screw hole for the rod is left

undrilled. The coil fabricator may then place and

clamp the outer block in place within reasonable

coil-winding tolerance. Using a special punch he

may then precisely locate the screw hole center.

Block ! At may then be removed, drilled, and re-

placed to complete the rod assembly.

Guaranteed Coil Tolerances

For uniform current density, conductors

throughout the coil must be evenly spaced as shown

by coil sections from different locations (Fig. 7).

?
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To insure the same degree of accuracy for a coilas

applied to itscore, we designed and constructed two

mandrels which held the cores round during winding

and prevented the coillengths from exceeding the

core lengths, Helical ramps were incorporated to

properly shape the lower layer. Retractable blocks

of proper length, when engaged, imparted the return

helix. Using this method of fabrication, the coil-

wit]ding tolerances are guaranteed.

CONSTRUCTION

The Prototype Coil

To obtain rapid delivery and effect further

economy, we attempted throughout our design to

select materials and techniques which would assure

the construction of a single module within a normal

working shift.

To verify this goal, a prototype coil (Fig. 8)

was constructed in our shop. The webbing termi-

nated by two holes (our original concept for coil

handling) proved two costly and time corisuming.

The terminal arrangement (Fig. 9) caused clamping

difficulties. Also, removal of the coil from the

mandrel was difficult due to the orientation of the

water leads.

The Final Magnet System

The modules were redesigned to eliminate these

and other problems encountered during construction

of the prototype. Figure 10 shows one of the pur-

chased modules. The previous method of coil handl-

ing was replaced by clamp-positioning holes in the

core at a saving of $23 per coil. The revised ter-

minal arrangement (Fig. 11) provides sufficient

clamping holes and slots, which may be utilized to

mechanically bolt the terminak together if required.

The water-cooling circuit may be seen in Fig.

12, which is a view of the partially assembled ma-

chine. Water enters through the hoses intu lhc

fittings opposite the terminals. Parallel flow then

occurs in the top and bottom layers. Flow from

the top layer directly enters the coaxial cavity,

while water from the bottom layer discharges

through the tube in the lower terminal, Flow 1s

recombined through a nonconductive fitting so that

all of the water flows up the coaxial leads where

it discharges.

SUMMARY

The 1.4-meter magnet system recently de-

veloped at LRL, Livermore, is unique in its fast

construction, methods of assembly, and reduced

costs. Manually wound solenoids were constructed

with high uniformity and machined-level precision.

Parts most prone to failure can be easily and eco-

nomically replaced. The method of magnet support

and spacing is simple but highly reliable.

An average solenoid system would cost from

$3-$4 per lb. A precision solenoid system of this

nature could conceivably cost $6 per lb or more.

Our solenoids cost about $738 each or less than

$2.90 per lb. including tooling. This economy

could not be achieved by using a more conventional

approach.
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Fig. 1. Former msi.n magnet system

\

Fig. 2. Field penetrationof magnet.

Fig. 3. Basic conductor array.

Fig. 4. Aluminum core.

-b

Fig. 5. Method of coil support.
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Fig. 60 coil section, termina 1 area.

Fig. 7. Helical nature of winding.

I?ig. 9. Prototype terminal area.

Fig. 10. Fabricated coil.

Fig. 8. Prototype coil.
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MINIMUM-B CONFIGURATION IN lXII INTEREM FACILITY*

**
R. (!.Davis, J. N. Luton, Jr., 0. D. Matlock, and W. L. Wright

Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee

ABSTRACT

The INTEREMfacilityhas been modified by the addition of a pair
of coils arranged to superimposea quadruple magnetic field on
the existing mirror configuration. The coils, made of 42 turns
of 0.565” x 0.565” hollow, water-cooledcopper conductors,designed
to carry -J5000 amperes, were cast in epoxy and mounted around a
perforated copper cavity which confines the * 20 kW of applied
microwsve power. The coil and cavity assembly is then inserted
as a unit into the INTEREM vacuum tank. The vacuum feed through
seal for the current and water leads to the coils was also cast
of epoxy and has been found to be reliable over many pump-down
cycles. The arrangementused to restrain the coils against the
magnetic forces will be described.

Fcr some years we have been prcducing hot elec-

~r~n plas~s in a steady state by electron cyclotron

resonance with high power, CW, microwave radiation

fed :ntc = high-mcde reflecting cavity. The elec-
11

trcn denstt:es run between 10
and ~012

electrons/

C!U3w<th mean energies that range al”ound 100 keV,

w:th some electrons as high as several MeV. Plasma

vcl.mes are usually * 1 - 10 liters. In INTEREM

the microwave power available originally ranged up

t~ 40 k~’at a frequencyof 10.6 GHz which is resonant

w;th electron cyclotron frequency at a field of 3780

galss. During these years of operation,many modifi-

cations have been made. We will look at the machine

=ni review the major changes.

Fig~lre1 shows the machine in April 1967. The

lead walls, made up of 4’ x 3’ sections, make a room

16! X 281. The lead in the lower panels is three

inches thick, the t~p row is two inches thick.

Additional shielding can be seen at the operating

area, on top of the tank, and at the ends. Also

many tons of lead brick are also used. The total

weight of the lead as seen is 191,000 lba. The

reason for so much lead? Radiation at the tank wall

can exceed 150 R/Hr. Holding up all this weight

*
Research sponsoredby the U.S. Atomic Ener&v

Commissionunder contractwith the Union Carbide
Corporation.

** Denotes speaker.

would normally be a problem, but we are fortunately

in an area that originally was built for an alpha

calutron track. The live load floor weight of 250

lbslsq. ft. and massive pillars on close centers

make it possible to hold most any load.

The round cage at the top of the tank houses

a duoplasmatronion source and neutralizer. The

beam system can produce a beam of neutral atoms

--100 mA equivalent at 20 keV. The source pumps

and manifold are at the left. The source power

supplies are in the square cage at the right. Hid-

den under the steps at the left is the 40 kW micro-

wave power supply.

Electron cyclotronheating experiments started

in IN’EEREMwith simple mirror coils arranged with

a 3:1 mirror ratio and a single microwave cavity

(Fig. 2). Later, CO1lS with a 2:1 mirror ratio were

installed. Then two additional cavities with out-

board coils and spool pieces were added, making a

vacuum system 1.25 x 1.25 meters square and 3.7

meters long. Pumping was done originally with four

20” oil diffusion pumps with water cooled baffles.

The base pressure was - 10
-6

torr with considerable

oil vapor often found condensed on the water-cooled

cavity surfaces. In this configuration,microwave

power was fed into

The system was

the three cavity sections.

then modified for a minimum-B
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mirror- quadrupole magnetic field. At the time that

the quadruple coils were installed, the 20” diffu-

sion pumps and their large volume manifolds were re-

placed with four 10” diffusion pumps with much smaller

manifolding and freon cooled baffles, fundamentally

improving the oil feed-back problem which exists with

the large pumps.

In Table 1, we present the quadruple coil

specifications.

TABLE I

Quadruple Coil Specifications

42 turna each of 5/8” square hollow copper with
0.300 center hole

Coil mean radiua: 25 cm

Bl(r = 20 cm) = 3030 gauss (between windings)

Pawer: 0.5 megawatts (4600 amps, 110 volts)

~T : 20°C

Filler Resin: Peamafil PolyesterGE No. 3405

Insulation: Varslot .005 mil bonded on both sides
of .001 mil ~lar

Wrapping Tape: GE 76504-P semicured polyester
treated glass tape

Potting Resin: Maraset No. 124C

Each of the pairs of quadruple coils, as delivered,

had an overall length of 8’ by 20” across (Fig. 3).

It may be well to point out here that all the epoW

is inside the vacuum. The coils are not canned or

isolated.

The cavity (Fig. 4), 15” dia., 44” long, is made

up of four alternate solid and perforated 1/16” cop-

per strips welded together in the form of a cylirxler.

The solid strips go under the epoxy to shield against

escaping plasma particles and ultra-violetradiation.

Four orthogonalports are provided. The cavity is

weter-cooledsince all the microwave power is ab-

sorbed by the plasma particles which end up on the

Wtills. Especitillyheavy cooling is needed near the

midplane between the coils where most of the particles

#;scape. A bottom view of the assembly at 90$ comple-

tion is shown in Fig. 5. To the right of the bottom

port, an insulated30 turn copper diamagneticpick-

up co~l can just be seen. Also to the left of this

port is one of the three pairs of microwave feed

pointc. ‘Me lucationcwere chosen so th},tmagnetic

field in the w!,veguides near the windows are either

$Jboveor below electron resonance for a wide vuria-

Licm In field shape. When resonance Is permitted

near the window,

window melts.

breakdown usually occurs and the

Figure 6 shows an angle view of the cavity and

coil assembly showing the epoxy end seals and the

restrainingclamps. The stainless steel banda,

joined to the epo~, provide a slip surface for an

“O’’-ringseal. The qusdrupole coils are anchored

to the tank side walls. The center of the 1 3/4”

aluminum end plate where the feed-throughseal is

made has a deflection of 0.120” when the system Is

pumped down and the slip Joint permits this motion.

Figure 7 shows a schematic cut-away of the epoxy

end seal. The inlet and outlet water pass through

neighboringcopper tubing in the seal causing local

temperaturegradients of - 50°C/cm. The difference

in expansionbetween the hot and cold leads of 0.010”

caused the first seals to crack and leek under vacu-

um. A second mixture of 100 parts Shell Epon 815

and 125 parts of General Mills Versamld 140 used as

a hardner resulted in a more pliable material which

has been in service many months with no additional

problems.

The coil system was tested in place in the ma-

chine up to its rated”currentof 4750 amps. The

major difficulty,mechanically,resulted Prom the

spreading forces between the coils at one end (the

other end compresses). The coil motion was mani-

tored and a number of different clamp designs were

attempted before the motion was finally restricted

to 0.010” under the estimated force of 2500 pounds

at maximum current. During the early experiments,

at somewhat higher fields, we noted an axial mat:on

of the quadruple coils as a result of inadequate

axial clamping. We finally ended up with a yoke

and draw bar type restraining system to the side

walls, which now restrictsall motion to less than

0.010”. During the initial vacuum checks, the b%se
-6

pressure fell only to - 10 torr.

A mss analyzer installed in the machine indi-

cated the principal component limiting the pressure,

as expected, was water vapor so four liquid nitr.s-

gen cooled plates were installed comprising an er’-

fective pumping speed for water vapor of N 4 x 1(1<

liters/see. The added pumping
-7pressure to 10 torr but when

most of the outgaaing from the

speed redlicedthe

it was shown thst

epoxy, when the e.ills
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were energized, was aleo water vapor, it was decided

to install seven more cold plates. ‘Ihe total of

eleven plates has a combined area of 105 cm2 and

the base pressuxe was reduced to 6 x 10
-8

torr. To

pump CO and other organic impuritiesseen, five ti-

tanium evaporatorswere added. The evaporatedti-

tanium cwers about 1 sq. meter. The base pressure

is now2.8 x 10
-8

torr.

Figure 8 shows a schematic arrangement of the

entire coil assembly and cavity.

Figure 9 iS a view of the west end of the ma.

chine showing the quadxupole coil feed-throughseals,

the electrical connections,the water lea&s and head-

ers, and the mechanical drives for two mwable diag-

nostic devicee. One drives a probe which intercepts

tie edges of the plasma, requires a motion of 16”

into the cavity. The second mwes a current detec-

tor.

Figure 10 shows the south side of the machine.

One sees part of the pump assemblies, the signal

leads for the diamagnetic pick-up coil and coils used

to compensate for the fluctuations in the magnetic

field, a periscope type sight tube, and the water

i and electricalleads to the titanium evaporators.

Figure 11 is a v~ew of the east end showing the

t bremsstrahlungdetector. It consists of two colJ_i-

mators (4000 lbs. more lead) with shutter assembly

and a 3 x 3 NaI(T.E)detector. Also shown is another

axial current detector which can be scanned in a

horizontal plane ~3/8° across flux lines through the

plasma.

Figure 12 Is a view outside the east end lead

showing our liquid nitrogen storage and distribution

system which supplies the eleven cold plates. The

system is used only when running; usage is about

120 liters of liquid nitrogen per day amounting to

a cost of only $50.00.

Table I Quadruple Coil Specificationsfor
INTEREM.

Quadruple Coil(2)

42 Turn eoch of 518” Square

Hollow Copper with 0.300” Center

Hole

Coil Mean Radlus:25cm

BL(r=20cm)=3000Gauss

windings )

(Between

Power\ 0.5 Megawatts (4600Amps,

lK)vOhS) Atu20”C

Fig. 1 INTEREMmachlne and area April 1967.
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Fig. 2 Schematic INTESEM showing vacuum tank
cavities and coils.
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Fig. 3 Each of The pairs of quadruple coils.

Fig. 4 INTEREMquadruple cavity.

Fig. 5 A8sembly of quadruple coils and cavity.

Fig. 6

4“ THICK

SEAL

Quadruple assembly showing epoxy seals.

EP

COOLED

CONDUCTORS

Fig. 7 Schematic cut-awy of the epoxy end seals.
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Fig. 8 Schematic of lliTEllEMvacuum tank with
quadruple shown in position.
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Fig. 10 INTEREM south side.

Fig. 9 mREM west end.

Fig. 11 mm east end.
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Fig. 12 INTEREM outside lead wall, east end.
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